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Preface
Natural Gas 1994: Issues and Trends has been prepared by
the Energy Information Administration (EIA) to provide a
summary of the latest data and information relating to the
natural gas industry, including production, consumption,
markets, and prices. The report also examines several aspects
of the structural changes taking place as the natural gas
industry responds to recent regulatory and legislative changes,
The report consists of five chapters and three appendices,
Each chapter is designed to be self contained, resulting in
some repetition of definitions and other background material.
Chapter I reviews recent data on natural gas prices,
consumption, and supply, examining recent trends in drilling
and production, total system deliverability, and end-use
markets. Future prospects for the industry are also discussed.
(Text notes appear at the end of this chapter because of the
two-page subject format.) Chapter 2 discusses the response of
the interstate pipeline companies to the restructuring
requirements of Order 636. Chapter 3 looks at natural gas
supply and transportation contracts, and includes basic
examples of the use of financial instruments within the natural
gas industry. Chapter 4 analyzes the underground natural gas
storage market, examining the increased use of storage by the
industry. Chapter 5 reviews the effects of developing new
market structures on the financial performance of the natural
gas industry,

The three appendices provide supplemental information to
support the discussion and analysis presented in the body of
the report: Appendix A summarizes current Federal Energy
Regulation Commission (FERC) policy initiatives, FERC
Order 636, and environmental and safety developments
applicable to the industry; Appendix B provides numerical
examples of how interstate pipeline firm and interruptible
transportation rates are developed; Appendix C presents the
methodology used to estimate the measures of financial
performance presented in Chapter 5.
Unless otherwise stated, historical data through 1992 on
natural gas production, consumption, and price come from
EIA, Natural Gas Annual 1992, Vol. 1 and 2, DOE/EIA0131 (92)/1 and 2 (Washington, DC, November 1993). Similar
annual data for 1993 and monthly data for 1993 and 1994
come from EIA, Natural Gas Monthly (NGM), DOE/EIA0130 (94/04) (Washington, DC, April 1994). Data from the
NGM are preliminary estimates.
This report is the second Natural Gas: Issues and Trends.
(There is no 1993 volume). A prepublication release of the
Executive Summary was distributed in May 1994. However,
the reader should note that updated information on stock
market results has been incorporated into this report, which
resulted in revisions to the Executive Summary, specifically,
Figure ES5 and corresponding text.
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Executive Summary
Operating in the wake of almost continuous regulatory change
during the past 15 years, the natural gas industry has been
successfully adapting to institutional restructuring and
significant market changes. The industry completed the
restructuring mandated under the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission's Order 636 in time for the 1993-94 heating
season and was quickly tested by severe weather in January
1994. Initial concern about the operation of the gas network
was substantially allayed when the system delivered record
amounts of gas to the eastern half of the country during
extreme weather. The industry has also responded to some
dramatic changes in market conditions, streamlining and
improving the efficiency of operations. Faced with a 51percent decline in real wellhead prices from 1984 through
1992, producers have reassessed drilling and production
activities with the result that the "bubble" of oversupply that
had plagued the industry since the mid-1980's has virtually
disappeared, leaving supply and demand essentially in
balance,

increase in combined residential and commercial
consumption in 1993. Approximately half of this increase
was directly attributable to the March 1993 storm that
swept across the eastern part of the Nation. This was the
highest level of March consumption since monthly data
have been collected (beginning in 1973). Less than a year
later, in January 1994, a week that was 40 percent colder
than normal for much of the East Coast provided a more
severe test of the industry. Deliveries to residential and
commercial consumers in January 1994 were up 18 and
30 percent, respectively, from the previous year and also
were the highest monthly levels recorded since 1973. This
resulted in near-record pipeline throughput, storage
withdrawals, and gas send-outs by local distribution
companies.
•

This report provides an overview of the natural gas industry
in 1993 and early 1994 (Chapter l), focusing on the overall
ability to deliver gas under the new regulatory, mandates of
Order 636. In addition, the report highlights a range of issues
affecting the industry, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Restructuring under Order 636 (Chapter 2)
Adjustments in natural gas contracting (Chapter 3)
Increased use of underground storage (Chapter 4)
Effects of the new market on the financial performance of
the industl 3, (Chapter 5)
Continued impacts of major regulatory and legislative
changes on the natural gas market (Appendix A).

1992 led to a drilling recovery that continued in 1993. Gas
well completions in 1993 increased by 11 percent. This
turn-around in drilling combined with higher gas finding
rates is expected to allow the industry to maintain
adequate supplies of natural gas.
•

Highlights

•

The March 1993 "Storm of the Century" was eclipsed
by the frigid weather in January 1994. The winter of
1992-93 ended the pattern of warmer-than-normal weather
during the previous three winters. This sparked a 5-percent

Natural gas production
rose 3 percent in 1993 to
18.3 trillion cubic feet, a continuation of the upward
trend seen since 1986. Increased production has tended to
be concentrated in the traditionally off-peak summer
months and largely dedicated to the injection of gas into
storage for winter use, as well as to meet incremental
demand from electric utilities and industrial cogenerators.
Consequently, seasonality in production has been reduced,
with less variation in production flows throughout the year
(Figure ES2).

1993 in Review
There are indications that industry operations became more
efficient in 1993 as the market adjusted to increased
operational
and contractual flexibility. There was a
moderation in some seasonal aspects of the market, with
indications that this reduced seasonality will continue.

Wellhead prices moved higher in 1993 for the second
year as surplus wellhead deliverability declined and
markets moved into better balance. Between 1991 and
1993, average annual wellhead prices increased by
21 percent. Much of the increase occurred in 1993, as
wellhead prices averaged $].99 per thousand cubic feet,
an increase of 14 percent from 1992. Average annual
wellhead capacity utilization in 1993 is estimated to be
81 percent, a substantial improvement from the 67-percent
utilization in 1985 (Figure ESl). The rising gas prices in

•

A striking development during 1993 was the absence of
a strong seasonal pattern in average wellhead prices.
Instead of the usual decline in late spring, prices in May
reached their highest level of the year. Many factors, such
as the late spring storm, contributed to this unusual price
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Figure ES1.
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pattern. However, there are indications that the reduction
in seasonality in wellhead prices may continue into 1995.
For example, the futures contract prices in 1994 (as of
March 17) show a moderated seasonal pattern with a
winter peak, but no significant trough in the off-peak
months when compared with futures prices a year earlier
(Figure ES3). While seasonal price differentials appear to
have declined, prices are expected to exhibit continued
variability as a result of unanticipated supply and demand
conditions, such as those caused by unusual weather
patterns.
•

•

A heightened role for storage in the _urrent market is
becoming
increasingly
evident. The reduction in
wellhead price seasonality can, in pa% be attributed to the
increased utilization of storage. For example, from 1988
through 1992,storage injections and withdrawals averaged
20 percent and 18 percent higher, respectively, than during
the previous 5-year period. In addition, inventory levels
are being more closely monitored. Lower inventories and
increased injection and withdrawal activities may indicate
a fundamental adjustment relating to the economics of
storage use and a reassessment of the storage levels
needed for supply reliability. Despite the lowest levels of
working gas since 1978 going into the last heating season,
storage performed well in meeting the extraordinary
demands placed on the system during January 1994.

Figure ES3.

North American gas trade is a major factor in today's
competitive market. Imports no longer serve as a
marginal source of supply, but are actively competing for
market share. From 1992 to 1993, imports increased by
6 percent to 2.3 trillion cubic feet, and provided 11 percent
of domestic consumption. Import capacity from Canada
increased by 24 percent, or 1.8 billion cubic feet per day,
during 1993 with the completion of several major projects.
In addition, plans have been announced for another
1.3 billion cubic feet per day of import capacity by 1996.
Although no significant changes in gas trade with Mexico
are expected in the near term, the North American Free
Trade Agreement, enacted in December 1993, will help
foster the development and integration of the Mexican gas
industry.

The Industry

Adjusts

to a New Way of Doing

Business
The separation of the merchant and transportation functions
of interstate pipeline companies under Order 636 has vastly
increased the choices that pipeline company customers have
for obtaining service. In turn, the restructuring has also
greatly increased the complexity of contracting for natural gas
service. As the gas industry entered its first heating season
under the new regulatory system in November 1993, two facts
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Very Competitive Market
security
hadshifted
frompipeline
companies
tomarketers, Significant Opportunities
were immediately apparent: competition in gas marketing was
intensifying, and the responsibility of guaranteeingsupply
local distribution companies(LDC's), andend users.
_
•

A

Offers

Natural gas consumption is expected to expand by 2 trillion

These changes have resulted in a new menu of services
and optionsavailabletoindustryplayers.
Some of these
services, such as gathering, storage, and system balancing,
were typically included as part of the bundled service
provided by pipeline companies. Other financial and risk
management services have been developed in response to
the increased market risks facing customers. New service
selections make it easier for end users to make tradeoffs

cubic feet by the year 2000. Much of the growth will be
driven by environmental considerations as well as the
increased competitiveness in natural gas markets. Recent
growth has been dominated by cogeneration applications in
the industrial sector and weather.induced increases in the
residential sector. Future growth will be concentrated in
electricity generation
by industrial and commercial
cogenerators, as well as electric utilities and other nonutility

between the quality of service they want and the price they
are willing to pay.

power producers.
•

Gas demand for electric utility generation will grow

•

New transportation flexibility allows customers to
reduce the cost of moving gas. The development of
market hubs and creation of a secondary market for
released capacity are new aspects of the market, providing
improved access to supply areas and new transportation
routes. The value of these new options is greatly enhanced
by the electronic bulletin boards being used to trade
capacity,

largely because of economic and environmental
advantages of natural gas over other generating fuels.
The majority of new generating facilities built by electric
utilities are expected to be gas-fired, primarily combinedcycle plants and combustion turbines (Figure ES4). These
units are more efficient, less capital-intens!ve, available in
a wide range of capacities, and can be constructed more
quickly than alternative units. In addition, natural gas is a
clean-burning fuel and therefore an important component

•

Planned storage expansions could increase peak-day
deliverability from underground storage facilities by
27 percent by the end of the decade. More than twothirds of the 18-billion-cubic-foot-per-day
increase is
expected from "high-deliverability" facilities, such as salt
cavern storage, where gas can be injected and withdrawn
on a continuing basis throughout the year to balance daily
or monthly demands. In addition, many of the planned
new storage sites are in proximity to major market hubs.
As the number and variety of contractual arrangements
have increased in the market, storage will be used to adjust
for system imbalances, provide emergency supply backup,
and support the new "no-notice" service required under
Order 636.

in reducing emissions and improving air quality.
Approximately 60 percent of planned generating capacity
additions through 2000 are expected to be gas-fired.

•

Risk management
is an important element of the
industry today. Mechanisms for managing price risk,
such as futures contracts and other related financial
instruments, have become widely available to market
participants. The number of gas futures contracts (open
interest) doubled between January and May 1993,
reaching more than 140,000 contracts. Strategies are also
available to manage other types of risk, such as supply
risk. For many gas market participants, the challenge now
is to evaluate the risks they face in order to develop an
overall risk management strategy,

x

•

A potentially significant market is electric utility
repowering projects, which upgrade existing gas-fired
powerplants and convert oil- and coal-fired plants to
natural gas or co-firing capability. Repowering has an
advantage over new construction in that it involves fewer
permit approvals, shorter lead times, and may have lower
construction costs. A plant can often be repowered at
higher capacity and higher efficiency than the original
design. Although utilities have reported only a few
planned repowering projects, by some industry estimates,
as much as half of the growth in gas consumed in the
electric power sector could come from repowered units
over the longer term.

•

Retail natural gas prices are projected to remain
competitive with petroleum prices, increasing (in real
terms) by 2.5 percent per year on average from 1992
through 2000. This projection shows that competition in
the electricity sector between natural gas and residual fuel
oil will continue to be a limiting factor for natural gas
price increases. However, if the primary competitor of
natural gas becomes distillate fuel oil, rather than residual
oil, there would be opportunity for upward movement in
the market price of natural gas, depending on the intensity
of competition within the gas industry.
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Figure ES4.
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Outlook for the Industry

record activity associatedwith the colder-than-normal
weather. However, stock prices declined Her February

The expanding natural gas market and more competitive
environment will provide companies in all sectors of the
industry with new possibilities to improve their financial
performance. However, success will depend on management's
ability to take advantage of the new opportunities--for
example, instituting more flexible operations, reducing costs,
and finding and developing the markets they can serve best.
On the other hand, the increased complexity of the market
requires much closer attention to contracting arrangements,
risk management,
and the use of electronic
information

because of m_ccessive increases in interest rates, continued
low oil prices, uncertainty regarding gas prices,
and
expectations of lower allowed rates of return for pipeline
companies and LDC's. Bond ratings in 1993 were stable but
substandard foi _a sample of independent producers and
interstate pipeline companies.

transfer,
•

Recent trends in stock prices and bond ratings support
a cautious optimism regarding the fmancial prospects
for the natural gas industry. Stock prices for most
segments of the industry outperformed the Standard and
Poor's 500 index during 1993 (Figure ESS). However, gains
in the early part of the year were partly offset by fourth
quarter declines, when stock prices for all segments of the
industry declined (3 to 18 percent), while the S&P 500 rose
slightly (1 percent). Results for the first quarter of 1994
were mixed. Prices generally rose in January because of
record activity associated with the colder-than-normal

• The

future

financial

performance

of individual

companies will reflect their ability to exploit new
opportunities. For producers, the key will be finding and
developing new gas reserves at competitive prices. The
outlook for marketers will depend on the extent to which
they can capitalize on the access provided by market hubs
to serve a wider regional mix of clients and to provide
rebundled services to customers who prefer "one-stop
shopping." The financialperformanee of pipeline companies
now depends mainly on their role as gas transporters
and will hinge on their ability to sell capacity. For LDC's,
key financial considerations are the management of new
responsibilities for gas supply and transportation, reducing
costs, and developing new markets for their services.
The opportunities available to the
industry today are
substantial. The new structure that has evolved under Order

NaturalGas1994: Issuesand Trends
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Figure
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636 has placed the natural gas market in a better position to
compete in the current energy market. The financial
performance of participants in the naturalgas industry will be

determined by their ability to adapt to the new business
environment, maintain competitive prices, and provide
reliable service.

l

Natural Gas 1994:

Issues and Trends

Energy Information

Administration

xili

1. Overview

In 1993, the natural gas industry and its customers
experienced a smooth transition to a new operating
environment,
even though they faced fundamental
adjustments in the market. Two events in particular affected
all segments ofthemarket:
c

The interstate pipeline industry was restructured in
accordance with Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) Order 636.

•

The excess productive capacity that had characterized the
industry throughout the 1980's diminished, leaving
supply and demand in better balance,

As a result of these developments, all segments of the
industry are facing increased competition, some segments are
facing higher risks, gas prices have risen, and a renewed
emphasis has been placed on gas exploration, production, and
delivery.
FERC Order 636, issued in April 1992, required interstate
pipeline companies to separate (or "unbundle") all of their
services. Gas purchases are essentially free from regulation,
while transportation and storage remain subject to FERC
jurisdiction. However, more competition has been introduced
into the gas transportation industry with the establishment of
a secondary market in pipeline transportation. The secondary
market permits pipeline company customers to trade capacity
rights among themselves, using electronic bulletin boards
provided by the pipeline companies,
In November 1993, the gas industry entered its first heating
season under the new regulatory system. Two facts were
immediately apparent: competition in gas marketing was
intensifying, and the responsibility for guaranteeing supply
security had shifted from pipeline companies to marketers,
local distribution companies (LDC's), and end users
themselves. Concern about the operation of the gas network
was substantially allayed in January 1994 when the system
delivered record amounts of gas to the eastern half of the
country during a severe cold spell.
This chapter reviews the major events affecting the natural
gas industry in 1993 and early 1994 and provides a historical
context for interpreting their impact in the near term. The

themes of competition and risk recur throughout this
chapter, and the rest of the document, and are discussed
from many perspectives.
•

•

Competition--particularly
how it has led to the
development of new services. Order 636 restructuring has
provided the industry with many alternatives for
managing the purchase and transportation of natural gas.
Customers now require services that had previously been
part of their bundled service arrangements with pipeline
companies. In addition, financial services are an
i_,c.reasinglyimportant aspect of contractual arrangements
as regulatory guidelines and controls have bee-_ removed
from many aspects of the marketplace.
Riskmhow it has changed for industry participants, and
how the industry is adopting strategies to manage that
risk and benefit from the opportunities that accompany it.

Chapter 1 first examines changes in the supply side of the
industry--drilling, production, imports, and pricesmand the
closer balance between supply and demand that has recently
developed. The chapter next highlights how the new
regulatory environment has changed industry operations and
the dynamics of the market. Overall system deliverability is
then addressed, illustrating how the industry uses many
supplemental sources of supply to meet peak-period demand
such as that experienced in January 1994. The chapter also
presents recent developments in end-use markets and
identifies the growth areas that are expected to shape the
industry in the future. Finally, the historical perspective is
summarized and future prospects for the industry are
discussed. (Text notes for Chapter I appear at the end of the
chapter.)
Subsequent chapters and appendices
issues affectingthe industry.
•
•
•
•
•

highlight a range of

Re,structuring under Order 636 (Chapter 2 and Appendix
B)
Adjustments in natural gas contracting (Chapter 3)
Increased use of underground storage (Chapter 4)
Effects of the new market on the financial performance of
the industry (Chapter 5 and Appendix C)
Major regulatory and legislative changes and how they
continue to shape the natural gas market (Appendix A).
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Figure 1. Gas Supplies Move into Balance
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Natural Gas Supply: Exploration and Production

After a decade of excess productive capacity, gas supplies
continued to move into closer balance with demand during
1993. This can be attributed largely to the improved price
signals producers now receive. Clear price signals are a result
of industry restructuring and the abolition of price controls
that encouraged drilling even in the presence of excess
productive capacity. I Indicative of the better balance between
supply and demand, idle capacity has declined significantly,
In December 1985, over 30 percent of the Nation's natural gas
productive capacity lay idle, clearly more than the industry's
operatio,al needs. For December 1993, idle capacity is
estimated at a more efficient 17 percentmadequate,
with
deliverability from storage, to meet peak demands,
•

•

Reflecting the improvement in price signals, changes
in wellhead prices for natural gas had a swift and
robust impact on drilling levels in 1993. Rising gas
prices in 1992 led to a drilling recovery that continued
into 1993 (Figure 1). Well completions continued at a
brisk pace for the first quarterof 1993, averaging 939 per
month. Amid uncertainty over prices, completions
declined to 648 per month in the second quarter and 604
in the third quarter. Completions rose to 876 in October
only to decline to 702 in December as natural gas
wellhead prices softened in response to the plunge in oil
prices. Annual completions were 11 percent higher than
in 1992, although still low when compared with
historical levels. Nevertheless, gas well completions
surpassed oil well completions for the first time. As
recently as 1987 the number of gas well completions was
less than half the number of oil well completions,
Reflecting improved productivity, reserve additions
have beenbuoyedbyhigherfindingratesandpositive
reserve revisions. Gas discoveries per successful gas
exploratory well increased from 6.7 billion cubic feet
(Bcf) in 1982 to 21.4 Bcf in 1992 (the latest year for
which data are available). Industry restructuring,
improvements in technology, and a strategy of focusing
on larger prospects have led to significant improvements
in the efficiency of finding new reserves of natural gas.
In 1992, reserve revisions resulting from new
information about known gas reservoirs accounted for 46
percent of total gas additions. As a result of these factors,
the industry was able to add almost as much to reserves
in 1992 as in 1982 with less than half the number of
wells drilled,

Natural Gas 1994:

•

Annual natural gas production rose 3 percent in 1993
to 18.3 trillion cubic feet, a continuation
of the
upward trend seen since 1986 (Figure 1). Open access
to pipeline transportation has resulted in more marketing
opportunities for producers and greater competition,
leading to increased production. New knowledge of gas
reservoirs has led some States to revise their wellspacing rules, allowing producers to increase production
via the drilling of infill wells.2As a result, production has
increased from fields once considered too mature to
produce athigh levels. Production from the top 100gas
fields, most of which are over 50 years old, was 32
percent higher in 1991 than in 1982. For example, the
Hugoton field, discovered in 1922, has produced more
gas than any other U.S. field. It produced 516 Bcf in
1991 compared with 328 Bcf in 1982. Additional
production increases are expected during the next few
years because of changes in State prorationing rules in
1993.

•

Increased production has tended to be concentrated
in the traditionally off-peak summer months. Summer
production has been largely dedicated to the injection of
gas into storage for later winter use and for incremental
demand
from
electric
utilities
and industrial
cogenerators. Consequently, production now exhibits
less month-to-month variation, providing for more
efficient use of existing capacity.

•

Productive capacity is projected to remain adequate
to support increases in production (Figure 1).
Preliminary results of an Energy Information
Administration analysis of wellhead productive capacity
indicate that (under the base case assumptions)
productive capacity will rise in 1995 in response to
projected drilling increases? By December 1995,
productive capacity is projected to reach 61.6 Bcf per
day, slightly higher than the 60.9 Bcf per day estimated
for December 1992.

The gas supply industry in 1985 was saddled with
overcapacity and high costs. Today the industry is more
efficient and produces more gas at a lower wellhead price.
However, the ability of the industry to sust_in production at
prices competitive with low-priced alternatives depends on
the ability of producers to apply new extraction technologies,
as well as the size and characteristics of the accessible
resource base.
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Figure 2. Technological Advances Enhance Supply
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Natural Gas Supply: Technological Advances

Technological advances have enhanced the industry's ability
to find and develop new gas reserves at competitive prices,
According to the National Petroleum Council (NPC),
advances in drilling have lowered real drilling costs by 3
percent per year during the past 20 years.4 Some of the most
significant improvements in technology have come in the
realms of seismic surveying, drilling, and well completion
techniques. The NPC estimates that technology advances will
add more than 230 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) to the resource
base by 2010.
•

The adoption of three-dimensional
(3-D) seismic
surveys during the 1980's has lowered the risk of
drilling a dry hole. During a seismic survey, seismic
waves generated at the earth's surface pass through the
earth and are reflected back to the surface and recorded,
The recorded reflections are processed and analyzed for
indications of gas- and oil-bearing strata. A conventional
two-dimensional (2-D)seismic survey collects data along
a survey line on the earth's surface. This gives a 2-D
vertical cross-section of the geology below the survey
line, but provides little information about the geology on
either side of the cross-section (Figure 2). A 3-D seismic
survey collects data over a survey area and provides a 3-D
image of the geology below the earth's surface. Because
of the enormous amount of data collected with a 3-D
survey, this technology only became viable with the rapid
advances in computer processing power experienced
during the 1980's. s
Three-dimensional seismic surveys have helped boost
production from existing fields in the Gulf of Mexico. For
example, Mobil Exploration and Production U.S. Inc. has
increased gas production from its 21-year-old East
Cameron Block 286 field off the Louisiana coast. Gas was
targeted below the currently producing field based on the
results ofanew3-Dseismicsurvey.
Gas production from
the East Cameron field is currently reported at 100
million cubic feet (MMcf) per day. Just 3 years ago the
East Cameron field produced 25 MMcfper day.

•

The use of polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC)
drill bits has shortened drilling times and lowered
drilling costs. Drilling technology advances are
particularly important for accessing large volumes of deep
gas deposits believed to occur below 15,000 feet.6 The
development of this gas has previously been constrained
by low prices and the high cost of drilling.

•

New gas supplies will become available from the
increased application of horizontal drilling in natural
gas fields. Most gas reservoirs are much more extensive
in their horizontal (areal) dimension than in their vertical
(thickness) dimension. For instance, a typical reservoir
might be only 20 feet thick but cover many thousands of
square feet. A conventional vertical well can drain only a
small percentage of a reservoir compared with a
horizontal well (Figure 2). Most horizontal wells drilled
to date have targeted oil reservoirs. As the technique
improves and becomes cheaper to employ, horizontal
drilling should become more widely used in the gas
industry. 7

•

Advanced fracturing techniques have had some
striking successes in increasing gas flow from tight
sand reservoirs. The use of new chemicals in the
fracturing process allows sand-laden fluids to drain away,
leaving the sand behind as a prop to hold open the
fractures, s Fracturing should improve the economics of
drilling for gas in tight formations, Gas from tight
formations represents 27 percent of the estimated total
lower 48 gas resource base of approximately 1,300 Tcf. 9

•

Advances in offshore platform design, subsea well
completion techniques, and associated underwater
technologies now allow offshore gas prospects to be
developed at greater water depths than before. _°New
offshore technologies are being used in the deep waters of
the Gulf of Mexico, where many larger gas prospects
should be found. Subsea completions and underwater
production manifolds will enable production from new
deep water prospects at a lower cost than original'y
estimated. Using these underwater technologies, deep
water prospects will be developed at a fraction of the cost
of permanently placing a surface production platform in
deep waters. The oil and gas produced using this
technology can be piped to a shallow water host platform,
a cheaper alternative (Figure 2). Costs can be further
reduced by using an existing shallow water platform,
situated above an older declining field.

While the domestic industry currently provides about 90
percent of domestic consumption, a significant and growing
contribution is being made by imports of natural gas.
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Figure 3. North American Gas Trade Continues to Expand
but at a Slower Pace
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Natural Gas Supply: Imports and Exports

Pipeline imports continued to grow in 1993 but at a slower
rate than the record-setting pace in 1992, while pipeline
export levels dropped substantially from their record highs of
I992. Only imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) from
Algeria, which nearly doubled from 1992 levels, increased
substantially, whereas exports of LNG to Japan stayed relatively flat. In an unexpected development, in December,
Mexico I_egan exporting natural gas to the United States for
the first time since 1984.
•

The largest component of U.S. import and export
trade in natural gas continues to be pipeline imports
from Canada, represent_.ng I1 percent of U.S. gas
consumption in 1993. After increasing by 22 percent
from 1991 levels to a record high of 2,094 billion cubic
feet (Bcf) in 1992, Canadian gas imports continued to
grow, but by a modest 5 percent, to 2,194 Bcf in 1993
(Figure 3). Pipeline exports to Canada, after reaching a
20-year high of 68 Bcf in 1992, dropped by 26 percent to
50 Bcfin 1993.

•

Import growth into California remained steady,
despite a controversy with Canadian producers that
dampened short-term imports for the first 10 months
of 1993. _1 A decision by California regulators to allow
capacity release caused the Canadian National Energy
Board (NEB) to prohibit (effective late-June 1992) shortterm exports through Kingsgate and Huntingdon, British
Columbia, except under contracts with Alberta and
Southern Gas. =_ Consequently, short-term imports
destined for California for the first l0 months of 1993
(30.1 Bcf') were 44 percent lower than for the same
period in 1992 (53.3 Bcf). After more than a year of
negotiations, the affected U.S. and Canadian companies
agreed to restructure their sales contracts. Accordingly,
the NEB revoked its orders on this matter effective
November l--and short-term imports in November and
December skyrocketed to seven times the volume
imported in those months in 1992.

•

Import capacity from Canada increased by 1.8 Bcf per
day during 1993 with completion of several major
projects, including a 0.9-Bcf-per-day expansion by
Pacific Gas Transmission into California. Numerous
other projects have been planned, which, if completed as
originally proposed, could expand import capacity to 10.5
Bcf per day by 1996, or nearly 42 percent from the

1992 level of 7.4 Bcfper
some of these projects
particularly in light of
available into California

day. However, it is possible that
will be delayed or canceled,
the extensive capacity already
and other major markets,

•

While Mexico has been expected to develop as a
significant market for U.S. natural gas in the near
term, higher prices, coupled with Mexico's slumping
economy, contributed to sharply curtailed demand in
1993. Pipeline exports to Mexico, after increasing to 96.0
Bcfin 1992--nearly 60 percent above the record level of
60.4 Bcf set in 1991--plummeted to 36.8 Bcf in 1993.
Mexico's economic downturn, coupled with small
amounts of new associated gas production from oil fields
coming on line in southern Mexico, has produced a miniglut of gas. In 1993, Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), the
Mexican energy agency, began exporting natural gas to
the United States for the first time in 9 years, albeit at
modest levels (just under 1 Bcf in December). At least
three projects to increase cross-border capacity with
Mexico have been proposed, which, if completed, would
expand capacity by 583 million cubic feet per day. The
1993 export results may affect the size, pace of progress,
or even the feasibility of these projects.

•

The extensive import and export trade in 1993 reflects
the trend toward development of an increasingly
integrated North American gas industry. Canada's
large resource base and competitively priced gas supplies
provide U.S. marketers and consumers, ,articularly on
the West Coast and in the northern States ,ith increased
supply options. The development of a : i broader gas
industry that incorporates significant gas trade with
Mexico is some years away. It will depend on a number
of interrelated developments in Mexico's economy in
general
and its oil
and gas industry
in
particular--notably,
paying off international debt,
developing the oil and gas resource base, and building
additional production and transmission infrastructure.
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
will help foster the development and integration of the
Mexican gas industry.

North America has significant natural gas resources. The
continuing development of a North American market for
natural gas holds substantial potential for the domestic
market.
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Figure 4.
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Natural Gas Supply: Prospects for the Future

North America has a vast natural gas resource base to support
growing natural gas demand (Figure 4). Into the 21st century,
natural gas supplies will be determined within this
increasingly integrated market,
•

•

The supply of natural gas is sustainable over the long
term. The technically recoverable resource base is the
level of proved reserves (gas that can be readily
produced) plus the amount of gas that can be found and
developed under current prices and technology. At the
end of 1992, ploved reserves in the United States
(including Alaska) equaled 165 trillion cubic feet (Tcf),
equivalent to roughly 10 years of production at current
rates. In its 1992 study, The Potential for Natural Gas in
the United States." Source and Supply, the National
Petroleum Council estimated a technically recoverable
gas resource base for the lower 48 States of 1,065 Tcf,
sufficient gas to meet U.S. demand at current levels for
about 60 years. =3Alaska has an additional 152 Tcf in
potential supplies, while Canada's gas resource base is
estimated at 621 Tcf. In addition, Mexico's gas resource
base is estimated at 252 Tcf. The opening of the Mexican
oil and gas industry to foreign investment will facilitate
technology transfers, which will promote development of
the Mexican gas resource base. Improved access to all
these resources provides grounds for optimism about the
role of natural gas in the Nation's energy future,
Gas supplies to the lower 48 States could become
available from the Canadian frontier and Alaska, but
are not expected prior to 2010. _4The industry has a
strong incentive to develop the significant gas resources
in inaccessible regions of Canada and Alaska. However,
gas pipelines from these regions are not feasible given
current prices. Breakthroughs in the liquefaction of gas or
electricity wheeling (so that electric plants could be
established near remote gas fields) are two possibilities
being researched to exploit this gas.

•

New technology is expected to increase the resource
base. Under the expected technology of 2010, the
technically recoverable resource base is estimated to
equal 1,295 Tcf, more than 200 Tcf higher than under
current technology. An example of the role that new
technology can play in accessing more of the resource

base is provided by the recent use of "super computers"
in conjunction with 3-D seismic surveys. Using this
technology it is possible to produce images of previously
undetectable gas and oil-bearing geologic structures
beneath salt layers under the Gulf of Mexico. In October
1993, a consortium led by Phillips Petroleum reported the
first commercial subsait discovery 80 miles off the coast
of Louisiana. Test flows of almost 10million cubic feet
per day of natural gas (and 7,000 barrels per day of oil)
were reported from the discovery well. _s The industry is
very optimistic about the potential for future subsalt
discoveries. At a recent lease sale, over $227 million was
bid for offshore leases, many of them overlying subsalt
prospects.
•

Current technically recoverable resource estimates
may understate the long-term supply of natural gas.
While over 3 million wells have been drilled in the
United States since 1959, only a few thousand have
depths greater than 10,000 feet. Below this depth, the
United States remains largely a frontier region. The U.S.
Geological Survey has speculated that almost 3,200
trillion cubic feet of gas may be present at depths
between 14,000 and 22,000 feet. The high cost of drilling
a deep well precludes considering these prospects as part
of the technically recoverable resource base. However,
furthertechnological advances should eventually _sultin
the development of the onshore deep frontier.
The U.S. Geological Survey has estimated that tight
formations in Wyoming's Greater Green River Basin
alone may contain over 5,000 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of
gas. Although not economically recoverable in the
immediate future, this gas could play an important role in
satisfying demand after more conventional supplies are
depleted. Another potentially important source of supply
is gas from geopressured aquifers. While the economics
are currently marginal, the U.S. Geological Survey has
estimated 5,700 Tcf of geopressured gas may occur in
deep aquifers. Gas hydrates located in Alaska and offthe
U.S. coast are another example of a speculative, but
potentially important source of gas. It is estimated that
these regions could provide between 485 and 3,109 Tcf
of gas. However, current technology is inadequate to
recover gas from these sources.
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Figure 5. Wellhead, Spot, and FuturesPricesWere
Higher in 1993
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Changing Market Dynamics: Wellhead, Spot, and Futures Prices

Wellhead prices moved sharply higher in 1993, averaging
$1.99 per thousand cubic feet (Mcf), 14 percent higher than
in 1992. This is the highest level reached since 1985, when
prices averaged $2.51 per Mcf.
The largest monthly changes in 1993 occurred between April
and June as the market recovered from the effects of a late
winter storm. From April to May, prices increased $0.25 per
Mcf in response to the increased demand for gas by storage
operators. Wellhead prices then fell $0.43 per Mcf between
May and June when injections of gas into storage were
reduced because storage levels were perceived to be adequate.
However, overall monthly variability in price throughout the
year was generally less in 1993 than in either of the previous
2 years (Figure 5).
Furthermore, the seasonal pattern of price variation that
developed in the late 1980's, where prices rose in the winter
and declined in the spring and summer, was not evident in the
wellhead market in 1993. For example, in 1993, the average
wellhead price peaked in May. In contrast, the 1992 peak was
in October, more in line with the normal seasonal peaks
occurring during the heating seasons. Both the reduction in
monthly price variability and in seasonality may be due, in
part, to the increased utilization of underground storage
throughout the year.
Prices on the futures and spot market at the Henry Hub were
similar and tracked closely throughout the year. However,
futures prices tended to move sharply higher during periods
of stress, exceeding spot prices for the same delivery month,
•

•

The 3-percent increase in demand for natural gas in
1993 and the reduction of excess gas supplies in early
1992 were the principal factors supporting the higher
prices, but storage activity also put upward pressure
on prices. Underground storage injections were higher in
1993 than in 1992 in 7 of the last 9 months ofthe year. In
addition, State prorationing rules were changed in 1993,
lowering the authorized level of monthly production in
major producing States, and potentially keeping gas off
the market. These factors contributed to higher wellhead
prices in 1993.
The reduced seasonality in prices for 1993 may be, in
part, a consequence of the growth of the futures
market and of the increasing flexibility of the gas
industry. If prices for future delivery are relatively high,

this encourages the industry to place more gas in storage
today for future delivery. When the stored gas is released
onto the market, it tends to lower the price. The much
more active storage industry means that it is no longer
necessary for producers to bring on line as many
inefficient wells as it had in the past to satisfy incremental
gas demand during the peak winter season. Instead, the
industry is relying more on storage withdrawals for
incremental supplies during the peak season, which
alleviates upward pressure on prices at the wellhead.
•

Increased use of storage throughout the year has also
moderated the monthly changes in gas prices. In 1993,
the range of wellhead prices over the year varied by $0.58
per thousand cubic feet (Mcf'), about half of the $ I. 12 per
Mcf range in 1992 and 12 percent less than the range in
1991. During 1993, wellhead prices were more closely
clustered for much of the year, with a $0.18 per Mcf
interquartile range (i.e., the range of half of the
observations shown by the boxes in Figure 5). In contrast,
the range was $0.40 per Mcf in 1991 and $0.53 per Mcf
in 1992.

•

Futures prices tended to exceed both spot and
wellhead prices in 1993, especially during periods of
stress. The futures market at the Henry Hub for a delivery
month closes before all deals for the shipments of gas
from hubs, production sites, or other transfer points for
gas supplies in the United States are completed. The
futures price, however, is frequently used as an initial
reference price in negotiating many of these deals. High
futures prices frequently result from perceptions that
storage levels are too low to meet gas demand. As the
market adjusts after the close of the futures market, and it
becomes clear that supplies are adequate, the prices drop.
This was the case in May 1993 when the futures
settlement price for May delivery was $2.76 per million
Btu (MMBtu) while the average spot price at the Henry
Hub for the same delivery month was $2.17 per
MMBtu. 16

The futures market has become an integral part of pricing
decisions being made in the natural gas market on a daily
basis. Ithas shown substantial and continuing growth since its
inception in 1990 and has become the financial benchmark of
many contractual arrangements.
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Figure 6. The Use of Natural Gas Futures Grows Dramatically
Futures prices rose sharply in
spring 1993 ......
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Changing Market Dynamics: The Futures Market

Significantpriceuncertainty in the natural gas market fueled
dramatic growth in the use of the futures market during 1993.
At the beginning of 1993, the number of gas futures contracts
(open interest) exceeded heating oil futures contracts for the
first time. Natural gas open interest reached 143,165 contracts
on May 19, the highest level for the year. t7 This level was
double the number of contracts at the beginning of the year
and exceeded heating oil open interest by almost 40,000
contracts,
Prices on the futures market moved sharply higher in the early
months of 1993, but moderated in the later months as oil
prices declined and concern about adequate storage levels for
the heating season abated. Daily variability in the price of gas
on futures and cash (spot) markets continued to be significant
and contributed to the 83-percent increase in open interest
from the beginning to the end of the year. The large rise in the
futures price of gas (Figure 6) in the spring of 1993 was
accompanied by strong growth in the number of contracts. An
even greater increase in monthly trading volumes was seen
during the year. At the end of 1993, the average monthly
volume of trade was more than three times greater than its
level at the beginning of ! 993.
•

•

The expected continuation of rising demand for
natural gas and a closer supply and demand balance
contributed to the higher level of futures prices in
1993. Demand for natural gas increased in 1993 and is
expected to increase during the next several years. On the
supply side, well_ie:,d productive capacity was reduced
(by about 4 percent) in 1992 in response to very low
prices at the beginning of the year and continued to
decline slightly (by less than 2 percent) in 1993. Both of
these factors supported higher prices,
Market growth alsooccurredbecausecontracts
now
tradefor18 futuredelivery
months.The extension
of
the futuresconu'actmarketfrom 12 to 18 months
occurredduringJanuary1992.As theindustry
became
increasingly
familiarwith the longerterm futures
contracts,
trading
inthesecontracts
grew.The extension
foran additional
6 monthsallowsmarketparticipants
to
support
longer
ten_contracts
forthephysical
commodity,
sincepriceriskcan be managed throughthefutures
contracts
foran additional
6 months.

•

The exchange of futures for physicals (EFP's) is
increasingly used by the gas industry to arrange deals.
EFFs require buyers and sellers of natural gas f'u'stto take
positions in the futures market before completing a deal
in the physical market. Exchanges arranged through an
EFP increased from about 45 billion cubic feet (Bcf) in
January 1993 to about 130 Bcf in January 1994. The
popularity of EFP's is supported by the value of the
futures market as a means of price discovery and the
flexibility of these instruments.

•

New financial instruments continue to be developed,
and the nonregulated portion of the financial market
continues to grow. As the need for risk management
services increases under the restructured industry and as
the futures contract market continues to grow, new price
hedging instruments continue to be developed. For
example, price insurance is available whereby the
insurance buyer pays a certain percentage of the current
cost of gas as a premium) _ In return the buyer of the
insurance is rein,bursed if the price of gas rises above
some set value. The growth of the futures market also
supports the development of the options market and of the
nonregulated markets in swaps and options. _9The fu_es
contract market price is used directly by the nonregulated
market when offering these financial instruments. Futures
contracts are used, at times, by the financial industry"to
hedge its own risks in arranging swaps contracts through
which buyers and sellers can fix prices.

•

The liquidity of the market has increased. The
continued growth and importance of the futures market is
supported by the liquidity of the market, where buyers
and sellers are readily able to complete exchanges near
expected prices. If a market lacks liquidity, willing sellers
oumumber willing
buyers(orviceversa)
andthevolume
of completed
trades
declines.
The growthinthevolume
oftrades
inthegasfutures
marketgiveseveryindication
itisaveryliquid
market(Figure
6).

The futures
and related
financial
marketsare important
components
ofthemarkettodayandareessential
support
for
theincreasing
marketflexibility
thathas been developing
underopen accessregulation.
With theimplementation
of
Order 636, substantial
additional
flexibility
has been
introduced
intothemarket.
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Figure 7. Changing Market Dynamics
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Changing Market Dynamics: Increased Flexibility

Increased flexibility in buying and selling gas was an
important development for the industry in 1993. This
flexibility was achieved through the development of
additional market hubs, creation of a secondary market for
capacity rights, introduction of new services, and
implementation of more flexible receipt and delivery points.
All of these factors have contributed to a more dynamic,
customer-focused market for gas services,
•

•

New market hubs developed in 1993 and more were
proposed. New market hubs were created in Chicago, in
Ellisburg-Leidy (Pennsylvania), and in New York,
bringing the total number of hubs to over 20. In addition,
companies representing all segments of the natural gas
industry plan to create hubs in the near future. Market
hubs are geographically dispersed throughout the United
States, mainly near supply basins, storage sites, and
downstream pipeline intcrconnections. Hubs provide both
physical and transactional services. Physical services
include gas wheeling, 2° parking, 21transportation, storage,
compression, and processing. Transactional services being
offered consist of title transfer, buyer-seller matching,
balancing,
and electronic
bulletin board (EBB)
information.
These services support economic or
informational functions without relying on physical
facilities. Market hubs are an integral part of restructuring
gas services because they (1) promote greater competition
by bringing more buyers and sellers together; (2) improve
the efficiency of the pipeline network by linking supply,
storage, pipeline interconnect, and distribution areas more
completely (Figure 7); and (3) improve reliability by
giving end users access to more supply options than they
had in the past.
Implementation of capacity release programs during
1993 presented end users with additional flexibility in
reselling unneeded transportation
capacity rights,
Although releases occurred earlier in the year, full-scale
implementation of capacity release programs by pipeline
companies was not required until November 1, 1993.
While trading activity on the secondary market began
slowly, it built up steadily during the heating season
(Figure 7). As expected, weekly variations in the

Natural Gas 1994:

availability of capacity were affected by fluctuations in
weather. During the severe cold spell in the third week of
January 1994, capacity available for release declined
significantly and some capacity was recalled. By late
March 1994, nearly 15 percent (8.2 billion cubic feet) of
U.S. total winter peak capacity was held by replacement
shippers.= The secondary market gives more flexibility to
holders of capacity rights in that a market now exists for
them to resell or "lease" capacity they do not need to other
shippers. This makes it more attractive to enter into longterm capacity contracts. Prices for released capacity have
ranged from $0.01 per million Btu to the maximum
reservation fee. Discounts on releases have been common.
•

An array of new services was offered last year to help
end users take advantage of the restructured industry.
A broad mix of new transportation, storage, balancing,
risk management, supply, and rebundling services is now
available (see Chapter 2). End users are now able to pick
and choose only the services they need from an expanded
menu of options. The new service selections make it easier
for end users to make tradeoffs between the quality of
service they want and the price they are willing to pay.

•

Flexible receipt and delivery points. Pipeline customers
with firm capacity rights now have more flexibility in
changing where they choose to inject or withdraw gas
along pipeline trunklines. These changes were instituted to
promote the secondary market for capacity. Firm capacity
rights are more valuable now because purchasers of
released capacity may specify, at no extra cost, different
receipt and delivery points than those belonging to the
releasing shipper, as long as the gas moves along the same
transportation path within the same zone.

Changing market dynamics have altered the opportunities and
risks facing industry participants. While deregulation has
increased market exposure and reallocated risk, it has also
fostered competition and the introduction of new services.
These trends have compelled participants to consider
alternative strategies to manage these risks and to take
advantage of new market conditions.

Issues and Trends
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Table 1. Competition and New Opportunities Also Carry Risks
Industry Segment
Producem

Opportunities
• Improved access to
transportationfacilities

Risks
storage

and

• Moredirectcompetition
at thewellhead,as
changes in transportation rate design
eliminatetransportationrate distortionsof
earlierrate designson wellhead prices
• Use of hubsto expandmarkets

Marketers

• Improved access to
transportationfacilities

storage

and

• Use of hubsto reach morecustomersand
providenew services
• Rebundling services to end users that
prefer"one-stop"shopping
• Use of electronic bulletin boards to
facilitatethe buyingand sellingof capacity
Interstate Pipeline
Companies

• Guaranteed short-term recoveryof most
fixed costs
• Transferred risk associated with the
merchant function to local distribution
companiesand end users
• Increased flexibility on the grid allows
pipelinecompaniesto increaseutilization
of theirsystems
• Creation of new services(regulated and
unregulated)to meet the needs of diverse
customers

Local Distribution
Companies (LDC's)

• Greater abilityto controlcosts (and select
services)as a resultof unbundling
• Improvedreliabilityfrom access to more
supplyareas
• Lower interruptibletransportation rates
may helpLDC'sretaintheircustomersthat
have fuel-switchingcapability
• Creation of new services to meet the
needs of diversecustomers

• Changes in the Federal EnergyRegulatory
Commission's(FERC's) approach toward
regulating gathering services may affect
gatheringrates--if rates increase, producer
revenuesmay decline
• Increasedcompetitionfrom other suppliers,
as well as low competingfuel prices (e.g.,
low-sulfur residual oil), puts downward
pressureon wellhead prices
• Improvedaccess to facilitiesis resultingin
intense competitionfrom other marketers
(includingproducerand pipeline company
affiliates)to develop and promotecustomer
services
• UncertaintyunderOrder636 aboutabilityto
continue third-party contracting separate
from pipeline capacity release programs
maylimittheirflexibilityin providingservices
to some customers
• Competitionon the pipelinegrid may result
in substantiallydiscounted transportation
rates and the possibility of reduced
profitability(or excess capacity for those
unableto retaincompetitiverates)
• Costssubmittedby companiesas "transition
costs" have to undergo regulatory review.
Some of these costsmay not be approved
as "transitioncosts"by FERC and couldbe
disallowed
• Availabilityof discountedfirmcapacityin the
capacity release market may reduce their
abilityto recoverthe fixedcostsallocatedto
interruptibleservice
• Increased supply risk associatedwith the
transfer of the supply aggregation
responsibility
from the pipelinecompanies
• Continued threat of customer bypass of
LDC's, which may reduce the ability of
LDC's torecoverfixed costsfully
• New contractingpracticesdevelopingsince
open accessmay resultin increasedState
regulatoryscrutiny

Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
OfficeofOilandGas.
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Changing Market Dynamics: Risk and Risk Management

There are substantial opportunities associated with the
significant regulatory changes that have occurred during the
past decade. At the same time, as competition in the natural
gas industry has expanded, market-based risks have begun
to have a more direct impact (Table l) and have resulted in
the recent emphasis on risk management in the natural gas
industry. Risk has always existed in the natural gas industry,
It is an inherent element of any industry whether regulated
or market-based and a critical factor in any decisionmaking. But, most important, risk is a constructive
component of the industry that disciplines the market and
requires industry players to operate efficiently.
Until the late 1970's, comprehensive regulation insulated the
natural gas industry from certain types of risk, particularly
price volatility. Since the passage of the Natural Gas Policy
Act of 1978, Congress and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission havereshapedthenatural gas industry, making
it more competitive and market-driven. Light-handed
regulation, together with the forces of supply and demand,
have reallocated some risks among industry players. To put
these issues in perspective, a description of some of the
types of risk affecting the natural gas industry are described
below. However, it should be noted that many of these risks
are common to any competitive market.
•

•

•

Regulatory riskmThe risk associated with changes in
the policies of local, State, and Federal lawmakers and
regulatory agencies
Market risk--The risk associated with the competitive
forces within each industry segment, as well as
competition from other energy sources
Supply risk--The risk associated with events that cause
disruption in production at the wellhead, such as
wellhead freezeups or nonperformance by the supplier,

•

Price risk--The risk associated with fluctuation in the
commodity price, as well as prices for gas storage and
transportation services

•

Capacity risk--The
risk associated with unavailable
pipeline capacity, either because of force majeure events or
inadequate contracting practices

•

Credit risk--The risk associated with the financing of
company operations, based on perceptions of financial
outlook.

There are many benefits of competition and numerous
mechanisms available for managing risk. Among the benefits
of competition are:
•

Increased interaction among buyers and sellers of gas,
allowing each greater freedom to seek out the most
favoiable price and other contract terms

•

Increased freedom for buyers to obtain transportation
services independently and at locations that best suit their
needs

•

Availability of a wide variety of gas supply and delivery
services and the flexibility to purchase only those services
necessaryto secure the delivery of purchased supplies

•

Potentially increased market efficiency, as buyers and
sellers manage their costs of doing business directly and
make greater use of the pipeline grid.

Mechanisms for managing risk have become widely available
to market participants. For many market players, the challenge
now is to evaluate the risks they face and develop an overall
strategy to bring these risks within acceptable levels to achieve
the most rewards.
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Figure 8. Peak Demand Drives Deliverability Requirements
Weather drives peak residential and commercial demand
while industrial and utility demand is far less variable
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Deliverability: Peak Demand Drives Requirements

The demand for natural gas varies greatly from day to day,
and year to year, because of weather, business activity, and
relative prices between natural gas and other fuels. Cold
weather causes demand for natural gas to soar in the
residential and commercial sectors. These customers have
almost no alternatives for fuel and are thus high-priority users
whose local distribution companies (LDC's) usually contract
for firm service on their behalf. In contrast, the industrial and
electric utility sectors generally have the capability to switch
to alternative fuels. These customers (or their LDC's)
purchase most of their transportation and supplies under a
lower priority interruptible service,
When assessing future, k,ad requirements, pipeline companies
and LDC's face conside,rable unca=i.ainty arising from the
variability of daily consumption patterns. They must maintain
enough capacity to meet the peak-day requirements of their
firm service customers. Such customers are entitled to their
firm contract amount on any given day even though they may
not actually take their fdll entitlement. This necessitates a
flexible transportation and delivery system that can respond
effectively to changes in market demand and supply
conditions. Adequate deliverability involves maintaining
sufficient capacity of gas wells, pipeline and distribution
systems, and storage facilities to meet peak-day demands,
•

The requirements of the residential and commercial
sectors and other firm service customers largely
determine
the
overall
system
deliverability
requirements. When planning for deliverability needs,
pipeline companies and LDC's must take into account the
large seasonal swings in residential and commercial
demand (Figure 8). For example, during the period from
1984 through 1993, consumption during the peak month
was nearly six times higher on average than during the
month of minimum consumption,

•

During peak months, there is considerable variation in
natural gas consumption. From 1984 through 1993,
average daily consumption during the peak month for the
residential and commercial sectors combined ranged from
38 billion cubic feet (Bcf) per day to 45 Bcf per day, a
nearly 20-percent variation (Figure 8). In reality, the
actual peak-day variability may have been even greater.
Peak..day information is not widely available, and these
data represent an average day in the peak month.

•

Industrial sector consumption shows limited, and
diminishing, seasonality. The variation between the
highest and lowest monthly industrial consumption, on an
annual basis, has diminished since 1986. The overall
increase in industrial consumption of natural gas has been
accompanied by an increase in peak monthly
consumption. Peak monthly industrial consumption
increased from 647 Bcf in 1986 to 726 Bcf in January
1994, an increase of 12 percent. Consumption during the
month of least gas use has increased even more, reaching
593 Bcf in May 1993, an increase of 62 percent. The
higher industrial consumption during off-peak months
may be due to increased gas use by cogenerators to meet
space-cooling requirements.

•

Electric utility consumption helps balance the large
demand variation in the other sectors. Peak use of
natural gas by electric utilities occurs during the summer
when the demand for electricity for space cooling is
highest. Gas consumption by electric utilities during the
summer far exceeds that in either the residential or
commercial sectors.

The delivery requirements placed on the natural gas system
during January 1994 illustrate the impact of the seasonal
customers. During the third week of Januar), weather east of
the Mississippi River was at least 40 percent colder than
normal, leading to record natural gas consumption. Some
LDC's reported gas use that was 60 percent higher than what
would normally be expected on a winter day. To service this
higher load, a number of LDC's and at least 12 interstate
pipeline companies met or exceeded record weekly
throughput. Eight pipeline companies set all-time records for
daily throughput, averaging increases of 8 percent over
previous records. 23 The natural gas industry was generally
successful in meeting the surge in demand despite some
difficulties because of weather-related equipment failure and
pressure drops resulting from heavy drawdowns.
With substantial growth expected in the market, expansion of
the delivery system, including pipeline transmission and
storage capacity, is planned to service the new load and
maintain the deliverability and reliability of the system.
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Figure 9.

Pipeline Capacity Increases in Major Markets
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Deliverability:

Interstate Pipeline Expansion Continues

The interstate pipeline system continued to expand during
1993, responding to increasing demand and the need for
additional
operational
flexibility
under Order 636.
lnterregional capacity (entering the regions) increased by
2,213 million cubic feet (MMcf) per day during 1993, with
another 2,892 MMcf per day planned for completion by the
end of 1996 (Figure 9). These additions represent an increase
of 7 percent from the 1992 level,
•

Most of the pipeline capacity added during 1993 was
developed to expand service to the Northeast and
Western regions, particularly through import capacity
from Canada. The major additions completed in 1993
include projects by Northwest Pipeline, Pacific Gas
Transmission,
Empire
State Pipeline, and CNG
Transmission.

•

Increasingly, companies are proposing projects that
link production, storage, and transmission facilities
at market centers and provide additional delivery
and receipt points. Some construction is planned to
support new "packaged" transportation services as
companies respond to market opportunities resulting
from the unbundling of transportation and storage
services. In several cases, the projects are joint ventures
of interstate pipeline companies, utilities, and the large
local distribution companies who now must make their
own arrangements for obtaining capacity.

•

Concerns about market uncertainties, surplus of
capacity in some areas, and the potential inability to
recover construction costs have led to a slowdown in
capacity expansion. At least eight projects planned for
completion between 1992 and 1994, representing 2.6
Bcf per day of capacity, have been canceled or
indefinitely postponed. 2sFour of these projects (totaling
i.5 Bcf per day) had been approved by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) under"at-risk"
conditions. :6 A related issue is the future rate treatment
for new facilities--whether costs are to be rolled into
the rates charged all customers or recovered (through
incremental pricing) only from those shippers utilizing
the new facilities. Both the at-risk conditions and the

--Northwest Pipeline Corporation increased its capacity
by 433 MMcf per day, mainly to serve markets in the
Northwest. The pipeline receives Canadian gas from
Westcoast
Energy, inc. to serve customers
in
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Nevada. The company
also has access to Rocky Mountain gas. A portion of its
capacity is committed to moving Canadian gas to Pacific
Gas Transmission.
--After nearly 5 years of planning and construction,
Pacific Gas Transmission began service on its 900
MMcf per day expansion that extends from the
U.S./Canadian border to California. The line increases
the company's capability to transport Canadian gas to
more than 2.4 billion cubic feet per day.
--Completion
of the 155-mile Hinshaw-exempt 24
Empire State Pipeline from the Canadian border into
New York State expands import capacity by at least 260
MMcfper day. However, most of the gas will be U.S.
production transported to Canada through Great Lakes
Transmission and then imported at Grand Island, New
York, to serve utilities and electric power producers.
Capacity on the line is expected to double in the late
1990's.
--Markets in the Northeast have access to another 380
MMcfper day of capacity from the Southwest with the
completion of CNG Transmission's portion of the "AN R
Phase !I" project, which in total has added about !
billion cubic feet (Bcf) to daily delivery capability in the
Northeast since 199 I.

Natural Gas 1994:

uncertain rate treatment may increase the difficulty of
obtaining financing. _7
•

The existence of a secondary market for released
capacity may reduce the need for new capacity.
Under Order 636, FERC's requirements for flexible
receipt and delivery points and creation of a capacity
release market allow shippers to resell (permanently or
temporarily) unneeded capacity. Reselling of capacity
should enable shippers to use the existing grid more
efficiently, thus decreasing the need to build new
facilities.

The operational flexibility of the pipeline network has been
enhanced by the expanded access to underground storage
under Order 636. increased access to underground storage,
combined with the storage deliverability additions planned
within the next few years, will allow more extensive use of
the interstate pipeline system.
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Figure 10. Storage Is a Key Factor in Meeting Peak Demand
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Deliverability: Natural Gas Storage

Natural gas storage is integral to the efficient and reliable
distribution of natural gas in the United States. Storage
provides the means to supply consumer needs at times when
their requirements exceed total gas production capability. This
typically happens during periods of cold weather. FERC
Order 636 addressed underground storage specifically with
key provisions that required unbundled and expanded access
to interstate storage capacity. Under Order 636, most
interstate storage became open access, with up to 90 percent
of it now available to gas transportation customers,
While the implementation of Order 636 is a major milestone
in the restructuring of the underground storage industry, the
marketplace itself had already induced significant change,
Most notable has been the dramatic increase in planned and
recently developed storage capacity. Most of this new storage
is salt cavern or other high-deliverability type storage where
gas can be injected and withdrawn on a continuing basis
throughout the year to balance daily or monthly demands,
Since 1989, deliverability additions from salt cavern storage
have been more than double those from other types of
storage, and will far outstrip other storage deliverability
additions through the end of the decade (Figure 10).
Furthermore, investments in salt cavern storage account for
more than 40 percent of the $2.2 billion projected for storage
development between 1994 and 1999 (Chapter4).
•

•

Planned storage expansions will increase peak-day
deliverability from underground storage facilities by
27 percent by the end of the decade. More than twothirds of the 18-billion-cubic-feet-per-day
increase is
expected from "high-deliverability" facilities. As the
number and variety of contractual arrangements have
increased in the market, storage will be used to adjust
for system imbalances, provide emergency supply
backup, and support the new no-notice service required
under Order 636.
The majority of new storageprojects and the bulk of
additional daily storage deliverability (77 percent)
are slated to be developed in the supply areas ofthe
Central, Southwest, and Southeast regions (Figure
10). More than 77 percent of the planned storage in

these regions is high-deliverability as these regions have
the appropriate geology. These regions also have
numerous pipeline interconnects already in place that
will support the evolving market hubs. These storage
additions will, for the most part, be used to supply
customers in major market areas such as the Northeast
and Midwest.
•

Approximately one-half of the 45 new sites proposed
for development by 2000 are expected to tie into
market hubs or have access to multiple pipeline
systems. Such locations enhance pipeline service and
transportation flexibility as well as pipeline capability to
support no-notice service.

•

The level of proposed storage development in market
areas is small (I 5-percent growth in deliverability in
the Northeast Region, 2-perce,t in the Midwest),
compared with planned supply area increases. But
these regions, which often have extreme variations in
climate and large numbers of residential customers,
already have an extensive infrastructure of storage
facilities, as well as liquefied natural gas (LNG) and
propane peaking facilities. 2sThese peaking facilities are
capable of providing up to 4.5 and 3.8 billion cubic per
day, respectively, of supplies to the Northeast and
Midwest regional networks on a short-term basis. _9

•

High-deliverability
storage
provides
a riskmanagement tool. For pipeline companies, it provides
the ability to maintain system reliability with supplies
for emergency backup and load balancing. For
producers and marketers, it provides inventory for
hedging price variations and physical backup for futures
market trading.

The overall growth in individual customer transactions and
varying transportation arrangements
has created more
frequent system imbalances and the need for a quick response
mechanism to manage operations. High-deliverability storage
is becoming a key factor in servicing these needs and
supporting overall system deliverability.
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Figure 11. Total System Deliverability Can Support Market
Growth
The natural gas system can respond to stress
conditions in a variety of ways
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Deliverability: Total System Deliverability

The natural gas industry is now viewing the integrated
production, delivery, and storage system with an increased
awareness of the roles of each component. Critical to this
understanding is an appreciation for the flexibility, capability,
and balance that must be struck between the components of
total system deliverability. These components include:
sufficient productive capacity (from both domestic and
imported sources); adequate transmission and delivery
systems; accessible storage; and other services that maintain
system integrity (such as balancing, linepacking, and peakshaving ability),

However, in December 1989, severely cold weather _
caused some well freezeups, thus the share of supplies
from production declined to 61 percent. To compensate,
a record 822 billion cubic feet (Bcf) was withdrawn from
storage, supplying 33 percent of the month's total.
Imports again provided 6 percent that month.
During the frigid weather in January 1994, field
production hit a record monthly level, but provided only
62 percent of supply. (Field production may have been
constrained from even higher levels because of today's
smaller margin between production and productive
capacity than during the 1980's.)Storage was again called
upon heavily, providing 29 percent of supply with the
second highest withdrawal level recorded. The industry
was also able to draw on expanded import capacity,
which was 50 percent higher than in December 1989, to
provide 8 percent of supplies.

A primary fbcus of the natural gas industry throughout the
restructuring process has been to maintain the capability to
satisfy consumers' current and potential service requirements,
which vary over time. Equally important is the industry's
ability to respond to variations in operating conditions on the
system,
•

•

An important
management
goal for pipeline
companies
_nd local distribution companies
is
achieving a w_:tl-balanced load to keep their systems
operating at high rates of capacity utilization yearround. Transmission and delivery systems are most
efficient when they operate close to capacity (i.e., high
utilization rates). Strategic use of storage capacity can
increase overall system utilization rates and system
efficiency because it is a means of equalizing pipeline
flow levels throughout the year--e.g., using excess
pipeline capacity during periods of low demand to deliver
gas into storage. Higher pipeline utilization rates can also
be achieved by serving multiple markets with load
diversity. The increased access to markets resulting from
industry restructuring has potential in this area.
The production and delivery system has shown
flexibility and resilience in responding to stress
conditions. Normal supply patterns may not be
sustainable during periods of stress. Technical limits on
the surge capacity of producing gas wells mean that sharp
increases in demand have to be met from storage,
imports, or peaking facilities. In January 1988, a normal
winter month,_° 68 percent of supplies were provided by
field production, 25 percent from storage, 6 percent from
imports, a'ld 1 percent from supplemental supplies
including peak shaving (Figure I l).

Natural Gas 1994:

•

The U.S. natural gas system can currently deliver 25
trillion cubic feet (Tcf) per year and approximately
124 Bcfon a peak day) 2 Existing interstate pipeline and
storage facilities can support a growing U.S. market. The
National Petroleum Council estimates that by 1995, total
U.S. deliverability is expected to increase to nearly 26
Tcf per year, approximately 126 Bcf on a peak day
(Figure 1I)) 3These estimates are based on an analysis of
existing facilities/capabilities and an assessment of
incremental supply and capacity additions.

•

Storage facilities will continue to be the critical link in
the production and delivery system. High-deliverability
storage, in particular, is a key factor in the ability of the
industry to satisfy market growth. Storage is used
throughout the year to achieve a balance between the
relatively constant supply from production areas and
wide seasonal variation in demand. Over the shorter term,
storage is being used in conjunction with peak-shaving
supplies to meet short-term demand swings, which may
be daily or hourly.

In a changing market, the pipeline companies' focus on
delivery capability and reliability requires :hem to ensure the
integrity of their system and at the same time be able to
respond flexibly to customer needs.
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Figure 12.
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End Use: Natural Gas Consumption and Price

End-use natural gas consumption increased by 3 percent from
1992 to 1993, reaching 18.4 trillion cubic feet (Tcf). The
increase was largely driven by growth in the industrial and
residential sectors. Industrial use rose 292 billion c_bic feet
(Bcf) (4 percent) in 1993 while residential use _creased
comparably (266 Bcf or 6 percent) (Figure 12). In contrast,
gas use by electric utilities declined for the second year in a
row. Residential and commercial users saw price increases of
4 and 6 percent from 1992 to 1993, with prices reaching
$6.15 per thousand cubic feet (Mcf) and $5.16 per Mcf,
respectively. Price increases were steeper in the industrial and
electric utility sectors where the 8- and 1l-percent increases
from 1992 resulted in 1993 prices of $3.07 and $2.61 per
Mcf, respectively,
•

The return to normal weather (on average) in 1993
sparked increases in the residential and commercial
sectors where consumption rose in 1993 to 5.0 and 2.9
Tcf, respectively. The winter of 1992-93 ended the
pattern of warmer-than-normal weather during the
previous three winters. The weather effect was
particularly acute in March 1993 as the "Storm of the
Century" swept across the eastern part of the Nation.
March consumption alone accounted for approximately
half of the 1993 increase in each sector, and was the
highest March level since monthly data have been
collected (beginning in 1973). The severe cold spell in
January 1994 resulted in the highest monthly
consumption ever recorded for these sectors--1.0 Tcf
residential, and 0.5 Tcfcommercial.
Residential and commercial gas consumption are also
affected by the number of homes and commercial
facilities heated by natural gas. The proportion of new
homes heated with gas has increased steadily during the
past several years, reaching 65 percent of all singlefamily homes built in 1992. Conversions from other fuels
further augmented the gas-heated housing stock each year
(Figure 12))' In 1992, for example, 621,000 new homes
were gas heated,, while 297,000 existing homes converted
to gas heat. Had it not been for the increasing efficiency
of gas use (the average residential customer used 15
percent less gas in 1992 than 10 years earlier, and the
average commercial customer used 26 percent lesS), 35 gas
consumption growth would have been even stronger in
these sectors.

•

Industrial gas use increased to 7.8 Tcf in 1993--a level
not seen since 1974. Natural gas use by nonutility

generators (NUG's) has contributed to consumption in
this sector for many years. NUG gas consumption
increased in 1992, the most recent year's data, reaching
1.8 Tcf, compared with 1.6 Tcf in 1991.36 However,
demand for electricity in two of the busiest NUG growth
markets, the Northeast and California, is now flat or
decreasing because of overcapacity and economic
recession.
•

Electric utility consumption declined 3 percent to 2.7
Tcf in 1993. Coal, nuclear, and hydroelectric power all
replaced some natural gas in 1993, in part because of
higher gas prices to electric utilities in the first half of the
year and because record rainfall in some areas of the
country increased hydroelectric generation.

•

Changes in local distribution company (LDC)
markups leveled off in 1993 (Figure 12). After
dropping 4 percent in real terms from 1991 to 1992 in
both the residential and commercial sectors, LDC
markups in these sectors remained virtually flat in 1993.
In contrast the combined transportation and LDC
markups in the industrial and electric utility sectors
declined 4 and 3 percent, respectively, atter having
increased in 1992 (most significantly by 12 percent for
electric utilities). Changes in markups reflect industry
adjustments to the changing natural gas marketplace. For
example, downward pressure on LDC charges may be
attributed to increased efficiencies as LDC's attempt to
remain competitive suppliers of natural gas and retain
customers that have fuel-switching capability.

•

Costs associated with the restructuring of the natural
gas industry will continue to affect consumer prices
through 1998. These costs include take-or-pay
settlement costs, cost shifts among consuming sectors
resulting from the Order 636 change to straight fixedvariable rates, and the general transition costs of Order
636 (Figure 12). These costs are expected to have an
impact on delivered prices through the late 1990's) _The
extent of the impact will be strongly influenced by the
mitigation procedures required by Order 636, by State
regulatory agency actions, and by company actions to
offset some of the impacts, for example, by taking
advantage of capacity release mechanisms (Chapter 2).

Future patterns in gas consumption are expected to differ
from recent trends, particularly in the electric generation and
residential markets.
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Figure 13.

Future Trends in End-Use Markets
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End Use: Future Trends in Consumption and Price

Natural gas consumption is expected to continue to grow well
into the 21st century. Much of this growth will be driven by
environmental considerations as well as by the increased
competitiveness within the natural gas market. Recent growth
has been dominated by cogeneration applications in the
industrial sector and weather-induced increases in the
residential sector. Future growth will be concentrated in
electricity generation(Figure 13)) 8
•

•

Total natural gas consumption is projected to increase
by more than I percent per year from 1992 through
the end of the century, reaching 22 trillion cubic feet
by 2000. The electric power sectoP _ is expected to show
the highest growth, exceeding 5 percent per year,
followed by the industrial sector at 1 percent. Residential
gas demand is expected to grow by only 0.4 percent per
year, and no growth is forecast for the commercial sector
as efficiency gains are projected to offset market growth,
Gas demand for electric utility generation will grow
largely because of economic and environmental
advantages of natural gas over other generating fuels,
The majority of new generating facilities built by electric
utilities are expected to be gas-fired, primarily combinedcycle plants and combustion turbines. These units are
more efficient, less capital-intensive, available in a wide
range of capacities, and can be constructed more quickly
than alternative units that burn either coal, residual fuel
oil, or distillate fuel oil. Approximately 60 percent of the
planned generating capacity additions from 1995 through
2000 are expected to be gas-fired. 4°
A potentially significant market is electric utility
repowering projects that will upgrade existing gas-fired
power plants and convert oil- and coal-fired plants to
natural gas or co-firing capability. Repowering has an
advantage over new construction in that it involves fewer
permit approvals, shorter lead times, and may have lower
construction costs. A plant can often be repowered at a
higher capacity and higher efficiency than the original
design. Although utilities have reported few planned
repowering projects, by some industry estimates, as much
as half of the growth in gas consumed in the electric
power sector could come from repowered units.4_

•

Growth in industrial gas demand (including cogeneration) will continue at a modest pace, restrained by
technological advances in industrial processes, the use of

Natural Gas 1994:

more efficient equipment, and a shift in the composition
of the U.S. industrial base. The industrial base is moving
away from energy-intensive industries, such as iron and
steel, to less energy-intensive
industries, such as
electronics and pharmaceuticals.
•

Residential and commercial gas consumption is
expected to grow slowly as increased market
penetration in these sectors is offset by higher energy
efficiency. Any greater growth would depend on the
success of new products, such as gas cooling, heat pumps,
and fuel cells. Gas currently has a very small share of the
residential and commercial cooling market, accounting for
only 3 percent of the nearly I quadrillion Btu market. 42

•

The transportation sector is getting more attention
from the natural gas industry as it promotes natural
gas vehicles. At present, approximately 30,000 natural
gas vehicles consume less than ! billion cubic feet (Bcf)
of gas. This is projected to increase to 130 Bcfby 2000, 43
assuming the industry can overcome cost and safety
concerns 44and expand the network of refueling stations.
(The network of approximately 800 refueling stations
compares with over 200,000 gasoline outlets. 4_) Tax
incentives provided by the Energy Policy Act of 1992,
State initiatives to promote alternate fuel vehicles tbr air
quality improvement, and the Department of Energy's
"Clean Cities" program46 will encourage growth in this
sector.

Retail natural gas prices are projected to remain competitive
with petroleum prices, increasing by 2.5 percent (in real
terms) per year on average from 1992 through 2000. This
projection shows that competition in the electricity sector
between natural gas and residual fuel oil will continue to be
a limiting factor for naturalgas price increases (Figure i 3). A
number of developments could work to increase gas prices
above this projection, however. One such development could
be higher State taxes on residual fuel oil, other
environmentally motivated actions to discourage the use of
residual fuel oil, or the disappearance of dual-fired
gas/residual oil power plants from the stock of generating
facilities. Virtually all new gas-fired plants are dual-fired with
distillate fuel oil, which commands a much higher price than
residual oil. If the primary competitor to gas becomes
distillate rather than residual oil, there may be opportunity for
upward movement in the market price of natural gas,
depending on the intensity of competition within the gas
industry.
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Figure 14. Outlook
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Outlook

Although the restructuring under Order 636 promises more
change, significant progress toward a more streamlined and
efficient industry has already been made under the
deregulatory process started more than a decade ago. This has
resulted in a reduction in the seasonality of some aspects of
the market (Figure 14).
•

One striking development during the past year has
been the absence of a strong seasonal pattern in
average wellhead prices. There are indications that this
reduction in seasonality is expected to continue into 1995.
For example, futures contract prices in 1994 (as of March
17, 1994) show a moderated seasonal pattern with a
winter peak but no significant trough in the off-peak
months when compared with futures prices a year earlier,
As price variability between months is reduced, price risk
declines,

•

•

Reduced seasonality is also evident in gas production
and consumption. Over the past decade, the differences
between the highest and lowest monthly levels of
consumption and production have been gradually
declining. In 1984, the difference in consumption between
the highest and lowest month was 1.2 trillion cubic feet
(Tcf). Since 1988, the difference has been, with one
exception, less than I Tcf, a 20 percent or more reduction,
A similar pattern has developed with production. In ! 984,
the difference between the highest and lowest monthly
production levels was about 300 billion cubic feet (l_cf).
Since 1991, the difference has been less than 200 Rcf.

•

The natural gas market has substantial growth
potential and is projected to expand by 2 trillion
cubic feet between 1993 and 2000. 47 Much of the
growth is expected in the electric generation 4s and
industrial markets as a result of the economic and
environmental advantages of natural gas over other
generating fuels. For some companies, environmental
concerns dictate the use of natural gas. Achievement of
substantial growth will depend on the ability of the
industry to develop new services to expand electric
power and cogeneration markets and keep the cost of
gas competitive with alternative fuels.

•

Electronic information transfer will play a large role
in reducing the transaction costs associated with the
complex contracting
and tracking of gas flows
required in the new market. In this new contracting
environment, all parties, from producers to end users,
must be knowledgeable of the entire system to use it
effectively. Access to timely information increases
market transparency, provides users with more choices,
and enables users to make the choice that best suits their
needs. As buyers and sellers gain expertise operating in
the new structure, transaction costs will decline and
consumers will benefit even more from an efficient
system directly responding to their needs.

•

There has been a reallocation of risk under Order
636, as well as an overall increase in risk associated
with the greater reliance on market forces. The
evaluation of these risks and their potential impact on

An important aspect of this change has been the
increased utilization of storage, as both injections and
withdrawals of gas have increased throughout the year.
This allows more constant wellhead production and
contributes to higher utilization of production and
transmission facilities,

business operations has become an increasingly
important aspect of the gas industry. Services and
strategies to manage these risks are available with more
specialized services being continually developed. As
market participants address their risk exposure, they can
substantially protect their revenue stream.

Regulatory restructuring has better equipped the industry to
maintain its current markets and compete for new markets.
Financial success in the gas industry is now increasingly
aligned with the ability of firms to compete in the
marketplace: competing with other gas companies to develop
better services to meet the needs of customers and competing
with suppliers of alternative fuels to capture new markets,

The opportunities available to the industry are substantial.
The new industry structure that has evolved under Order 636
has placed the natural gas industry in a better position to
compete formarketsharedomestically,
in addition, the U.S.
gas industry is increasing its investment overseas to take
advantage of foreign gas reserves and a large potential
market. 49 The performance of natural gas firms will be
determined by their ability to adapt to the new business
environment while maintaining competitive prices and
reliable service.
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Endnotes
!. Under the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978, gas from newly drilled wells was sold at a substantial premium relative
to gas from existing wells. For more information on this point, see Energy Information Administration, Drilling and
Production Under Title 1 of the Natural Gas Policy Act." 1978-1986, DOE/EIA-0448(86) (Washington, DC, January
1989).
2. lnfill drilling is the process of drilling new wells between producing wells in older fields to extract additional
supply. Traditionally, gas wells were drilled on 640-acre spacing to avoid potential damage to the reservoir from
overproduction and to protect landowner's property rights. However_ reservoir studies conducted during the 1980's
indicated that much additional gas could be recovered from some fields by reducing the well spacing, lnfill drilling
programs have resulted in many fields being produced using 320-acre and even 80-acre spacing.
3. Energy Information Administration, "Natural Gas Productive Capacity for the Lower 48 States: 1980 through 1995,"
draft report.
4. National Petroleum Council, The Potential for Natural Gas in the United States: Source and Supply, Vol. 1I
(Washington, DC, December 1992).
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of Petroleum Technology (March 1988) pp. 327-332.
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its Domestic Application, DOE/EIA-TR-0565, Technical Report (Washington, DC, April 1993).
8. Fracturing is the process of pumping fluids under high pressure into the reservoir to "fracture the rock" and
increase gas and oil flow rates. For further information on fracturing technology, see R.V. Flatern, "Fracturing
Technology Poised for Rapid Advancement," Petroleum Engineer International (October 1993); and A.S. Abou-Sayed,
"The Changing Face of Hydraulic Fracturing Improves Reservoir Management," Petroleum Engineer International,
Supplement (October 1993).
9. The resource base estimate is based on technological advances expected by 2010.
10. S.A. Wheeler and others, "Low-Risk
Magazine (January 1993).
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Offshore/Oilman

11. Data in this discussion are derived from data used for the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy,
Natural Gas Imports and Exports, First Quarter - Fourth Quarter 1993. The total 1993 imports from Canada from
this source exceed the Energy Information Administration estimate of 2.2 trillion cubic feet by 2.3 percent.
12. The controversy was triggered by the California Public Utility Commission's adoption of
procurement rules, including a capacity release program on Pacific Gas Transmission, effective
Canadian producers argued the capacity release program would adversely affect their long-term
destined for Pacific Gas and Electric Co. and its customers. The National Energy Board order
prevent short-term (and lower priced) exports from displacing the long-term supplies already under

new natural gas
August 1, 1991.
contracts for gas
was instituted to
contract.

13. The National Petroleum Council (NPC) estimate is approximately three times the U.S. Geological Survey
estimate, which only considered gas from conventional sources and hence excluded gas from nonconventional
categories such as coaibed methane and gas from tight formations. It is about 5 to 20 percent larger than other
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estimates that do consider these sources of supply. For instance, the Energy Information Administration (EIA)
estimate was 904 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) as of December 31, 1988 (The Domestic Oil and Gas Recoverable
Resource Base: Supporting Analysis for the National Energy Strategy, SR/NES/90-05 (Washington, DC, December
1990)), while the Potential Gas Committee's latest mean estimate was i,001 Tcf ("Potential Supply of Natural Gas
in the United States, December 31, 1992"). The NPC estimate differs mainly in its assessment of reserve appreciation
and nonconventional gas. It should also be noted that the NPC estimate includes gas resources that are currently off
limits because of political or institutional constraints. Economically recoverable volumes of natural gas within the lower
48 States affected by access restrictions are estimated to be between 7.6 and 11.5 Tcf. For more information see EIA,
The Domestic Oil and Gas Recoverable Resource Base: Supporting Analysis for the National Energy Strategy.
14. The statement that additional supplies from these areas are not expected prior to 2010 is based on data used for
Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 1994 (AEO), DOE/EIA-0383(94) (Washington, DC,
January 1994); specifically, the National Energy Modeling System, Reference Case, run AEO94B.DI221934, and
High Economic Growth Case, run HMAC94.DI221932;
and Supplement to the Annual Energy Outlook 1994
(SupplemenO, DOE/EIA-0554(94), p. 49. The Supplement provides the assumptions regarding potential construction
of the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation System (ANGTS). ANGTS is assumed to be brought on line when the
appropriate border-crossing price is reached for gas delivered to the lower 48 States. The price for the first phase
is $3.55 per thousand cubic feet (1992 dollars). This price is not reached in the Reference Case prior to 2010,
therefore, supply from Alaska via ANGTS will not be available prior to 2010. However, under the assumptions
contained in the High Economic Growth Case, the $3.55 border-crossing price is reached prior to 2010, and
therefore supply via ANGTS is available in the latter part of the decade.
15. A.D. Coen, "Subsalt Prospects Add Zest to Gulf of Mexico Lease Sale," Oil and Gas dournal (April 11, 1994).
16. For additional details on the relationship between spot and futures prices, see John H. Herbert, Office of Oii and Gas,
Energy Information Administration, "An Analysis of Average Cash Prices and Futures Prices for Natural Gas," Draft
Working Paper # 4 (Washington, DC, December 1993).
17. All data on natural gas and other futures markets and exchange of futures for physicals were obtained from the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Division of Economic Analysis.
18. Peter Fusaro, "Insurance? No Obstacle," Energy Risk, Vol. 1, No. 1 (February 1994), p. 14.
19. See Chapter 3 for definition and further discussion of natural gas options and swaps.
20. Gas wheeling is a service whereby gas is transferred between pipelines at a common market hub. This service
is helpful in the event of emergency shutdowns on one or more pipelines.
21. Parking is the short-term, interruptible storage of natural gas at a market hub. Techniques such as linepacking
are used to store gas at the hub itself rather than transferring the gas to an underground storage facility.
22. Pasha Publications Inc., "March Sees Record Amounts of Released Capacity," Gas Transportation Report, Vol.
3, No. 11 (March 16, 1994), p. 2.
23. Interstate Natural Gas Association of America, "Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Performance During the Cold Snap
of January 1994," (March 1994).
24. As a Hinshaw-exempt (intrastate) pipeline company, Empire State Pipeline is subject to regulation by the New
York Public Service Commission. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission authorized Empire to site facilities
at the U.S./Canada border.
25. The canceled projects include: Cornerstone (Endevco, 600 million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d)), Delta Pipeline
(200 MMcf/d). Line ACE (Arkla, 350 MMcf/d), Ozark Expansion (160 MMcf/d), Questar Loop (153 MMcf/d),
Oklahoma-Arkansas Line (500 MMcf/d), Valley Line Expansion (Colorado Interstate, 116 MMcf/d), and West-to-East
Crossover (Tennessee Gas, 535 MMcf/d).
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26. Currently, FERC issues at-risk certificates for new construction unless the applicant has executed firm contracts
and has market data demonstrating that present and future rate payers will be protected from having to make
inappropriate contributions to the costs associated with the new facilities.
27. Under incremental rates, costs may be recovered only from rates charged to expansion shippers, who may
underutilize the new facilities. Thus the pipeline company shareholders bear the risk for the success or failure of
the project.
28. Underground natural gas storage inventory enables local distribution companies (LDC's) to meet peak customer
requirements up to a point. Beyond that point, the distribution system still must be capable of meeting customers'
short-term peaks and swings that may occur on a daily or even hourly basis. During periods of extreme usage, the
peaking facilities, mostly liquefied natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas, as well as other sources of temporary
storage, must be relied upon to supplement system and underground storage supplies. LDC's also use linepacking
to meet peaking needs.
29. Gas Research Institute, The Seasonal Demand and Delivery System for Natural Gas in the Lower-48 United
States, GRI Report No. 92/0475.
30. Temperatures in January 1988 were relatively close to normal for January, based on data for heating degree
days from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
3 I. In December 1989, weather east of the Rocky Mountains was 33 percent colder than a normal December, based
on data for heating degree days from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
32. This estimate was derived by the Energy Information Administration, Office of Oil and Gas, based on the
estimates of delivery capacity in the National Petroleum Council's, The Potential for Natural Gas in the United
States: Transmission and Storage, Vol. IV (Washington, DC, December 1992) and an assessment of changes in
interregional capacity.
33. National Petroleum Council, The Potential for Natural Gas in the United States: Transmission and Storage, Vol.
IV (Washington, DC, December 1992).
34. Gas used in new homes includes liquefied petroleum gas. Gas used in housing conversions is natural gas only.
American Gas Association, Residential Natural Gas Market Survey 1992 (Arlington, VA, June 1993), Table 1, p.
6 and Table 6, p. 12.
35. American Gas Association, Gas Facts: 1992 Data (Arlington, VA, 1993), Table 10-5, p. 128.
36. Energy Information Administration,

Form EIA-867, "Annual Nonutility Power Producer Report."

37. Note that a portion of the take-or-pay settlement costs is being absorbed by the interstate pipeline companies while
the rest is being allocated to pipeline company customers, including end users and local distribution companies
(LDC's). State agencies determine whether costs allocated to an LDC are passed on to the LDC's customers.
38. Electricity generators include electric vtilities and nonutility generators (small power producers, independent
power producers, and exempt wholesale generators as defined by the Energy Policy Act of 1992), which produce
electricity for sale to the grid. Cogeneration is classified as an industrial activity.
39. The electric power sector includes electric utility and nonutility generators, and excludes cogenerators.
40. Based on Energy Information Administration, Inventory of Power Plants in the United States 1992, DOE/EIA0095(92) (Washington, DC, October 1993), Tables 6-9, pp. 14-15.
41. Paul D. Holtberg and Larry Makovich, "Potential for Repowering in the Electric Generation Sector: Impacts
on Natural Gas Demand," in Proceedings, International Association for Energy Economics 15th Annual North
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American Conference (Washington, DC, 1993), pp. 81-91.
42. Based on data used for Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 1994, DOE/EIA-0383(94)
(Washington, DC, January 1994), Tables A-4 and A-5, pp. 60 and 62.
43. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 1994, DOE/EIA-0383(94)
January 1994), p. 70.

(Washington, DC,

44. In early 1994, there were two reports of compressed natural gas cylinders rupturing on General Motors
Corporation (GMC) Sierra pickup trucks. An investigation of the two incidents revealed that both ruptures were the
result of stress corrosion cracking resulting from acid dripping from the truck bed onto the tank covering. In
response to these incidents, GMC has canceled production of all natural gas vehicles (NGV's) for model year 1994
and offered to buy back all Sierra pickups sold for model years 1993 and 1994. GMC plans to continue producing
NGV's for the following model year (Southwest Research Institute, Executive Summary of Investigation of
Compressed Natural Gas Cylinder Ruptures, March 15, 1994).
45. Data on compressed natural gas refueling stations are as of 1993 and from American Gas Association, Office
of Policy, Analysis and International Affairs. The information on gasoline outlets is from Hunter Publishing,
National Petroleum News (Des Plaines, IL, April 1993).
46. The Department of Energy has initiated a voluntary "Clean Cities" program, that is designed to encourage the
conversion of fleet vehicles to alternative fuel use (including natural gas) and to build the infrastructure of fuel
supply needed for their operation. Aims of the program include putting 250,000 new alternative-fueled vehicles on
the road and 500 to 1,000 refueling stations in 50 cities across the Nation by 1996. See Department of Energy,
"Chicago, Albuquerque CLEAN CITIES Numbers 10, 11," DOE This Month, Vol. 17, No. 6 (Washington, DC,
June 1994), p. 3.
47. Based on data used for Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 1994, DOE/EIA-0383(94)
(Washington, DC, January 1994), National Energy Modeling System, Reference Case, run AEO94B.D1221934.
48. This includes electric generation by electric utilities and nonutility generators, and excludes cogenerators.
49. Caleb Soloman and Robert Johnson, "Natural Gas Industry Is Reinventing Itself by Going International," Wall
Street Journal (April 19, 1994), p. A1. Gregg Jones, "Exxon chief sees natural gas fueling growth," The Dallas
Morning News (April 28, 1994), p. 2D. David Pilling, "British Gas and Tenneco win Chilean pipeline deal,"
Financial Times (October 30, 1993), p. 2. Lawrence J. Speer, "Dallas firm to develop Peruvian gas field," The
Dallas Morning News (March 31, 1994), p. 2D.
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2. The Natural Gas Industry
Under Order 636
Introduction

•

Order 636, issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) on April 8, 1992, has transformedthe
interstate natural gas pipeline industry. Under the order,
interstatepipeline companies were requiredto separatetheir
merchantand transportationfunctionsby November 1, 1993,
the unofficialstartof the winterheatingseason. Oversightof
gas sales and marketing activities has been significantly
reduced, but sales by an interstate pipeline company and
interstatetransportationremain subject to FERCjurisdiction,
The restructuringprocess has been closely supervised by
FERCandhas ledto extensivechangesthroughoutthe natural
gas industry,
•

Corporatechangeshave occurredas pipelinecompanies
have shed theirsales functions or reorganizedthem into

As a result of these changes, the natural gas industry has
become more competitive and market-driven. In addition,
Order636 has substantiallyshiRedthe risksof doing business
in the gas industryamongthe market participants.
This chapter discusses how gas industry operations have
changedas a resultof Order636. Particularemphasisis given
to the increasedarrayof servicesassociated with gas supply
and delivery,the creationof the secondarymarket in pipeline
capacity, new methodsfor pipeline operationalcontrol, and
the implicationsof changes in pipelinerate design.

New Services,New Corporate

marketingsubsidiaries.
•

Electronicbulletin boardsare the main link between
customersandpipeline companies,allowing transactions
to berapidlyandefficientlycompleted.

Additional marketing companies have formed to
coordinate the sales and transportationservicesfor
customers
whopreferthattypeof arrangement.

Structures
The separation of pipeline company services is a central

•

Pipeline company customers with contracts for gas
supply have now become shippers with contractsfor
pipeline transportation capacity; they must arrange
separatelyto purchasethe gas itself,

mandateof Order 636. Pipeline companies can still make
sales atmarket-negotiated
prices andterms,buttransportation
service is now their primary function. However, other
services, suchas gatheringandprovidingstorage,mayalso be
includedin apipelinecompany'smenuof services. Customers

•

Customers have had to become more knowledgeable
aboutoperationalaspects of the pipeline industry, even
as pipeline operations havebeen radicallyaltered.

now need services that were previously included in the
pipelinecompany'sgas sales service, such as meeting swings
ingas supplyrequirementsandstorage.Inaddition,more gas
servicesare beingofferedby naturalgas companiesthanever

•

Service optionshave becomemore flexible anddiverse,

before (Figure 15). Companiesrepresenting all segments of
the industryhavecapitalizedonthe procompetitiveaspectsof

•

Pipelinecapacitycannow be tradedamong customersin
a capacityrelease programadministeredby thepipeline

Order 636, such as unbundling,nondiscriminatoryaccessto
capacity, and mandatory changes in the accessibility of
electronicinformation(althoughsome participantsin the gas
industryremain skeptical about how pro-competitive some
aspectsof regulatory-driven changesare). Manyfirms, both
regulated
and unregulated, are
offering these
services--pipeline companies,marketers,andothers_so that

companies,
•

•

Changes inpipeline rates have affected how services are
priced andwho pays for them. Each service now has a
separatecharge,andtransportationand storagerates are
generally requiredto follow the straightfixed-variable
(SFV) rate designmethodology,
Industry restructuringhas resulted in an additional$2
billion in transitioncosts thus far.

pipelinecompaniesare facingincreasingcompetitioninmany
of their businessareas.
Duringtherestructuringprocessin 1992and 1993,Order 636
guidelineswere followedto setup specific services relatedto
moving gas fromthe wellheadto the bumertip.
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Figure 15.
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Gathering.
Order 636 requires gathering services to be
provided and priced separately from transportation services,
In May 1994, FERC determined that it generally does not
have jurisdiction over interstate pipeline companies' gathering
affiliates because they are not considered natural gas
companies under the Natural Gas Act (NGA). However,
FERC jurisdiction could be invoked if a pipeline company
abuses its relationship with its affiliate, such as giving
transportation discounts only to those shippers using the
affiliate's gathering service(see Appendix A). The gathering
activities of other companies are not federally regulated,
Transportation.
Order 636 requires pipeline companies to
separate their sales activities from their transportation
services. Itautomatically provides for the conversion of firm
sales contracts for a like quantity of firm transportation
capacity and sales. The firm transportation rights can be
released under capacity release programs. Pipeline companies
can also offer interruptible service. Several other types of
transportation services are being offered as a result of Order
636.
Sales and Marketing.
Pipeline companies choosing to
continue their merchant service have for the most part created
separate and distinct production and marketing affiliates,
Order 636 requires that these affiliates not receive preferential
treatment from their pipeline. Rather, the pipeline company is
required to provide equal transportation access to all shippers,
During
1993, several companies restructured their
organizations as a result of this requirement. In most cases,
the traditional merchant/transportation pipeline companies are
subsidiaries of much larger parent corporations. In such
cases, many pipeline companies have transferred their
unbundled services (sales, gathering and/or balancing) to
another corporate entity.

without no-notice service may be penalized for taking
unscheduled quantities of gas. in contrast, a shipper with nonotice service may take unscheduled gas up to the MDQ
without penalty.
Balancing, A key concern to pipeline operators is that
shippers offset (or balance) their gas deliveries from the
pipeline with injections of gas supplies into the pipeline on a
monthly basis, if shippers withdraw more gas than they
inject, pipeline pressure could fall too low to sustain
deliverability. Conversely, if shippers inject more than they
withdraw, pipeline pressure could rise to dangerously high
levels. Because balancing is such an important issue, Order
636 allows pipeline companies to penalize shippers heavily if
they exceed agreed upon tolerance levels. Many pipeline
companies (as well as third parties such as marketing firms)
offer balancing services, which help shippers avoid penalties.
These services include additional tolerance levels, operational
balancing agreements (OBA's), and other measures designed
to let customers offset each others' imbalances.
Storage. Order 636 requires interstate pipeline companies to
unbundle storage and transportation services. FERC has
determined that pipeline companies only need downstream
storage capacity for no-notice service and for operational
maintenance such as load balancing. Storage capacity in
excess of these amounts was allocated first to former sales
customers if needed to maintain their maximum daily service
entitlement. After converting customers selected their storage
levels, all remaining storage capacity was offered to shippers
on a nondiscriminatory basis. Pipeline companies are offering
storage services or, both a firm and an interruptible basis.
(Chapter 4 examines in detail the potential effects of Order
636 on the storage segment of the natural gas industry.)

Small Customers. Becausemany small customersmay not
initially have the resources requiredto arrangefor theirown
gas supplies,FERC has allowed a l-year exemptionperiod
beforethey haveto switchto unbundlcdservice._ Within this
period, pipeline companiesmust offer bundled service to
thosecustomersthat elect to purchasegasfrom the pipeline
companyat ratesthat are cost-based,

Corporate Restructuring Geared

No-Notice Service. Order 636 requires pipeline companies to
offer their former sales customers a new service called "nonotice" to accommodate unexpected increases in customers'
gas needs (see box, p. 40). This service provides firm
transportation, firm storage, or a combination of the two up to
a specified maximum daily quantity (MDQ). A shipper

affiliate, Enron offers a fully integrated set of services such as
supply, risk management, storage, balancing, and
transportation. Other pipeline companies have spun off
affiliates that provide a single service, such as storage or
gathering. K N Energy's gathering and processing facilities,
for example, have been reorganized into K N Gas Gathering,
Inc., which is a wholly owned subsidiary of K N Energy.
Additionally, parent corporations with multiple transmission
subsidiaries, such as Coastal Corporation, have established a
single affiliate to market gas services for their entire system.

mSmall
customers
aredefinedinFERCOrder636-Aascustomerswhose
peak-daycapacityneedsdonotexceed10,000thousandcubicfeetperday.
FederalEnergyRegulatoryCommissionIssuancePostingSystem,Order
636-A,p. 58.

Toward Providing

New Services

To provide gas services in the unbundled market, many
pipeline companies have reorganized their corporate
structures.
Thesecompanieshaveadopteddifferent strategies
to do this (Table 2). For instance,under its Gas Services
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What Is No-Notice Service?
No-notice service is a major new service under Order 636. It is essentially a deluxe firm transportation (FT) service that
was created to mimic the quality of service formerly available as part of sales service. Unlike sales service, however, nonotice customers must purchase their own, unbundled gas supplies. The main difference between no-notice and FT service
is that underFT, if a shippertakes an amountof gasthat exceedsschedulinglimits negotiatedwith the pipeline company,
then the shipper may incur penalties. Under no-notice, the shippermay exceedthesescheduli_:_limits without incurring
daily schedulingpenalties.To provide the service, a pipeline companymay usepipeline-ownedstorage,borrow gasfrom
contract storage, or allow gas scheduled for interruptible customers to be delivered to firmcustomers.
There are different types of no-notice service. Some pipeline companies levy a single reservation fee for a bundled package
of storage and transportation service. On pipeline systems, such as Florida Gas Transmission, that lack access to storage,
no-notice service only includes transportation.
Major differences between no-notice service and firm transportation are described below.

__No-_Notice_$e_!ce_................................................................
F!.rm__Tmnlpo____,_o_n
...................................................................................................
Firmservice

Firm service

Storagecapacityowned bythe shipperand
may be an integralpart of the service

Service may includesome smallamountof pipeline-owned
storagecapacityfor systembalancingand load management

I

Lets shippertake deliveryon demand up to

! Shippermusthave scheduledgas deliveriesin advance (24

its firmentitlementwithoutincurringdaily
schedulingpenalties

I or
hoursor
more) and mustbalancebe
receipt
and deliveryvolumes
dailyschedulingpenaltieswill
assessed

Most likelysold at a higherprice than FT to
reflectthe additionalcosts(i.e.. for storage)
incurredto supportthis service
Replaceswhat formerlywas salesservice
exceptthat gas mustbe purchased
separately

Similarto FT priorto Order636 except thattransportationand
storageservicesmustbe unbundled.

Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
OfficeofOilandGas.

Motivations for pipeline companies to form these affiliates

Managing and Operating the

New System

include:
•

Earning market-basedreturnson unregulatedservices
The increasein shipper options poses some technical and

•

Retaining those customerswho still prefer one-stop
shopping by rebundling services

operational challenges to both pipeline companies and
shippers in maintaining reliable service. The basic
requirement for a pipeline company is to keep enough gas in

•

Differentiating their services to meet heightened
competition from producers, independent gas marketers,
and even LDC's (for transportation services)

the line at all times to maintain the flow of gas. The
operational integrity of a pipeline system may be threatened
when gas is unexpectedly injected or withdrawn from the
pipeline. A new set of rules has been devised to ensure that

•

Increasing capacity utilization (raising system load
factor) and system efficiency by expanding the market
for gas services,

system integrity will be maintained. Two methods of system
maintenance control have been implemented: flow control
and monetary penalties.
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Table 2. Corporate Restru©tudng In the Post43(I Market
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Company

Post Order 636 Restructuring

Arkis, inc.............

Arkla is Pdmadlya transmissiona_:l distdl_ttoncompany.Pftrrmrypipelinesubsidiariesinclude:Arkla E_rgy Ruourmm
(PER) andMlaskmlppl River Tranemlnlon (MRT). In 1993,AER becamet saparste whollyownedsubsidiaryof Arkia and
Arkle's gathedngoperationsbecames separateprofitcenter.Arkla Energy Marketing (AEM), isthe primarynonregulated
marketingarmof the organization.AEM is expectedto play an increasinglyimportantrolein buildinglong-termmarketsfor
gas behindAER's pipelinesystem.AEM offersmany of the traditional"merchant"services(i.e., supplyarrangements)as
well as trensportationservices.

,,.,

i

ii i

H,.i.

ii

ill

Co;';tal ....................
C_I
C__
_s subsidisrles"i;L_ following're,';';'-nature,gas t;ansrnission,m'd(;i;ng, refl";';}g,exploretlo" 'and
Corporation
3roduction,coal,and power. Pdmarypipelinesubsidiariesinclude: ANR Plpetlns Company, Colorado Interstate Gas
Company (CIG), and Wyoming Interetato Company, Ltd. Coastal Gas Services Company (CGS), formed in 1993 to
consolidateCoital'| unregulatednaturalgasbusinesses,providesnaturalgas gatheringandprocessingservices,menages
price risks for Coastat'= oil and gas operations, and operates producerfinancingactivities. Coastal subsidiariesare
expanding theirinvestmentin naturalgas storage in responseto increasedopportunityin thisarea.
Consolidated
NaturalGas
Company

.......

C0n;olldatad N_ral
Gas (::_pany (CNG)is,, fu;ly Integ;'ai_:lt;ansmiss;0'n,distribution,exploration,produotion,"nd
marketingcompany. In responseto Order 636, CNG formed _marketingaffiliatecalled CNG Gas Services Corporation
to providenaturalgas sales,transportation,storage,and otherservices to customerswho prefer notto arrangesupplyand
transportationtransactions.CNG Transmission Corporation servesas the system'sinterstategas trensmisalonsubsidiary
whichworkswith customerstodeveloprestructuredservices.CNG "rents"capacityon itsundergroundstoragenetwork(the
Nation'slargestundergroundstoragesystem)directlyto itscustomers.CNG intendstc establisha marketcenteronthe CNG
Transmission systemat the Texaco SabineCenter,whichserves Northeastmarkets.

,,,.,.

,

,,.,,, ,,.

,

H i

i

,0,

...........

SnronCorporation Enron Corpora'don is a fully integratedexplorationand production,francis;ion, distdb_ion, and marketingcompany.
Primary pipeline subsidiariesinclude:Northern Natural Gas Company, Northern Border Pipeline Company, and
Tra_m
Pipeline Company. Enron Gas Services is an unregulatedsubsidiarywhk::hin partpmvkhmlocaldi_N)u_n
companies (LDC°s) and other customerswith gas supply contractinformationand producerswith ions.term contracting
opportunities. The other sectors of Enron Gas Servlcel include:gas (physicaldelivery services and financial risk
management}, finance (providescapital to natural gas industry participants),liquids (gas processingand clean fuels
businesses),and power(suppliesgas and relatedservices to the powergenerationindustry).
KN Energy, ';ncl....

K N Ene'_ is a transmission,distribution,production,and marketing_pany,
with substan:ielgathering, storage, and
processingfacilities. It recentlyreorganizeditscorporatestructuretoofferunbundisdservice opportunities.K N restructured
its interstatetransmissionpipelineas a separate subsidiarybusinessunit,K N Intaratato Gas Transmission Company.
Gatheringand processingfacilities,previouslyregulatedby FERC, werereorganizedintoK N Gas Gathering, Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary. K N expandedits role in nonregutatednaturalgas-related businessactivities to include:gathering,
marketing,anddevelopmentof reserves.

Panhandle
Eastern
Corporation

Panhandle F..astemCo_rstion is the parentcorporationof severalsubsidiariesthatprovidepred_lnately naturalgas
transportationand related services. These pipeline subsidiariesinclude: Algonquin Gas Transmission Company,
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company (PEPL), Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation (TETCO), and Trunkllne
Gas Company. Wt_iletransportationserviceswill continueto be the mainsourceof businessfor Panhandle,new services
willprovideimportantareas forgrowth.Forexample,PEPL willoffernew market andfield area flexiblestorage servicethat
features customer-specificwithdrawallevels. PEPL hse fileda requestto transferthe gathering assetsfrom the western
region of their systemto a new, nonreguiatedaffiliate.In 1993, Panhandle formed the marketing company 1 Source
Corporation to overseemany of the new transport-relatedservicesfor all of its interstatepipelines.For example, Flex-X,
a service provided by 1 Source Corporation,enables customersto tailor nominationsthrough incrementalexpansion
programs.

Transco'Energy
Company

Transco is pdrnedlya transmissioncompanywith expandinginterestsin e"rgy-reiated'businesses. P;peiir_esubsidiadas
include: Texas Gas Transmission Corporation (TGT) and Transcontinental Gas Pips Line Corporstlon (TGPL).
Althoughthe companyintendsto rennin pdrmidlya transmission
company,efforts are underway to developotherpipelinerelated services to meet customerdemand. In responseto Order636, Trsnsco Gas Marketing Company (TGMC) was
formedto providegas marketingservicesto currentand potentialcustomers.TGMC managesall gas marketing operations,
includingthe certifiedgas sales currentlymade by TGPL and TGT.

The Williams
Companies,Inc.

The Williams Companies is primarilya transm;esioncompanywith |U'bsidisryinterests'in gathering, procassingl_|nd
''
telecommunications.
Thepipelinecompanysubsidiariesinclude;Kern River Plpet!ne and N_t
Pipeline. Gatnedng
and processingservicesforWtlllem'spipelinesubsidiariesare nowofferedthroughV_lliams Field Services. Supplementing
itsgatheringactivities. Williams Field Services has also developeda hubwhichallowsproducersto reach customerson
multiplepipelines.In 1993,WilliamscreatedWilliams Energy Ventures. This new companyoffersprice riskmanagement
services andother informationservicessuch as electronicbrokeringof short-termcapacity.
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Note: Only wholly owned pipelinecompanysubsidiariesare includedin the table.
Source: 1993 annualreportsfor each company.
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Controlling the Flow of Gas

company spelledout a priority schedulefor curtailment in its
restructuring filing.

Important considerations for a pipeline company are (!) that
shippers take or inject no unscheduled amounts of gas, 2 and
(2) that shippers' injections of gas into the pipeline are
matched(over a certain period of time) by withdrawals of the
gas from the system. For the most part, pipeline companies
have been able to adapt some existing flow control
methods-operational balancing agreements and curtailmentand have supplemented these with new methods, such as
operational flow orders, to maintain the physical flow of gas
through the pipeline. However, customers who fail to fulfill
their responsibilities as shippers may be subject to monetary
penalties, as described below.
Operational Balance Agreements (OBA) are contracts
between pipeline companies and shippers or suppliers that
have interconnecting facilities. Under an OBA, the
imbalances of various shippers may be offset against each
other. Any remaining system-wide imbalances will be settled
by the operators of the interconnecting facilities. FERC had
encouraged pipeline companies to institute OBA's as part of
their restructuring filings. OBA's are an efficient means to
maintain system integrity because they allow pipeline
companies to settle imbalances with the operators of
interconnecting pipelines or distribution companies rather
than with each individual customer. Customers also benefit
from OBA's, they do not need to be concerned about
imbalance penalties, because imbalances are resolved by
operators of the facilities)
Operational Flow Orders (OFO) are emergency orders
issued by the pipeline company that require a shipper to inject
(or withdraw) gas into (from) the system at specific receipt
(delivery) points to ensure the continued flow of gas through
the pipeline. Several hours to a full day's notice must be given
before a pipeline company can implement an OFO. This gives
its shippers time to make necessary adjustments in their
transportation arrangements. OFO's are meant to be issued
only in emergency circumstances and are not to be used as a
daily Ol_erationaltool to manage _:_asflows,
Curtailment is the most severe of the control strategies
pipeline companies use to ensure system integrity. Under
curtailment, pipeline companies may cut off transportation or
storage service to their shippers in the event of a major supply
or capacity disruption. However, curtailments are not used for
firm transportation absent force majeure. Each pipeline

Monetary Penalties
Customers who fail to observe their agreed-upon schedules
for gas takes, to maintain supply balance, or to respond to
OFO's or curtailment orders may be assessed substantial
monetary penalties (Table 3).
Penalties for violating curtailment orders or operational
flow orders are usually set at relatively high levels, between
$5 and $25 per million Btu, since such violations pose the
greatest threat to pipeline operations.
Scheduling penalties can be imposed if a customer's actual
receipts from the pipeline differ from its scheduled levels by
more than 5 to 10 percent. These penalties are generally set at
the interruptible (IT) rate, or about $0.25 per million Btu.
More substantial penalties are applied when the unscheduled
deliveries exceed the customer's contractual maximum daily
quantity (MDQ) by more than a specified tolerance. For these
"unauthorized overruns," penalties have been set at $5 to
$25 per million Btu.
Imbalance penalties can be assessed when a customer's
receipts of gas from the pipeline differ from its deliveries of
gas into the pipeline. Generally, customers and pipeline
companies have a specified period to resolve imbalances. If
these are not resolved, then they are settled on a monetary
basis ("cashed out") after the end of the month. During the
cashout process, a customer who had taken more gas out of
the pipeline during the month than it had injected may be
charged an imbalance penalty in the form of a premium over
the spot price of gas. Imbalance penalties usually follow a
sliding scale, so that the larger the imbalance, the greater the
premium over the spot price the customer ,_ust pay. If the
customer overdelivered gas to the pipeline (i.e., injections
exceeded takes during the month), the pipeline company will
buy that gas from the customer at a discount from the spot
price, with the discount increasing according to the size of the
imbalance.
Cashout mechanisms are not intended to be sources of profit
for the pipeline companies that use them. Rather, they are
simply a device meant to enforce scheduling and balancing
agreements between pipeline companies and their customers.
To the extent that revenues from customers that have violated
their scheduling agreement exceed the cost of operating the

2Shippers that have no-notice service are exempt from these
considerations, but may not exceed maximum daily quantities.
_Fetieral Energy Regulatory Commission, Primer on Order 636 (April
I9, 1993), pp. 86-87.
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Table 3. Characteristics of Monetary Penalties
Daily Penalties

Tolerance

Scheduling
Overrun
OFO or curtailmentviolation

10%
3% - 5%

Monthly Penalties

Penalty
IT rate
$5 - $25/MMBtu
$5 - $25/MMBtu
Percent of Spot Price

Imbalance
0% - 5%
6% - 10%
11% - 15%
16% - 20%
21% - 25%
Over 25%

Underage
None
110
120
130
140
150

Overage
None
90
80
70
60
50

IT = Interruptible
transportation.
MMBtu=MillionBtu.OFO= Operational
floworder.
Source:Interstate
NaturalGasPipeline
Association
ofAmedca,"Interstate
PipelineServices
forCustomers
AfterRestructuring,"
ReportNo.93-5,December1993.

cashout mechanism, pipeline companies must credit the
excess to all customers,

TransportationCapacity
Can Now Be Traded

shipper and the acquiring shipper then execute a contract for
the release of the capacity. The pipeline's own capacity must
also be posted on its EBB, in direct competition with its
customers' released capacity. The rates for released capacity
may
not exceedtheFERC-approved
maximumwansponationrate
the corresponding
rateschedule. specifiedin
In addition,
shippersmay not requiremore stringentcredit conditionson
replacementshippers than they have to meet themselves.

The requirementthat individual pipeline companiesestablish
programsto let shippers"release"or reselltheir firm capacity
fightsis anothercornerstoneof Order636,4A capacityrelease
programpermitsa customerunder any firm open-accessrate
scheduleto releaseall or part of its capacityon a permanent
or temporarybasis.A replacementshippermay alsore-release
capacity if permitted by the termsof the initial release.This
retrading of capacity effectively establishesa secondary
market in pipeline capacity (see box, p. 44).

Finally, pipeline companiesmust permit shippersflexibility
in offeringflexiblereceiptand deliverypoints to replacement
shippers,to the extentpermitted by the terms of the release
(seebox, p. 46).

FERC required each pipeline company to administer the
capacity releaseprogramfor its system.Pipeline companies
provide electronic bulletin boards (EBB's) where capacity
offers are posted,bids are evaluated,and winning bids are
determined(seebox, p. 45). Releasingshippersmay establish
terms and conditionsspecific to their release, including the
right to recall capacity under specified conditions(such as
severe cold weather), a minimum acceptable price,
indemnification,and creditworthinessrequirements,andmay
also include provisionsfor determining the highestvalue or
best bid. Nevertheless,it is the pipeline company as the
administratorof capacityreleasewho choosesamongthe bids
based upon the postedterms and conditions. The releasing

fromthe higherutilization of their systemsand from the fact
that releasingpipeline capacity can offset the need to build
newfacilities.

'Capacityreleaseis the permanent
ortemporary
resaleof the rightsto
firmtransportation
andstorage
capacity
onanopenaccess
pipeline,

The creation of a secondarymarket in pipeline capacity is
intended to increaseefficiency in the gas transportation
industry.The secondarymarket helpsestablishmarketpricing
for pipeline capacity. It reallocatesunneededcapacity to
shipperswho value it the most. Pipeline companiesbenefit

As currentlyconstituted,however, some barriers to market
pricing remain.One barrieristhe price capson both released
capacity and the pipeline company's own interruptible
transportation.
5Thesepricecapsinhibit efficiency sincethey
may preventsomecustomersfrom obtaining desiredcapacity

_Themaximum
andminimum
ratesapipeline
company
maycharge
for
firmandinterruptible
se_'ice
arespelled
outintherateschedules
foreach
categoryof service.Themaximumratesforfirmservicearealsotheprice
capsforreleased
capacity.
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Steps to Buying and Selling Released Capacity
Theprocess
of buyingandsellingreleased
capacity
maybeverysimpleorquitecomplex.
Several
determinants
ofthe
complexity of this processare thenuml_r of coml_ting shippersbidding for thecapacity,the potentialfor a prearrangeddeal
(an agreementby a shipperto releaseor sell f.'m capacityto a replacementshipperfor 30 days or lessat the maximum rate),
the need for tiebreakersto ascertainwinning bids, and the acceptanceof contingentbids, etc. The processof buying and
selling releasedcapacity is outlined in thedecisiontreebelow.

I

Does

capacity rights?
participant have firm

I_

_

I May not sell released

+
Ioo-.,,0,0,.
r""'or
"""'o b__G
+
+
sell unwanted

capacity

Is it a prearranged

Note:

o,r.n,.c,,on
o°our,.
I

rights?

in need of capacity?
I Is there a replacement
shipper

_

deal?

/,'_%

Releasing

J

capacity.
shipper

retains

I

Post terms and conditions
on EBB.

I

Prearranged
deals at
the maximum
rate are
not subject to the
bidding process.

I

I

I

I
byone
one replacement
or more than
shipper?

transaction

iI

capacity.

,,,,,,,,,(One),---,-v

i

shippers'

shipper
capacity,

No
receives

I

deal or
bid
I

replacement
shippers
bid for the capacity.
Two or more

I

receives capacity.
Replacement
shipper

tiebreaker
Pipeline

method.
applies

I

!
receives
capacity.
Replacement
shipper
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shipper

capacity.

again.

Electronic Bulletin Boards
The exchangeof electronicinformationhas becomea more critical part of daily operationsin the natural gasindustry. Like
companiesin the financialservices,telecommunications,and news and entertainmentindustries, the financial successof
companies in the gas industry increasinglydependson their ability to manage information and to harness information
technology.A number of activitiesin the industry rely on electronic information,includingbuying and selling gas, trading
capacity rights, tracking gas flows, billing customeraccounts,andf'mdingnew gas fields. Indeed,some new services could
not be providedwithout recent advancesin using electronic information.
Most pipeline companies implemented some sort of electronic bulletin board (EBB) system in support of capacity release
in 1993. These systems varied tremendously in their sophistication--some were quite basic, while others were developed
on state-of-the-art computer networks using interactive menus. Growth in the secondary market for capacity during the
1993-94 heating season has led to increased use and familiarity with EBB's. The viability of a secondary market for pipeline
capacity rights, however, will ultimately depend on the timely availability of key information on EBB systems. This
information includes: minimum and maximum rates for f'h"mservices, capacity availabilities at different receipt and delivery
points, contract listings, lists of pipeline company contacts, and other pipeline information.
While the efficiency gains from exchanging information via EBB's can potentially be very great, the EBB procedures have
had some shortcomings. Fi]_t, logging on to some of the EBB's can be time-consuming. Second, features on some of the
EBB's (e.g., downloading information) have not been completed. Third, information on the different EBB's has not been
standardized. Fourth, shippers that need information from multiple EBB's often have to learn how to use completely
different systems.
A major step toward improving EBB's has been the development of a consensus on information standards. In July 1993,
FERC approved a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) on EBB's. FERC later issued Order 563 (December 23, 1993)
and Order 563-A (April 26, 1994), detailing what standardized capacity-related information pipeline companies have to
provide their shippers and how the information can be downloaded. All pipeline companies were required to develop
standardized data sets that include information such as offers to sell firm capacity, bids for firm capacity, awards for
capacity, withdrawals of offers and bids, operationally available capacity, and systemwide notices. The deadline for
implementation of Order 563-A was June 1, 1994 (for some companies this deadline has been postponed), although the
adoption of common capacity codes is not required until November 1, 1994. In addition to FERC actions, a Gas Industry
Standards Board (GISB), representing all segments of the industry, was formed in 1993 to facilitate the adoption of common
protocols. In March 1994, a GISB working group agreed on an electronic data interchange format for gas transportation
nominations and related transactions.
New applications of electronic information for the natural gas industry are constantly being developed. In response to some
of the problems with the current EBB arrangements, some companies have begun developing "recta-systems" which could
simultaneously process information from multiple EBB's. Third-party vendors are now offering new services such as least
cost routing and portfolio optimization programs to help customers take advantage of the restructured marketplace for gas
service.

even when they would be willing
maximum allowed price,

to pay more than the

program efficiently in view of the fact that released capacity
competes directly with the pipeline's own interruptible
transportation. 6

A second potential barrier to market pricing stems from the
competition between interruptible transportation and released
capacity. Some concerns have been voiced regarding the
ability of pipeline companies to administer a capacity release

Experience with the market for released capacity during the
1993-94 winter has shown that capacity availability follows

6Forexamples, see Philip M. Marston, Perestroika Revisited: The Empire
Strikes Back (September 1993); and Vincent Esposito and John Delroccili,
"Gas Capacity Release: Opportunity or Pitfall?" Public Utilities Fortnightly
(December !, 1993).
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Flexible Receipt and Delivery Points
Order 636 requires pipeline companies to administer flexible delivery points anywhere physical deliveries are possible on
their systems. Customers who wish to change receipt or delivery points can do so without negotiating a new transportation
contract. This obviously complicates the control of pipeline operations, but provides a great deal of flexibility to shippers.
More choices in where they inject and receive gas ensure that more buyers and sellers of both gas and capacity can conduct
transactions. The flexibility also fosters a competitive secondary market for pipeline capacity. A shipper now has the
opportunity to contract with more pipelines along a transportation corridor because of the ability to release capacity at pipeline
interconnects along the corridor.
i

The benefits of increased flexibility were realized early in 1994, when suppliers were able to meet record gas demands as
unusually cold weather swept over the eastern half of the country. The increased access to gas supplies and transportation
made possible by Order 636 was widely cited as a key factor in getting gas to market during this critical period.

much the same pattern as the availability of interruptible
transportation--during periods of peak demand, excess
capacity is simply not available. For example, during the
week ending January 17, 1994, when Arctic cold hit the
eastern half of the United States, the amount of capacity
released was only 0.3 billion cubic feet per week. Thusfar,
most releasedcapacity has been sold at a discount.7

Most Companies Implement SFV

Rate Design

Transportation Rates Are

SFV rate design requires that all pipeline fixed costs be
recovered from firm customers through the monthly
reservationfee and,to the extentthat marketconditionsallow,
from interruptiblecustomersthroughthe maximum rate for
interruptible service. Variable costs are to be recovered
throughthe usagefee appliedon a volumetric basisto the gas
actually transported.

Evolving

The former modified fixed-variable (MFV) rate design had

Order 636 has changed how transportation rates are
determined. The requirement (with occasional exceptions)
that pipeline companies adopt the straight fixed-variable
(SFV) method of rate design for firm transportation customers
has the potential to increase transportation costs for some
customer classes, while lowering costs to others. In addition,
the transition costs associated with restructuring under Order
636 will be passed through to all customers.

allocated somefixed costs tothecommodity
(usage)charge.
Thus, the fundamental significance of the switch to SFV rate
design is that firm customers pay for most fixed costs, and the
pipeline company is assured of recovering most of these costs
regardless of how much gas actually moves through the
pipeline.

However, a number of measures may act to offset these cost
shifts. One is the previously described capacity release
provision, which enables customers to recoup some of their
costs during periods when they do not need all of their
contracted capacity. Other provisions include methods to
mitigate impacts of SFV rate design on specific customer
classes and mechanisms to credit firm customers with

exceptions to this trend, however. For example, Colorado
Interstate Gas Company uses SFV for billing purposes but
peak and annual demand for allocation purposes. Caprock
Pipeline Company has been exempted because none of its
customers pays reservation charges. Additionally, many
pipeline companies have implemented SFV while also
offering a one-part volumetric rate for small customers.

unexpected revenues from interruptible customers.

Most pipeline companies have implemented SFV for
allocation and rate design purposes. There have been some

Because SFV shifts all firm fixed costs to the reservation fee,
transportation rates have increased for many low load factor

7PashaPublicationsInc., Gas TransportationReport, Vol. 3, No. 3
(January11-17,1994),p. l.
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customers (those whose service needs are irregular, generally
high in winter and low at other times), who have low overall
levels of capacity usage over which to spread the cost impact,
(See Appendix B for an example of how SFV rates for fh'm
and interruptible transportation are determined on the basis
ofa pipeline's costs and operating characteristics.) Many high
load factor customers, and particularly interruptible
customers, have seen their rates decline. For example, a
customer who needs 35 million cubic feet (MMcf) of daily
service in the winter but only 10 MMcfper day in the summer
has to reserve the full 35 MMcf per day year-round, even
though much of this will be unused most of the year. In
contrast, a customer whose gas use is more constant
throughout the year will use most of its contracted capacity
and will seldom be in a situation of paying reservation fees on
unused capacity?

Reducing the
Costs

Burden

of

require mitigation because these companies did not have any
customers that experienced more than a l O-percent increase
in revenue responsibility. _ If FERC did require cost
mitigation, companies used one, or a combination, of the
following specific mitigation measures described by FERC in
Order 636. _2
•

Seasonal rates. Shippers may adjust their seasonal
entitlements or their peak-day quantities, enabling them
to lower their capacity reservations during off-peak
seasons and to raise their capacity reservations during
peak seasons.

•

Volumetric rates. Transportation charges are based only
on volume of gas delivered. No separate reservatio, fee
is charged. This rate is generally restricted to small
customers and allows them to avoid high monthly
reservation fees for capacity they may not use. Using this

Shifting

technique, fewer revenues may be recovered from small
class customers than from higher load factor customers.
•

Mixed rates. A pipeline company may use MFV for cost
allocation but SFV for establishing billing determinants.

industry. In response, FERC developed a system of cost
mitigation to redress concerns that pipeline restructuring
would unfairly burden some smaller customers. In addition,
other provisions of Order 636, including capacity release and
a provision for crediting to firm customers any unexpected
revenues from intermptible service, have the potential to
reduce adverse cost impacts of restructuring,

•

Other procedures. Shippers using a two-part or a
bifurcated reservation charge pay for a portion of fixed
costs through a monthly reservation fee. Shippers pay for
the other portion of the reservation charge based on
throughput. If they do not need as much capacity in a
month because of changes in weather, they do not have
to pay for a portion of their reservation charge.

Mitigating

Crediting

The cost shifting resulting from SFV rate design has been one
of the most controversial aspects of restructuring the pipeline

Cost Shifts

Pipeline companies were required to file cost mitigation plans
if any of their customer groups, or even individual customers,
would experience a 10-percent or greater change in revenue
responsibility resulting from switching to SFV rate design. 9
Cost mitigation plans were to spread these cost shifts over a
period of up to 4 years,
A review of the cost mitigation strategies of 13 major pipeline
companies, representing 66 percent of natural gas throughput,
reveals that many of these companies were not required to
mitigate cost shifts (Table 4). _°In these cases, FERC did not

sSeeEnergyInformationAdministration,NaturalGas1992:Issuesand
Trends,DOE/EIA-0560(92)
(Washington,
DC,March1993),Chapter4, for
a detailed discussionof the impact of SFV rates on pipeline company
customers.
_l'his10 percentdoesnot includeincreases
in ratesfrompipeline
recovery
oftransition
costs,
I°Basedon Total Deliveriesreported
in Table28 of the Energy
Information
Administration,
Statisticsof theInterstateNaturalGasPipeline
Companies,1991,DOE/EIA-_145(91)
(Washington,
DC,December1992).
Thisis the mostrecentpublication
of thereport.

Interruptible

Revenues

The ratesetting process for interruptible transportation was not
directly changed by Order 636. However, many aspects of
Order 636 have had an indirect effect on interruptible
transportation rates. In particular, the establishment of a
secondary market in released capacity has introduced a new
element of competition between released capacity and the
pipeline company's interruptible transportation service. In this
newly competitive environment, it is particularly difficult to
project interruptible throughput for purposes of ratemaking.
The interruptible revenue crediting mechanism is an interim
measure designed to permit pipeline companies to make
conservative estimates of interruptible volumes until actual
experience with capacity release provides a basis for more
accurate projections. This mechanism has the potential

ItSomepipelinecompanies
proactively
reduced
changes
in revenue
responsibility
(i.e,,costshifts)
forsomeoftheircustomers
whensubmitting
theirrcstructuringfilingsto
FERC.Asaresuit,FERCdidnotrequire
these
companiesto implementadditionalmitigationmeasures.
t_EnergyInformationAdministration,Natural Gas 1992."Issues and
Trends,Chapter4.
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Table

4.

Selected

Pipeline

Company

Post-636

Transportation

Rates and Costs

Rate Design

Transition Costs

,,

Before
Pipeline
Company
,,
i
,,
,

After

636
,,,

_.rkla,Inc.

EFV witha
one-part
demand
charge

Col'umbiaGas Transmission

SFV

Filed

636
,,,,,

,,

iSF'V

Mitigation

Plans

FERC Estlmate
,,,

Implemented seasonal entitlements and
volumetricrates to limitcost increasesto 8
percentor less.

SFV

None required.

30,100,000

256,000,000
,.,

coiumbia Gulf Transmission

(as of 5117194)
0

'"

,,

153,579,127
,

9,000,000

,

SFV

SFV

None required.

0

El Paso Natural Gas

MFV with a
one-part
charge

SFV

None required.Howeverthey proactively
instituteda one-partvolumetricchargefor
smallclasscustomers.Fieldcostswill be
_hasedout of mainlinerates over 5 years.

6i,300,000

56,684,6i"9

Koch Gateway (UnitedPipeline)

MFVwith a
one-part
demand
charge

SFV

Implementeda combinationof seasonal
entitlementsanda 4-year phase-inof costs.

41,900,000

0

Natural Gas Pipeline of America

MFV witha
one-part
demand
charge

SF'V

Shifted revenueresponsibility
among
differentcustomers.

Northern NaturalGas

MF'Vwith a
one-part
demand
charge

SFV

None required.

SFV

None required.

,

,,,.,,

.

i

,

,,

,

,

Panhandle EasternPipe Line

SFV

.......

,

,

Southern Natural Gas

SFV

SFV

Implementeda combinationof seasonal
entitlementsand one-partvolumetricrates
for smallcustomers.

TennesseeGas Pipeline

EFV

SF'V

Mitigationwas requiredfor onlytwo
customers.These customersreceiveda
reductionin theirfiledrates.

Texas Gas Transmission

MFVwith a
two-part
demand
charge

,,

,

Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line

Total .....

SFV

,

SFV

,

MFV with a
one-part
demand
charge

133,217,857

745,600,000

291,761,182

,

,

None required.However,withinthe
restructuringplanone customerwas offered
lower rates throughseasonalentitlements.

............

,,

,

643,883,975

,,.,,

Implemented seasonalentitlements,
reassigneddemandch=rgesamong
[differentcustomers,andoffered one-part
volumetricrates for smallcustomers.
,,

SFV

,

0

,

None required.However,TETCO agreedto
phase in highercostsforone of its
customersover 7 years.

.,

27,810,850

,,,,,

,

MFV witha
one-part
demand
charge

203,'436,097-

70,000,000
,,

.,

i01,030,648

78,000,000-

,

,,

Texas EasternTransmission

,,,,

565,000,000

207,635,450

,

185,000,000

'

24,598,030

,,,,,

10,000,000

2,695,783,975

1,841,228

1,201595,088
"
,
, ,,,

EFV = Enhanced fixedvariable.SFV = Straightfixedvariable.MFV = Modifiedfixedvariable.
Note: EFV is a hybridof the MFV and SFV rate designmethodologies.The return on equity and relatedtaxes are recoveredas part of the
usage fee underMFV and as part of the reservationfee underSFV. In contrast,underEFV rate design, 25 to 50 percentof the returnon equity
and related taxes are recoveredas part of the usage fee, while the remainderis recoveredas part of the reservationfee. As of May 17, 1994,
$1.6 in total transitioncosts hadbeen filed.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Oil and Gas, based on conversationswith rate and regulatoryanalysts at pipeline
companies andthe FederalEnergy RegulatoryCommission,Office of PipelineRegulation.
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additional effect of reducing the cost burden of firm
customers,
Rates for firm and interruptible services depend on the
pipeline company's projection of both firm and interruptible
throughput. If pipeline companies overestimate interruptible
throughput volumes, they will not recover all of the fixed
costs allocated to interruptible customers. If they
underestimate interruptible volumes, however, they may

transportation rate to the equivalent of the maximum
interruptible rate (Appendix B). In fact, it is theoretically
possible for the releasing shipper to earn profits on capacity
release, if the releasing shipper has obtained a discounted rate
for the capacity and is able to charge a replacement shipper
the full rate. In practice so far, the reverse has generally been
the case--released capacity has sold at a discount. _3

recover more than their total fixed costs, earning more than
the costs allocated to this service. If other projected

Paying the Costs of Transition

throughput for firm transportation was correct, the pipeline
company would overrecover its costs. This, coupled with a
possible lengthening of time between rate case cycles, gives

While the cost shifts resulting from SFV rate design may be
partly offset by cost mitigation procedures, interruptible
revenue crediting, and revenues from capacity release,
another provision of Order 636 will temporarily increase costs
to all custamers. Under Order 636, pipeline companies are
allowed to recover all transition costs that have been

pipeline companies an incentive to underestimate future
interruptible throughput,
Neither FERC nor the pipeline companies "knew what the
level of interruptible service would be in the postrestructuring
environment.
FERC developed
credit
mechanisms to offset the possible overrecovery of costs if
interruptible throughput exceeds projections. Any additional
revenue received as a result of higher-than-projected

"prudently incurred" as a result of restructuring. These costs
include:
•

Gas supply realignment (GSR) costs incurred in
reforming contracts with gas producers

interruptible throughput is shared between the pipeline
company and its firm customers. This procedure basically
reduces reservation fees for firm service in response to

•

Unreeovered gas (Account 191) costs remaining when
the purchased gas adjustment mechanism was terminated

overrecovery of costs through interruptibleservice. If pipeline
companies exceed their projection of interruptible throughput,
they must credit 90 percent of incremental revenues, after

•

Stranded costs for assets no longer needed in an
unbundled environment

covering their variable costs, to firm customers. Pipeline
companies keep the remaining 10 percent as profit. Thus, the
credit mechanism gives pipeline companies an incentive to

•

New facilities costs for new assets required because of
unbundling.

market their excess capacity and also reduces the reservation
fees paid by firm customers. (See Appendix B for a numerical

Most pipeline companies provided estimates of these
transition costs in their compliance filings. As of the
implementation of Order 636, estimates of these costs were
about $4.8 billion, which according to FERC represent the
pipeline companies' "worst case scenarios" (Figure 16)._4By
mid-May 1994, $1.6 billion in total transition costs had been
filed at FERC.'5

example of how interruptible revenue crediting may reduce
firm transportation rates.)

Using Capacity Release to Lower Costs
The capacity release mechanism can also be used by releasing
shippers to reduce their per-unit transportation costs. Firm
customers must reserve enough capacity to meet their peak
daily needs. During off-peak periods, they may find
themselves paying reservation charges on significant amounts
of unused capacity. By reselling unneeded capacity (on a
temporary basis) in the secondary market, shippers can
recover some of their costs from replacement shippers,
thereby reducing their effective transportation rates,

In order to recover these costs, companies must file under
Section 4 of the Natural Gas Act, using the mechanisms
prescribed in Order 636 (Table 5). However, transition costs
are subject to rigorous eligibility and prudence standards
before FERC will allow recovery. GSR cost filings, in
particular, have been set for hearing to ensure a thorough and
complete review. (See Appendix B for an example of the
impact of transition costs on pipeline company rates.)

If shippers were able to release all of their unneeded capacity
for the full reservation fee, they could reduce their effective
_3Basedon data published in Gas TransportationReport, Pasha
Publications,Inc.
_4Government
AccountingOffice,"Costs,Benefits,andConcernsRelated
to FERC'sOrder636,"GAO/RCED-94-11
(November1993),p.62.
_FederalEnergyRegulatoryCommission,Officeof PipelineRegulation.
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Figure 16.

Estimated Transition Costs of the Pipeline Industry
New Facilities (5.3%)
Account 191 (14.8%)
Stranded (1

',\

\

\

\

"\..

y
Gas Supply Realignment (68.9%)

Note:Totaltransition
costs=$4.8billion
Source:GeneralAccounting
Office,FinalReportontheCosts,Benefits,endConcernsRelatedtoFERC'sOrder636,November
1993.

Gas Supply

Realignment

(GSR) Costs

Under Order 636, pipeline companies that previously offered
bundled sales services had to reform the price and quantities of
their gas supply portfolios to reflect their new role. They first
could try assigning unneeded supply contracts directly to former
sales customers. Then, any remaining contracts needed to be
realigned to reflect market conditions. Of the costs incurred in
reforming contracts, 90 percent are allocated to finn
eansportation customers; the remaining l 0 percent of costs are
allocated to interruptible transportation customers,
During the restructuring proceedings, FERC accepted certain
specific methods to assign, reform, or maintain contracts that
have been priced above current market conditions. In the case
of contract assignment, pipeline companies could offer
customers the option of a "reverse auction," where parties bid on
how much the pipeline company would have to pay them to take
over the above-market contracts. FERC allowed quarterly filings
to recover GSR costs that actually had been incurred by the
pipeline companies as a result of renegotiation. FERC allowed
pipeline companies to collect a "GSR differential," which is the
difference between the contract price and the higher of (1) an

objective spot price index, or (2) the pipeline company's selling
price of natural gas. Logically, the costs of above-market
contracts will be partially offset by savings from below-market
contracts in determining total GSR costs.
The costs of achieving this contract reformation have been
compared to the take-or-pay dilemma of the 1980's when the
market price for gas dropped below the prices that pipeline
companies were committed to pay producers under existing
contracts. As of June 30, 1992, pipeline companies had agreed
to absorb about $3.6 billion of an estimated $ l0 billion in takeor-pay settlement costs. Of the remaining balance, pipeline
companies have billed $3.5 billion directly and $2.8 billion on
a volumetric basis. _
In contrast, most GSR costs, which FERC has estimated at
$3.3 billion, will be passed through to customers. FERC,
however, does not consider take-or-pay and GSR costs
comparable, because GSR costs are the direct result of
regulation and not the result of external conditions, such as the
lower gas prices, increased supply of natural gas, and a

"FederalEnergyRegulatory
Commission
IssuancePostingSystem,Order
636-A,p.343. Directbillinginvolvescharginglumpsumstocustomers
based
on pastservicelevels. Surcharges,on the otherhand,are increments
to
reservation
and/orusagerateschargedforpresentandfutureservice.
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Table 5. Cost Recovery Under the Natural Gas Act
Filing
Full Section4

LimitedSection4

Description

Recovery of Transition Costs

Now filed at the pipeline company's New facilities
optionin orderto updateratesto reflect
major changes in pipeline revenue
requirements.The revenuerequirement
is based on the company's capital
structure,rate base, requestedrates of StrandedCosts
return,and cost of servicefor a given
test period. These filingsalso contain
expertwitnesstestimonyto justifyreturn
and costamounts.FERC examinesthe
coststo ensure prudenceand levelsof
return to ensurethat they are just and
reasonable. Intervenors often dispute
thecostlevels.Settlementsoccurwhen
all issuesof disputeare resolved,often
withouta hearing.

New capital costs will be included in the
companies'rate bases once the facilities
become"used and useful."

Limitedcostchanges,whichare filedas GSR
one aspect of a full Section 4 filing
rates.
Avoids the lengthy and
expensiveprocessof filinga fullSection
4 rate case each time costs change.
Only specific costs are subject to Account191
challenge-notall of the costsof pipeline
operation,

Recoveredthrougha demand surchargeor
negotiated exit fee. 90 percent of costs
allocated to firm customers, 10 percent
allocatedto interruptiblecustomers.

No longer needed facilities, other than
upstream capacity, must be proposed for
recoveryina Section4 filing,and amortized
over an agreed upontime period.

Direct billed to former sales customersin
eithera lumpsum, over 12 months,or over
someotherreasonableperiodof time.

Limited
Account 858 costs (of providingupstream
StrandedCosts capacity to downstream customers) are
recovered like Account 191 costs if the
pipeline company had an Account 858
tracker prior to Order 636. Other Account
858 capacity costs are permitted to be
surcharged over an agreed upon time
period.
Section5

Upon customer complaintor its own All
motion,FERC can ordera decrease in
rates if it determines that they are
unreasonable.However,compensation
to pipelinecustomersis not retroactive,

If customer complaints are justified, the
futurelevelof such costscan be reducedby
FERC order. However, customersdo not
receive credit for coststhey have already
paid.

Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
Officeof OilandGas.

deteriorating economic climate that precipitated the take-orpay crisis of the mid-1980's. FERC contends that pipeline
customers will benefit from this transition because they will
no longer be required to pay above-market prices for gas.

(PGA) mechanisms has ended, j7 Pipeline companies have
been left with unrecovered or overrecovered costs that were

_71n
thepast,pipelinecompaniesofferingbundledsalesservicesusedthe

Unrecovered Gas Costs
Becausepipeline companiesaremaking few, if any, gas sales
under Order 636, the need for purchased gas adjustment

deferred
Account
191totrackthedifference
between
thecostof gaspaidby
theircustomers
andthepipelinecompanies'
costof purchasing
gasfrom
suppliers.
These
differences
werepassed
along
tocustomers
through
theuse
of PGA mechanisms.
The PGA mechanisms
allowedmodification
of
customerratesthroughlimitedSection4 filings,withoutrequiringpipeline
companiesto submitfullSection4 ratecasefilingsat FERCeverytimethe
costofgas changed.
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incurred for gas that has already been delivered to customers,
These unrecovered costs are represented by the balance in
Account 191. Since former bundled sales customers would
have repaid or been refunded these costs in the past through
the PGA mechanism, pipeline companies will be able to

is necessary to implement capacity release programs. The
recovery of costs for new facilities will be treated as any other
capital investments.

direct-billthese customers based on the service levels of the

The Bottom Line: A Hypothetical

prior
12months,
otheraperiod
if appropriate.This
direct
bill
may be
paid "...inoreither
lump sum,
over 12months,
or over
some other reasonable period of time, at the customer's
option.''_sSome pipeline companies,however, reflected credit
balances in Account 191and have made refunds to customers,

Example

Stranded

Costs

coststo holdersof firm capacity.In addition,transitioncosts
will temporarily raise rates for all pipeline customers. These

A third type of cost relatesto the pipeline companies'physical
assets that were used to provide bundled sales service, but are
no longer needed in an unbundledenvironment. For example,
costs associatedwith storage, production, product extraction,
transmission, or gathering facilities that will no longer be
"used and useful" after restructuring may be recovered as
stranded costs. Additionally, costs relating to upstream
capacity that is not needed to maintain operational integrity or
cannot be directly assigned to customers may also be
recovered as stranded costs.19
A pipeline company's costs of providing upstream capacity to
downstream customers have sometimes been tracked in a
pipeline company's Account 858. FERC has allowed some
pipeline companies to continue their Account 858 trackers
and instructed others to implement new account trackers to
recover stranded costs after Order 636. The balanceremaining
in Account 858 tracking mechanisms will be recovered
through limited Section 4 filings,
Various customer groups have stated concerns that pipeline
companies may be able to "...rid themselves of unused
gathering facilitiesin declining areas, underutilized upstream
capacity, and capitalized lease payments on properties held
for future development" under the veil of stranded costs.2°
However, pipeline companies'claimsfor recovery of stranded
costs will be examined by FERC for prudence.
New Facilities
The physical implementation of Order 636 also carries costs.
For instance, metering, valves, and communications
equipment are necessary to track gas flow more efficiently
throughout a pipeline s)stem. Also, the development of
electronic bulletin boards (EBB's)and user-interface software

_SFederalEnergy Regulatory Commission Issuance Posting System,
Order636-A,p. 368.
_"FederalEnergy RegulatoryCommission Issuance PostingSystem, Order
636, p. 198.
2°Order 636-A, p. 397.
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SFV rate design results in higher reservation fees for firm
capacity than is the case with other rate structures. Therefore,
the switchto SFV rates mandated under Order 636 has shitted

cost increases may be partly offset by revenues from released
capacity and interruptible crediting.
The results of all of these interrelationships are summarized
in a simplified example for a hypothetical pipeline (Table 6,
the detailed calculationsunderlying these resultsare presented
in Appendix B). Pipeline A is assumed to have total fixed
costs of $900 million, variable costs of $20 million, and
expected throughput of 1,200 trillion Btu (TBtu), of which
1,000 TBtu is expected to be firm service and 200 TBtu
interruptible service. The system load factor (average daily
demand divided by peak daily demand) is assumed to be 0.33,
which gives a maximum total daily demand for firm service
of 8.302 TBtu. The peak demand period lasts only 3 months.
For the rest of the year, only 0.919 TBtu of firm daily
capacity is required.
Given this cost structure and load factor, the monthly
reservation fee for Pipeline A's firm customers is $8.47 per
MMBtu. The maximum interruptible rate is $0.295 per
MMBtu, and the minimum interruptiblerate (which is also the
usage fee for firm transportation) is $0.017 per MMBtu.
Transition Costs. Pipeline A is assumed to have transition
costs including $90 million in GSR costs and $18 million in
stranded costs amortized over 3 years. In addition,
$10 million in new facilities investment is added to the rate
base, increasing the monthly reservation fee by $0.019 per
MMBtu to $8,49 per MMBtu plus a firm demand surcharge
of $0.331 per MMBtu.
lnterruptibleCrediting. Pipeline A is assumed to sell twice
as much interruptible throughput as anticipated (400 TBtu
rather than the 200 TBtu projected). All the interruptible
transportation is sold at a 50-percent discount from the
maximum interruptible rate. Of the unexpected revenues,
90 percent are credited to firm customers, reducing the
reservationfee by $0.23 per MMBtu. The reservation fee for
firm gas transportation falls to $8.25 per MMBtu.
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Table 6. Impact of Order 636 on Transportation

Rates

Basic Assumptions
Total System FixedCosts (milliondollars)
Total SystemVariable Costs (milliondollars)

$900
$20

FirmThroughput(TBtu)
InterruptibleThroughput(TBtu)
System Load Factor(average/peak)
TransportationContractTerm (months)
Peak Period(months)

1,000
200
0.33
12
3

Peak Period(days)
Off-Peak Period (months)

90
9

Off-Peak Period (days)
Total Throughput(TBtu)
Peak FirmCapacity Need (TBtu)
Off-Peak FirmCapacity Need (TBtu)

275
1,200
8.302
0.92

Total Gas SupplyRealignment (GSR) Costs (milliondollars)
GSR Recovery Period (years)
Total Stranded Costs (million dollars)
Stranded Cost Recovery Period(years)
New Facilitiesinvestment(milliondollars)

$90
3
$18
3
$10

i

SFV Rates
MonthlyReservationFee (Dollars/MMBtu)
Usage Fee (Dollars/MMBtu)
MaximumInterruptibleRate (Dollars/MMBtu)
MinimumInterruptibleRate (Dollars/MMBtu)

$8,47
$0,017
$0.295
$0.017

Transition Costs
Firm Demand Surchargefrom GSR and StrandedCosts
(Dollars/MMBtu)
Increasein MonthlyReservationFee from New Investment
(Dollars/MMBtu)
EffectiveMonthlyReservationFee (Dollars/MMBtu)

$0.331a
$0.019
$8.49b

Interruptible Revenue Crediting at 50 Percent of Maximum IT Rate
Decrease in ReservationFee (Dollars/MMBtu)
Effective MonthlyReservationFee (Dollars/MMBtu)

$0.230
$8.25b

Capacity Release at 50 Percent of Reservation Fee
EffectiveDecrease in ReservationFee (Dollars/MMBtu)

$2.82

EffectiveMonthlyReservationFee (Dollars/MMBtu)

$5.44b

"Effectiveforthe3-yearrecovery
periodforGSRandStranded
Costs.
bplusdemandsurcharge
of$0,331/MMBtu
effective
for3 years.
TBtu= TrillionBritish
thermalunits.MMBtu= MillionBtu.IT = Interruptible
transportation.
Note: See Appendix
B formoredetailedcalcul _ns.
Source',EnergyInformation
Administration,
OfficeofOilandGas,
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Capacity Release. Finally, Pipeline A's firm customers are
able to sell all their excess capacity on the secondary market
at a 50-percent discount from the maximum firm
transportation rate. This effectively reduces their reservation
fee to $5.44 per MMBtu.
The Bottom Line. The netimpactofall of theseelementson
firm transportationratesis to reducethe monthly reservation
fee for firm transportationfrom $8,47 per MMBtu under full
SFV ratesto $5.44 plus a surchargeof $0.331 that will be
eliminated after 3 years. The revised rate incorporatesthe
effects of transitioncosts,interruptiblerevenuecrediting,and
capacity release. The capacity releasemechanismhas the
greatest potential to reduce firm transportationcosts for
releasingshippers. While the exampleshownhere is highly
simplified and somewhat unrealistic (e.g., it is unlikely that all
excess capacity would find replacementshippersin the offpeak season),there is neverthelessample reasonto expect
transportationcoststo be lower than thei=full SFV levels
under thepressuresof competition,

Outlook
Natural gas transportation restructuring in 1993 affected all
segments of the natural gas industry, from the wellhead to the
bumertip. End users now have equal access to transportation
and storage capacity rights. Concerns about the reliability of
service in the post-Order 636 era have been dealt with by
introducing new services like no-notice and providing
pipeline companies with a variety of operational management
tools such as operational flow orders, operational balancing
agreements, and monetary imbalance penalties,
The adoption of SFV rate design by most pipeline companies
shifted the recovery of most fixed costs to firm customers,

After previous uncertainty about what constituted a
"significant" cost shift, FERC used a generic lO-percent test
in evaluating the reasonableness of pipeline mitigation
proposals. 2_ While many pipe!ine companies had to
implementstrategiesto reduceanticipatedcostshifts to low
loadfactor customers,a number of pipeline companiesdid
not have to implementm;tigation. As required under Order
636, pipelinecompaniesusedotherapproaches
to reducecost
shiftson firm customers:one-partvolumetricrates,seasonal
rates,interruptiblerevenuecrediting,capacityrelease,and a
10-percentrecoveryof transitioncostsfrom IT customers.In
addition, EBB's have been implemented under Order 636
requirementswith the main goal of electronicallyfacilitating
the secondaryreleasemarket.
Looking ahead, a range of issues may affect the restructuring
processset in motion in 1993. Several companiesproposed
market-basedratesin 1993,startinga trendthatwill probably
continue.Informationprovidedon EBB systemsat thestartof
the 1993-94 heatingseasonwill becomemore standardized
and easier to access.Estimationsof projectedinterruptible
service levels are likely to improve as the market for capacity
_e_e_e becomes more established. Small class customers will
have to develop gas procurement strategies next year when
their sales service exemptions expire. The types of gas
services offered will probably become even more diverse. In
particular, there will be greater recognition of the special
needs of the electricity generation market. This will spawn
continued improvements in the development of real-time
tracking systems to improve the reliability of transportation
service. Market hubs, touted in the past as a conceptual way
to promote further competition and efficiency in the gas
industry, became reality in 1993. in fact, several downstream
hubs were proposed in 1993, providing improved access to
supply areas and new transportation routes. The increased
flexibility of the restructured transportation network will help
the industry respond to the more competitive marketplace.

21Fl:,RChas stated that interstate pipeline companies should use, "as a
general guideline a cost increase of no greater than IO percent in designing
minimization plans." Foster Associates, inc., "FI_RC's Recently Adopted No
Greater than l0 Percent Guideline for 'Signiticant' Cost Shifts to Individual
Customers is ()utcomc of i_volution of SFV-Induccd Cost Shift Mitigation
Policy Established in Order No. 636," l.'oster Natural Gas Report, No 1921
(April I, 1993), p 16
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3. Natural Gas Contracting
Adjustments in natural gas contracting have been necessary
during the past decade to correspond to the changesthat
developedin the industryunderopenaccessregulation.Most
recently, as a result of l'ederal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) Order 636, pipeline companiesnow
serve a very limited role as merchants for gas sales. Thus the
responsibility for gas purchasing has shifted to end users and
local distribution companies (LDC's). The fairly simple set of
transactions required to move gas from the wellhead to the
bumertip under bundled service has been replaced by a more
complex set of options requiring greater specificity in
contracting (see box, p. 56.)

other commodities32 The futurescontractmarket in natural
gas openedon the New York Mercantile Exchangein April
1990, and the related options market became available in
October l992. Theseandother financial instrumentsprovide
marketparticipantsthe opportunityto manage risk associated
with wellhead price volatility and to take advantage of
changes in the market.
As with the natural gas financial market, FERC's Order 636
capacity release program opened a new field of contracting
for market participants. A capacity release program enables
a shipper who has reserved transportation capacity to release
excess capacity to a replacement shipper. The revenue
received from the replacement shipper can be used to offset
some of the costs associated with reserving firm
transportation.

The unbundling of pipeline company sales and transportation
enables customers to see more clearly the costs of each
service available and to make contracting decisions
accordingly. However, significant additional administrative
effort is needed to select an appropriate combination of
supply and transportation service contracts. Overall, the
changes have allowed gas users and distributors to design
contracts that meet their specific service needs. For example,
end usexs and LDC's now have the option to purchase gas at
the wellhead or, as is increasingly common, at a pooling
point,

As contracts are restructured to match the new marketplace,
some common characteristics are developing:
•

However, these new opportunities have made natural gas
contracting more complex. Supply and transportation
contracts must now frequently be augmented with contracts
for balancing and storage--services that the pipeline company
often performed under bundled service. Many companies are
also using financial markets in order to manage the price
uncertainty associated with volatile wellhead prices. Thus, the
end user or LDC purchasing natural gas in the market today
must address a wide variety of issues, including supply
security, price risk, and pipeline company operational issues,
and must take steps to ensure adequate coverage in their
contracts. Marketers are playing an increasing role in the
rebundling of these services, and many customers have come
to rely on marketers for any one or all of these services,

Supply contracts are being signed for much shorter terms.
While 20-year contracts were common before open
access, they have now become rare. Today, any contract
for more than 18 months is considered long term. The
shorter term of most contracts ensures that the contracts
closely reflect changing market conditions.

Two of the newest features of the natural gas industry, the
financial contract market and capacity release programs,
figure prominently in a customer's ability to manage costs.
The financial market in natural gas developed in response to
the price volatility brought on by the increasingly competitive
wellhead market (Figure 17). Both sellers and purchasers are
now faced with a level of price risk they had not experienced
prior to the late 1980's, but which is common in the trading of

•

Pricing clauses are being tailored
commodity price reflects or follows
value of the commodity. This is
indexing the price to spot or futures
prices for alternative fuels.

to ensure that the
the current market
typically done by
market prices or to

•

Capacity release contracts may provide a useful
secondary market for pipeline capacity. While there is the
potential to offset some costs associated with the
reservation of firm service, releasing shippers may need
to provide deep discounts to secondary shippers to sell the
capacity during off-peak periods. Thus, the revenues
associated with capacity release may not provide a
significant payback to the releasing shipper.

•

Many market segments are facing new risks, particularly
with respect to supply reliability and price uncertainty,
but numerous services are being offered to allow
companies to manage those risks. Companies now must

_2For further reading, see Energy lntbrmation Administration,
"Contracting for Natural Gas Supplies," Natural Gas Monthly, DOE/EIA0130(94/02) (Washington, DC, February 1994).
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Characteristics of Natural Gas Contracting
Before Open Access z_

After Order 636

At the Wellhead

At the Wellhead

Purchase contracts were between producers and pipeline
companies.

Purchase contracts are between producers and:
- End users
Local distribution companies (LDC's)
Marketers (who sell to end users and LDC's)
Pipeline companies

Prices were regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission.

Prices are market driven. Financial contracts are used to
manage price risk.

Pipeline companies aggregated supply for customers.

Customers aggregate supplies or contract with producers or
marketing companies for this service.

Pipeline companies were responsible for supply reliability.

Gas purchasers are responsible for supply reliability.

Downstream Customers

Downstream Customers

Firm customers obtained gas from the pipeline company
through a bundled sales and transportation service,

Customers contract separately for gas purchases
and
transportation, receiving transportation from the pipeline
company. Customers can purchase gas supplies from any
seller, including a pipeline company. Many customers use
marketing companies to rebundle services.

Transportation was typically along just one path and in
many cases involved a single pipeline company,
lnterconnections between pipelines were used mainly for
emergencies.

Customers determine the most economical combination
transportation route and location of gas purchase.

Operational adjustments to maintain system integrity were
handled entirely by pipeline companies,

Customers are liable for penalties if they do not meet
scheduled volumes, and match receipts and deliveries within
tolerance. New services are available to avoid or reduce

of

penalties.
Pipeline companies controlled most storage, using it to
meet varying seasonal requirements and for operational
control.

Customers are responsible for maintaining adequate storage to
meet their peak-day requirements.

Pipeline companies offered interruptible service when
capacity was not fully utilized. Revenues went to the
pipeline company,

Firm shippers can release excess pipeline capacity and receive
revenues to offset reservation costs. Trading takes place on
electronic bulletin boards maintained by the pipeline
companies.

:_FederalEnergyRegulatoryCommissionOrder436, issuedin 1985,provideda mechanismwherebyinterstatepipelinecompaniescould become"open
access"transporters,
thusseparatingtheirmerchantandtransportationfunctions.PipelinecompaniesacceptinganOrder436certificateagreedtomaketheir
transportationcapacityaccessible,oropen,to any customeron a nondiscriminatory
basis.
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Figure 17. Average Natural Gas Wellhead Prices by Month, 1984-1993
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carefully evaluate those risks in order to select the
appropriate risk management strategy,
•

•

•

Marketing companies are playing a key role in the
restructured marketplace by offering the aggregation and
bundling functions previously provided by pipeline
companies. Customers can now see the costs of various
services and contract only for those services they need.
Commercial contracts, not regulatory guidelines, arenow
the tools being used by the pipeline companies to direct
natural gas flows. Thus, all parties involved in contracting
for natural gas supplies and transportation
must
understand and address pipeline operational concerns in
their contracts,
Flexibility is a key requirement in today's marketplace. A
portfolio approach to gas contracting is one way of
maintaining flexibility (e.g., using a combination of short-,
mid-, and long-term con.,'acts) while also addressing
supply reliability and price stability issues,

market work and presents details and examples
contracts may be structured in order to:

of how

•

Purchase natural gas and manage price and supply risk

•

Transport natural gas and manage operational issues

•

Combine various supply and transportation contracts with
risk management
tools to ensure that customer
requirements are satisfied.

Contracts for natural gas storage services are only briefly
discussed within the context of completing the services
needed to meet customers' gas requirements. While these
contracts have some specific terms to deal with the special
requirements of moving gas in and out of storage during peak
periods, storage facilities can be considered as an alternative
supply source. In many respects, contracts for purchasing and
moving gas into and out of storage are similar to those used
to move gas from the production regions.

This chapter discusses some of the complex contractual issues
related to purchasing natural gas supplies and moving them
along the interstate pipeline system from the wellhead to the
end user. It describes how some of the new features of the
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Terminology
Physical Contract. A traditional natural gas contract where delivery and receipt are expected. The term is used to
distinguish such contracts from the newer financial gas contracts. The short-term (!- to 30-day) physical market is
frequently referred to as the spot or cash market.
Financial Contract. A contract where the primary purpose is to manage price risk rather than to deliver or receive natural
gas.
Futures Contract. A legal agreement between a party that opens a position on the futures market to buy or sell natural gas
and the established commodity exchange (the New York Mercantile Exchange). In this agreement, the party agrees to
accept or deliver, during a specified future month, a specified quantity of natural gas (10,000 million Btu per contract)
meeting quality and delivery conditions prescribed by the exchange (for example, all deliveries take place at the Henry Hub
in Louisiana). If delivery takes place, it occurs during the delivery month at a prescribed futures settlement price.
Swap. An agreement between two parties to exchange cash flows based on the difference between a fixed price and a
market price and based on a specific quantity. The swap enables the party, in effect, to fix the price it receives or pays for
natural gas. The quantity of gas in the swap is notional, or theoretical, because no exchange of gas ever takes place as a
consequence of the swap itself. However, the notional value is set equal to the quantity of gas in the physical contract so
that the price for all the gas covered in the physical contract becomes fixed by the swap.
Option. The right (but not the obligation) to sell or buy a futures contract at a certain price.
Hedge. A position in the financial market that is opposite to a position in the physical market. The expectation is that gains
and losses from price movements will offset each other in the two markets when the position in the financial market is
closed. For example, a producer who owns gas now and wants to sell it at some point in the future, would first obtain a
futures contract to sell gas at that future time. When that time arrives, the producer sells the gas on the physical market and
closes its position in the futures market with a contract to buy gas, thus completing the hedge. If the price of gas rose
during this time, the producer would experience a gain in the physical market and a loss on the futures market. Similarly,
if the price of gas fell, the producer would experience a loss on the physical market and a gain on the futures market.
Exchange of Futures for Physicals (EFP). Natural gas may be delivered directly through a futures contract at the
recognized futures delivery point, the Henry Hub, at the futures contract price. However, in an EFP, delivery may take
place at other than the Henry Hub and the actual delivered price may deviate from the futures contract price. An EFP may
be negotiated at any time before the close of the market for a particular futures contract by two parties holding opposite
positions on that contract.

Natural Gas Supply Contracts
Today, producers are free to sell their gas to any interested
party, be it an end user, a local distribution company, or a
marketer. Because some producers are also arranging for
transportation, the first point of sale for natural gas may now
take place anywhere from the wellhead to the burnertip. With
the deregulation of wellhead prices, purchase contracts are
now typical commercial agreements, no longer subject to
regulatory conditions,

Contracts

in the Physical Market

Contracts in the physical market for natural gas supplies have
been greatly influenced by the development of a financial
contracts market in natural gas (see box above). Both pricing
provisions and the term (length) of the physical contract have
been affected. Experience has shown that a multi-year, fixedprice contract is not appropriate for most situations in today's
market. Average terms have been shortened significantly,
and prices are now frequently indexed to a published spot
price or the futures price. Such changes enable contracts to
reflect market conditions as closely as possible throughout the
term of the contract. It is useful for this discussion to divide
supply contracts into three categories by term:
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•

Short-term contracts, where deliveries and receipts are
arranged for 1 month or less

•

Mid-term contracts, which extend out 18 months

•

Long-term contracts, where deliveries and receipts are
arranged for longer than !8 months,

These contracts vary in a number of ways. Short-term
contracts are relativelysimple contractsfor a fixed volume of
gas at a fixed price. Mid-term contractsare for either fixed or
variable volumes, and most have provisions that allow prices
to move higher or lower depending on market conditions,
Long-term contracts are much more difficult to categorize,
reflecting the specialized needs of customers for longer term
commitments. One distinction, however, is that it is more
difficult to use f'mancialgas contracts to managethe price risk
in long-term contracts primarily because the futures contract
market only extends to 18 months,
Short-term

Contracts

Today there is a very active short-term market for fixed-price,
fixed-volume receipts and deliveries of gas, usually referred
to as the spot or cash market. Contracts in this market are
written for deliveries of gas fbr 30 days or less. Many of these
contracts are finalized during a period at the end of the month
called "bid week" (see box, p. 60). Other contracts are
negotiated after bid week, during the actual delivery month,
The size of this market varies greatly between months and
depends on expectations about price movements during the
delivery month.
The clauses in short-term contracts are very similar and can
be generally characterized as:24
•

Fixed price, where the price is the market price on the day
the contract is completed

•

Fixed volume, where the volume is set for a consistent
flow of gas per day over a set period of time with little
variation.

it is cheapest each month. In longer term, price-indexed
contracts, they lose this flexibility because the contract is
indexed to a particularprice, which may not always be the
lowest over time.
To facilitate the contracting process, companies often have
already established creditworthiness with each other so that
all that is needed is a signature on a standard contract form. In
those instances where the client needs to establish
creditworthiness, the process is still relatively simple. The
seller may only require a partial prepayment or a minimal
credit check because these contracts involve relatively small
amounts of gas.
In the past several years, the total volume of gas covered by
short-term contracts is believed to have decreased
substantially.25Interestingly,this decline corresponds with the
phenomenal growth in the futures and related financial
markets. The shorter the term of the contract, the less likely
a financial market is being usedto mitigateprice risk. In fact,
parties expect so little price risk in these contracts that if the
market price changes dramaticallybetween the time a contract
is negotiatedand the time deliveries are to begin, parties have
been known to "walk away" from contracts.
The futures contract market not only complements the
conventional spot contract for gas but also competes with it.
Actual receipt and delivery of natural gas can be arranged
through the standard futures contract itself or through an
Exchange of Futures for Physicals (EFP) transaction
(Figure 18). In January 1994, deliveries arranged through
EFP's were 131trillion Btu, equivalentto 8 percent of dry gas
production in that month. While deliveries arranged through
EFP's greatly exceed those through standard futures
contracts--in January 1994, EFPdelivery arrangements were
nearly 10times those under futures contracts--both markets
have shown strong growth. From January 1992 through
January 1994, deliveries arranged through futures contracts
quadrupled, while deliveries through EFP's increased nearly
seven-fold.
Mid-term

Contracts

The short-term contract market serves several important
needs. First, it allows end users to purchase gas to satisfy
unexpected shifts in demand. Second, it allows short-term
imbalancesin supply to be corrected. Short-term contractsare
particularly useful to customers with fuel-switching
capabilities because they can acquire gas from the area where

Mid-term contracts cover gas deliveries up to 18 months,
although most mid-term contracts are for 1year or less. The
18-monthmaximum derives from the fact that the maximum
trading period for a futures contract is 18 months. Thus this
becomes the maximum practical term over which the futures

24John Gregg, "Getting Your Mind Right! Gas Supply Contracting
Without a Safety Net," Public Utilities Fortnightly (Washington, DC,
October 1992), pp. 31-33; and Mike Rieke, "Natural Gas Contracts: Issues
and Strategies," Gas Dally Conference (Houston, TX, November 4, 1993).

25Rick Hagar, "U.S. Producers Becoming Adept at Direct Sales of Gas to
End Users," Oil and Gas Journal (July 10, 1989), pp. 17-19; and John C.
Herbert, "New Features in Long-Term Contracts from Order 636," Natural
Gas (New York: Executive Enterprises, Inc., April i 993), pp. 6- i 0.
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Bid Week
"Bid week" occurs at the end of each month when deals are finalized for the sale and purchase of natural gas and nominations
are made for transportation capacity on pipelines for the next delivery month.
Before open access transportation was widely available, pipeline companies made arrangements with producers and
scheduled the capacity on their own systems every month in order to meet the demands of their firm sales customers. With
the development of open access and the spot market, however, interruptible transportation became more readily available.
For operational and scheduling purposes, the pipeline companies required interruptible shippers to notify them each month
of the capacity they would require for the next delivery month. Each pipeline company set a date and time, or "nomination
deadline," for this purpose.
Because shippers could not be sure that they could move the gas they wanted to purchase until the capacity arrangements
had been completed, the final price for a cash sale was determined near to the time that arrangements for the capacity were
finalized. Initially, capacity nomination deadlines for the various pipeline companies occurred over about a 10-day period
near the end of the month, thus "bid week" became a time of nominating pipeline capacity and finalizing gas prices and
quantities on the cash market. Bid week has been compressed as pipeline companies have shil_ed their deadlines so that they
all fall within a few days of each other.
At first, nominations had to be mailed in, and the pipeline company would often phone the shipper to confirm how much
capacity would be available. The speed of handling nominations has increased however, first with the use of faxes, and today
with the use of electronic bulletin boards.
When the futures market in natural gas opened in April 1990, it added a new dimension to bid week. The final day of trading
on a futures contract for a given delivery, month has been 6 to 8 business days before the beginning of the delivery month.
Today, almost all pipeline nomination deadlines fall on or after the close of the futures market. Some cash deals are made
before the futures market closes, influencing the final price posted in this market. Similarly, when the futures price for a
delivery month becomes final, this influences the final cash deals that are made before the last nomination deadline passes.
Bid week developed along with the growth in interruptible transportation, however, firm shippers are also required to make
monthly nominations to their pipeline companies for the same operational and scheduling purposes.

market can be used to provide price discovery and to manage
price risk. Mid-term contracts can be characterized by: :6
•

•

Variable prices, where the cost of the commodity is
indexed over time to the futures price or some published
spot price

•

Fixed reservation and service fees, where the purchaser
must pay a set fee to reserve a specified amount of gas
over time and service fees for any special services (such

The ability to hedge the price risk in mid-term contracts with
a financial instrument is important because of the great
volatility in gas prices during the past several years and
because of the tendency for prices to be higher during the
heating season than in the rest of the year. The natural gas
futures contract markets for the heating season months have
been very active; thus, these markets have been very liquid.

2"Rickllagar,"U.S.ProducersBecomingAdeptat DirectSalesof Gasto
End Users,"Oil and Gas Journal (July 10, 1989),pp. 17-19;Cleve T.
Hogarth,"Value-AddedContractsRatherthanLongor Shorl-Term,"
Natural
Gas (September1993),pp. 8-13; Richard Peterson,"LDC Purchasing
Strategiesin a CompetitiveGas Market,"UtilityIndustriesin Transition,
25th AnnualConli:rence,Instituteof Public Utilities(Williamsburg,VA,
December13,1993);andCarlV. Swanson,"TheNewMarketSystem:Will
it Worktbr LDCs?"NaturalGas(January1993),pp.6-8.
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as variable daily or monthly deliveries) provided by the
seller
Mainly fixed volumes per day or per month with modest
variation, although variable volumes are allowed under
some contracts, such as "swing contracts."

Because mid-term contracts can extend over a heating season,
they are operationally very important to large distribution
companies in meeting the gas needs of their customers. Some
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Figure 18. Delivery Arrangements for Natural Gas by Month, May 1990 - March 1994
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swing mid-term contracts are also geared to serve seasonal
demands. The amount of gas taken daily under a swing
contract can vary as long as the customer takes a certain fixed
quantity during some specified period, such as a year. The
customer pays a special fee for this right. 27 Such variablevolume, mid-term contracts are often used by LDC's with a
large percentage of residential and commercial customers
who have highly variable demand that typically peaks during
the winter,

production facilities needed to produce the gas, thus enabling
the producer to meet its commitment to the industrial
customer.

Long-term

a fuel supply contract to guarantee a reliable supply at a
relatively fixed price. Many lendersfor the project require
that thefuel contractcoverthe time requiredfor full payment
of thedebt. Lendersalso look for fuel-pricing termsthat will
enable the cogenerator'sfuel coststo be consistentwith the
revenuesto be received from the sale of electricity.

Another example of using a long-term contract to support
project finance would be a cogenerator that needs to have a
relatively fixed fuel budget over several years in order to
support investment in plant construction. A cogenerator
usually obtains a long-term agreement for the sale of its
power to an electric utility. 2HThe project manager then seeks

Contracts

Contractsfor more than i 8 monthsmay coverseveralheating
seasonsand are, therefore,operationallylongterm. Firms that
enter into such contracts,which are inherently more risky,
may have special needs that require a reliable, long-term
commitment. For example, a producer may desire a longterm contractin order to cover certain fixed costsnecessary
to expand productioncapability. In sucha case, a producer
couldenterintoan agreementto supply gasat a set price to an
industrial firm or group of industrial firms, in return, the
industrial customer would agree to finance any new

Long-term contractsusually are for a fixed quantity of gas
delivered on a monthly basis. In contrastto the restrictive

z"C.Richard Baker, "Project Financing tbr Cogeneration," Public Utilities
Fortnightly (March 15, 1990), pp. 26-34; Timothy Burn, "Clinton Medina
wells pay off for Atlas Resources on long term gas contracts," Northeast Oil
and Gas World (October 1993), pp. 9-11; and John S. Woodard, "Long-term

27Michacl T. Langston, "Case Study: Southern Union Going for LongTerm Contracts," Natural Gas (September 1993), pp. 19-22.
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price provisions in the long-term contracts of a decade ago,
prices today are more market responsive, ot_en being indexed

Price Risk Management

to the futures market or a published spot price. Some price
terms may be renegotiated if the published price index no
longer reflects the spot market. Otherwise, the price terms are

Volatile wellhead prices create risk for both the seller and
purchaser of natural gas. A seller may see the value of its
product decline if the sale is preceded by a drop in prices; if
prices rise rapidly, a purchaser may find it has to pay a higher
price than if it had been able to buy gas just 1 month earlier.
The transformation of the natural gas wellhead market from
one where prices were heavily regulated to one where gas is
priced as a commodity led to the development of a financial
contracts market in natural gas. These markets provide both
price discovery for the physical market and a means of
managing price risk for many market participants.

not expected to be subject to renegotiation as long as active
spot and futures markets exist,
Because long-term contracts extend beyond the 18-month
price discovery period of the futures market, they usually
have more special conditions or provisions than short- and
mid-term contracts. 29 Some long-term contracts have a
reservation fee that may be either fixed or variable? ° This fee
is to compensate the supplier for any additional costs incurred
in arranging for supplies to be available over the long term.
Other long-term supply contracts may have "take-or-release"
clauses whereby the purchaser, such as a marketer, agrees to
make every reasonable effort to buy a specified volume of gas
from a supplier. Yet, the supplier has the right to cancel the
contract or reduce the volume of gas available under the
contract if the buyer does not take the stipulated amount. Such
provisions, unlike take-or-pay clauses of the past, relieve the
buyer from paying for untaken volumes. Nonetheless, a takeor-release clause could motivate a marketer to take gas from
the supplier and sell it to another buyer, even a competing

The futures contract market in natural gas opened on the New
York Mercantile Exchange in April 1990, and the related
options market became available in October 1992. Natural gas
swaps contracts are also available, but, like some options,
swaps are not traded on a regulated exchange. Both the
futures and options market have become important features of
the natural gas industry; however, some suggest that the size
of the swaps market makes it much more significant. For
example, during 1993, the swaps market accounted for 10 to
25 times the open interest in the futures contract market. 32

marketer, in order to maintain its relationship with the
supplier. Selling to a competing marketer is not as strange as
it might seem in the increasingly flexible gas industry. In fact,
small producers sometimes need to purchase gas from large
producers in order to satisfy their own current requirements
under long-term contracts. These relationships are indicative

Each financial instrument has its own unique appeal based on
the specific requirement of the user. They vary according to
effectiveness, ease of use, and cost (Table 7). Simple
examples of how each of these financial tools may be used to
manage price risk are shown in the box on pages 64 and 65.

of an important change in the gas industry. Specific supplies,
even in long-term contracts, are less likely to be dedicated to
a particular buyer today than in the past. Instead the market is
constantly reallocating available supplies based on supply and

,In practice, market participants may use more than one
instrument to manage their risk. For example, a company that
purchases gas may engage in a swap in order to stabilize its
effective purchase price; however in doing so, the company
gives up the opportunity to benefit if gas prices drop. If, after
entering the swaps market, management feels that the price of
natural gas is going to drop, the company could buy an option
to sell a futures contract (a put option). The company would
want the price of gas in this option to be below the current
market price. Then if prices do drop, falling below the gas
price in the option, the option itself will have a greater value.
The company should then be able to find a party willing to
purchase this option at a higher price than the company had

demand conditions and the willingness of buyers to pay for
gas?J

2_JohnC. Herbert,"NewFeaturesin Long-TermContractsfromOrder
636," Natural Gas (April 1993),pp. 6-10; and John S. Lowe, "Gas
Contracting:The Lessons of the Seventies,"Natural Resources and
Environment,Vol.3, No.4 (Winter1989),pp.3-48.
_°ElizabethOlmstedTeisbergand ThomasJ. Teisberg,"TheValueof
CommodityPurchaseContractswith Limited PriceRisk," 7he Energy
Journal,12,3 (1991),pp. 109-127.
3_Cleve
T, Hogarth,"Value-AddedContractsRatherthan Longor ShortTerm,"NaturalGas(September1993),pp.8-13;JohnA. Gartman,"Natural
Gas PurchasingStrategiesof LDCs,"NARUCAnnualRegulatoryStudies
Program(EastLansing,MI,August12,1993);andJohnS. Woodard,"LongtermGasSupplyContracting:NewContractsMoreFlexible,"NaturalGas
(May 1993),pp. 2-7.
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paid. Thus even though the company has a swap contract, it
is able to experience a gain in income from the change in
market prices by also participating in the options market. 33

_2For
furtherdiscussion,see"Separatingsupplyfromprice,"OilandGas
Investor,Vol. 13(June 1993),p. 47.
33"NYMEX
EnergyOptions:Strategiesata Glance,"brochure,NewYork
MercantileExchange(1993).
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Table 7. Features of Financial Instruments

Characteristics

[

Futures

[

Options

I

Swaps

Purpose ..............

Fix priceof gas for future
salesand purchases

Fix price range for future
salesand purchases

Fix pricefor future sales
and purchases

Regulator .............

CFTC and NYMEX

CFTC and NYMEX.
Unregulatedalso available

None

Term .................

Maximum18 months

Maximum12 monthsfor
regulatedoptions,
Unregulatedoptionsare
frequentlyavailablefor
several years

Several years

Liquidity ..............

Standardcontract
encouragesbroadindustry
participationin any one
contract,whichsupportsa
liquidmarket

Standardcontract
encouragesbroadindustry
participationin any one
contract,whichsupportsa
liquidmarket

Customizedcontractslimit
participationin any one
contract,which resultsin
lessliquidity

Costs ................

Margina requirementsresult
in variablecosts.Extensive
administrativecosts

Fixedfee and minimal
administrativecosts.No
marginrequirements

Fixed, minimal
administrativecosts.No
marginrequirements

Credit Check ...........

Minimal

None

Extensive

Delivery Capability ......

Yes

No

No

Performance...........

Guaranteed

Guaranteedif regulated,
otherwisenot

At risk

aThemarginisa performance
bondthattypically
rangesfrom5 to 15percentof thevalueofthefuturescontract.
CFTC= Commodity
FuturesTradingCommission.
NYMEX= NewYorkMercantile
Exchange.
Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
Officeof OilandGas.

Natural gas marketers have been the most active participants
in the futures contract market--protecting the value of the gas
they have already purchased and attempting to fix prices for
future purchases (Figure 19). Marketers use futures contracts
to hedge both purchases and sales of natural gas and may also
use the futures market to arrange some swaps. Producers and
end users have also engaged in the futures market. But many
local distribution companies have been prevented from direct
participation by their State regulatory agencies, primarily
because procedures have not yet been approved for treating
any gains and losses from futures market activities,

clauses and conditions in contracts and, in addition, by an
overall strategy of supply source diversification.

Supply Risk Management

presuming that the experience with the contract has been fair
and equitable to both parties.

Although
financial
received
contracts.

price risk can be managed effectively through
contracts, the risk that gas may not be shipped and
when needed cannot be covered through such
Supply risk is usually addressed by placing specific

Contract

Provisions

"Evergreen"
clauses. Evergreen or rollover clauses extend
the obligation of the seller and buyer to ship and receive gas,
respectively, after the term of the contract has expired. Such
clauses were suggested by FERC in Order 636. These clauses
essentially provide the seller and buyer with a grace period to
ensure that there is time to make adjustments at the end of a
contract to avoid a disruption in supplies. These clauses also
enable the parties to extend the term of the contract,

"Corporate
guarantee"
clauses. Some contracts have
corporate guarantee clauses that obligate the parent of an
affiliate to supply gas if ttle affiliate goes bankrupt or is
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Financial Market Examples
This section shows how three major financial tools--futures, options, and swaps--are used in conjunction with activity in the
physical market to manage the risk inherent in volatile wellhead prices. In general, using these tools involves foregoing some
opportunities for profit or savings, in exchange for protection from adverse price moves. For simplification, it is assumed in these
examples that the spot or cash price for natural gas is equal to the price in the futures contract for the month in question. Also, the
examples present payments on a per-unit basis only. In the market, parties will actually obtain a sufficient number of financial
contracts to cover the total volume of gas for which they want price protection. For example, if a party were concerned about
hedging the price for 100,000 million Btu of gas, the party would obtain l0 futures contracts because each futures contract is for
10,000 million Btu.

Futures
Partiesthatpreferthesecurityof a regulatedmarketandthatcanmeetthemarginrequirements
(performancebond)would usethe
futuresmarket to fix the price of gas. Fixing the price allows parties to limit losses on future sales or to stabilize the cost of future
purchases. As an example of how the futures market can be used, consider a producer who sees a September futures market price
of $2.00 per million Btu (MMBtu) and who would like to sell gas in the cash market in September at that price. In order to lock in
the $2.00 selling price, the producer will enter the futures market now, obtaining a futures contract to sell gas in September at $2.00.
When trading on the September futures contract closes, the producer must offset its position by obtaining a futures contract to buy
gas at the September closing price.
If the closing futures price on the September contract and the spot price for September delivery are $2.00 per MMBtu, then the
producer gets its desired price and there is no net gain or loss when closing the futures market position. If the price is not $2.00:
•

Case 1: Spot and futures prices rise, for example to $2.15 per MMBtu
- The producer sells gas on ti_ecash market for $2. i 5 per MMBtu.
- The producer sees a net loss of $0.15 per MMBtu when closing on the futures market by selling at $2.00 and buying at
$2.15.
- The effective net selling price is $2.15 - $0.15 = $2.00 per MMBtu.

•

Case 2: Spot and futures prices fall, for example to $1.80 per MMBtu
- The producer sells gas on the cash market for $1.80 per MMBtu.
- The producersees a net profit of $0.20 per MMBtu when closing on the futuresmarket by selling at $2.00 and buying
at $1.80.
- The effective net selling price is $1.80 + $0.20 = $2.00 per MMBtu.

Options
If it is not important to fix the price but rather to limit risk within a range of prices, a party can enter the options market rather than
dealir, g in the futures market directly. Parties may also use unregulated options to manage price risk if they want to purchase an
option for a term not readily available on the regulated exchange. As an example of how an option can be used, consider a producer
who pays $0.05 per million Btu (MMBtu) to buy an option for a futures contract to sell gas at $2.00 per MMBtu. Later, the producer
will make a deal on the cash market at which time:
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•

Case 1: The spot and futures prices are higher than the price in the option, for example, $2.15 per MMBtu
- The producer will not exercise its right to sell the futures contract at $2.00 because to close out its position on the futures
market, it would have to acquire simultaneously a futures contract to buy gas at the current price of $2.15, thus losing
$0.15 per MMBtu (gross).
- The producer will sell gas at an effective net price of $2.15 - $0.05 ---$2.10 per MMBtu.

•

Case 2: The spot and futures prices are lower than the price in the option, for example, $ i.80 per MMBtu
- The producer will exercise its right to acquire the futures contract to sell gas at $2.00 and will immediately close its
position by acquiring a futures contract to buy gas at the current price of $1.80, making a profit of $0,20 per MMBtu
(gross).
The producer will sell gas at an effective net price of $1.80 + $0.20 - $0.05 = $1.95 per MMBtu.
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Financial Market Examples
Swaps
lfa party wants to fix a particular price over a period of several years, it might consider using a swap. However, to enter into a swap,
the party must have an excellent credit rating and a counterparty must be found that is interested in similar terms and conditions.
As an example of how a swap can be used, consider an investment bank that matches a producer seeking to fix a price of $2.00 per
million Btu (MMBtu) for 3 years with an end user seeking to fix a price of $2.01 per MMBtu for the same time period. Payments
are exchanged between the producer and the bank and between the end user and the bank throughout the term of the contract,
depending on the price of gas in each delivery month.
•

Case 1: The spot price is higher than both "fixed" prices, for example, $2.15 per MMBtu
- The producer pays the bank $2.15 - $2.00 = $0.15 per MMBtu, foregoing the extra profit that could have been earned.
- The bank pays the end user $2.15 - $2.01 = $0.14 per MMBtu, enabling the end user in effect to pay only $2.01 for the
gas it purchases on the cash market.
- The bank receives $0.01amore per MMBtu from the producer than it paid to the end user. It keeps this amount.

•

Case 2: The spot price is lower than both "fixed" prices, for example, $1.80 per MMBtu
- The bank pays the producer $2.00 - $1.80 = $0.20 per MMBtu, enabling the producer in effect to sell gas on the cash
market at $2.00 per MMBtu.
- The end user pays the bank $2.01 - $1.80 = $0.21 per MMBtu, foregoing the savings from the lower price on the cash
market.
- The bank receives $0.01 more per MMBtu from the end user than it paid to the producer. It keeps this amount.

•

Case 3: The spot price equals one of the "fixed" prices
- If the price is $2.00, there is no exchange of payments between the bank and the producer. The end user pays the bank
$2.01 - $2.00 = $0.01 per MMBtu.
- If the price is $2.01, the producer pays the bank $2.01 - $2.00 = $0.01 per MMBtu. There is no exchange of payments
between the bank and the end user.
- The bank receives payments from either the producer or purchaser of $0.01 per MMBtu.

Comparison of the Three Financial Tools
•

Futures
- Whether prices moved favorably or unfavorably, the producer was able to sell gas at an effective price of $2.00 per
MMBtu.
- The producer had tc provide sufficient margin to maintain its position in the futures market as the value ofthe futures
contract changed over time.
- Any transaction costs would have to be paid for out of the effective selling price.

•

Options
- When the price move was favorable, the producer benefited partially, selling gas at an effective price of $2.10 per
MMBtu. The fee for the option was accounted for, but other transaction costs were not.
- When the price move was not favorable, the producer was partially protected, selling gas at an effective price of $1.95
per MMBtu. The fee for the option was accounted for, but other transaction costs were not.

•

Swaps
- Whether prices moved favorably or unfavorably, the producer was able to sell gas at an effective price of $2.00 per
MMBtu, and the end user was able to buy gas at the effective price of $2.01 per MMBtu. The bank received income from
each transaction.

I
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Figure 19. Participation

in the Natural Gas Futures Market by Industry Segment, 1993
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otherwise unwilling or unable to make delivery of gas under a
contract. 34
"Supply diversity" clauses. Some buyers now require regional
supply diversity provisions in contracts to ensure that the seller
maintains geographically diverse sources of supply to deal with
weather-related supply disruptions or localized capacity
bottlenecks. 3s
"Gas diversion" clauses. Other clauses reflect the increased
sophistication
of the gas industry. Buyers realize that
marketers deal with many buyers with different requirements
and are aware of changes in the current needs of these
customers. Thus, a marketer can use gas diversion clauses in
order to divert gas intended for one customer to satisfy an

unexpected increase in demand from another customer. 36
Because gas diversion clauses are relatively new to the market,
they are implemented in a variety of ways. For example, some
marketers use them in contracts with high-priority customers
who want extra supply security. The cost of this service to the
customer is embedded in the reservation fee. Marketers
complement these agreements with contracts with fuelswitching customers who agree to have some of their gas
diverted as long as the marketing company will pay them the
current differential cost of switching from natural gas to an
alternative fuel. Thus, under a gas diversion clause the highpriority customer receives gas and the lower priority customer
is fullyreimbursedfor any additional costs of fuel switching.
Creditworthiness
Another way for two parties to guard against the possibility of
nonperformance is to assess each other's underlying credit-

_John G-regg, "Getting Your Mind Rightl Gas Supply Contracting Without
a Safety Net," Public Utilities Fortnightly (Washington, De, October 1992),
pp. 31-33.
3SJolm C. Herbert, "New Features in Long.Term Contracts from Order
636," Natural Gas (April 1993), pp. 6-10.
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""New Features in Long-Term Contracts from Order 636," Natural Gas
(April 1993), pp. 6-10.
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worthiness. For example, expectations about the seller's
performance may be based, in part, on the seller's annual
deliveries relative to its existing reserves. The buyer, on the
other hand, is evaluated by its ability to make payments from
current and expected income, aecause performance may take
the form of a payment equivalent to the amount of gas stipulated in the contract at current prices, the f'mancial integrity of
the selleris alsoimportant.For example,if the selleris unable
to deliverthe amountof naturalgas indicatedin the contract,
the contract may specify that the seller pay the buyer sufficient funds to obtain replacement gas from another source,
The establishment of creditworthiness is often a timeconsuming component of the natural gas contracting process,
But time spent in establishing creditworthiness is saved later
in more efficient contracting for gas shipments. If the
company is an affiliate of another larger, possibly more
creditworthy, parent company, then the parent company may
be asked to guarantee any debt stemming from the contract,
Use of Underground

Storage

gas can easily add a dollar per thousand cubic feet or more to
the price? 7

Natural Gas Transportation
Contracts
Under Order636, the transportationservicesthat hadbecome
available under open access regulation continue, but have
been augmented by a variety of new services. Pipeline
companies continue to offer firm service, limited firm
service, _8and interruptible service. Under Order 636, most
customers who formerly had firm bundled sales service from
the pipeline companies converted their contracts to firm
transportation. Both these new shippers and experienced
transportation customers will need to use some of the new
services offered by pipeline companies, such as balancing,
storage, and no-notice service. In addition, the capacity
release program instituted by Order 636 offers all industry
participants a new option for obtaining transportation
services, either on a long-term or short-term basis.

Companies can also address supply reliability by contracting
for storage services. This strategy can be effectively used by
both the purchaser and the seller. Underground storage
facilities are most
frequently
situated nearmajor consuming
.
!

Using New Transportation Services

or major producingareas.An end user in Ohio, for example,
frequently contracts for storage services from a nearby
storage operator in Ohio or Pennsylvania in order to obtain
gas on peak days, when the pipeline system from producing
areas is operating at full capacity. In tum_ a producer may
develop storage close to the producing area as a backup in
case production problems develop, such as well freezeoffs.

Many of the new serviceshavebeen madeavailable because
of changes in pipeline company operations resulting from
unbundlingfl Formerly, as owners of the gas in their systems,
pipeline companies had been able to use storage and direct the
flow of gas to meet customer demands, even if customers
exceeded scheduled volumes. Today, because pipeline
companies generally do not own the gas flowing through their
systems, they cannot use gas belonging to one shipper to
compensate for an unexpected change in demand from
another shipper. Thus new services have been developed to
provide shippers with alternatives to incurring operationrelated penalties and to help the industry better manage gas
flows under individual contracts.

The recent upswing in the number of storage operations in
producing regions has increased greatly the reliability of gas
supplies because many of these storage operations are salt
dome storage with high deliverability and because producers
use many of these facilities, in effect, to augment production
capacity. (See Chapter 4 for a discussion of current storage
capacity.)
Storage service contracts enable the end user to minimize the
need for expensive swing contracts or other peaking service
contracts. The availability of storage in production areas also
enables producers to avoid purchasing gas from other
producing companies during peak demand periods when gas
is expensive. Underground storage is an excellent way to
manage both daily and seasonal supply risks, yet it is costly

_VEnergyInformationAdministration,"The Expanding Role of
UndergroundStorage," Natural Gas Monthly, October 1993,
DOE/EIA-0130(93/10)
(Washington,DC, October1993); and "New
ProjectsAreAbundant
ButIs
theNeed There?"
GasDaily'sGasStorage
Report(Rosslyn,VA:PashaPublications,
May1993),pp.
1-12.
_Limitedfirmserviceis firmservicethatis subjectto interruptionfora
specifiedamountof time eachmonth--upto 10 daysis possible. The
service
is designed
tooffera
lessexpensive,
firmservicetocustomerswho
cantolerate
a greater
riskof interruption,
suchasthosewithfuel-switching

to use for price risk management because the cost of storing

capability.
"_gTh¢informationin this section is basedon InterstateNaturalGas
PipelineAssociation
(INGAA),InterstatePipelineServicesForCustomers
AfterRestructuring,
ReportNo.93-5(December1993),anddiscussions
with
INGAAstaff.
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To understand how some of these services may be used, it is
useful first to describe how a transportation contract is
implemented. The process begins when the shipper obtains
capacity from a pipeline company or through capacity release,
Once a shipper has a right to use capacity, it nominates, in
writing or in electronic form, the daily amount of gas it wants
to be received, delivered, or stored by the pipeline company,
The shipper nominates capacity at specific receipt and
delivery points along the pipeline system. The nomination of
daily volumes may be renewed or changed on a monthly basis
and may be for any quantity up to the maximum daily
quantity (MDQ) specified in the contract.
Next, the pipeline company confirms each shipper's
nomination and inquires into any needed changes. Because
there are many shippers making nominations, the pipeline
company must look at the aggregate quantities and determine
whether the pipeline system can tolerate the overall level of
nominations during the confirmation process,
Once the pipeline company ascertains that the system can
handle all shipper nominations, it schedules the gas,
specifying gas flows in and out of each receipt and delivery
point. The pipeline company determines priorities based upon
type of service. For example, firm service will be scheduled
ahead of interruptible service, and primary delivery points
ahead of secondary.
The penalties included in today's transportation contracts are
intended to encourage shippers to make their gas flows match
the quantities for which they have contracted on both a daily
and a monthly basis. Such penalties include:
•

Scheduling variance penalties--incurred when the daily
flow of a shipper's gas does not match the nomination
level

•

Overrun
penalties--incurred
when
maximum daily quantity is exceeded

•

Imbalance penalties---incurred at the end of the month if
total receipts into the pipeline do not match total
deliveries to the shipper.

the

shipper's

No penalty will be assessed if the shipper keeps its gas flows
within the tolerance levels stipulated in the transportation
contract. Tolerances are typically set at 5 to 10 percent so that
a shipper may, for example, be slightly above or below its
nomination level on a given day and not incur a scheduling
variance penalty. The shipper must be aware, however, that
even if it remains within the daily tolerance level, the buildup
of variances during a month may result in an imbalance
penalty at the end of the month.
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A pipeline company may choose to waive penalties
depending on the cause of the variance and whether or not
operational difficulties were created. Generally, however,
shippers can monitor their gas flows so that penalties are not
incurred, and use other services to augment the firm
transportation contract and avoid penalties. The options a
shipper may choose from include:
•

Purchasing no-notice service

•

Requesting overrun authorization

•

Arranging to be covered by an operational balancing
agreement(OBA). 4°

Shippers can use a combination of services, system
monitoring, and a nomination level that provides them with
the least-cost means of obtaining gas transportation. Some
shippe:s, for example an industrial customer with a fairly
constant demand for gas, may feel they have little risk of
incurring penalties. For such customers, the least-cost
approach may simply be to pay an occasional penalty rather
than to acquire another contract to protect against a limited
risk. For other shippers, the potential penalties may be
sufficient to warrant contracting for additional protection.
To see how supplemental contracts may be used to avoid
daily penalties, consider the case of a firm shipper with a
weather-sensitive load, such as an LDC serving mainly
residential and commercial customers (Figure 20). To meet
peak demand, this LDC has a firm transportation contract
with an MDQ of 100 thousand cubic feet (Met') per day.
Assume that it is early in the heating season so that the LDC
only nominates 80 Mcf per day to be delivered during the
month (Figure 20, Example A). If the contract specifies a 10percent scheduling tolerance, then the LDC may take
anywhere from 72 to 88 Mcf per day without incurring a
scheduling variance penalty (Example B). If a cold snap hits
the region, the LDC may find it not only has to exceed its
scheduling tolerance, but may have to exceed its MDQ,
possibly incurring an overrun penalty (Example C). If the
overrun tolerance .., 5 percent, then the LDC can take up to
105 Mcf per day and still only incur the scheduling variance
penalty. If the LDC takes more than 105 Mcf per day, it will
also incur an overrun penalty.

'°Throughan operationalbalancing agreement,the operators of
interconnectionfacilitieswill resolve imbalancesthroughoutthe month
among multiple shippers,so that individualshippersdo not incur an
imbalancepenaltyat thatpoint.
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Figure 20. Transportation PenaRIss: Incurrenceand Avoidance
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Depending
ontheLDC'sexpectations
of demandvariance,
its
ability to trackgasuseon its system,andits experiencein
supply andtransportationcontracting,the LDCmaychooseto
use only a firm transportationcontract and run the risk of
incurring
penalties,or itmaychooseto purchaseother services,
For example, a no-notice service contractwith the pipeline
companywouldenabletheLDCto takequantitiesof gas below
or above its schedulingtolerance, up to its MDQ, without
incurring
a penalty (Example
D),However, under sucha

for example,by choosinga transportation
path coveredby
OBA's.

contract,theLDC mustmakeits ownsupplyarrangements
by
ob"taming
enoughgas andstoragecapacityto meetits no-notice

Moving Gas--Wellhead to Burnertip

demand. It will also have to bring its deliveries back into
tolerance within a given time period.The LDC can avoid the
overrun penaltyby requesting overrunauthorizationfromthe
pipelinecompany,

The processof obtainingnaturalgas has changed radicallyfor
downstreamcustomerswho formerlytook title to the gas ata
market area delivery point. Customers now have the
opportunity to evaluate the costs of purchasing gas from
different regions and transportingit along differentpipeline
systems. Howeverevaluating these choices, and monitoring
gas flows, or obtaining contracts to avoid operational
penalties, also represent a cost for the gas customer.
Marketersoffer a varlet3,of services, and some even offer a
combinationof gas sales and transportationthat mimics the
bundled serviceformerlyofferedby pipelinecompanies. The

An alternative to careful monitoring or the use of
supplementalcontractsto avoid penalties is to contractwith
a marketerfor transportationservices.For afee, the marketer
will see thatthe ctzo,
tomer'sgas requirementsaremet andwill
take responsibility for any penaltiesthat are incurred. The
marketer,like any shipper,will attemptto minimize penalties,

Theoppo_fities andcomplexitiesof gas transportationtoday
go beyondthe issue of penalties. A discussionof the wider
issues involved in gas transportationis presented in the
followingsection.
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Figure 21.
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capacity release program of Order 636 offers yet another
transportation option to the industry the opportunity for the
releasing shipper to recover some costs, and the opportunity
for replacement shippers to obtain a higher quality of service
or to use a different transportation route than would otherwise
be available. The myriad of choices faced by gas customers
today can best be illustrated by some examples,

the pipegate of Pipeline A. The end user then becomes a
shipper on Pipeline A by entering into a firm transportation
contract to have the gas moved to its facility along Pipeline A.

An End User---Contracting

that it has a certain amount of capacity for release during a
specified period of time. Pipeline Company A would evaluate

Directly

Many end users gained experience in arranging separate
supply and transportation contracts under open access. For
example (Figure 21), an end user follows wellhead prices and
purchases the most economical gas it can find, considering the
price of the commodity and the feasible transportation routes
to its facility. While some gas purchasers may buy gas at a
pooling point, where the price will include a markup for
transportation from the production area, this end user buys
gas at the wellhead and makes its own arrangements for
transportation on a gathering line from the production area to
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However, if the end user sees that its gas requirements will be
reduced for a period of time, it may want to take advantage of
the capacity release program instituted by Order 636. The end
user would announce on Pipeline A's electronic bulletin board

all the bids that are received for this release package and
award the capacity to the replacement shipper with the best
bid. If all parties satisfy their obligations under the release
contract (see box, p. 7 I), then:
•

The end user, or releasing shipper, would receive some
reimbursement for the reservation charge it is paying for
unneeded capacity.

•

The replacement shipper would receive transportation
service it could not otherwise obtain.
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Liabilities Under Capacity Release
The capacity release program of Order 636 introduced a whole new area of contracting for the natural gas market. When
a shipper releases capacity, complex issues arise as to the releasing and replacement shippers' obligations under the original
transportation contract.

The Releasing Shipper Is Liable for the Reservation Charge
The releasing shipper's liability depends upon the contract between the releasing shipper and the pipeline company. When
a replacement shipper is awarded released capacity, the replacement shipper is responsible for paying the bid amount, which
is the replacement shipper's reservation charge. However, Order 636-A holds the releasing shipper liable to the pipeline
company for debts such as the shipper's reservation charge. Thus, the releasing shipper must pay any portion of the
reservation charge not covered by the replacement shipper's bid amount. Also, it must compensate the pipeline company
for any failure of the replacement shipper to pay its reservation charge, up to the releasing shipper's original charge. In some
cases, the pipeline company may agree to amend the contract to shift liability to the replacement shipper. Such a shift of
liability may become common where the capacity release is permanent (i.e., for the remainder of the contract term). Even
in cases where the pipeline company markets the capacity that is released, the releasing shipper, not the pipeline company,
is liable for the reservation charge.
FERC has stated that the rate used to calculate the replacement shipper's reservation charge cannot be higher than the
maximum rate for the pipeline company's firm transportation service. The releasing shipper receives credit for the
reservation fee paid by the replacement shipper to the pipeline company. If the fee paid by the replacement shipper is higher
than that owed by the releasing shipper, the releasing shipper keeps the difference.

The Replacement Shipper Is Liable for Usage Charges
In addition to the bid amount, the replacement shipper is responsible for all transportation usage charges, any surcharge on
the usage charge, and any penalties. There are two main contractual issues with regard to the usage fee. First, if a pipeline
company offers a usage discount to the releasing shipper, it is not required to offer the same discount to the replacement
shipper. Second, the releasing shipper is not liable for the replacement shipper's failure to pay usage charges. Pipeline
companies therefore bear the rtsk that replacement shippers may default on usage charges (or on penalties and late charges
unrelated to the reservation charge). In order to clarify the replacement shipper's responsibilities and mitigate possible risks,
pipeline companies may require replacement shippers to execute a contract for the released capacity as soon as possible after
the bid has been awarded. Pipeline companies need to implement procedures to cover situations where the replacement
shipper defaults and the releasing shipper needs to terminate the release.

•

The pipeline company would earn income from higher
throughput on its system than would have occurred
without the release program,

sales and transportation services it needs. The marketer may
decide to supply this LDC with gas it can obtain under
contract with producers or with gas it has already transported
to a pooling point. The marketer evaluates all the

An LDC--Using a Marketer

transportation options and chooses to serve the LDC through
Pipelines B and C because an operational balancing

Prior to Order 636 many gas users obtained their gas through
a single bur,died sales contract with a pipeline company,
Consider, an LDC that had such a contract through its single
pipeline s_Jpplier, Pipeline C (Figure 21). Being inexperienced
at trackitlg wellhead prices and evaluating transportation
options, the LDC now seeks a marketer that can rebundle the

agreement is in place at the interconnection between these
two pipelines. Thus the marketer, who is the shipper under the
transportation contracts, will be protected from any imbalance
penalties. The fee charged by the marketer will reflect the cost
of satisfying the LDC's requirements, including the options
the marketer chooses for dealing with scheduling variances
created by shifts in demand on the part of the LDC.
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When choosing a transportation service, shippers must
evaluatenotonly thetransportationrateschargedby different
pipeline companies, but the qualityof the related services
offered, such as no-notice, and the feasibility of different
routes for bringing purchasedsuppliesto the deliverypoint,

•

Contracts are diversified across locations to promote
supplyreliability.

•

Sufficient contracts are being used for balancing,
nominating, and scheduling services if problems are
anticipatedin these areas.

The Portfogio Decision

•

Price riskprotection is incorporatedwhere appropriate.

•

Overallcosts are minimized,taking intoaccount the level
of service required.

•

The cost of gas service will, over the long term, closely
follow the overall market.

The previous sections addressed separately most aspects of
supply (or commodity) contracts, transportation capacity
contracts, and financial contracts. This was done to isolate
important features of these contracts and to emphasize that
many buyers negotiate contracts with different parties when
obtaining these services. However, buyers of gas must
consider the
contracts
as a group to satisfies
ensure that
set of
contracts
reliably
and economically
theirthespecific
requirements for gas service as well as other management
objectives.
The important differences between supply and transportation
markets are also reflected in the development of contract
portfolios. First, buyers usually have numerous choices for
supply acquisition, either purchasing directly from a producer
in a supply area or from a pooling point. However, capacity
accessismorelimited.A buyerusuallyhasaccess
to onlya
fewlong-distance
interstate
pipelinesystems
for movingthe
gasfrom theoriginalpurchase
site. Second,purchasers
are
facedwith substantial
variabilityin priceson a day-to-day
basis.Commoditypricesare unregulated
and showrapid
responses
tochangesin marketconditions.Buyerstypically
enterintocontracts
for lessthan2 yearstoensure
thatcostsof
thecommoditycloselyreflectmarketconditions.
In contrast,
transportationrates can fluctuateas well, but within a
minimumandmaximumrangesetby FERC.Because
of the
greaterprice stability and the capacity releasemarket,
customers
aremorelikely to signlongertermcontracts
(5 or
moreyears)for transportation
services,
A gaspurchaser
mustconsiderallcontracts
withinthecontext
of aportfolioof contracts
for gasservicesto ensurethat:
•

Expecteddemands
for a planningperiodarecoveredby
contractsfor gassupplyandfor pipelinecapacity.

•

Periodsof peakdemandaresupported
by contracts
for
highly reliable sources of gas supply and pipeline
capacity,

Reliability

and

In developing a contract portfolio, purchasers face numerous
tradeoffs between supply reliability and price. The decisions
made by each company are tied to its own or its customers'
seasonal demands (load profile) for natural gas, and the
company's location and size (see box, p. 73).
Fuel, Switching
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Customers

For companieswith fuel-switchingfacilities, the most
importantconsideration
may beobtainingfuel at thelowest
cost.Supplyreliabilitycan be effectivelyhandledby their
abilitytoswitchquicklytoanalternative
fuel.This capability
wasitselfobtainedthrougha tradeoffbetweenreliabilityof
energyserviceandcost.In thistradeoff,thegain from being
ableto purchaseenergy in the oil and gas marketwas
calculatedto be greaterthanthecostof investingin fuelswitchingandoil storageequipment.
Theportfolioheldbythistypeof companywouldbefocused
onshort-term
supplycontracts
closelytrackingmarketprices
and low-costtransportationcontracts.Becauseof the
company'scapabilityto switchto an alternative
fuel, it can
affordtheriskof gettingbumpedoff a pipelinesystemand
wouldthuschoosethe relatively inexpensiveinterruptible
capacitycontract,
orobtainreleasedcapacity.
Large Industrial

•

Price

Customers

The decisions facing a large industrial customer, such as a
chemical manufacturing plant using natural gas as a
feedstock, can be quite different. This plant needs a reliable

Contracts are diversified as to the length or term of the
contract to enable the company to benefit from
advantageous price movements.
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Hypothetical Examples of Portfolio Selection by Different Companies
Companieshavediverserequirementsfor gas service,whichare reflected in theirselectionof contracts.The following simplified examples
illustratewhat might be containedin a contractportfolio for severaldifferent types of companieswith diverse requirements.
1. Electric Utility with a Dual-fired Peaking Unit
A simple case might be an electric utility with a dual-fired oil and gas peaking unit, which is primarily usedto serve residential and
commercialcustomerswith a summerpeakcoolingload.The principalgoal of the utility is to minimize costof fuel for thisunit.The utility
also has storage facilities for oil. This utility might have the following types of contracts in its portfolio:
•
•

Market based short-term contracts for both oil and gas
Interruptible or release capacity contracts for transportation.

This customer has the advantage of having its major peak demand for residential/commercial cooling services during the summer when
pipeline capacity and supplies are usually available. The utility depends on its oil storage facilities for guaranteeing reliability of supply.
2. Electric Utility with Large Residential and Commercial

Load

The electric utility is in a major producing region and has both residential/commercial summer space-cooling and winter space-heating peak
demands. Much of its load is satisfied by a coal-tired baseload plant. However, it has several natural gas peaking plants that it uses to satisfy
core customer peak loads, especially during the summer when for environmental reasons it must reduce the utilization of its coal plant. This
utility might have the following types of contracts in its portfolio:
•
•
•

Firm transportation contracts to ensure reliability of supply, especially during the summer
Mid-term commodity contracts, which are indexed to a spot price of gas to obtain a current market price
Short-term contracts with a variety of suppliers who make monthly offers of supply, which the utility either accepts or rejects
depending on price, for any incremental supply needs
lnterruptible transporation contracts to support some of its short-term contracts.

•

The company has a further advantage of owning natural gas reserves, which enables it to increase its use of gas readily during the summer
and to sell supplies from these reserves during the spring and fall.
3. Consortium

of Municipal Gas Companies Serving a Region with a Temperate Climate

The example consortium comprises municipal gas distribution companies in the South with relatively flat demand for gas during the year,
but some modest seasonal demand between late November and early February. This consortium is also a part owner of a storage facility
in a producing region. A portfolio to meet the consortium needs might have the following types of contracts:
•
•
•

Firm transportation contracts to ensure the shipment of gas from storage and from producers
Short-term commodity contracts with producers to obtain the best market prices available
A swap contract to hedge the price risk on the gas it has in storage.

The consortium has the advantage of being able to rely on its own storage for balancing and as a means of guaranteeing supplies of natural
gas to its customers.
4. Midwest Local Distribution

Company (LDC) with a Large Seasonal Load

The example LDC in the Midwest serves mainly residential and commercial customers, who account for approximately 75 percent of its
annual demand for gas. These customers have a dramatic rise in space-heating demand between late October and early March. The LDC
might have the following types of contracts in its portfolio:
•
•
•
•
•

Mid-term commodity contracts of various terms, which are negotiated regularly as they expire in an attempt by the company
to remain competitive
A long-term storage capacity contract, which enables the company to serve its core customers reliably during the winter
Firm transportation contracts, which it relies on extensively for the majority of its gas shipments
Interruptible transportation contracts, which it uses only in the nonheating season;
A contract with a marketing company to obtain balancing services.
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supply of natural gas at a price that does not deviate
significantly from the price it can charge for its product,
Furthermore, like most industrial customers, the plant's gas
requirements are relatively constant throughout the year.
Thus, the company will likely have a mixture of mid-term
contracts, to ensure service during the winter heating season,
and short-term contracts, to take advantage of lower prices in
the off-season. Because of its fairly predictable demand, the
industrial customer may have little difficulty keeping within
delivery tolerances and may not be concerned with additional
contractual arrangements to reduce imbalance penalties,
This particular type of company may be very active in the
financial markets to ensure predictable supply costs. It may
obtain financial contracts that are tied to the price of its
output, thus, ensuring that input costs do not increase more
than the price it can charge for its output. Other industrial
customers whose gas costs are a much smaller percentage of
their product costs are much less likely to engage in the
natural gas futures and related financial markets.

the LDC can obtain gas under short- or mid-term contracts
and use its reserved transportation capacity to move the gas
into storage. With highly variable and unpredictable demand,
the LDC is likely to be concerned with imbalances and
overrun problems and may find it useful to contract for some
protection from penalties associated with these problems.
While deliverability is of prime concern to an LDC, the price
of gas to its customers also is carefully weighed in its
decisions. It must be able to demonstrate to the PUC that it
has obtained a low cost for its residential and commercial
customers, but must also be able to offer competitive enough
rates to retain its fuel-switchable industrial and electric utility
customers as well as those customers capable of bypassing the
LDC for its gas supplies. For example, Atlanta Gas Light
Company lost about 8 percent of its annual deliveries in 1993
when it lost one customer capable of bypass? _Such a loss of
customers can lead to increased gas costs for the remaining
customers.
Electric

Local

Distribution

Companies

Unlike the relatively constant requirements of the industrial
customer, the load profile of a distribution company,
especially in the northern United States, varies widely
throughout the year. The larger the proportion of residential
and commercial space-heating customers to total customers,
the more variable the load profile. Security of supply to meet
residential and commercial load during the heating season
takes the highest priority in the LDC's portfolio decisions. For
the heating season, the LDC will contract for firm supplies
and transportation to ensure that deliverability is not a
problem. In addition to acquiring gas from the supply areas or
pooling points, contracts for storage are an essential part of
the strategy tbr meeting heating season demand,
The LDC must plan not only for the normal variation in
weather but also for periods of extreme weather when the
demand peaks far above normal. Its ability to meet peak
demands is of special concern, both because the LDC may
have to contract for very expensive gas to meet this demand
and because the contracts used to satisfy this demand are
examined closely by its public utility commission (PUC).
Because sources of supply such as salt dome storage offer
high deliverability and very reliable service, the existence of
such contracts in a portfolio to cover peak-demand periods
may be viewed quite favorably by a PUC, even though the
cost of gas under such contracts is very high.
To satisfy peak demand, the LDC may also have other
relatively expensive contracts for liquefied natural gas (LNG),
no-notice service, and swing service with highly variable
takes in its portfolio. During the off-peak season, however,
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Utilities

Electric utilities are also large consumers of natural gas. In
contrast to many LDC's, their demand for natural gas tends to
peak in the summer to meet their customers' air-conditioning
requirements. Since many utilities regularly use alternative
sources of energy, including electricity from cogenerators and
from other utilities, their focus is on the price of natural gas
relative to alternative energy sources. Thus, portfolios of
electric utilities will in this respect be similar to those of large
industrial users.
Supply reliability is a major factor in an electric utility's
portfolio decisions. The utility obtains reliability from
previous capital expenditures, such as those that enable it to
store oil and to substitute oil for natural gas. Some electric
utilities also obtain supply reliability by having a contract to
receive natural gas from underground storage reservoirs
during the summer. This situation enables the utility to enter
the short-term market aggressively for some of its summer
gas supplies. If the price of gas remains low relative to the
price of oil, then the utility will also attempt to extend the
term of its gas contracts and decrease the term of its oil
contracts. With a diverse supply of alternative energy sources
to ensure supply reliability, their portfolios will tend to
concentrate on short-term supplies of gas reflecting market
conditions and low-cost transportation arrangements. '
With the Clean Air Act legislation, environmental regulations
are an added issue for many utilities. For example, some

'_Joanne M. Fairechio and Donald D. Dufresne, "Atlantic Gas
Light--StrongGrowthMarket:
Victimof AdverseRegulation,"Natural
GasDistribution
(NewYork: SalomonBrothers,March7,
1994).
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utilities in California are required to burn natural gas during
certain times of the year. This requirement substantially
affects their portfolio decisions. In this situation, assuring
adequate supplies may be weighted more heavily than price
in their portfolio decisions.

Other Factors in the Portfolio

Marketing

of the contract are also important. One of the major
opportunities provided by the gas industry today is the

Companies

Decision
Although reliability and price are typically the key criteria
used in creating a portfolio of contracts, diversity and the term

To the extent that marketing companies provide gas services
to any of the previously discussed customers, their portfolio
development will share the same characteristics. Perhaps the
most notable difference is the extent to which marketers use
the futures and other financial markets. As noted earlier,
marketing companies are the most active users of the natural
gas futures market and probably of other naturalgas financial
instruments as well. For example, some marketers also
contribute to the growth of the financial market by writing

availability of contracts with a variety of contract lengths. If
all contracts were to terminate on the same date, then all
replacement contracts would, in part, reflect expectations
about the future at that time. However, if the contract terms
are staggered, the contracts making up the portfolio will
reflect a variety of conditions and expectations about the
future, and provide the likelihood that the overall price paid
by the purchaser will more closely follow the overall
movement of the market.

unregulated option and swap contracts.

Other administrative and logistical

Financial contracts overlay both supply and purchase
contracts for marketers, enabling them to control price risk.
This very active engagement in the futures market enables
them to lock in a profit for providing marketing services. In
addition, by controlling price risk, they are better able to
ensure that they are satisfactorily providing the myriad of
services needed in today's market. While many LDC's are not
active in the futures market, to the extent that they use the
services of marketers, their contracts with marketers are in
effect supported by activity in the futures market.

staggering contract terms. The administrative costs of
negotiating contracts and the planning costs of integrating
contracts into the use or distribution of gas are more
manageable under these conditions, and companies can make
incremental adjustments
in their portfolios. Effective
staggering of contracts can even reduce the need for special
provisions in contracts, such as the evergreen clauses
previously discussed. Because the buyer pays for these
provisions, the cost of gas under the contract can be reduced
if such options are eliminated.

Because they provide services to both sellers and purchasers
of natural gas, marketers are in a unique position with respect
to trading in the futures market, ot_en obtaining futures
contracts to buy and sell gas in the same transaction. Many
large buyers of gas regularly obtain futures contracts to buy
gas to protect themselves from price increases. Yet, these
customers incur the cost of having to post additional collateral
(margin) with their broker if prices decline. For some buyers
and sellers, the chance that these additional margin
requirements will be large is significant. 4zBecause marketers
have both buy and sell positions on the futures market, they
are not as exposed to this risk as other buyers and sellers of
gas. A portion of their overall position is debited daily for
deficient margin amounts, but another portion is also credited
daily for excess margin amounts. Thus, the overall amount of
their margin usually changes slightly between days and is
usually a very small portion of their overall trading position,
This situation, in part, explains the much greater involvement
in the futures market by marketing companies.

Today's transportation portfolio will also reflect the need to
avoid imbalance penalties, which are imposed by pipeline
companies to maintain the integrity of the system. For
purchasers with highly variable requirements throughout the
year, their portfolios will either contain new types of contracts
with provisions to avoid such penalties or general service
contracts with marketing companies that include such
services. Some companies will also have contracts for
nominating and scheduling shipments of gas, while others

_ArthurGottschalk,"GermanGiant'sTradeWoesMakeWavesin Swap
Mart,"Journal of Commerce(February3, 1994),and "Anatomyof the
MetaligeselischaRDebacle,"

Derivative Risk /lnalyst (March1994).

reasons also favor

will have contracts for the documentation of all scheduling
and shipping activities. It is important to consider these newer
types of contracts in portfolio development because they
allow closer management of the allocation and distribution of
gas and, thus, may lead to overall efficiency and supply
reliability gains for the industry. Even though these contracts
represent an additional cost initially, eventual savings may far
surpass these costs.

The Use of Financial Contracts in
the Portfolio
For many companies, the financial market affords them price
risk protection as well as a very liquid market for
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restructuring their f'mancial contracts as market conditions
and their business strategies change.
The liquidity, or the ability to change a risk position with
another party (such as the risk of holding gas), in options and
futures contracts is in contrast to the lack of liquidity in most
contractsfor the physical commodity.In the physicalsmarket,
if an industry participant agrees to buy gas, it cannot readily
change this position without incurring substantial costs. In
contrast,a buyer of a gas futures contract can readily sell the
futurescontractat amarket rateat any time and thus close out

evaluate theircontracts individuallyandas part of a portfolio.
In particular, the ready availability of historical series for gas
prices at different locations enables the application of
classical portfolio analysis as used for investments in stocks
and bonds, which can improve the overall performance of a
portfolio.4s Purchasers also use the historical information on
prices and other market information to evaluate whether the
premium to be paid for a particular type of contract is
acceptable.46

Outlook

its position.
Buyers of gas use the financial market to alter the price side
of their portfolio in a number of ways. For example, a firm
with a long-term gas contract that is indexed to a monthly
cash price may find that the contract is causing budgetary
problems because of great variability in the price of gas. The
buyer can fix the price of gas through a series of futures
contracts or a swap contract and, thus, solve or diminish the
budgetary problem at any time.43
Most important, however, the financial market provides the
industry with a means of price discovery, which facilitates
trades in the physical commodity and also facilitates the
indexing and evaluation of contracts on a regular basis,

The Dynamic Portfolio
Today, companies have access to many programs and
techniques for evaluating and improving their contract
portfolios. Extensive market information, especially price
information, is also readily available.Companies combine the
market informationwith these programs to find the lea_t-cost
portfolio of contracts that also meets their specific
requirements for gas service.44They must first estimate both
current and future gas requirements for peak and nonpeak
service, and then assign a value to each service level,
Companies can then evaluate alternative portfolio
specifications,including contracts of varying terms and price
indices and flexibility in delivered volumes, to identify the
portfolio that satisfies their requirements at the lowest cost.
Statistical analysis of price data can be used to improve
portfolio performance. Thus, gas purchasers use measures of
performance, such as the difference between the price they
pay and some maximal price they are willing to pay, to

'_David Apsel, "Hedging Long Term Commodity Swaps with Futures,"
The Global Finance Journal, 1, 1 (1989), pp. 77-93.
"Mohammad Harunuzzaman and Govindarajan iyyuni, GASMIN: Gas
Supply Cost Minimization Program (Columbus, OH: The National
Regulatory Research Institute, January 1990).
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The natural gas contract market has become increasingly
sophisticatedin response to the complexity brought about by
the open access regulations under Order 436 and furthered
under Order 636. One characteristic of the new contract
market is the importanceof flexibility in contract provisions,
where buyers and sellers want to ensure that their overall
portfolio of contracts will closely reflect market conditions
over the longerterm. Supply contracts being written today no
longer contain the inflexible price and volume clauses that
precipitated the market disruptions seen during the past
20 years. Instead, the movement towards shorter term
contracts, indexed pricing, and take-or-release clauses all
provide the flexibi!!ty to ensure that contracts for gas
purchases and sales reflect current market conditions. No
longer are many contractsbeing written where buyers have an
obligation to take large amounts of gas under a long-term
commitment even if they cannot sell the gas (take-or-payclauses). Instead, large buyers are purchasinggas under shortterm or mid-term contracts that give them the flexibility to
purchase gas from sellers in regions with the lowest price.
Appropriatevaluation of their requirements and the tradeoffs
among the various types of contracts available is one of the
challenges facing industryparticipants today. Purchasers who
in the past relied on bundled service have little or no
experiencewiththistypeofportfolio valuation. Initially, it is
likely that the industry will take a conservative approach and
overvalue some aspects of portfolios. In time and with some
experience in the market, this will change and will result in
lower costs of serving the markets.

45R.Harrington, Modern Portfolio Theory, 2nd ed. (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ.: Prentice Hall Inc., 1987).
46FrankC. Groves, James A. I_c_, Jr., and Paul R.Carpenter, "Estimating
the Cost of SwitchingRights on Natural Gas Pipelines," Energy Journal, 10,
4 (1989),pp. 59-81; Laurence Ham""Gas contract valuation model assesses
options," Oiland Gas Journal (June 4, 1984), p. 72; and Elizabeth Olmsted
Teisberg and Thomas J. Teisberg "The Value of Commodity Purchase
Contracts with LimitedPrice Risk," Energy Journal, 12, 3 (1991), pp. 109135.
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The continuing development of the capacity release market
will be an importantdeterminantof the transportationmarket
inthe future.Shippersreservinglong-termcapacity couldfind
thatthe regulatorypricecaps on the capacity they releasemay
limit theirability to offset reservationcharges.Forexample,
many of the shipperswill releasecapacity duringthe off-peak
periods when the pipeline is typically underutilized.This
capacitymay have to beseverelydiscountedto beleased. On
the other hand, if they have excess capacity during a peak
period, they cannot sell it for more than the maximum
allowed rate. A replacementshippermay be willing to pay
more than the allowed maximum, thus the capacity may be
trading for less than the market value and the releasing
shipperwill not be compensated for this highervalue,

With all the increasing responsibilities facing the industry,
thereis opportunityforgain. The abilityto choose from many
service options should ultimately result in lower costs for
natural gas service. Part of the gains will be offset by the
increase in transaction costs associated with having to
contract for numerous services ratherthan just one or two.
Many new services, financial and otherwise, have been
developed to allow customers to manage many new risks
associatedwiththe unbundlingof pipelinecompany salesand
transportation. Again the ability to evaluate risks
appropriatelyin the context of a company'sspecific situation
will be an importantaspect of obtaining lower cost service
options and, ultimately, of developing a more efficient
contractingmarket.
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4. The Natural Gas Storage Market
Market forcesandregulatorychanges duringthe past decade
have led to increasedawareness of the importanceand value
of natural gas storage services. Storage has always been an
essential component of the transmission and distribution
system, augmenting pipeline supplies from the producing
regions to meet short-term peak seasonal demands. It is an
important link in ensuring supply reliability,
While Order436 established open access to transportation
services, it did not require open access to storage services.
The lack of corresponding access to storage became
increasingly a concern for those pipeline customers
purchasingtheir own supplies and contractingseparatelyfor
transportation. The FederalEnergy RegulatoryCommission
(FERC) addressedthese concerns in Order636 andmandated
that (1) storage services be unbundled,that is, offered as a
distinct service, separately charged and itemized, (2)
customersbeoffered greater access to working gas capacity,
and(3) customersbe given the opportunityto sublease any of
their contractedstorage capacity,
Although Order 636 directly affects only interstate storage
operations, its impact has been widespread. Approximately
two-thirds of all working gas capacity became accessible to
customers as a result of the restructuring under Order 636.
However, even under Order 636, most interstate pipeline
storage will continue to be contracted to previous sales
customers,mostly local distribution companies (LDC's) with
limited or no storage of their own. If some portion of a
pipeline company'sstorage capacityremains unsold, then new
customers (for example, marketers) will be solicited to
contract for that storage capacity. Otherwise, new customers
may obtain storage capacity through two ways: (1) the
capacity release mechanisms set fortL in Order 636 whereby
customers are able to sublease their unused capacity via
electronic bulletin boards (EBB's), and (2) the development
of new storage capacity, either from expansion of existing
sites or newjointventures with others,
Today, storage is an important tool for managing the risks
associated with the elimination of bundled sales and
transportation service. Accordingly, market participants are
altering their approaches toward storage to respond to these
changing market conditions. For example:
• Inventory management is receiving more emphasis as
working

gas storage

increased
the year.

injection

levels are generally
and withdrawal

lower, but with

activities

throughout

• There is increased interest in the development of highdeliverability storage, particularly salt cavern storage,
where gas can be quickly withdrawnand then quickly
refilled (see box, p. 80).47This development is, in part, a
response to the overall growth in individual customer
transactions, the variety of transportation arrangements
that have increasedthe chances of system imbalances,and
the need for a quick response mechanism to manage
operations.
• Major natural gas producers are forming storage
subsidiariesand developing new storage sites as a way of
levelizing production streams and assuring themselves
sufficient inventory capacity to support their contractual
obligations.
• Independent storage operators are developing storage
capacity to provide nontraditionalstorage services, such
as loadbalancing,to special niche markets.Some of these
services were previously obtained by suppliers and
customers under the bundled sales and transportation
service.
•

Marketers, in their roles of aggregating supply and
rebundling services, are also entering the storage market
to obtain storage capacity to service their contract
customers.

• Many of the planned new storage sites are in proximity to
the major market hubs being developed.
This chapter examines how these changes affect the use and
operation of currentstorage facilities and the development of
new facilities. Storage operations changed substantially after
1985 when the open access environment for transportation
services increased competition in the natural gas industry.
Additional changes are occurring as bundled sales and
transportation services have been replaced by separate
contracts for each service. As noted in earlier chapters,
customers often must contract for a variety of services

4_Forthe purposes of this chapter, a high-deliverability storage facility has
been defined
as one
design-day
withdrawal
ratemost
allows
it to draw
down
its working
gaswhose
capacity
in 20 days
or less. In
instances,
the
principal purposeof high-deliverabilitystorage is to provide peaking or load
balancing services. While salt cavern storage is oRen used synonymously
with high-deliverability storage, in fact, some depleted gas reservoirs also
are capable of high-deliverability rates and are used as peaking facilities.
Somehave the abilityto draw down their working gas in as little as 3 days.
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Types of Underground Storage Facilities
The threeprincipal typesof undergroundstoragesitesused in the UnitedStatestodayare:(1) depletedreservoirsin gas and/or
oil fields,(2) aquifers,and (3) salt caverns. Each type has its own physical characteristics(porosity,permeability,retention
capability) and economics (site preparation costs, deliverabilityrates,cycling capability), which govern their suitability to
particularapplications.'
•

Depleted Gas/Oil Fields.Depletedgas andoil reservoirsarethe most common undergroundstoragesites. They use
the pressure of the stored gas and, in some cases, water influx to drivewithdrawaloperations. The reservoirsare
usually designed forone injectionandwithdrawalcycle per year. Dailydeliverabilityrates from depleted fields vary
widely because of differences in the surface facilities, base gas levels, and the fluid flow characteristics of each
reservoir. Retentioncapability, which is the degreeto which storedgas is held within the reservoirarea, however,
is the highest of the three types of undergroundstoragesites. Depletedfield storage is also the least expensive to
develop, operate, andmaintain.

•

Aquifers. An aquifer storagesite is a water-bearingreservoir withparticular geological characteristicsthat allow
it to hold naturalgas. Aquifersare usually used as storagereservoirsonly when depleted gas or oil reservoirs arenot
available. In general, aquifer storage is moreexpensive to develop and maintain than depleted gas/oil reservoirs.
Unlike a depletedgas/oil field, aquifers requireadditionalfacilities, testing, and development time. New facilities
must be installed from scratch and extra base gas must be bought and injected since no native gas is present.In
addition,while base gas in gas/oil storage reservoirsusually is about50 percentof total capacity,base gas in aquifer
storage may constitutemorethan 50 percentand as much as 80to 90 percentby the time the site is fully developed
for gas storage. Deliverability rates, while variable, are comparable to gas/oil field storage. Aquifer storage is
designed for about one cycle per year.

•

Salt Caverns. Salt cavern storage is preparedby injecting water (leaching) into a salt formation(either a salt bed
or salt dome)and shaping a cavern.Salt bedsaremoreexpensive to developthan saltdomesbecause in generalthey
are thinner formations (about 1,000-feet thick versus up to 30,000 feet), which makes them more susceptible to
deterioration.Both types of saltfacilitiesaremuchmoreexpensive to developthan depletedfield or aquiferstorage,
often two to threetimes moreexpensive. Becausethey are susceptible to cavern wall deteriorationover time and to
salt water incursion,high workovercosts may be incurred,as well as additional expenses for special equipment on
site. However, deliverabilityrates are high because a salt cavern is essentially a high-pressurestorage vessel (that
is, an undergroundtank). Base gas requirementsare low (about 25 percent) and can be withdrawn fully in an
emergency. On average, cycling rates range from4 to 6 times per year, in comparison with 1 to 1.2 cycles for
depletedgas/oil field storage,and0.95 to 1for aquiferstorage.As such, salt cavern storageis well-suitedfor meeting
dramatic swings in demand.

aForfurtherinformation,see Gaz de France,Researchand DevelopmentDivision,UndergroundStorageDepartment,Underground Storages Facifities
(Paris, France, June 1992).

associated with storage and transportation arrangements,
These servicesmay includesupply balancing and emergency
backup--services that had previously been part of the
bundledpipeline package. These new requirementsas well as
projectedmarket
growthhave
sparkedplans
for aturn
substantial
increase in storage
deliverability
before the
of the
century.Thischapterfirst summarizesthe changesalready
evident in the industry under restructuring, It then discusses
customers' needs for new services in response to the
implementation of Order 636 and how these needs are being
addressed in the development of new storage capacity. The
80

chapter also identifies the regional differences in storage
operationsas reflectedin planned storageadditions.

The Operation of the Storage
Market Today
Large amounts of interstate storage capacity were opened to
transportation customers when Order 636 provisions were
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fully implementedon November 1, 1993. Order636 directly
affects only interstate storage operations (see box, p. 82).
However, interstatepipeline and other FERCjurisdictional
storageoperatorsaccount for 72 percentof totalU.S. working
gas capacity and 62 percent of daily deliverability from
storage (Table 8). Accordingly, the impact of Order636 is
substantial as nearly two-thirds of all working gas capacity
has become accessible to customers as a result of the
restructuring.
Even beforeimplementationof Order636, the percentage of
working gas in interstate storage owned by customers of
pipelinecompanieshad beengrowing steadilyunderthe open
access provisions of Order 436. The percentage of total
workinggas in interstatestorage owned by customersat the
startofthe heating season grewfrom27 percent in1986 to 42
percentin 1992.48Interstatestorage operators,however,still
retain10 to 20 percentof their workinggas capacity to meet
their system requirements for load balancing, system
management, and providing "no-notice" service/9 As
customers have increasingly taken responsibility for
contracting for storage services, and thereby managingthe
costs associatedwith storageuse, there have been significant
changes in inventory managementpracticesand, as noted
earlier, an increased interestin using facilities, such as salt
dome storage, that provide high deliverability and rapid
cyclingof the inventory,

previous5-yearperiod(Table9).s_Also, averagewithdrawals
per storagefield during the heating season increasedby 15
percent(unadjustedfor weather).Afteradjustingfor weather,
a shift is clearly evident (Figure 23). For example,
withdrawals in the 1991-92 heating season were 118 billion
cubic feet (Bcf) higher than in the 1985-86 heating season.
Evengreaterchange occurredin averagewithdrawalactivities
duringthe nonheating season,Offpeak withdrawalsaveraged
36 percenthigher from 1988 through 1992 than during the
previous5-year period.Injectionactivitieshave also increased
duringthe heatingseason. Average injections during heating
seasons from1988through 1992were up by 29 percent from
the average duringthe 1983-through-1987 period.
During the severe weather that hit the East Coast in March
1993, storage was heavily utilized and working gas
inventoriesfell to 1.2 Tcf, 300 Bcf below year-earlierlevels.
These low inventoriesraised some copcem in the industry.
But by the beginning of the 1993-94 heating season, 83
percentof workinggas capacitywas filled--the same level as
a year earlier,s: The replenishment of storage began in
earnest in April and resulted in unprecedented injection
levels,s3 During May 1993, average net injectionsran at a
record rateof 13.6 Bcf per day, in contrastto the previous
high of 11.8 Bcfper day in June 1989.s4By the latterpartof
the nonheatingseason,thestorage injectionratehad returned
to normal levels for the period. Still, from April through
October, net storage injections averaged more than 9.8 Bcf
per day,the highest level on record.

Inventory Management
In each of the past 3 years, workinggas inventorylevelsat the
beginning of the heating season .(November 1) have drifted
progressivelylower,from3.4 trillioncubicfeet (Tcf) in 1991
to 3.0 Tcfin 19937oWorkinggas inventoriesatthe endof the
heating

season also dropped

significantly

in 1992 and 1993,

both in volume and as a percentage of workinggas capacity,
Between

1985 and 1991, end-of-season

inventories

ranged

from 47 to 50 perceutof capacity. In contrast,inventoriesin
1992 were 40 percent of capacity
and,
weather in 1993, 31 percent (Figure 22).

after the severe

In recent years, there has also been a significant increase in
the utilization
of storage throughout
the year. From 1988
through 1992, injections and withdrawals during the heating
year averaged
20 and 18 percent higher than during the

4SEnergyInformation Administration, "Expanding Role of Underground
Storage," Natural Gas Monthly, DOE/EIA-0130(93/10) (Washington,
DC, October 1993), p. 16.
'gNo-noticetransportation service allows shippers to receive delivery on
demand, up to their firm entitlements, without incurring penalties (see
Chapter 2).
5°EnergyIntbrmation Administration, Natural Gas Monthly, DOE-E1A0130(94/02) (Washington, DC, February 1994), Table 13.

SJThe majorityof open access certificates were granted to interstate
pipeline companies after1987.Thus, storage operationsaveraged
overthe
period from 1988 through 1992 (when most companies were actually
operating under Order 436) are compared with operations during the
previous 5-year period,1983 through 1987,
"The level of total working gas capacity in use on November 1, 1993,
continued the trend of lower beginning-of-season inventory levels. And,
while on a percentage basis, working gas capacity utilization was the same
(83 percent) at the beginning of the past two heating seasons, in fact, a
significant change hadoccurred.
Severalinterstate
storage operators revised
their base gas levels upward (conversely their working gas capacity
downward) just before the 1993-94 heating season. This resulted in a 300
Bcfchange
fromratemaking
working gasdecisions
to base gas.
The adjustment
was in response
to
several FERC
affecting
base gas accounting
under
Order 636. Without these accounting adjustments, working gas in place on
November 1, 1993,would have been 74 percent of working gas capacity, a
9-percent dec" ,.."fromthe previous year.
S_lnjection!evels were high because (1) the working gas levels were so
low thai reservoirpressures were down and more gas could be injected at a
faster rate, and (2) many operators were anxious to fill storage before the
anticipated increase in demand raised prices even further.
_Energy InformationAdministration, "Expanding Role of Underground
Storage," Natural Gas Monthly, DOE/EIA-O! 30(93/10) (Washington, DC,
October 1993),Table FE4.
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Owners

of Storage

The principal owners of undergroundstorage facilities are (1) interstate pipeline companies, (2) local distribution
companies(LDC's),(3) intrastatepipelinecompanies,and (4) independentstorage service providers.Several natural gas
producers and large industrialusers also own a limited amount of storage.
•

Interstate pipeline companies account for 61 percent of all working gas capacity in the United States
(Table 8). Historically,these FERC-jurisdictional companies have owned and distributed most of the natural
gas from U.S. underground storage sites. Undergroundstorage is particularly important to interstate pipeline
companiesbecause they depend heavily on storage inventories to facilitate loadbalancing and system supply
management on their long-haul transmission lines.

•

LDC's and intrastate pipeline companies account for about 36 percent of working gas capacity. LDC's
generallyuse gas fromstoragesites to serve customerneedsdirectly,whereasintrastatepipelinecompanies use
undergroundstoragefor operationalbalancing andsystem supply as well as the energy needs of end-use
customers. While most LDC and intrastatepipeline storage operationsare subject only to State regulatory
agencies,a few (8 out of 59) are subjectto FERCjurisdictionbecause they also provide significantservice to
the interstate market.LDC's are highly dependentupon undergroundstoragebecausethey must be readyto
serve theirresidentialandotherfirmcustomers with supplies at all times,especially duringperiodsof winter
peakdemand.Withoutaccessto marketareastorage,LDC'smust contractformore capacityon their supplying
pipelinesthanwouldotherwisebe the case, thusincurringlargecharges(reservationfees) baseduponmaximum
peak-daydemand.

•

Independent operators own or operateabout3 percentof working gas capacity. Manyof the salt cavern and
high-deliverabilitysitescurrentlybeingdevelopedhavebeeninitiatedby independentstorageservice operators.
If the independentoperatorsprincipallyserve the interstatemarket,they are subject to FERC regulations;
otherwise,they are Stateregulated.Severalindependentstorageoperationsare joint venturesthatincludemajor
interstatepipeline companiesand LDC'sas partners,or they are subsidiariesof interstatepipelinecompanies
operatingas independententities.

The lower inventories and increased injectionand withdrawal
activities throughout the year may indicate a more
fundamental adjustment relating to the economics of storage
useand a reassessment of what storage levelsare adequate for
supply reliability. For example, despite the lowest levels of
working gas since 1978 going into the last heating season,
storage performed well in meeting the extraordinary demands
placed on the system during January 1994. As some storage
services have become unbundled, it is likely that users of
storage have become more cost conscious and have begun to
evaluate more closely their use of storage relative to their
needs and purchasing strategies,

The Emphasis
Other

on Salt Cavern and

High-Deliverability Storage

Another new characteristic of the storage market is the
increasing reliance on salt cavern storage. Most salt cavern
facilitics are designed with the intent of cycling the entire
working gas capacity 5 to 10 times each year. Typical
injectionperiods are in the range of 20 days. In contrast,more
traditional storage, such as storage in depleted reservoirs, is
cycledonly once each year and typically requires 200 days to
refill.SS
S:Forfurther information, see Thomas F. Barron, "UndergroundStorage
of Natural Gas," GasMart 1993 (Kansas City, MO, March 8, 1993).
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Table 8.

Working Gas Storage Capacity and Daily Deliverability, by Type of Site and Operation, As of
December 31, 1993

,,,i

_

,,,,

...........

Depleted Gas/Oil
Fields

Aquifers
i

Type and (Number)
of Operators

.,,,

ll.i

Salt Cavern
i

Total

,i

i

Percent
Working Dally
Working Daily
Working Daily
Working Daily Percent
of
_umbef Gas
Deliver- Number Gas
Deliver-Number
Gas
Deliver- Number
Gas
Deliverof
Daily
of
Capacity ability
of
Capacity ability
of
Capacity ability
of
Capacity ability Working DeliverFields
(Bcf) (MMcfld) Fields
(Bcf) (MMcf/d) Fields
(Bcf) (MMcfld) Fields
(Bcf) (MMcfld)
Gas
ability
(Bcf) (MMcf/d)

llll

i

Under FERC
Jurisdiction
Interstate
Pipelines(27)..

180

2,098

29,336

13

164

2,303

3

20

2,198

196

2,282

33,834

61

51

LDC's(9) .............
Independents(4).
Total(40) ........

31
3
214

349
48
2,495

5,119
643
35,098

1
0
14

15
0
179

525
0
2,828

1
1
5

7
2
29

597
19
2,811

33
4
233

371
50
2,703

6,241
662
40,737

10
1
72

10
1
62

NonJurisdictional
LDC's andIntrastate
Pipelines(52) .
119

696

16,773

25

269

4,528

6

20

1,661

150

985

22,962

26

35

8
127

52
748

1,044
17,817

0
25

0
269

0
4,528

5
11

14
34

1,200
2,861

13
163

66
1,051

2,244
25,206

2
28

3
38

Interstate ............
Pipelines(27) ...

180

2,098

29,336

13

164

2,303

3

20

2,195

196

2,282

3,__35

61

51

LDC's(61) ...........
Independents(15)

150
11

1,045
100

21,892
1,887

26
0

284
0

5,053
0

7
6

27
16

2,258
1,219

183
17

1,356
116

29,2u3
2,906

36
3

44
4

Total (103) ......

341

3,243

52,915

39

448

7,356

16

63

5,672

396

3,754

65,944

100

100

Independents(11)
Total(63) ........
Total

Bcf = Billion cubic feet. MMcf/d = Million cubic feet per day. LDC's = Local distribution companies.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, EIA-191 "Underground Gas Storage Report."

Whilesalt cavernstorage accounts for only 2 percentof total
working gas capacity, it can provide 9 percent of available
storage deliverability on a peak day. In 1993, there were 16
active salt cavern sites, 9 of which had been developed since
1986.This type of storage providesa great deal of flexibility
for quick withdrawals and refills. For example, during
HurricaneAndrew, one salt dome ]toragefacility(Hattiesburg
Gas Storage in Mississippi) was called upon to withdraw
more than 60 percent of its working gas capacity in 3 days,
with refilling occurring over the next few weeks. Because of
its ability to cycle the gas quickly, salt cavern storage is very
useful for supporting the increased load-balancing
requirementsof the industry.,the new generationrequirements
for combined-cycle plants, and as supply for no-notice
service,

particularly during the nonheating season (Figure 24).
Although withdrawals from salt cavern storage represented
less than 4 percent of total withdrawals during each of the
heating seasons from 1989 to 1993, they accounted for 9
percentin the 1993nonheating season (while most reservoir
storageis in the injectioncycle). Many of today's salt cavern
storage customers are electric utilities, who are increasingly
using high-deliverabilitystorage for very short-term peaking
purposes. Depending on summer temperatures and thus
electric generationneeds, utilitiesmay cycletheir own storage
inventory many times in the summer months. From 1988
through 1993, for instance, monthly withdrawals from salt
storage sites, as a percentage of withdrawals from all other
storage sites, ranged from a low of I percent in December to
a high of nearly 10 percent in June (Figure 25).

Withdrawals from salt cavern storage account for an
increasing percentage of monthly storage withdrawals,
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Figure 22.
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Working Gas Levels as a Percentage of Working Gas Capacity During Nonheetlng
Seasons, 1990-1993
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Table 9.

"Underground Gas Storage Report"; 199t - 1993: Energy Information

Monthly Natural Gas Injections, Withdrawals, and Working Gas Levels,
Heating Years 1983-87 Versus 1988-92
(Volume in Million Cubic Feet)
Average Injections
(per field)

-

Period
1983-87

i i

NonheatlngSeason
April ...........................................
May ............................................
June...........................................
July ............................................
August .......................................
September .................................
October......................................

380
67g
717
753
708
669
492

474
796
853
849
828
801
594

94
117
136
96
120
132
102

NonheatlngSeasonMonthly
Average ....................................

628

742

HeatingSeason
November..................................
Decem_r ..................................
Januaw ......................................
February ....................................
March.........................................

230
139
116
132
243

HeatingSeason MonthlyAverage.
HeatingYear MonthlyAverage .....

Average Withdrawals
(per field)
Period
1983-87

III

25
17
19
13
17
20
21

259
89
66
80
90
64
160

114

18

310
191
190
153
267

80
52
74
21
24

172

222

438

528

Period Volume Percent
1988.92 Change Change

Pedod
1988.92

Average Working Gts
(per field)

ill

Volume
Change

Percent
Chan!ie

Period
1983.87

Period
1988-92

Volume Percent
ChanGe Change

311
119
83
110
127
122
217

52
30
17
30
37
58
57

20
34
26
38
41
91
36

4,803
5,392
6,025
8,672
7,283
7,887
8,211

4.683
5,324
6,074
6,780
7,464
8,144
8,523

-120
-68
49
108
181
257
312

-2
-1
1
2
2
3
4

115

156

41

36

6,610

6,713

103

2

35
37
64
16
10

496
1,122
1,420
997
656

585
1,366
1,352
1,219
867

89
244
-68
222
211

18
22
.5
22
32

7,932
7,023
5,678
4,838
4,441

8,230
7,094
5,862
4,829
4,269

298
71
184
-7
-172

4
1
3
0
-4

50

29

938

1,078

140

15

5,982

6,057

75

1

88

20

458

539

81

18

6,348

6,442

94

1

Note: A heating year is from April of one year through March of the next year; for example, April 1983 through March 1984 is the 1983-84
heating year. Data are not adjusted for weather. Totals may not equal sum of ccmponents because of independent rounding.
Sources: April 1983-1990: Energy Information Administration, EIA-1911FERC-8, "Underground Gas Storage Report"; 1991 - March 1993:
Energy Information Administration, EIA.191, "Underground Gas Storage Report."
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Although pipeline companies are not the major participants in
salt cavern projects, they are beginning to find these storage
sites ideal to support their increased load-balancing
requirements as well as to provide a backup source for
meeting their no-notice service requirements. In general,
storage used for no-notice transportation service must be
located fairly close to consumers as it must be available
quickly. The salt caverns on the Gulf Coast are probably
somewhat remote to support this service directly, for instance,
to customers in the Northeast and Midwest regions in the
winter. But in Texas and Louisiana, these facilities are well
situated for serving such customers as electric utilities during
summer peak usage periods,
Although its role is clearly increasing, salt cavern storage
facilities have limited working gas volume and are still being
used primarily for peaking operations. During 1991, salt
cavern storage averaged 0.77 cycles. Thus, one of its major
advantages, that is, its potential for multiple cycling during
the year, has yet to be exploited, s6One possible explanation
for the limited use of salt storage lies in the rate structure
under which the storage service has been offered. Most preOrder 636 salt cavern storage remains subject to rate-based
cost recovery pricing. Thus, storage operators generally have
been able to obtain their regulated rate of return on storage
operations without multiple cycling of the facility. Peaking
service is a high-cost service, and in this role, salt storage
competes with other high-cost supplemental sources. In the
future, salt storage, as well as other high-deliverability storage
facilities, will increasingly operate under market-based rates
and require higher volume usage to remain competitive,
Many proposals for new storage facilities include the use of
market-based rates. As of December 1993, FERC had already
approved market-based storage rates for three storage
operators, Richfield Gas Storage System (Kansas), Petal Gas
Storage
Company
(Mississippi),
and Transok
Inc.
(Oklahoma).

New Market Requirements Are
Driving Storage Expansions
Underground storage in the United States has historically
served a variety of operational needs for pipeline companies,
producers, distributors, and end users. One of the primary
uses has been to enhance the seasonal deliverability of

5¢Other
(nonsalt)high-deliverability
sites,in fact,cycletheirinventories
more often than salt cavern storage (1.18 cycles versus 0.77 cycles,
respectively,in 1991).Of the 378 undergroundnaturalgas storagesites
activein 1993,33 nonsaltcavernsiteswereclassifiedas high-deliverability
sites,basedon the abilityto withdrawall workinggas in 20 daysor less.
86

mainline transmission capacity. _7In the market areas, storage
also serves as a backup form of supply in the event of an
interruption in wellhead production (i.e., as a result of a
hurricane or well freezeup). In production areas, other uses of
underground storage include load balancing of the daily
throughput on pipelines in order to prevent operational
problems associated with high or low levels of line pack,
levelizing wellhead production, and, more recently, hedging
seasonal differences in wellhead prices.
Traditionally, these services or applications for underground
storage have been met through the use of baseload storage
facilities. These facilities have been developed primarily in
depleted gas and oil fields, with large working gas capacities
and relatively long (60 to 100 days) withdrawal cycles. Most
have been designed with injection cycles in the range of
200 days with the intent of refilling storage during the
summer months. Pipeline capacity was generally constructed
along with new storage capacity in order to assure adequate
downstream deliverability of the storage gas during the peak
winter periods. Much of the existing storage capacity in the
United States, particularly in the major market areas of the
Northeast and Midwest, was designed and built by interstate
pipeline companies for such service.
Order 636 and significant new developments in supply and
demand conditions have required market participants to
explore new approaches to the use of storage facilities,
develop new services, and propose substantial additions to
existing storage capacity. Although additions to underground
storage capacity for the traditional services previously
described continue to be proposed, a substantial portion of the
proposed additions have very different characteristics. These
include:
•

Shorter withdrawal periods, in the range of 10 to 15 days
(as in the case of the substantial number of proposed salt
cavern facilities)

•

Concentration
region

•

Limited plans to construct pipeline capacity along witt_

of projects in the Gulf Coast producing

the new storage capacity

571n
thisform,underground
storagelocatedinor nearthemarketareaacts
as an incrementalsupply sourcethat servesas an alternativeto building
mainlinetransmissioncapacityto meetpeakwinterdemands.As such,an
interstatepipeline companycan size the longestportion of its mainline
capacity (that betweenthe producingregions and undergroundstorage
locatedcloserto itsmajor marketareas)at its annual-averagethroughput
rate; transmissioncapacity sized to meet the much larger peak winter
demandsneed bebuiltonly betweenthe storagefields andthe customer.
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Figure 24.

Salt Cavern Withdrawals as a Share of Total Natural Gas Storage Withdrawals,
Heating Years 1989-1993
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Figure 25.

"Underground

Gas Storage Report"; 1991 - March 1994:

Salt Cavern Withdrawals as a Share of All Other Withdrawals
(Average for the Years 1989-1993)
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•

Sponsorship by independent
interstate pipeline companies

developers

rather

than

•

Year-round capability for withdrawal and injection

•

Little or no notice required for injection or withdrawal,

The prevalence of these nontraditional characteristics is the
result of increasing demands for new services by storage
customers. Order 636 is a significant factor behind these
changes. However, there are also significant changes in
market conditions that are adding to the need for new
services.
•

New business relationships. Order 636 is changing the
structure of business relationships and the contractual
practices within the gas industry. The order's provisions
for unbundling, no-notice sales service, and rate design
are most important for underground storage. In particular,
much of the new storage being proposed by third party
developers is intended to offer storage services previously
provided as part of pipeline bundled sales services, such
as supply balancing, no-notice, and emergency supply
backup service.

•

Growth in seasonal demand. Since 1989, end-use
consumption of natural gas during the heating season has
grown steadily, increasing by 4 percent in the 1992-93
heating season alone. Storage activity has grown in
tandem, even after adjusting for weather variations. 58

•

Decline in surplus production capacity. For much of the
past decade, gas purchasers could rely on surplus
wellhead gas production capacity from producing fields
in the Gulf Coast to meet short-term changes in gas
demand and as a form of backup supply. However, this
surplus productive capacity has declined, allowing
underground storage in the production area and in the
market area to play an increasingly important role in
meeting short-term swings in demand and in enhancing
reliability of supply,

•

Growth in new markets. During the next 10to 20 years,
significant growth in natural gas demand is expected to
occur from new gas-fired electric power plants using
simple cycle or combined-cycle gas turbines. 59The units
are designed to meet highly variable electric power
generation needs and will require significant surge
capacity to accommodate quick on-and-off cycles.

Underground storage with rapid injection and withdrawal
capabilities and located near electric power plants will be
one means of meeting such surge requirements.
These market trends have a major impact on the types of
storage services consumers are demanding. Thus, _naddition
to traditional seasonal storage services, consumvrs are also
interested in underground storage for:
•

Supply
balancing--the
daily
and/or
reconciliation of nominations and deliveries
buyers and sellers of gas

•

Emergency backup--the use of storage as a backup
source of supply in the event of a production failure or
the nondelivery of gas

•

No-notice--the firm delivery of the difference between
a customer's daily nomination and what the customer
actually required on that day

•

Price hedging--the
use of storage to hedge seasonal
and/or monthly differentials in gas prices.

A common characteristic of these services is that they require
significantly more operational flexibility than provided by
underground storage used for traditional seasonal supply
service. This includes such characteristics as the ability to
inject and withdraw gas on a continuing basis throughout the
year to balance daily or monthly demands and the ability to
withdraw large quantities of gas quickly and reliably to meet
surges in demand or replace lost production.
The offering of new services and their marketing in recent
years is a radical change for underground storage (see box, p.
89). Greater numbers of storage operators are offering varied
services, such as no-notice, swing, load balancing, and
aggregation services, in addition to inventory service, to
attract new customers and remain competitive. Major
producing companies, such as Enron, Texaco, Shell, etc., as
well as major pipeline companies, have spun off marketing
subsidiaries, which are themselves either developing storage
or setting up subsidiaries which are doing so. The major
producers are securing storage facilities as a backup source of
supply in the event of unanticipated
field equipment
problems, and more generally as a means of maintaining
constant wellhead production.

SKEnergy
InformationAdministration,"ExpandingRoleof Underground
Storage,"NaturalGasMonthly,DOE/EIA-0130(93/10)
(Washington,DC,
October1993),p. 17.
59EnergyInformationAdministration,AnnualEnergy Outlook 1994,
DOE/EIA-0383(94)
(Washington,DC,January 1994),p. 33,
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Underground Storage Services
Service and Primary Users
SeasonalStorage:Baseload and
Peaking
•
•

Pipelinecompanies
Localdistributioncompanies
(LDC's)

Nature of Service
•

•
•

Pipeline System Balancing

Comment

Seasonalloadbalancingin which
•
storagereplacesneed for
additionalpipelinecapacity(i.e.,
•
servesas an additionalsourceof
supply)
Typically,long injection/withdrawal
periods
Used primarilyin winterheating
season

Most existingstoragedesignedfor
these uses
Primarilydevelopedby pipeline
companiesand LDC's

Balance daily throughputon pipeline to
match receipts/deliveries

•

Under Order 636, service will be
provided via operational flow
orders and retained pipeline
company storage

Supply Balancing

•

•

•

•

Balance nominationsand
deliveries to pipelines
Primarily end-of-the month activity,
but can be weekly or daily

Intended to avoid imbalance
penalties
Activity year-round

Backup source of gas in event of a
production failure/nondelivery
Short-term alternativesupply source

•

•

After-the-fact nominationof gas to
replace unanticipated/
unnominated consumption

•

Pipeline companies required to
provide service under Order 636

•

Hedge of seasonal/monthly price
differentials

•

Not primary driver behind recent
growth

•

Pipeline companies

Gas shippers, including
LDC's
Marketers
Pipeline companies

Emergency Backup

•

•

•

Gas suppliers and consumers,
including
- Producers
- LDC's
- Marketers
- Pipeline companies

No-Notice
•
•

Pipeline companies
LDC's

Price Hedging
•

•

•

Market area and production area,
storage can be used
Increases reliability of supply

All

Source: Energy and EnvironmentalAnalysis Inc., DevelopmentCost of New UndergroundNatural Gas Storage Facilities in the
Lower-48UnitedStates,February1994.
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In assuming the supply aggregation role previously played by
the interstate pipeline companies, marketers are beginning to
use storage as a means of building inventories from which to
serve their customers and meet sales contracts requirements,
Their aim is to obtain greater operational flexibility and the
inventory space to balance their purchasing opportunities with
the demand requirements of their customers, as well as the
opportunity to market storage space that exceeds their own
needs. Independent storage companies, in particular, have
been entering the storage market in unprecedented numbers,
Most are developing or proposing new salt cavern or other
high-deliverability storage that offer the operational flexibility
to support the new types of services being marketed,

to take gas at variable rates below the contract demand to
match daily and seasonal swings in demands. In this seiase,
storage serves as an operational risk management tool that is
essential if the producer or marketer plans to compete as a
firm supplier of gas in the unbundled market.

Storage Development Geared to the
New Market

vis-a-vis the use of seasonal storagehave diminished. Many
industry representativesarguethat price hedging will not be
a major driver of storage demand in the future.

These new service requirements

Storage is also being marketed by some operators as a
potential price arbitrage and futures trading hedging tool.
More recently, the use of storage for price hedging has been
less attractive. Tightening wellhead supply and an increased
willingness by customers to utilize gas placed in storage in
lieu of wellhead purchases have narrowed price differentials
between seasons. Spot market prices in 1992 and 1993 were
actually higher during the summer than much of the winter.
As a result, opportunities for reducing annual gas supply costs

and growth in demand are

behind the surge of interest in new underground gas storage
construction. Through February, 1994, 77 separate phases of
proposed new storage fields (45) and expansion projects (32)
had been announced with startup dates within the decade
(Table 10). If all phases of these projects were built, a total of
448 billion cubic feet (Bcf) of new working gas capacity and
18.0 Bcfper day of peak withdrawal capacity would be added
to existing storage capacity in the United States. This would
represent a 12-percent increase (from 3,754 Bcfto 4,201 Bcf)
in working gas capacity and a 27-percent increase in
withdrawal capacity,

Cost of New Underground

Storage

The estimated capital cost for the 77 proposed storage
projects is approximately $2.2 billion (Table 10), which
represents a signiticant capital investment of about $367
million annually through 1999. By comparison, in 1991
interstate pipeline companies expended only $118 million on
additions to underground storage facilities while reporting a
total (undepreciated) value of underground storage plant in
service of $2.7 billion for the year. 6°
To put these costs in perspective, it is useful to relate them to
the changes in capacity and the potential costs to the
consumer. Two measures are presented: capital costs and
annual cost of service? _

Types of Storage
Most new storage is being planned with access to multiple
pipelines, that is, around market (pooling) hubs, a major
consideration. The strategic placement of new storage sites in
the vicinity of, or with ready access to, multiple pipeline
transporters around market hubs also enables new operators
to compete effectively with traditional storage operators. Of
the 45 new storage projects, about 20 are located in areas near
or adjacent to what have become known as market pooling
points or have been proposed as such.
Developers see a variety of roles for underground storage
located at or near a hub. Key services include load balancing
and system supply for emergency backup. Conceptually, a
combined storage and hub facility would act as a minipipeline system that transfers gas between sellers and buyers
and balances daily fluctuations in deliveries to meet
nominated volumes on the long-distance pipelines. Several
developers also envision providing "value-added" sales
services to prospective buyers, such as "swing services."
These involve a gas supply contract that permits the purchaser
90

Although each type of underground storage site has its own
physical characteristics and economics (site preparation,

_°Energy
IntbrmationAdministration,
Statisticsof InterstateNaturalGas
Pipeline Companies, 1991, DOE/EIA-0145(91)(Washington, DC,
December1992),Tables 10 and 27. Companiesfilingthe FERCForm2,
"AnnualReportof MajorNatural Gas Companies,"representthe large
majorityof interstategas transmissionand storageactivityin the United
States.
_'lTheunderlyingcostsdiscussedin thissectionarebasedon andavailable
in a report prepared for EIA by Energy and EnvironmentalAnalysis Inc.,
DevelopmentCostof New UndergroundNaturalGasStorageFacilitiesin
the Lower-48UnitedStates(Washington,

DC, February 1994). The annual
costof serviceis basedon the followingparameters:
(1) capitalizationand
costofcapitalbasedon 60-percentdebtat 10percent,40-percentequityat
13percent(weightedaverage11.2percent);(2)total Federalplus Statetax
rateof 37.3percent;(3)depreciationbasedon usethllife of20 years;and (4)
levelizationof
estimatedannual(annualcost
cost of serviceover
20 years.The
,oral
annualizedrevenuerequirement
ofservice)for
a storagefield
undertheseassumptions
is about19percentof the initial capitalinvestment
(initialratebase).
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Table 10.

Proposed New and Expansion Underground Storage Projects in the United States,1994-1999
..,

Number of
Projects

New

Expansion

Total

Additions to
Base Gas
Capacity
(Bcf)

Depleted Fields ...................

25

7

32

269

294

564

5,267

2,602

1,159

Aquifers ...............................

2

3

5

24

19

44

190

85

91

---

---

25
15

43
16

100
34

144
50

9,700
2,800

2,915
1,390

690
271

18

22

40

59

134

194

12,500

4,305

961

45

32

77

354

448

802

17,957

6,992

2,213

_
Type of Project

Additions to Total Additions Additions to
Working Gas
to Storage
Withdrawal
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
(Bcf)
(Bcf)
(MMcf/d)

Additions to
Injection
Capacity
(MMcf/d)

Estimated
Development
Cost
(Million$)

................

Salt Caverns_

..

..

Salt Domes .....................
Salt Beds ........................
Total Salt Formations
Total Projectsb .......

asalt cavern storage is prepared by injecting water (leaching) into a salt formation (either a salt bed or salt dome) and shaping a cavern. Salt
beds are more expensive to develop than salt domes because in general they are thinner formations (about 1,000-feet thick vs. up to 30,000 feet),
which makes them more susceptible to deterioration.
bAnnounced as of February 28, 1994.
Bcf = Billion cubic feet. MMcf/d = Million cubic feet per day.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Oil and Gas, "Proposed Natural Gas Storage Projects," data base as of March 1, 1994,
based on Federal Energy Regulatory Commission filings and information from various industry news sources.

Figure 26.

Projected Working Gas Capacity for New and Expansion Projects by
Development Cost
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deliverability rates, cycling capacity), a simple way to address
these costs overall is to look at the required capital outlay per
unit of additional working gas capacity. Industry uses a ruleof-thumb estimate of about $10 per Mcf of working gas
capacity for new salt cavern construction and less than half
that for new depleted field conversions. This is because
expansion of an existing facility is generally less expensive
than the initial development phase. Based on the estimated
development costs of all 77 proposed storage projects, about
312 billion cubic feet (Bcf), or 70 percent, of new working
gas capacity is expected to be developed for less than $5 per
Mcf (Figure 26). Projects estimated to cost between $5 and
$10 per Mcf, on the other hand, represent only an additional
96 Bcf of new working gas capacity, slightly more than 21
percent of the total 448 Bcf of proposed new working gas
capacity,
While capital costs are a useful measure for comparing
absolute costs, they cannot fully capture the effective annual
cost per Mcf of storage service to the consumer. Thus, from
the consumer's perspective, it is also necessary to look at the
proposed rates for service. To address the impact on
customers, a second measure was estimated---the levelized
annual cost of service for each project expressed as a cost per
Mcf of gas withdrawn based on varying assumptions of
utilization of the field (the number of times its working gas
capacity will be cycled, on average, during a 12-month
period). 6:
If used for seasonal storage, most depleted and aquifer storage
fields are cycled less than once per year. Within the scope of
current expansion proposals, about 275 Bcf of working gas
capacity could be added in depleted and aquifer fields at a
cost of service of $0.75 per Mcf (Figure 27). 63The 275 Bcf
represents 61 percent of the proposed additions to working

_'_Astorage developerwill recoupits investmentin a storage project
throughthesaleof servicesto itscustomersover a periodof years.Ratesfor
the saleof storageservicesdependon the constructionand operatingcosts
of the facility,its depreciationperiod,and the expectedutilizationof the
facility. Rates may vary dependingon the ratemakingpracticesof the
responsibleregultoryauthority,
_'3The$0.75perthousandcubicfeet (Mcf)estimateis a usefulreference
pointforseveralreasons:(1)a rangeof $0.30to $0.50per Mcfis oftenused
as th, averagecost of existingstorage;(2) at 150to 200 percentof this
averagecost, $0.75per Mcfrepresentsa reasonablemarginalcostfornew
storage;(3)peakwinter/summerpricedifferenceshaverecentlybeen in the
rangeof $0.75perMcf;and (4)currentproposalsindicatethatthereis not
muchinterestin developingstoragecosting$1.00perMcf or more. Several
of the proposedprojectsin depletedfieldsare beingdesignedwith greater
flexibilitythan traditionaldepletedfieldstorage,includingthe abilityto
cycleworkinggas capacitiesmorethanoncein a givenseason;lbr instance,
the WildGooseprojectin California.
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gas capacity, which would add about 7 percent to working gas
capacity nationwide. 64
Development costs for salt cavern storage are much higher
than for other types of storage. Cost per unit of working gas
capacity for salt cavern storage is roughly twice that of a
comparable project using a depleted field or aquifer. As a
result, salt storage is economically attractive only in
applications that (1) offer a high value per unit of working gas
capacity (i.e., backup service), (2) require multiple cycles per
year (i.e., balancing), or (3) require high deliverability.
Based on estimated annual cost of service underlying the
proposed salt cavern projects, roughly 25 Bcf of working gas
capacity could be developed in salt cavern facilities at prices
less than or equal to $0.75 per Mcf (Figure 27) if it were used
only for seasonal storage (that is, one cycle per year). This is
equivalent to less than 10 percent of the proposed working
gas capacity to be made available in depleted fields and
aquifers at this price (Figure 27).
If the proposed working gas capacity in depleted fields or
aquifers could be cycled 1.5 times in a given season, the
equivalent of an additional 450 Bcf of working gas capacity
could be brought into service at prices comparable to $0.75
per Mcf.
In contrast, if the salt cavern projects are primarily developed
to be used for services that generate multiple cycling in a
given year, a significant amount of additional overall working
gas capacity would come on line, and an even greater amount
of working gas throughput (i.e., working gas capacity
developed times the number of cycles in the year) would be
available for prices less than $0.75 per Mcf. For example, the
equivalent of roughly 125 Bcf of working gas throughput
could be developed at prices less than $0.75 per Mcf if the
proposed salt formation storage could be cycled at least twice
a year; approximately 500 Bcf of throughput could be
developed if the same working gas capacity could be cycled
four times a year (Figure 27).
Although most proposed salt cavern facilities will be capable
of cycling their working gas capacities up to 10 times in a
given year, the actual degree of cycling and, consequently, the
volume of working gas throughput provided by these facilities
depend on the existence of markets that require multiple

64Development
costs tbr new depletedfieldstorage facilitiestypically
range fromabout$1 to $6 perthousandcubic feet(Mcf)of workinggas
capacity,with anaverageof roughly$4 perMcf. The Wild GooseProject
has anestimatedinitialdevelopmentcostof about$15 perMcf.Whilethis
seemshighrelativeto otherdepletedfields,the facilityis being designedas
a high-deliverability,
multiplecyclingfieldalongthe linesof a saltdome.
Multiplecyclingreducesthe effectiveperMcfcostof servicefromthe field,
makingit competitivewithotherdepletedfields.
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Figure 27.

Estimated Annual Cost of Service for Proposed Storage Projects
Under Several Cycling Scenarios
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EnergyRegulatory
Commission
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fromvariousindustry
newssources.
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injections and withdrawals per year. Thus, developers have
an incentive to offer numerous services to maximize their
facility's utilization. Likewise, customers of these projects will
have incentives to provide for multiple needs from a single
field or project. Hence, it is not surprising that developers of
salt cavern projects are proposing a variety of services that
will use their sites to provide a number of different
operational capabilities,

The level of proposed storage development in the Northeast
and Midwest market areas is relatively small compared with
planned increases in the supply regions (Figure 28). In the
Northeast, the planned increase represents only a 15-percent
growth in deliverability, while in the Midwest the increase is
even less--only 2 percent. The Northeast and Midwest
already have a large number of storage facilities that are
highly integrated in the regional gas distribution networks.
Further, in order to deal with wide variations in climate and
a large residential market, the LDC's in the Northeast and

Regional Storage
Supplies

Midwest maintain the largest and second-largest levels,
respectively, of supplemental peaking capacity of the regions
(Table 11). This capacity is provided by liquefied natural gas
(LNG) and propane-air peaking facilities, which in the
aggregate can supply more than 8.2 Bcf per day of short-term
supplies to the regional networks, more than for all other
regions combined.

and Supplemental

The changes in the storage market brought on by FERC Order
636 are particularly reflected in the regional variability in
current plans for new storage. The majority of new storage
projects and the bulk of additional daily storage deliverability
are slated to be developed in the supply areas of the Central,
Southwest, and Southeast regions; areas where geology and
the existing pipeline network coincide with the highdeliverability and "pooling" needs now required for system
support. These regions have areas where salt cavern geology
exists and numerous pipeline interconnects are already in
place, which can readily support the pooling or "market hub"
concept. For instance, the Central, Southeast, and Southwest
regions account for 77 percent of the proposed additional
storage deliverability through the rest of this decade;
individually they represent increases of 29, 37, and 67
percent, respectively, above current levels of deliverability
(Table 11).
These regions already have sufficient local production and
storage facilities to handle existing needs (including some
future growth in regional consumption). Thus, additions to
new storage can be attributed to the potential need to support
the requirements of customers in other regions, particularly
the Northeast and Midwest, and to some extent the increased
reliance on storage by supply-area pipelines for system
management and by producers for managing their field
production with their marketing requirements. 6sThe fact that
more than 77 percent of the planned deliverability capacity in
these regions is from high-deliverability sites is another
reflection of the greater development of storage in supply
areas in support of the nonregional customer.

"SAIthough
the SoutheastRegionhas a moderateoverallclimate,I.DC's
in the regionmaintaina sizablepeakingcapacity.This is partlydue to the
lack of undergroundstorage sites (actual and potential)in the region,
particularlyin the States along the mid-Atlanticcorridor.Occasional
extreme temperaturechanges,such as occurredin December1989 and
March1993,makeliquefiednaturalgas and propanesupplementalsupplies
a criticallyimportantsupportmechanismin the SoutheastRegion.
94

Combined storage and LNG/propane peaking deliverability
levels in the Northeast and Midwest regions (14.6 and 26. i
MMcfperday, respectively) are near to or exceed the average
daily consumption during recent peak consumption months.
(Regional production contributed little to local supplies
during these same peak months.)Combined with the existing
pipeline capacity feeding into the respective regions, the
current regional infrastructure appears more than adequate to
handle near-term seasonal needs. In recent years, very few
additional peaking facilities have been installed in the two
regions,66 indicating that the existing level of peaking service
is generally sufficient.
Most of the planned 31-percent increase in storage
deliverability in the Western Region is to service the
California market. The California market in some ways is a
small-scale representation of the national market for storage.
Like FERC, the California Public Utility Commission has
restructured the intrastate market comparable to Order 636
restructuring, mandating unbundling of services and open
access to transportation and storage services. As a result, the
major intrastate pipeline companies and LDC's, as well as
independent storage operators, see a need to develop
additional storage, for many of the same reasons as in the
interstate market.
In addition, however, storage facilities in the California
market are being added to handle the increased flows of gas
being imported into the State for enhanced-oil-recovery
projects. Increased attention to environmental concerns in the
State is expected to increase natural gas use in electricity
generation and correspondingly increase the requirements for
sufficient storage capacity, especially high-deliverability

and

................................................................
_"GasResearchInstitute,"TheSeasonalDemandand Supplyof Natural
Gas in the Lower-48UnitedStates,"GRIReportNo.92/0475.
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Table 11.

Regional Underground Storage and Peak-Shaving Capacity Relative to Pipeline Capacity
and Peak Month Production/Consumption
(Volume in Million Cubic Feet per Day)

Planned
Additions to
Region

Current Regional Capabilities

Deliverability
from

Deliverability
from

Underground
St°ragea

Underground
5forage
1993

LNG aud
Propane-A;r
Injection
1992

Total
Supplemental

Peak Month - Average b

PipelineCapacity
(Net Enteringthe
Region)
1993

Consumption

Marketed
Production

Western ...........................

2,044

6,687

940

7,627

10,719

8,055

1.,071

Southwest_........................

10,190

15,219

125

15,344

(32,421)

15,599

d 40,675

Centralc .............................

1,733

5,880

1,834

7,714

840

7,232

6,233

Midwest.............................
Northeast .........................

400
1,613

22,384
10,489

3,755
4,460

26,139
14,949

15,777
9,843

18,765
14,985

919
1,011

Southeast..........................
Total .............................

1,977
17,957

5,284
65,944

1,913
13,027

7,197
78,971

6,704

1,411

4,847
......

aproposed additions 1993 through 1999.
bThe volumes shown are the sum for the peak consumption month occuring since 1988, for the several States included in the respective
region, divided by the number of days in that month.
Cl'he Central and Southwest regions are net exporters of natural gas and, therefore, production levels and underground storage deliverability
are not totally a reflection of regional requirements.
dThis volume represents the average daily production that occurred in the Southwest Region during the periods of peak demand for the
Midwest and Northeast regions, which are very dependent on the region to supply its winter requirements.
LNG = Liquefied natural gas.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of ir,depena_nt rounding.
Sources: Capacity:
Energy Information Administration (EIA), Capacity and Servine on the Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline System 1990;
Underground Storage: EIA-191/FERC-8, "Underground Storage Report"; Planned Storage: EIA, Office of Oil and Gas, "Proposed Natural Gas
Storage Projects," data base as of March 1, 1994, based on Fede_'al Energy Regulatory Commission filings and information from various industry
news sources. Consumption/Production:
EIA, Natural Gas Monthly, various issues. LNG/Propane:Gas
I:.esearch Institute, The Seasonal
Demand and Defivery System for Natural Gas in the Lower-48 United States, GRI Report No. 92/0475.

peaking service. Currently, the region has 6.7 Bcf per day of
storage delivery capability, which is about 62 percent of the
pipeline capacity feeding into the region. This capacity
together with LNG and propane-air peaking deliverability is
about 95 percent of average-day consumption levels during
recent peak months.
Overall, the ability of storage facilities to meet requirements
during peak consumption periods in recent years indicates
that--except in some isolated and localized situations--the
current support infrastructure is adequate to meet current
needs. Assuming that the expected growth rate of 1 percent
per year in gas consumption from 1992 through 201067 is
reasonable, the proposed growth in storage capacity is aimed
toward satisfying a new market with new service
requirements developing under Order 636.

Outlook
The industry has completed the first heating season under
Order 636, tested by the extreme weather conditions in
January 1994 with record storage withdrawals. As a result of
Order 636, underground storage services have become much
more important in the daily business operations of producers,
marketers, industrial users, electric utilities, and even large
residential users of natural gas.
The use of electronic bulletin boards (EBB's), in conjunction
with storage capacity brokering, will allow transportation
customers to conduct their daily business operations more
efficiently. As these tools become more integrated into the
market, inventory management will become more focused
with the result that available storage may be used more
effectively.
The use of working gas capacity will probably continue to
change as the natural gas industry adjusts to operating under

_TEnergy lnformati
!mi_,
DOE/EIA-0383(94) (_ _ : _,,!

_tion, Annual Energy Outlook
_C, January 1994), p. 70.

1994,

Order636

and countervailing forces emerge.
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Figure 28.

Working Gas Capacity by Region, 1993 and Proposed Additions, 1994-1999
(BillionCubic Feet)

Sources: 1993: Energy InformationAdministration,EIA-191, "UndergroundGas Storage Report";1994-1999: Energy Information
Administration,Officeof Oil and Gas. "ProposedNatural Gas Storage Projects,"data base based on Federal Energy RegulatoryCommission
filingsandinformationfrom variousindustrynewssources.

context,some of the currently planned storagedevelopment
will probably be scaled back or canceled, especially those
projectsscheduled for completion beyond 1995. Developers
will have a better opportunity to evaluate the feasibility of
each project in the light of new market trends that will
develop in the next several years. As working gas capacity
usage levels have fallen, morecapacity has become available
to nontraditional customers, which may reduce the need for
new capacity. The concentration of high-deliverability
storage development is expected to continue. The increased
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transportationtransactions in recent years combined with
projectedincreasesin overall demand fornaturalgas through
the end of the decade, especially in the areas demanding
flexibilityin supply (e.g., electricgeneration),make it almost
certain that high-deliverability storage will continue to
dominatenew site development.LDC'swill increasinglyneed
storage(owned or leased)to lower their costs as they attempt
to compete in a more competitive and cost-conscious
marketplace.
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5. Financial Aspects of the
Natural Gas Industry
Introduction

During the pastdecade,interstate pipeline companieshad to
adjust to regulatory efforts to increase competition in the
purchase,transport,andsale of natural gas. Like _e produ-

One of the most important factors affecting the financial
performance of the natural gas industry during the past
15 years has been the changing nature of regulations and
legislation. The Natural Gas WellheadDecontrol Act of 1989
and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
Orders380, 436, 500, and636 havehad a profound effect on
the f'mancesof the entire industry. They havealso led to new
institutional structures such as market hubs, futures and

cers,this increasedcompetitionhasled pipeline companiesto
streamlinetheir operationsand improve productivity. While
Order 636 has required pipeline companies to alter their
operations drastically, many aspects of the order are
advantageous
to pipeline companies in the short term. Over
the longer term, the pipeline companieswill face increasing
competitionfor customers.

options markets, secondarymarkets for pipeline capacity
fights, and, in some cases,highly competitive marketsfor
certain types of gas services.This regulatory evolutionhas
resultedin more competitionand changing risks andrewards
for the industry,

Local distributioncompanies(LDC's) facegreateruncertainty
under the market changes required by Order 636. With
increasingresponsibilitiesfor theacquisitior.,andmanagement
of supply and transportationservices,LDC's now have the
opportunity to manage these costsmore effectively. But,
many of the costsassociatedwith gas industry restructuring

While gasproducerscontinueto face competitionfrom lowcostoil, their financial prospectsaregenerally betternow than
at any time since the oil price collapseof 1986. The decline
in oil and gasprices in the late 1980'sforced producersto cut
costs, reduce debt, and improve efficiency. The industry is
now able to develop and add new reserves at about a quarter
of the cost of a decade ago. Increases in production during the
past 8 years, coupled with recent significant increases in the
wellhead price of gas, have improved the revenue stream.
With the decline in surplus productive capacity, producers are
less burdened by the high costs of maintaining idle capacity,
Favorable rate changes under Order 636 and improved access
to the pipeline grid have also contributed to the producers'
improving financialpefformance,

are being passedthrough to them. The reaction of State
regulatory authoritiesto thesecostsand to the purchasing
strategies of the LDC's in the new market structure is
uncertain.The f'mancialoutlookfor LDC's is good if they can
earn rates of return commensurate with their new added
responsibilities and add new customers through competitive
pricing and the introduction of new services.

The development of the gas marketing industry was a direct
outgrowth of open access regulation instituted in the mid1980% which created demand for repackaged gas services,
Order 636 presents marketers with even greater opportunities
to "rebundle" gas services because of the wider array of
services to rebundle and the equal access to storage and
transportation facilities. To remain competitive, many
marketers have had to purchase or team with other pipeline,
marketing, or production companies to offer services
effectively.
Throughout 1993, there was widespread
consolidation. With many of these structural changes behind
them, the remaining marketing companies will have greater

Standard and Poor's (S&P) 500 market average. 68 It then
describes the influences on individual segments of the
industry. Although some historical context is given, the
section highlights the major financial influences in 1993. In
addition, the chapter describes the issues that are most likely
tc :fleet the financial picture of the industry during the next
few years.

prospects for revenue and earnings growth.

_'TheS&P500 is a well-recognizeddata base that includes500of the
largestU.S.industrial
companies.Financialratiosforthe S&P500presented
in this chaptermay differ fromthose appearingin Standardand Poor's
publications.Themethodology
employedwithinthis analysisis basedupon
simpleaggregationof the S&P500companies'data,whereasStandardand
Poor'spublishedratios arebasedon marketvaluationweightingfactors.

This chapter examines the key factors affecting the financial
performance of each segment of the natural gas industry
between 1985 and 1993. It develops several measures of
financial performance and compares them across industry
segments and within individual segments. The fu'st partof the
chapter presents a cross-cutting picture of f'mancial
performance by comparing indices for each segment with the

There are several approaches to assess the financial
performance of the different segments of the natural gas
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industry, including evaluation of debt levels, profitability, and
market valuation (see box, p. 99). The analysis in this chapter
uses data for a sample of publicly traded companies. The
producer
segment was divided between major and
independent producers. The interstate pipeline industry was
examined both including and excluding Columbia Gas
System, which filed for bankruptcy protection under Chapter
11 in 1991.69The LDC's were initia,y divided between gasonly companies and combination gas and electric companies,
However, the combination-service LDC'swere excluded from
the analysis because their financial measures were not
substantially different from the gas-related LDC's.
Among the companies selected for this analysis, there is some
overlap in operations. For example, some companies, such as
Consolidated Natural Gas Company, are vertically integrated
with both substantial transm'.ssion and distribution arms.
Because of difficulties in separating costs between functions,
the companies were placed in the segment that represented the
largest share of their revenues. Finally, adequate data for the
marketer/aggregator
segment of the industry were not
available for comparison. Most marketing f'mns are privately
held companies whose financial records are not publicly
available.

Overall

Financial
of

Performance

the Industry

In 1993, several indicators pointed to improved performance
for the natural gas industry. This overall improvement follows
a decade in which the performance of the different segments
varied greatly, in part because of the differing impacts of
regulatory changes. Financial performance in the gas industry
since 1985 has been driven by two sets of influences. Broad,
cross-cutting factors such as fluctuations in interest rates,
changes in weather, and swings in gas prices have affected the
f'mancial outlook for all segments. Other factors, though, have
altered the financial picture for the individual segments in
unique ways. For example, the Alternative Minimum Tax
primarily affects producers. Some of the major factors
affecting the finances, directly or indirectly, of all industry
segments since 1985 are listed below,

gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2000, should favor continued
growth throughout the gas industry. Moreover, energy policy
directives such as Order 636, the Domestic Natural Gas and
Oil Initiative, and the Energy Policy Act of 1992 were all
meant, in part, to expand the use of natural gas.
Oil and Gas Prices. Because of the extensive dual-fired
capacity in the United States, oil prices, particularly those for
low-sulfur residual oil, can influence gas prices. In turn,
changes in gas prices relative to oil prices may affect
purchasing decisions by pipeline company customers,
pipeline throughput levels, and producer exploration and
development decisions.
Weather. Weather still has a substantial impact on revenues
because changes in the demand for gas affect wellhead prices
and pipeline company and LDC throughput.
Interest Rates and Tax Policy. Because the industry is
highly leveraged (i.e., it has a high proportion of debt relative
to assets), low interest rates have been instrumental in helping
gas industry participants reduce their financing expenses.
All segments of the industry are operating in environments
with increased competitive pressures, both within the natural
gas industry and from other fuels. For example, competition
from low-priced oil keeps downward pressure on earnings;
unbundling
provisions of Order 636 are enhancing
pipeline
competition
among the pipeline companies;
companies and LDC's are competing in the secondary
capacity market; and LDC's face competitive pressures from
large industrial customers threatening to bypass their systems
if costs are too high.
The increased presence o_ market forces has dramatically
altered the risks and rewards facing the different segments of
the gas industry. For example, the price of gas supplies now
exhibits more volatility withl.n a year than it formerly
exhibited over several years (Figure 29). Moreover, various
provisions of Order 636 are beginning to redistribute risks
within the industry. For example, LDC's now bear greater
supply risk, as a result of the unbundling requirements, while
pipeline company revenues are now less sensitive to
throughput levels because of straight fixed-variable (SFV)
rate design.

Environmental
and Energy Policy. A number of recent
energy and environmental initiatives have been undertaken
that should boost the use of natural gas (see Appendix A).

Performance Tied to Regulatory and

Environmental initiatives, suchas the Clean Air Act andthe
Clinton Administration's commitmentto reducegreenhouse

Legislative Changes
The impact of regulatory changes on the financial

69Koch
GatewayPipelineCompany,
formerlyUnitedGasPipeLine
Company,whichalsofiledforChapter! 1bankruptcy,wasnot includedin
the samplebecauseit is nota publiclytradedcompany.
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performance of the industry ,:an be evaluated along a
regulatory-market continuum (Figure 30). At one end of the
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Indicators of Financial Performance
Several measures of financial performance are used to evaluate a firm's debt management, profitability, and market valuation. Using
these measures, each segment of the gas industry can be examined separately over time to see if the financial trends have either
improved or deteriorated. In addition, the segments can be compared with one another, as well as with an industry average, in order
to determine their comparative financial conditions.

bt Management
Standard & Poor's Bond Rating
High Quality: A,_ to AA
Investment Grade: A to BBB
Substandard: BB to B
Speculative: CCC to D

Standard& Poor's Corporation(S&P), a major credit rating agency, ranks bondsfrom AAA
down to D, depending on its assessmentof how the investmentcommunity views the
creditworthiness of different companies. Triple or double A bonds are extremely safe, single
A and triple B bonds are strong enough to be "investment grade," double and single B bonds
are substandard, and triple C to D are considered speculative. Since many institutional investors
are prohibited from purchasing bonds below investment grade, bonds ranked below triple B
_.'e commonly referred to as "junk bonds." Bond ratings, which reflect the company's
probability of going into default, representhow potential creditorsmay view the riskiness of
lending money to a company.

Long-Term Debt as a
Percentage of Total Invested
Capital
(Debt Capitalization)

This ratio representsthe extentto which a firm's operations are funded with long-term debt
(leverage), affecting investors'perceptionsof the firm's financial strength. For instance, a
highly leveragedfirm faces more risk of financial distress in times of economicdownturn
becauseinterestonthe debt,in contrastto stockdividends,mustbepaid regardlessof operating
incomelevels. On the other hand, a firm with a low debt ratio may be able to endureperiods
of lower operationalactivity becauseits interestpayment obligationswill be lower.

Times Interest Earned (TIE)
Ratio
(Interest Coverage Ratio)

Defined as earningsbefore interestandtaxes divided by total interestcharges,the TIE ratio
measur¢sthe extentto whichoperating income candecline before a firm is unableto meet its
annual interestcosts.The TIE ratio is oneof the primary means by which lendersand rating
agenciesmeasurethe risk of financial distress. Since the TIE ratio is usedto gauge a firm's
ability to repay debt, the lower this ratio, the higher the probability thata firm will encounter
financial distress.Conversely,a firm with a high coverageratio shouldbe able to meet its debt
obligations, all other things remaining equal.

Profitability
Achieved Return on Common
Equity (ROE)

The achieved rate of return on common stockholders' investment, a key measure of
profitability, is the ratio of net incomeafter taxesto common equity. For regulatedindustries
with cost-based pricing, it is useful to examine this ratio to determine if firms have achieved
the level of financial performance allowed by regulators. For example, if the achieved rate of
return is lower than allowed, a firm might request higher allowed rates of return from
regulators. Conversely, an extremely high achieved rate of return may imply regulatory laxity
(usually temporary).

Market Valuation
Price/Earnings

(P/E) Ratio

This ratio is defined as average stock valuation divided by net income after taxes. It is a
measure of market value reflecting how much investors arc willing to pay per dollar of reported
profits. Other factors remaining constant, low P/E ratios may signal poor growth prospects for
a company. Note that since earnings per share are generally somewhat volatile, an extremely
high or low P/E ratio in a given period may show that investors expect a change in earnings.
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spectrum, market forces determine financial performance.
The financial rewards for companies along this part of the
spectrum are potentially large, but so too are the risks. At the
opposite end of the spectTum, regulation plays the primary
role in determining a company's financial performance. The
financial rewards are usually lower for totally regulated
companies, because they face fewer market risks stemming
from their franchise monopoly rights and high barriers to
entry. For the gas industry, placement along the continuum
has not been static. All segments of the industry are now more
exposed to market forces than they were a decade ago. As a
result, the business environment for all segments has become
more volatile. The two segments that have moved the most
along this spectrum, the producers and the pipeline
companies, have also been exposed to the most difficult
changes. The transition to a more competitive wellhead
market resulted in the absorption of billions of dollars of takeor-pay costs by both producers and pipeline companies. The
recent restructuring of pipeline company services under Order
636 is resulting in several billion dollars of transition costs. 7°

(Table 12).7t However, in some areas, like debt management,
all segments of the industry improved. Debt capitalization
rates declined between 3 and 8 percent during 1993, in
contrast to a slight increase (less than 1 percent) for the S&P
500. Although interest coverage for the S&P 500 was up 20
percent, the gas industry, excluding the independent
producers, showed even greater improvement, with increases
ranging between 22 and 34 percent. Interest coverage for the
independents declined by almost 16 percent.

In 1993, LDC's represented the most heavily regulated
segment of the industry. Marketers, at the other extreme,
represented the segment whose financial performance was
most closely linked with market-determined factors. The risks
and rewards facing each segment are partly determined by
where that segment lies along the regulatory-market
continuum. For example, the return on common equity (ROE)
for LDC's has been relatively stable over time, reflecting
lower risks and lower potential rewards. In contrast, ROE for
the producers, both majors and independents, has been
extremely
volatile, reflecting the shift toward more
competition at the wellhead. Although it is difficult to
quantify similar financial impacts for marketers, consolidation
among these companies since 1985 certainly is an indicator of
the market-based risks they have faced. As might be expected,
the financial performance of interstate pipeline companies,
which have offered a mixture of regulated and market-based
services since the start of open access, has demonstrated both

Investors have taken favorable notice of the generally
improved performance of the natural gas industry. The
price/earnings (P/E) ratios for all segments, including the
independent producers, rose. Increases ranged from 1 to 38
percent, while the S&P 500 declined by nearly 12 percent.
Market/book (M/B) value ratios for all industry segments
showed greater increases, ranging from 12 to 22 percent,
while the S&P 500 rose 12 percent.

stability and volatility, depending on the time period.

Financial Trends Since Open Access

Improvement
1993

Shown

from

1992

to

Industry profitability, measured by achieved rates of return on
common equity, also improved substantially. Rates of return
for interstate pipeline companies and LDC's improved by
76percent and 171 percent, respectively, compared withan
increase of 92 percent for the S&P 500. The return on equity
of the independent producer segment declined in 1993,
largely as a result of low gas prices in the fourth quarter. This
decline is in contrast to increases in the S&P 500 and other
industry segments, which had returns on equity ranging from
9 to almost 14 percent in 1993.

Indicating improved investor confidence in the natural gas
industry, the stock prices for all segments increased more than
the S&P 500 in 1993. The S&P 500 reported an average stock
price gain of 6 percent, while the major producers reported a
19-percent gain, the pipeline companies a 12-percent gain, the
independent producers a 22-percent gain, and the LDC's a 14percent gain (Figure 31).

As discussedearlier,thelessregulated the industry, the more
its financial performance is driven by the market. Each
segment of the natural gas industry differs depending upon
the degree of regulation, and the financial statistics of each

The financial performances of the major producer, pipeline
company, and local distribution segments of the industry
generally improved from 1992 to 1993, while low oil and gas
prices in the fourth quarter of 1993 contributed to weaker
financial performance
for the independent producers

7°Someanalystscontendthat manyof thesecosts wouldhaveoccurred
anyway and thereforedo not reflect an addedcost of restructuringgas
services,

segment vary accordingly. The analysis evaluates three broad
measures of financial performance during the period from
1985 through 1993:
•

Debt management

7_Adequate
data forthe marketer/aggregator
segmentof the industryare
not availabletbr comparison.
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Table

12.

Industry

Segment

Financial

Highlights,

1992 and 1993

Producer Segment
Majors
1992
1993

Financial Performance Measures
S&P Bond Rating
LT Debt as a % of Invested Capital
Times Interest Earned Ratio
Rate of Return on Common Equity (%)
Price/Earnings Ratio
Market/Book Value Ratio

Pipeline

Independents
1992
1993

Seqment
1992
1993

LDC Segment
1992
1993

S&P 500
1992
1993

AA

AA

BB+

BB+

BB+

BB+

A

A

N/A

N/A

30.10
3.93

28.85
4.8

53.93
1.46

52.21
1.23

54.61
1.74

50.39
2.33

48.83
2.42

46.46
3.07

45,91
2.12

46.18
2.55

9.05

13.74

1.99

1.21

6.23

10.97

4.09

11.07

4,77

9.18

15.14
2.07

16.4
2.38

21.50
1.85

29.61
2.18

13.18
1.53

16.57
1.86

14.38
1.56

14.48
1.75

17.91
2.36

15.78
2.65

LDC = Local distributioncompany.LT = Longterm. S&P = Standardand Poor's.
Note:PipelinesegmentincludesColumbiaGas System. LDC segmentrepresentsgas-onlydistributioncompanies. Ratiosfor the S&P
500 werecalculatedbasedon dataavailablethroughthe S&P "Compustat"databaseaggregatefile. Forcalculationof ratios,annualdatawere
usedfrom 1985 to 1993. Bondratinginformationwas limitedforthe independentproducersandLDC's. For more informationon data sources
and calculationson measuresof financialperformance,referto AppendixC.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Oil and Gas: derivedfrom Standard and Poor's Compustat Services, Inc.,
"Compustat"database, April1994.
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•

Profitability

of 1986. Like the independents, pipeline companies operating
during the oil and gas price collapses were hit with severe

•

Market perception,

financial problems. Their average bond ratings were hovering
above substandard until 1991. The bankruptcy filing of

Improvement in Managing Debt

Columbia Gas Systems brought the average bond rating to
substandard levels.

Bond ratings provide a sense of how the credit community
perceives a firm's debt management effectiveness (Figure
32). For example, companies with a high percentage of debt
relative to total invested capital are typically viewed as being
risky. Additionally, firms with low interest-coverage ratios
also are perceived adversely by potential creditors. Poor
credit ratings result in high capital costs because creditors
expect a higher risk premium,
The major producers, throughout the open-access era, have
been viewed the most favorably by creditors. Their average
bond ratings have generally been high quality, except in 1987
when the average rating slipped to investment grade. This is
primarily because major producers, in addition to having
substantial assets that can be used as collateral, are also
internationally diversified. In contrast, the independent
producers' financial success is more directly linked to gas
prices. For this reason, bond ratings for the independents have
declined to substandard levels as a result of the price collapse

Figure 32.

Average

In 1993 a slight increase in bond ratings occurred, as creditors
perceived a shift of risk away from the pipeline company
segment toward the LDC segment. Historically, in stark
contrast to the pipeline industry, LDC's have been insulated
from any major risks. Operating under regulated rates in
noncompetitive environments has enabled the LDC's to
maintain solid investment grade ratings.
Most

Segments

Experience

Higher

Profits

The major producers, with diversified operations, were able
to earn substantial returns, even in titres of economic decline,
and have consistently outperformed the S&P 500. Yet, the
returns of major producers were slightly lower in 1993 than
in 1985, while the profitability of the other segments was
higher (Figure 33). Independent producers are very vulnerable
to changes in gas prices, as represented by the losses incurred
when prices began to decline in 1985. Although the rate of
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Figure 33.

Rates of Return

Figure 34.
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return for this segment was higher in 1993 than in 1985, a
certain degree of vulnerability to weakening energy prices is
still apparent. The profitability of the pipeline companies was
less stable than that of the LDC's, mainly because LDC's have
been insulated from competition, whereas pipeline companies
have operated in competitive environments but within the
constraints of regulation. Both segments showed greater
profitability in 1993 than in 1985.
Market

Perceptions

of the Segments

_-

S&P500

0.0
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LDC = Local distribution company. S&P = Standard and Poor's.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Oil and Gas:
derived from Standard and Poor's Compustat Services, Inc.,
"Compustat" database, April 1994.

Financial Performance

of

the Industry Segments
Producers
The financial performance of the producers was measured for
a sample of large, internationally diversified, oil and gas
companies (majors) and independent producers (see box,
p. 105). In the United States, the independent producers

The market/book (M/B) value ratio provides some indication
of how investors perceive the industry segments over time. In
1985, LDC's had the highest lX_Jl3value ratio, in part, because
they were largely insulated from the consequences of falling
oil and gas prices (Figure 34). The majority of costs resulting
from take-or-pay settlements were ultimately either passed on
to the captive consumers or absorbed by producers and
pipeline companies,
The M/B value ratios for all segments of the industry are
substantially higher than in 1985. It appears that investors
have been somewhat bullish on the producer segment
recently, both majors and independents. It is interesting to
note that the interstate pipeline company segment now has a
slightly higher M/B value rat:o than the LDC segment,
perhaps reflecting investors' perceptions of the shift in risk
away from pipeline companies toward LDC's. Also, note that
no segment has a higher M/B value than the S&P 500.
104

1985
i1993

.

account for approximately 61 percent of domestic gas
production and hold over 66 percent of domestic gas reserves.
Extensive restructuring of operations has left many gas
producers in better financial shape than they have been for a
number of years. Balance sheets have improved as producers
paid down debt, lowered costs, and found reserves more
efficiently. Lower debt results in lower interest payments,
which, together with reduced costs, contributes to higher net
revenues. From 1985 to 1992, long-term debt declined from
32 to 29 percent of invested capital for major producers.
Between 1982 and 1992, finding costs were slashed
75 percent and reserves added per exploratory gas well
completion increased more than threefold.
Natural gas, which until the mid-1980's had been a secondary
fuel tbr many producers, is now of primary importance. Gas
consumption is expected to rise as new markets and uses for
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Financial Performance Indicators for the Producer Segment
The producer segment of the natural gas industry comprises both large, internationally diversified oil and gas companies and
domestic independent producers. The measures of financial performance below show how both groups have fared in the past
decade. Gas prices have a greater effect on independent producers, as a group, than on the majors, because major producers
can frequently recoup losses on the production end of their business from profits made in refining, petrochemicals, and
marketing. Also, the majors earn income from overseas assets, which further cushions the impact of volatility in domestic
gas prices. As a result, the majors generally outperformed the S&P 500, while the independents significantly underperformed
this stock index.
In the wake of the 1986 oil price collapse, a wave of restructuring
and downsizing
boosted the profitability
of the majors.
At the same time, higher earnings from petrochemicals,
refining, and marketing helped offset lower earnings from oil and
gas production.
As a result, the majors managed to keep their long-term debt as a percentage of invested capital at around
30 percent, as indicated by their relatively high interest-coverage
ratio. The ability to pay off outstanding
debt, coupled with
their relatively high rate of return, earned them an AA rating in the bond market. In contrast, the independents,
which are
almost wholly dependent on oil and gas production for revenues, suffered through several years of low or negative rates of
return. Those independents that did not go bankrupt in this time period incurred increasing debt, climbing to over 73 percent
of invested capital in 1988. Consequently,
the independents have had more difficulty paying their debt obligations,
indicated
by a low times interest earned ratio, and have been unable to shake a substandard bond rating.
Both the independents and majors are now being more favorably viewed by investors as the market/book
value ratios of both
groups continue to rise. Further, the 38-percent jump in price/earnings
ratio for the independents
from 1992 to 1993 could
be a signal that investors expect better times for this group, even though earnings were down. Return on equity rose 52 percent
between 1992 and 1993 for the majors and fell 39 percent for the independents.

Producer
Segment

Financial Performance Measures

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

Majors

Average Adjusted Stock Price
S&P BondRating
LT Debt as a % of InvestedCapital
Times InterestEarned Ratio

28.24
hA32.06
5.09

34.82
A+
31.51
3.41

37.01
A
28.33
3.76

41.64
AA30.54
4.42

51.79
AA
30.35
4.32

49.20
AA
27.76
507

50.01
AA
29.19
4.04

48.50
hA
30.10
3.93

57.50
AA
28.85
4.80

Rate of Returnon CommonEquity(%)
Price/EarningsRatio
Market/BookValue Ratio

14.30
7.35
1.18

10.34
10.47
1.31

10.64
11.69
1.69

17.67
9.11
1.65

18.56
10.65
1.99

17.78
9.98
1.92

12,54
15.15
2.01

9.05
15.14
2.07

13.74
16.40
2.38

14.66
A47.39
0.36

14.52 12.33
BBB+ BBB
59.03 61.13
-0.56
0.52

12,84
BBB73.47
0.91

17.34
BBB68.00
1.59

15.14
BBB63.00
1,4_5

12.01
BBB55.87
121

11.93
BB+
53.93
1.46

14.53
BB+
52.21
1.23

-10.39
6.78
1.23

-15.08
22.07
1.45

-1,69
17.96
1.84

6.51
16.45
2.32

1.93
23.75
2.63

-1.17
31.28
2.05

1.99
21.50
1.B5

1.21
29.61
2.18

Independents AverageAdjustedStockPrice
S&P BondRating
LT Debt as a % of InvestedCapital
Times Interest Earned Ratio
Rate of Returnon CommonEquity(%)
Price/EarningsRatio
Market/BookValue Ratio

-7,85
15,70
1.96

LT = Longterm. S&P = Standard& Poor's.
Note: Annual stock prices reflectthe average adjustedpricefor December. Bondratinginformationwas limitedfor the independent
producers.See AppendixC for more information.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Oil and Gas: derived from Standard and Poor's Compustat Services, Inc.,
"Compustat"database, April1994.
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gas are developed. In keeping with its growing importance,
natural gas now accounts for the largest share of many
producers' gross production revenues. The Independent
Petroleum Association of America reports that 70 percent of
its members' income comes from natural gas production. 72

Figure 35.

Estimated Gross Revenues from
Lower 48 States O11and Gas
Production

10o
140

Between 1978 and 1985, revenues from gas production
averaged about 38 percent of total revenues earned from oil
and gas production combined. Gas revenues peaked at
$68 billion (in 1993 dollars) in 1982, and then fell 26 percent
between 1985 and 1986, while oil revenues plummeted
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Some of the increased gas revenue share is because of the
larger relative fall in oil prices since 1986. However, rising
gas production accompanied by decreasing oil production
accounts for much of the increase. Gas production climbed
more than 14 percent between 1986 and 1993, from
17.5 quadrillion Btu to 20 quadrillion Btu. During the same
period, oil productionin the lower 48 Statesfell 23 percent,
from 14.4quadrillionBtu to 11.1 quadrillionBtu (Figure 36).
Higher gas prices, increased efficiency, lower costs, and
rising production all contributed to improvements in producer
revenuesfrom natural gas productionin 1993 (Table 13). In
addition, the financial performance of gas producers h_tsbeen
affected by influences as diverse as "unconventional gas" tax
credits and changes in pipeline transportation rates. However,
changes in wellhead price usually have the most pronounced
and immediate impact on producers' revenues.

Higher

Gas Prices

Spur Drilling
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Figure 36.

Lower 48 States Oil and Gas
Production
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The dramatic rise in wellhead prices that started in the second
quarter of 1992 and continued into 1993 provided a
significant financial benefit to gas producers. Wellhead gas
prices more than doubled between February and September
1992. The resulting increase in production revenues and
profits allowed producers to finance a flurry of drilling
activitytoward theend of 1992 that continuedinto 1993.Also
contributing to higher drilling was the belief among many
producers that prices would remain strong as U.S. productive
capacity began to tighten. In 1993, the average estimated
wellhead price of $1.99 represented a 14-percent increase
over the average wellhead price of 1992.
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UBob Tippee, "IPAA Chairman Sees E&P as Creative Side of Business,"
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Table, 13.

Factors Influencing the Financial i Performance of Producem

Factor

. oescription_

_

Higher Gas Prices

Higher wellhead prices for much of 1993 was the leading factor contributingto
increasedrevenues,profits,and ddllingby gas producers.Gas pricesrose 14 percent
during 1993. This represents the largest increase in wellhead prices since 1982.
However,thesteepdeclinein oilpricesin thefall of 1993 made fuel substitutesfor gas
such as low-sulfurresidualoil moreattractiveto end userswithdual-firingcapabilities.
This pricecompetition,in turn,forced gas producersto lowerpricesin the latter part
of 1993, whichslowedrevenue_rowthin what otherwisewas a goodfinancial)/ear.

Repeal of Section 29
"Unconventional Gas" Tax
Credits

Drilling of new unconventionalgas wells slowed substantiallyin 1993. Current
producersof unconventionalgas fromwells drilledbefore the tax creditsexpired will
see tax benefitsintothe nextcentury.

FERC Order 636

Unbundlingand adoptionof straightfixed-variable(SFV) rate designshouldlead to
highernetbackprices.Mandatoryunbundlingformallyseparatedthe sale of gas from
the transportation
of gas. Also,widespreadintroductionof SFV rate designpermitted
all producersto competeon a level playingfield.

Long-term Contracts

Long-termcontractsbetweenproducersand end users,once in decline,becamemore
prevalent last year. This may stabilize producers'revenues and increase the
assurancethey need in planningexplorationand development activityand securing
future supplies. Volatilityin revenue streams, however, has not been completely
eliminated because many long-termcontracts now are indexed to changes in an
average fuel price (e.g., the spot priceat the Henry Hub) or a basketof fuel prices.
Hence, while producersmay be more certainaboutthe future firm demandfor their
gas, they stilldo not know what future revenuestreamsthis demandwill generate.
Adding to this uncertainty,the displacementof spot gas purchasesby longerterm
contractscouldmeanthat long-termcontractswillbe increasingly
indexudto spot gas
that istradedin a thinner,less liquid,and Perhapsmorevolatile market.

Alternative Minimum Tax
(AMT)

Repeal of the AMT for certain classesof smallerindependentproducershas had a
positive impacton their balancesheets. The Energy PolicyAct of 1992 liberalized
AMT calculationsfor independentproducers,makingit easier for them to attract
capital.

State Tax Credits

Texas passeda numberof tax incentivesin 1993 to providehelpto the ailingoil and
gas industry.The New Oil and Gas Field DiscoveryAct grantsa severance tax credit
to producers in new areas. The Inactive Well Incentive Act provides a 10-year
severancetax exemptionon uil andgas producedfromwells returnedto service after
3 yearsor more of inactivity.

Environmental
Regulations

Environmentalregulationsin recent years have had a mixed financial impact on
producers.On the one hand, drillingmoratoriain Federal wetlands,the Eastern Gulf
of Mexico, and the Atlantic Seaboard continueto limitdrillingoptions. Also, more
stringentregulationcoveringwe,site waste hasincreasedoveralldrillingand operating
costs.Yet, a hostof recentenvironmentalinitiatives
favorthe increaseduse of natural
gas, whichshouldimprovethe earningsoutlookof the producers.

Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
Officeof OilandGas.
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Finding rates and finding costs have improved significantly
for domestic gas producers since the early 1980's and they
contributed to improved profitability in 1993. Between 1982
and 1992, reserves added per exploratory gas well completed
increased more than threefold, from 6.7 billion cubic feet
(Bcf) to 21.3 Bcf. At the same time, finding costs (in 1991
dollars) fell from $0.51 to $0.13 per thousand cubic feet of
gas discovered. 73 The lower costs translate into higher net
revenues earned by producers.

gas well, production from a coalbed methane well takes a
number of years to reach its peak.

Responding to higher wellhead prices, many producers
increased production in 1993. Some of this production came
from wells that had been shut down in early 1992, when
producers could not cover operating costs. Responding to
competition following pipeline company deregulation and
increased demand from end users, producers increased
production from 16.1 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) to 18.3 Tcf
between 1986 and 1993.

credit. Tight gas sands accounted for approximately 95
percent of Enron's 1992 reserve additions. Although
producers can no longer claim a Federal tax credit on
production from unconventional gas wells drilled after 1992,
they can still capture benefits from various State drilling
incentives. For example, Texas offers a State severance tax
exemption for production from high-cost gas wells drilled
through the latter part of 1996.

To someextent,a cap existson the degreeto which prices can
risebeforedual-fired usersswitchto alternativefuels, suchas
low-sulphur residual oil. Toward the end of 1993, lower
residualoil pricesplaceddownwardpressureon gasprices.In
the third quarter of 1993, the price of low-sulfur residualoil
deliveredto electricutilities fell 7.3 percentfrom the price in
the second quarter, averaging $2.61 per million Btu
(MMBtu). During the sameperiod, the price of naturalgas
delivered to electricutilities slid 4.5 percent,from $2.65 to
$2.53 per MMBtu.

Supplying

Repeal

Furthermore,aspipeline companies eliminated their bundled
salesservices,many former pipeline company salescustomers
began direct contract negotiations with producers. In some

of the Section

29 "Unconventional

Gas"

Tax Credit
In 1993, producers earned additional revenues from tax
credits for unconventional gas. This credit allows producers
to deduct 95.3 cents per million Btu of coalbed methane
production and 51.7 cents per million Btu of tight sands gas
production from their income taxes. To qualify, producers had
to begin drilling all wells before a January !, 1993 deadline,
The credit may be claimed on production from these wells
until December 31, 2002.

The effect of these credits on income has been and will
continue to be substantial for some companies. For example,
in its 1992 annual report, Enron Corporation states that it
drilled approximately 500 tight sand gas wells in 1992
compared with 170 in 1991. The credit contributed
$42.5 million to Enron's 1992 income, compared with $16.9
million in 1991. Enron earned $65 million in 1993 from the

Gas Under

Order

636

The implementation of Order 636 had several significant
impactson thenaturalgassupply industry.The unbundlingof
salesand transportationservice in 1993 improved producers'
accessto storageand transportationrights. As a result,some
producersbeganoffering high-deliverabilityserviceor swing
servicetocustomerswith unusualloadrequirements.Meeting
theneedsof thesecustomerscouldbe an important sourceof
new revenues for producers in the future.

cases, contracts with pipeline companies were renegotiated
and assigned to these customers. Further, in contrast to the
previous preference for spot gas purchases, many more
shippers signed mid- and long-term contracts with producers.
Even though the price of gas in many of these contracts was
indexed and therefore subject to future price variations, the
trend toward longer term contracts may help provide a more
consistent stream of revenues that can be used to fund
exploration and development activities.

Gas producers will see a positive impact on their cash flows
from Section 29 tax credits during the next few years, after
which the benefits will decline. 74 Because of the record

Producers stand to gain substantial benefits from the straight
fixed-variable (SFV) rate design being implemented by

number of unconventional gas wells drilled in the final few
months of 1992 and the lag between drilling and the
connection of a well to a pipeline, some of these wells were
brought on line in 1993 and 1994. Also, unlike a conventional

pipeline companies as a result of Order 636. SFV lowers the
usage or volumetric charge for interruptible transportation
service because the fixed costs associated with return on
equity and related taxes shift into the reservation fee.

7_Energy
Information
Trends, DOE/EIA-0560(92)

Administration,
(Washington,

7'To qualify
for Section
29 credits,
sands" gas well or a coalbed methane
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Customers who buy gas on a marginal cost basis will be
attracted to the lower prices associated with interruptible
transportation service. In addition, competition within the gas
industry should increase because the price distortio,ts inherent
in modified fixed-variable (MFV) commodity charges will no
longer exist. 7_

Figure 37.
so

Marketer Share of Total Deliveries
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Marketers
The development of open-access transportation service in the
mid-1980's created opportunities for companies to sell gas,
often rebundled with interruptible
transportation,
at
unregulated prices that were lower than the prices paid by
pipeline company customers for regulated sales service. Gas
marketing companies evolved to provide this new service.
Since the start of open access, marketers have become an
increasingly important link in the gas supply chain. The
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marketers' share of total deliveries (transportation and sales)
increased from .just a few percentage points in 1984 to
43 percentin 1992 (Figure 37). As recently asmid-year 1993,
marketers'sharein total carriagewas 49 percent.76The trend
toward increased rebundling has continued under FERC
Order 636.

Note:1993basedonthefirst6 monthsoftheyear.
Source:Interstate
NaturalGas PipelineAssociation
ofAmerica,
CarriageThroughtheFirstHalfof 1993,December1993.

Marketers are now offering a wider array of services,
including supply aggregation, supply procurement, balancing,
capacity reservation, storage facilities, and risk management
services. While many LDC's and end users may wish to
purchase these services on their own, others are clearly using
marketers to repackage these services, mimicking the former
pipeline sales service. Creating different value-added
combinations of supply and transportation service has led to
increased revenues and profits for marketers under industry

The rebundling of supply and transportation capacity, which
began with Order 436, has mushroomed into an environment
where firms must offer many services to remain competitive.
In this environment, many marketers have consolidated in
order to remain competitive, while many smaller firms have
gone out of business. Natural gas marketers continue to
mature as a segment. The evolution and financial well-being
of this segment of the industry will depend on several issues,
such as its ability to capitalize on new business opportunities,
market hubs, and storage access, and to maintain
creditworthiness (Table 14).

restructuring,

75MFVrate design can distort pricespard by customerspurchasing
transportation
or salesserviceon pipelinesystemswith assetsof varying
ages.The commoditychargesleviedby pipelinecompaniesunderMFVare
a functionof the ageof the assets comprisingthe system.Forexample,a
customerof a pipelinecompanywith largelydepreciatedassetsmay pay
considerably
lessforgastransportationthananothercustomershippinggas
on a pipelinesystem with relativelynew,undepreciatedassets.Pipeline
systemswithfewerdepreciatedassetshavehigherratebases. Becauserate
of returnisearned
againsttheratebase,allotherthingsremaining
equal,the
larger
theratebase,thelargerthereturn
will beassuming
aconstant
costof
capital.Under MFV,the commoditycharge includesvariablecosts,the
return
strictlyon
a equity,and
function of relatedtaxes;
variable costs.underSFVthe
For a detailedcommoditychargeis
discussionof price
distortions relating to MFV rate design, see: Energy lnlbrmation
Administration, NaturalGas 1992:Issuesand Trends, DOE/EIA-0560(92)
(Washington,DC,March 1993),Chapter4.
76InterstateNatural Gas Pipeline Associationof America,Carriage
Throughthe FirstHalf of 1993,ReportNo.93-4(December1993),Table
A-I.

It should be noted that reporting financial statistics for the
marketers is difficult because they are usually privately held
companies and may be subsidiaries of larger parent
corporations. There are no formal government financial
surveys to which these companies must respond. As a result,
the evaluation of the financial performance of this segment is
qualitative and based more on anecdotal information than for
the other segments.
Consolidation

Trends

Continue

in 1993

For the gas marketing industry, 1993 was another year of
consolidation, with increased mergers and acquisitions, and
more bankruptcy filings (Table 15). Marketers merged with
other marketers as well as with producers. Meanwhile, credit
difficulties, which have plagued the industry in the past,
forced more companies
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Table 14.

Factors Influencing the Financial Performance of Natural Gas Marketers

Factor

Descdption

Rebundling

New business opportur'itiesexist for marketers to rebundle services such as
supply,gathering,balancing,storage,and transportationto meet the needs of
theircustomers.Smallerlocaldistribution
companies(LDC's)and someindustrial
end usersmay be more inclinedto userebundledservicesofferedby marketers
because of a lack of broadexpertise.

Industry Consolidation

In an effort to stave off fierce competitionand stringentcredit requirements,
marketing industryconsolidationcontinuedin 1993. Order636 willproducemore
opportunitiesfor marketersoverall, but growing competitionmay lead to the
developmentof fewer, butlarger firms.

Credit Availability

Creditrequirementsfor marketershavebecomeincreasinglystringent.Marketers
are requiredto provideproofof financialsecuritybefore receivinga line cf credit
to purchasegas from producers.Becausemarketers serve as the intermediary
between a buyer and sellerof gas (or capacity),they need credit to serve as
collateralin case one of the partiesto the transactionwithdraws.

Risk Management Services

Effective use of price risk management techniques is an importantway for
marketersto gain a comparativeadvantageover theircompetitorsby providing
lower cost gas and limitingthe price exposure of their customers.Furthermore,
providingprice riskmanagementservicesmay becomean incre&singly
important
sourceof revenuefor marketers.These toolsfall intotwo main categories:New
York Mercantile Exchangetradedtools (i.e., natural gas futures contractsand
natural gas options contracts) and off-exchange financial instruments(i.e.,
forward contracts, naturalgas swaps,and naturalgas options)."

Market Hubs

Market hubspose twomajorfinancialadvantagesfor marketers.First,marketers
can developand managemarket hubs. Second,markethubslet marketershave
greateraccessto marketsand reach more customersv

Storage Services

Sellingunbundledstoragecapacity rights gives marketers newopportunitiesto
earn revenues.Also, buyingstoragecapacityrightsallowsmarketers to balance
flowsinternally,enablingthemto offerhigherqualityservices.

a'Financial
Insbuments
HelpProducers
HedgeGas Dealsin VolatileMarket,"OffandGasJournal,November1, 1993.
Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
OfficeofOilandGas.

1993. The past year showed that Order 636 will produce more
opportunities for marketers overall, but growing competition
may lead to the development of fewer, larger firms,
There are several reasons why so many mergers and
acquisitions involving marketers took place in 1993. First,
marketers purchased or teamed with other firms to diversify
the mix of services they ,-_ffer.As margins for reselling gas
decline, marketers have to find new ways to expand the
services they can offer. Rather than creatingnew, in-house
divisions, ._ome marketers have purchasedor teamedwith
other firms that can strategically help extend their service
options. Second, alliances with producers became more
common as marketers sought more secure supplies of gas and
producers sought greater marketing expertise. Third, merging
with other f'u'ms allowed marketing companies to reach more
110

customers. Wider geographical markets enable marketers to
increase market share. Last, some marketers consolidated with
other companies to strengthen their financial position. By
merging with larger, more established finns, some smaller or
mid-sized marketers were able to eliminate concerns about
their credit risk.
Market'_rs

Must Meet Tougher

Credit Standards

Some marketers were forced out of businessbecausethey
were unable to meet stringentcredit requirements." While

_David Business
Givens, "Credit
Crunch:
Banks Take aNatural
Close Gas,
LookSummer
at the
Marketing
in the Wake
of Bankruptcies,"
1993,pp 48-49,
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Table 15.

Recent Examples of Marketing Industry Consolidation

Companies

Dates

Reasons

EnronGas Servicesacquires
AccessEnergy

September20, 1992

Access Energy lacked additional resources for supply and risk
managementdivisionsand Enronwantedto expand itspresence in
the end-usermarket.

Tenneco acquiresEntrade

January5, 1993

Tenneco wanted to acquire a national marketer that possessed
strongallianceswith naturalgas producers.Entradewanted access
to Tenneco'sdiversifiedrisk and supplymanagementservices.

Santa Fe acquires40 percent
of Hadson

August2, 1993

For Hadson, the relationshipgranted greater supply securityto
support long-term contracts and improved relationships with
producers. For Santa Fe, the agreement has enhanced their
marketingdivisionand riskmanagementservices.

CMS Gas Marketing forms
joint venture with FellonMcCord Associates

September13, 1993

Fellon-McCordAssociateswanted to increase market share in the
east-centralUnited States.

GasMark bankruptcy

July2, 1993

GasMarkwas unableto meet a $1 millionmargincall resultingfrom
an expiringfuturescontract.

SunriseBalancingGroupand
Pentzer Gas Trading form
joint venture

October 18, 1993

Sunrise Balancing Group operates business functions such as
arranging purchases and sales, managing transportation,
nominations,balancingand dispatching,and accounting. Pentzer
Gas takes titleto thegas and holdsthe sales contracts.

Source:

Pasha Publications,

Inc., Gas Daily, various issues.

credit availability may affect any industry, it is the lifeblood
of gas marketing firms. This stems from the unique role the
marketers fulfill in the gas supply chain: they frequently act
as the intermediary between a buyer and seller of gas or
capacity and need credit to serve as collateral in case one of
the parties to the transaction defaults. To get credit, many
marketers now have to disclose more detailed financial
information to producers or lenders than they did previously,
Exceptions may be made for marketers with good payment
records,
Marketers not considered creditworthy by a producer will not
receive supplies. Credit is less of an issue for marketing firms
ow-ed by major producers or pipeline companies backed by
asset-rich balance sheets. This provides their marketing
subsidiaries with equity support to expand volume of
throughput by using varied financing tools. By teanfing with
producers and pipeline companies, marketers were able to
increase collateral backing of contracts with their suppliers
and limit their exposure to credit risk in 1993.

Managing

Financial

Risk

Sophisticated risk management tools, such as futures, options,
and swaps (see Chapter 3), allow marketers to manage their
own, as well as their clients', financial or price risk. Marketers
will in some cases provide risk management products
separately without arranging the complete supply and
transportation transaction for a client. Increasingly, marketing
companies are staff'mg risk management divisions primarily
to protect themselves against substantial losses in their own
daily transactions with clients, as well as to allow for greater
flexibility in pricing of their services. 7S
Risk management techniques have already had important
f'mancial consequences for marketers. First, the use of natural
gas financial instruments has grown particularly fast, 79in part
because gas prices have been quite volatile the past several
years. Marketers are the biggest players in this market. For

"_relephone conversation with Douglas Sam, 1GI Resources, Inc. (January
28, 1994).
SAt the closeof 1993, themarket for energyderivatives was estimatedto
be worth more than $60 billion. Bloomberg Natural Gas Report, VoI. 3, No.
2 (January. 17, 1994).
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example, in 1993 marketers comprised 60 percent of the
positions in the futures market and 34 percent of positions in
the options market, s°Second, marketers can reduce the overall
cost of acquiring and selling gas in today's market because of
their knowledge of current activities in both the f'mancial and
physical markets and their expertise in engaging in both
markets. Margins on reselling gas have become thin because
of competition; the use and creation of financial tools
effectively enables marketers to differentiate their services,
gain more .market share, boost their revenues, and increase
profits. The financial downside is that using risk management
techniques can result in substantial losses as well as gains. In
1993, a marketing company named GasMark could not cover
a $1 million margin call for a futures contract and
consequently went out of business,
Marketers

Play Larger

Role in Development

Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline

Oom panies
The restructuring of pipeline company services under Order
636, as was the case under Order 436, will likely have a
substantial f'mancial impact on the interstate pipeline industry.
For pipeline companies, the open-access era has resulted in
harsh financial reality (see box, p. 113). As of December 31,
1993, pipeline companies had absorbed nearly $3.6 billion of
take-or-pay settlement costs. These take-or-pay costs, in part,
resulted in the bankruptcy of two major systems (Columbia
Gas System and United Gas Pipe Line). To endure this
evolutionary period, many pipeline companies consolidated
and incorporated several efficiency improvement measures
(e.g., streamlined labor force and new information systems).

of

Market Hubs

Several aspects of Order 636 directly influence the financial
risks and rewards that pipeline companies will face

The increased development of market hubs and pooling
centers gives marketers greater access to transportation and
supplies, enabling them to meet end-use demand in more
diverse geographical
locations. Market hubs connect
pipelines, storage facilities, and reserves, and also offer such
services as parking, wheeling, and balancing that previously
would have been inaccessible (Chapter 2). By offering new
hub services and reaching more customers, marketers will be
able to increase their revenues and profits significantly,

(Table 16). Although the transition costs associated with this
regulation have been estimated by the General Accounting
Office at almost $4.8 billion, this should not impose

In 1993, many marketers were active in the development of
market
hubs.
Large marketers,
like Natural
Gas
Clearinghouse (NGC), have been financing the construction
of hubs. For example, Equitable Resources, Inc. recently
acquired the Louisiana Intrastate Gas pipeline system (LIG).
The company plans to extend LIG 12 miles to the Henry Hub
(the largest market hub in the United States) and to integrate
its growing Gulf Coast reserves and production into the LIG
system. It will hook up nonaffiliated production to increase
throughput and expand production, which will result in
interconnections with several major marketsfl Marketers who
possess sophisticated information technology systems to track
gas and to use hubs are well positioned to service end users
and LDC's efficiently, g2

increase from the level in 1992. This increase corresponds
with a trend toward higher throughput. From 1991 to 1992,
throughput rose by 8 percent, followed by an estimated 5percent increase from mid-year 1992 to mid-year 1993." As
a result, net income in 1993 was almost $1.7 billion, a 95percent improvement from that in 1992.

_qew YorkMercantileExchange.
_lStevenParla, First Boston Eqmty Research(September27, 1993),
p. 2.
a2GasMarketListener(September7, 1993),p. 4.
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significant financial risks on the pipeline companies because
it is expected that FERC will allow the recovery of the
nmjority of these costs.
In 1993, the interstate pipeline companies saw significant
growth in income. Net sales for the pipeline companies
(included in the sample) increased to $39 billion, a 13-percent

The Switch to SFV Rate Design
Under the modified fixed-variable (MFV) rate design, a
pipeline company's return on equity and related taxes were
recovered through a commodity (usage) charge, which was
based on customer throughput levels. However, under the
straight fixed-variable

(SFV) rate design, these costs are

"InterstateNaturalGas PipelineAssociation of America,Carriage
Throughthe FirstHalfof i993. Report93-4(December1993),TableA-2.
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Financial Performance Indicators for the Interstate Pipeline Segment
The interstate pipeline industry hasgenerally experienced financial difficulties since open access,mainly becauseof the oil and gas
price collapsesof 1986 and take-or-pay liabilities. For instance, from 1985 to 1986, achieved rates of return fell over 160 percent.
Additionally, the amount of debt as a percentof investedcapital increased, while the ability to cover interest payments, as measured
by the times interest earned(TIE) ratio, became extremely low. The increased market/book value ratio reflects a reduction in total
common equity at this time, caused by reduced retained earnings to cover losseson high-priced contracts.From 1987 to 1990, the
pipeline industry gained experienceoperatingunderthe open accessenvironment, began reforming high-priced contracts,and started
to develop more tn,nsportation-only services, although sales service was still a major source of revenue. In this period, pipeline
companies saw improved financial performance, as the amount o£ debt remained relatively stable and achieved rates of r,=t,m
increased.This improved performance encouragedcreditorsand investors,as bond ratings were raisedand market valuation increased.
For instance, from i 988 to 1989, an 18-percent increase in market/book value occurred as rates of return increasedto their highest
level sinceopen accesswas instituted.
However, in 199! conditions for the interstate pipeline segment began to deteriorate somewhat as Columbia Gas System filed for
Chapter I 1 bankruptcy protection. With Columbia included in the sample, bond ratings dropped to substandardlevels, along with
a drop in interest coverage and achieved rates of return. Without Columbia in the sample, the changes were not as drastic; yet,
conditions did worsen. In 1991, this resulted, in part, from a warmer-than-normal winter and an economic recession.Eventually,
average bond ratings for the segment, even excluding Columbia, fell to substandard levels by 1992. In 1993, with the implementation
of Order 636, financial indicators point to improved performance. Debt levels are down, and interest coverage is at its highest point
since the start of open access. Achieved rates of return are also at their highest level in 8 years, as more companies have begun to
use SFV rate design. Return on equity for pipeline companies increased more than 70 percent between 1992 and 1993. The market
is responding, with a 22-percent increase in the market/book value ratio. The dramatic increase in the price/earnings ratio from 1992
to 1993 shows investors believe that pipeline company finances will further improve.

Pipeline
Segment
w/Columbia

Financial Performance Measures
Average Adjusted Stock Price
S&P Bond Rating
LT Debt as a % of Invested Capital
Times Interest Earned Ratio

1985
19.68
BBB53.35
1.89

1986
19.97
BBB57.20
0.83

1987
17.96
BBB52,92
1.75

1988
20.52
BBB
52.29
1.44

1989
27.84
BBB
52.99
1.79

1990
23.76
BBB
53.24
1.65

1991
20.10
BBB55.91
1.00

1992
23.49
BB+
54.61
1.74

1993
26.26
BB+
50,39
2.33

Rate of Returnon CommonEquity (%)
Price/Earnings Ratio
Market/Book Value Ratio

6.32
10.94
1.11

-3.93
13.00
1.30

7.97
12.04
1.31

6.18
13.42
1.28

8.63
14,66
1.51

7.47
16.00
1.55

1.01
17.36
1.52

6.23
13.18
1.53

10.97
16.57
1.86

wlo Columbia Average Adjusted Stock Price
S&P Bond Rating
LT Debt as a % Invested Capital
Times Interest Earned Ratio
Rate of Return on Common Equity (%)

18.57
BBB
53.54
2.06
8.05

18.35
BBB58.41
0.71
-5.49

16.61
BBB53.69
1.73
8.07

19.61
BBB
53.00
1.39
5.95

26.58
BBB
54.02
1.76
8.58

22.34
BBB
54.11
1.63
7.67

20.25
BBB
57.74
1.56
6.95

23.70
BBB56.44
166
6.36

26.41
BBB52.32
2.25
10.84

10.94
1.13

11.99
1.32

11.26
1.30

13.38
1.31

14.81
1.55

15.38
1.58

17.36
1.52

12.95
1.59

17.47
1.94

Price/Earnings Ratio
Market/Book Value Ratio

LT = Long-term. S&P = Standard& Poor's.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Officeof Oil andGas: derivedfrom Standardand Poor's CompustatServices, Inc.,
"Compustat"database, April1994.
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Table

16.

Factors

Influencing

the Financial

Performance

of Interstate

Pipeline

Companies

Factor

Descdptlon

The Switch to SFV
Rate Deslgn

The useof straightfixed-variable(SFV) rate designallowsforthe recoveryof a pipelinecompany'sreturnon equity
andrelatedtaxes,regardlessof throughput.This guaranteedrecoveryshouldreducepipelinecompanies'financial
riskinthe shortrun. In the longerrun, however,pipelinecompaniesmust ensurethat theirrates are competitively
_ricedin orderto maintainmarket share.

Capacity Release

The introductionof a secondarymarket for releasedcapacity is expected to compete with pipelinecompanies'
interruptibleservice.Pipelinecompaniesmay face increasedrisksin recoveringcosts if theirinterruptibleservice
can nolongerbe activelymarketed. However,pipelinecompaniesmay also be able to attractnew customersinto
long-termcontractsif they candemonstratea viablesecondarymarketfor unneededcapacity.

Unbundling and the
Elimination of
Cross-Subsidies

Pipelinecompanieswillno longerbearthe riskof contractingfor gas supplies.Additionally,pipelinecompaniesthat
have become more efficientand can competitivelyprice,theirservices may gain market share in the post-636
environmentwhereshipperscan see the truecostsof obtainingdifferentservices. However,thosecompaniesthat
hadpreviouslycross-subsidizedinefficientpartsof theirsalesservice may lose marketshareif they are unableto
adaptto thisnew environment.

Creation of
Marketing Affiliates
and New Services

To complywithOrder 636's unbundlingrequirements,many pipelinecompaniescreated new marketingaffiliates
in 1993to offerbothunregulatedgas supplyandtransportationservice. Also, a numberof new services are being
offeredby pipelinecompaniesto increaserevenues(see Chapter2).

Recovery of
Transition Costs

Transition costs differfrom take-or-paysettlement costsbecause the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) providesforthe pipelinecompanies'recoveryof all "prudentlyincurred"costs relatedto restructuring.While
th!smay boostlenderconfidencein pipelinecompanies,uncertaintyremainsin FERC's determinationof prudence.

Overcapacity

Excess capacity in some markets has forced pipeline cnmpanies to discounttheir transportationservices
substantially.

Creating New Market
Hubs

Market hubsmay promoteincreasedgas usethroughmoreefficientuseof the nationalpipelinegrid.Development
of market hubs may allowpipelinecompaniesto providetransportationservices to more end users.

Adoption of New
Technologies

The increaseduse ofreal-timemeteringdeviceswillbecomenecessaryon pipelinesystemsto maintainoperational
control, as transactionsbecomemore complex and pipelinecompaniesno longerhold titleto the gas on their
systems.Additionally,
as companieslookto attractcustomersforlong-termcontracts,theirfuturemarket share may
dependonthe accessibility
anduser-friendliness
of theirelectronicbulletinboards(EBB's).Pipelinecompaniesthat
_rovidetimely andaccuratecustomer-specificflowdata may increasetheirmarketshare.

Take-or-Pay
Settlement Costs

Almosta decade afterthe oiland gas price collapsescaught pipelinecompanieslockedintohigh-pricedcontracts
withtake-or-payclauses,some falloutstillremains.Outstandingtake-or-paysettlementcosts continueto decline.
However,mostof what remainsshouldbe passedthroughto LDC's and, ultimately,to ratepayers.ColumbiaGas
TransmissionremainsunderChapter11 protectionfrom itscreditorsbecause it has notpaid backits outstanding
take-or-paysettlementcosts.FERC hasestimatedthatthe pipelineindustryhas directlyabsorbedalmost$3.6 billion
of the $10 billionworthof take-or-paycosts incurredas of June 30, 1992.

Rolled-in Versus
Incremental Rates

Pipelinecompaniesmay increaserevenuesby attractingnew customersto theirexistinggrid andby constructing
newfacilities.Pipelinecompaniesmay have difficultyin expandingtheirmarketareas becauseof the controversy
surrounding
the treatmentof capitalcostsinvolvedin pipelineexpansionprojects."Rolled-in"pricing,in whichthe
expansioncostsare addedto the companies'existingratebases,is opposedbythosecustomerswho do notbenefit
from the expansion.However,"incrementalpricing,"whichraises the rates to those customerswho requirenew
service alongthe expansion,may make rates prohibitivelyexpensive.

Determination of
"At-Risk" Conditions

Growthin the pipelineindustrydependson the abilityofcompaniesto expandtheirmarketareas. However,current
certificationproceduresmake it difficultfor companiesto developexpansionprojectsunlesscapacityon the project
is almostfullysubscribedfor a specificlengthof time. If thisis notthe case, the projectis labeled"at-risk,"and the
companyis not assuredrecovery of the project'scapitalcosts.FERC intendsto review the rules for new pipeline
constructionin 1994 to providemoreflexiblemethodsfor determinationofthe need for new construction.

Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Officeof Oil and Gas.
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recovered through a reservation fee, which is paid by
customers on a monthly basis, regardless of throughput, in
order to reserve pipeline capacity. During the past 3 years,
several companies implemented SFV rate design. In 1993,
most of the interstate pipeline companies still using MFV
switched to SFV under Order 636) 4
The use of SFV rate design helps to ensure the recovery of a
pipeline company's f'Lxedcosts, including return on equity and
related taxes. This may improve the financial performance of
pipeline companies because actual rates of return, using the
MFV rate design in the open access era, have been much
lower than FERC-approved rates (Figure 38). 85
In the short run, a pipeline company may no longer be at risk
for recovery of its return on equity because these costs are
recovered regardless of throughput. However, in very
competitive markets such as in California, pipeline companies
may be forced to discount their firm transportation rates
substantially in the future to maintain customers or increase
market share.
Finally, althoughthe switchto SFV ratedesignwasmandated
in Order636, regulatory uncertaintystill exists. As evidenced
in therestructuringproceedingof IroquoisGasTransmission,
L.P., the newly appointedcommissionat FERC grantedan
exception to SFV for a customerbecauseof pre-existing
contract conditions (Chapter 2). While this may be the
exception to the rule, it should be pointed out that the
possibilitydoesexist for future adjustmentsin ratedesign.86
The Development

of a Capacity

Figure 38.
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Company Rates of Return
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pipelinethroughputoccurredon an interruptiblebasis)7Thus,
a key sourceof some pipeline companies'revenuescould
dissipate if they are not able to market their interruptible
servicesuccessfully.

Release

Market

Somepipelinecompanies,however,may be ableto capitalize
on this newmarketbecausethey could attract customersinto

The establishmentera secondarymarket for releasedcapacity
may have differing effects for various pipeline companies,
For pipeline companies that offer a large amount of
interruptible service, the capacity release market presents
another form of competitionthat may affect their ability to
sell interruptibletransportation.In 1992, about44 percentof

signing long-termcontracts.For example, shippersmay be
more willing to purchaselong-term contract rights if they
know they can reselltheserightsto a third-party for a small
transaction fee. Also, the user-friendliness of a firm's
electronicbulletinboardmay aid in attractingnewcustomers.
The ability of these pipeline companiesto retain long-term
customers,in turn, may make the pipeline companiesmore
attractiveto potentialinvestorsseekingassurancethat there is
long-termdemand for the companies'services.

S4Notable
exceptions
include
Iroquois
GasTransmission
System,
L.P.,
whichwasallowed
toretainMFV fora customer
withexisting
gassupply
contracts
tied to the MFV demandcharge.SeeChapter2 for more
information
onratedesign
changes
under
Order636.
"sWhilc
pipeline
companies
areallowed
torecover
alloftheirfixedcosts
as wellas theallowedreturnon equityandrelatedtaxes underSFV rate
design,theylosetheopportunity
theyhadinthe pasttocam higherthanthe
allowedreturnon equityiftheysellmorethantheprojectedcostof service,
marketconditionspermitting,
=In fact,SFVratedesignis the fourthmethodologyusedwithinthe past
20 years. For a more detaileddiscussionon the evolutionand changing
purpose of rate design methodologies,see: Energy Information
Administration,Natural Gas 1992: Issues and Trends (March 1993),
Chapter4.

New Customer Services Develop
In thepost-636era, pipeline companieshave the opportunity
tO increaserevenuesby creatingnew customerservicesthat
help to ensure a reliable source of energy. Companies that
have storage facilities may benefit because end users, now
responsible for purchasing their own gas, may hedge against

STinterstate
NaturalGas PipelineAssociationof America,Carriage
ThroughtheFirstHalf of 1993(December1993).
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supply disruptions by purchasing excess gas supplies and
injecting it into storagefacilities. Other pipeline companies
operating in more competitive environments may find that, in
order to maintain or increase market share, they may have to
enhance the quality and types of services they offer in order
to differentiate
themselves
from competitors.
Other
companies may create risk management subsidiaries, which
offer tailored services to customers wishing to minimize
future price or supply risk (see Chapter 2).
A pipeline company could also create "capacity aggregator"
affiliates to handle released capacity, purchasing
small
amounts of released capacity from several small customers
and repackaging it for sale to customers requiring large
capacities. This process could be analogous to the
securitization of credit cards or mortgages, where investment
banks create standardized securities from debts with varying
maturities, rates, and associated risks. While this entity would
technically be distinct from the tran:,portation arm of the
pipeline company,
it would benefit from having a
knowledgeable
°perati°ns'88
The

Treatment

staff familiar with the pipeline company's

of Transition

Costs

Pipeline companies face large potential costs associated with
the implementation of Order 636. Total costs have been
estimated by FERC at over $4.8 billion. However, FERC has
provided for the recovery of all costs that relate to pipeline

Local Distribution Companies
Of all the natural gas segments affected by restructuring, r:,_.,'.e
will have to change its daily and long-term operations more
than the LDC's. Still bound by the obligation to serve, LDC's
must assume many of the responsibilities previously handled
by pipeline companies. Some of these include supply
aggregation; balancing daily and monthly gas requirements;
and even purchasing their own storage, production, and
gathering services. In many cases, these new responsibilities
will force the LDC's to implement new risk management
techniques. During the past few years the financial
performance of the distribution segment of the industry has
been very stable (see box, p. 117). However, in the post-636
era, the financial health of LDC's will be dependent on their
ability to respond effectively to a number of different factors
(Table 17). These factors are a direct result of the provisions
of Order 636 and promise to increase the risks and uncertainty
of conducting business.
Financial performance by LDC's, as reflected in increases in
net income, was very strong in 1993. During 1993, net
income for gas-only LDC's was over $1.2 billion, a 176percent increase from the level in 1992. Increases in LDC
throughput, attributable to colder-than-normal weather, and
a greater volume of sales to residential and commercial
customers, who buy higher priced gas, were the primary
determinants of these financial trends.

company restructuring and which have been prudently
incurred. The likely recovery of these costs has boosted

Unbundling--More

lender confidence in the companies. As evidence of this,
several pipeline companies have recently been removed from

In the past decade, LDC's have been gaining experience in
purchasing
wellhead gas and making transportation
arrangements with pipeline companies. They now must deal
with operational complexities that have traditionally been pan
of pipeline company service (Table 18). Because Order 636
requires pipeline companies to unbundle their services
completely, LDC's have become responsible for contracting
separately for adequate gas supplies, transportation capacity,
and several other services needed to maintain system integrity
(e.g., balancing, linepack, and storage). By transferring the
merchant role (securing appropriate gas supplies) from
pipeline companies to LDC's, substantial risk has also been
transferred to the LDC segment of the industry.

the Standard & Poor's Creditwatch
"with negative
implications" listing of companies that investors should watch
closely,
On the other hand, pipeline companies still face regulatory
uncertainty because they may be unable to recover liabilities
that do not fit the transition cost guidelines set by FERC.
Additionally, the recovery mechanisms outlined by FERC
could make certain services unattractive to customers. For
example, the provision that 10 percent of gas supply
realignment (GSR) costs be recovered through a surcharge on
interruptible service could make this service more costly than
competing released capacity.

8"Forfurther informationon this issue,see TheodoreJ.P. Biribinand
ChristopherJ. Peterson,ScienceApplicationsInternationalCorporation,
"The Economicsof lnterruptibleTransportationand ReleasedCapacityin
the Post-636Era,"DraftWorkingPaper#1 (November1993).
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Risks, More Choices

The LDC merchant risk relates to supply and capacity
procurement. For instance, LDC's face penalties relating to
the balancing of receipts and deliveries. Additionally, to
ensure sufficient gas supplies, LDC's must become
knowledgeable about source reliability in order to develop an
adequate portfolio of short-, mid-, and long-term supplies.
Contract-related price risks can occur if, for example, a fixedprice supply contract is used and gas prices drop, or a contract

NaturalGas1994: IssuesandTrends
EnergyInformation
Administration

Financial Performance Indicators for the Local Distribution Segment
Local distribution companies have traditionally been isolated from competition and risk under the oversight of State
regulators. This has enabled them to maintain very high interest-coverage ratios and relatively normal levels of debt
financing while also achieving very stable rates of return. As a result, they have secured solid investment grade bond ratings.
In 1988 their condition was downgraded slightly, as pipeline companies began passing through take-or-pay settlement costs.
Debt financing increased in that year, interest coverage dropped, and returns decreased slightly. Investors took notice, as
evidenced by a decreasing market/book value ratio. The financial condition rebounded in 1989, with returns reaching their
highest point in the open-access era. In 1990 and 1991, financial results were down slightly, as debt continued to rise as a
percent of financing, and interest coverage also fell. Achieved returns also fell, along with a slight decline in the market/book
value ratio. In 1992, conditions were mixed: returns decreased but interest coverage increased. Yet, investors still viewed
the segment favorably, causing the market/book value ratio to increase. This perception was valid, as 1993 saw increased
rates of return, lower debt, higher interest coverage, and even further increases in market/book value. Return on equity for
the LDC's increased 171 percent between 1992 and 1993.
As the effects of the implementation of Order 636 become more apparent, 1994 will be a critical period for local distribution
companies.
Financial Performance Measures

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

Average Adjusted Stock Price
S&P Bond Rating
LT Debt as a % Invested Capital
Times Interest Earned Ratio

17.69
BBB+
44.21
2.81

19.94
BBB+
45.04
2.67

18.84
A
44.27
3.01

18.66
A
47.30
2.51

23.29
A
46.31
2.49

21.21
A
47.28
2.04

20.53
A
48.62
1.95

22.78
A
48.83
2.42

26.06
A
46.46
3.07

8.55

11.41

12.19

10.35

12.35

9.17

7.17

4.09

11.07

8.42
1.29

12.74
1.48

11.96
1.48

10.16
1.36

12.01
1.49

12.69
1.51

15.15
1.47

14.38
1.56

14.48
1.75

Rate of Return on Common Equity

(%)
Price/Earnings Ratio
Market/Book Value Ratio

=

LT = Longterm. S&P= Standard& Poor's.
Note:Annualstockpricesreflecttheaverageadjusted
priceforDecember.Bondratinginformation
waslimitedforthe LDC's.See
Appendix
C formoreinformation.
Source: EnergyInformation
Administration,
Officeof OilandGas:derivedfromStandardandPoor'sCompustat
Services,Inc.,
"Compustat"database,
April1994.

with pricing provisions linked to the market price is employed
but gaspricesrise.

Forging New Relationships: LDC's and State

A possible stepin alleviating someof this supply and price
risk might be for LDC's to engage in the futures or options
markets to hedge price and volume volatility. To hedge
against capacity-shortage risks, LDC's may contract for
excesscapacity and then try to make use of the capacity
release market. However, LDC's face problemswith State
regulators if their hedging strategiesresult in purchasesof
capacity or gas at rates substantiallyout of line with the
market,

LDC's are uniquein that they are affected by bothStateand
Federal regulations. LDC's have, by State statute, an
obligation to provide the public with natural gas. Prior to
Order 636, bundled pipeline company costs were usually
passedon to the LDC's customersbecauseStatepublic utility
commission (PUC) prudency reviews rarely challenged
FERC-approvedpipeline company rateschedules.However,
under Order 636, LDC's will be purchasingunbundledgas,
transportation, and storage services. Depending on the
service,theratesLDC's pay for theseservicesmay no longer

Regulators
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Table

17.

Factors

Influencing

the Financial

Performance

of Local Distribution

Companies

Factor

Description

Unbundllng

Local distributioncompanies(LDC's) are assumingnew risks(i.e., supply,price,and capacityrisks)by takingon many of
the responsibilitiesformerlyperformed by pipelinecompanies-aggregatinggas suppliesand choosingthe rightmix of
transportation,storage,gathering,balancing,andother servicesto meet customerneeds.Unbundlingmay allow LDC'sto
)rovidenew services,however,that are morefocusedon meetin_theircustomers'needs.

Access to
Storage and
Peak Shavin_l

Access to storage is now a crucialdeterminantaffectingthe abilityof LDC'sto maintainreliableand low-costservice.For
example,LDC'ssuchas CMS EnergyCorporationlocatednear Midweststoragefields may havea comparativeadvantage
over other LDC's withless accessto storageandpeak-shavin_lfacilities.

Strategic
Management

Managementstrategiesadoptedduringthe pastfew yearsby LDC'sto competein the restructuredgas markethave hadan
importantinfluenceon the financialsuccessof thesecompanies.The abilityof managersat LDC'sto seize the opportunities
for new servicegrowthunderOrder636, while minimizingthe increasedrisksof doingbusinessin the more competitive
environment,will have muchto do withthe financialsuccessof LDC'sin the near future.

Relationships to
State Public
Utility
Commissions
(PUC's)

Although Order 636 has resulted in greater regulatorycertainty at the interstate/Federallevel, significantregulatory
uncertaintystillexistsregardinghow Statepublicutilitycommissions(PUC's)willrespondto Order636. As a result,dialogue
with PUC's has never been more importantfor LDC's. Financialsuccessfor many LDC's may hinge on their ability to
convinceState regulatorsto bemindfulofthe new risksLDC'sface whenthe PUC's are settingrates. Preapprovalof gas
supplyand transportationportfoliosmay reducethe riskof unfavorableprudencyreviews.

Reliability

Maintainingreliable service underOrder 636 will be more challengingfor LDC's. If LDC's establishpoor track recordsin
deliveringon.demandservice,LDC customersmay seek to bypassthe LDC, gettingtheirservice from competingsources.
Prior to the 1993-94 winter heatingseasonthere was widespreadconcern amongmany in the gas industry aboutthe
reliability of the restructuredindustry.In January 1994, that concernwas allayed in part because of the successof the
distributioncompaniesin meetingtheirfirm capacityrequirementsdespitesome of the coldestweatheron recordaffecting
the Midwestand the EasternSeaboard.

intensifying
Competition

Industryrestructuringhas producedgreater competitionamonggas industryparticipantsin 1993, which has changedthe
financialoutlookformany LDC's.Becauseof capacityrelease provisions,many LDC's tryingto sell unneededrightsto firm
capacityare competingagainstinterruptible
transportation/storage
servicesoffered bypipelinecompanies.LDC's also face
financialpressureto reduceusagechargespaidbytheirindustrialcustomersto dissuadethese customersfrom hookingup
directlyto the interstatepipelinemainlines(see Bypasssectionbelow).In additionto pipelinecompanies,some LDC's also
compete headto headwithmarketingcompanies,whoserolein providingrestructured
gas servicesisexpanding.Ultimately,
these competitivepressuresmay force State PUC'sto considerthe unbundlingof LDC services.

Marketing
Released
Capacity

Recovery of fixed costs has become a key financialissue for the LDC's because of the adoptionof SFV rate design.
Participationin the capacityreleasemarketmay enableLDC's to recovera portionof the highercosts associatedwith the
switchto SFV. Reducingfixedcostsassociatedwithunneededcapacityrightswillultimatelydependuponhowmuchcapacity
in the secondarymarket isdiscounted.Many LDC's participatedin the release marketin 1993. Betweenthe officialstartof
Order 636 andApril 1994, releasesby all end usersaveragedbetween 300 millioncubicfeet and 2 billioncubicfeet per
week. Releases were typicallyfor a monthor less,with the rateof discountrang,,!ng
from zero to 90 percent.

Mergers and
Municipal Pools

To achieve economiesof scale in buyinggas and transportationservices,smaller LDC's have joined togetherto create
municipalpoolsor cooperatives.By the endof 1993, 15 ofthesecooperativeshadbeen formed in places likeNew England,
Georgia,andFlonda. About 350 municipalLDC's havejoinedcooperativessofar. Formingthese associationsgivessmall
LDC's some of the same competitiveadvantagesin securinggas suppliesthat theirlargercounterpartsa!ready have.

LDC Bypass by
Customers

LDC's face an increasedriskof bypassby industrialcustomers.Thismay occurif LDC's do nnt offer competitiveusage
charges or if industrialcustomerswould prefer to obtain service from the pipeline company.Either scenario can be
problematicfor LDC's because when they lose their industrialcustomers,they must allocate fixed costs over fewer
customers---increasing
ratesforthe remainingcustomers.The "snowballeffect"encouragesevenmore customersto bypass
the LDC's.

Sources: Mergers and Municipal Pools: Robert S. Caves, AmericanPublicGas Association. Other: EnergyInformationAdministration,
Office of Oil andGas.
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Table 18.

LDC's Shoulder Greater Risks

i

,i

Type of Risk

PotentialProblem

Strate_lies,toOffset Risks

.....

Regulatory Risk

Local distributioncompanies (LDC's) must
now confronta number ofregulatory risks,
Will they be allowed to pass through all of
the transitioncosts they incur? Will public
utility commissions (PUC's) compensate
LDC's facing increased risks with higher
rates of return? Will PUC's allow LDC's to
use financial tools to hedge against price
risk? And if the use of these instruments

Perhaps the chief way LDCs can minimize their regulatory risk is to maintain
an open dialoguewith their State regulators. By doing this, LDC's can explain
the operationalrisksthey face. At the same time, LDC's can understand more
clearly the prudency requirements they will need to meet to get regulatory
approval fortheir actions. In addition, seeking preapproval of their contracting
strategies may help LDC's avoid regulatory prudency ch6;lenges.

is permitted, under what circumstances
will LDC's be allowed to pass through
losses or keep gains from participation in
risk management activities?
Supply Risk

,

Because of unbundling, LDC's are now
responsible for purchasing their own gas
supplies. With this new responsibility,
however, comes the associated supply
aggregation risksthe pipeline companies
used to face. LDC's need to make sure
that they have sufficient upstream
supplies to meet their obligationto serve,
even during times of stress (e.g.,
abnormal weather).

LDC's may reduce their supply risk by adopting several strategies:
•

•

•
•
•

Use portfoliocontracting. LDC's may want to adopt a portfolioapproach
to supplycontracting by signing a mixture of short-term or spot deals,
mid-term (up to 18 months), and long-term contracts.
Diversify supply sources. To enhance post-636 reliability, LDC's may
want to buygas from multiplesupply sources as a backstop in case of
a force majeure event such as a well freezeup or hurricane.
Include supplywarrantyprovisionsincontracts.
Strategic use of storage. LDC's may want to use contract storage and
peak shaving to improve supply deliverability.
Adopt a load management plan. LDC's may want to normalize their
loads to reduce the need to reserve expensive peak gas transportation
service.

Price Risk

LDC's need to justify the prudence of the
prices in their supplycontracts beforetheir
State PUC's. If LDC's imprudently enter
into supply contracts they face the risk of
not being allowed to recover those costs
in their rate base.

Some companies, such as Brooklyn Union Gas, have negotiated long-term
contracts with "minimum take" provisions. These contracts provide supply
reliability, while at the same time enabling LDC's to take advantage of other
available lower cost spot-gas supplies. Using these provisions, LDC's have
guaranteed delivery of their peak-day requirements, but are not bound to
purchasin_tthis quantity thr(_ughoutthe year.

Credit Risk

Many factors influence an LDC's bond
rating. Poor bond ratings make it more
difficult for LDC's to obtain low-cost
capital, which in turn places them at a
financial disadvantage. Some LDC's now
face increasing credit risk because the
investment community does not feel that
State regulatorswill permit LDC's rates of
return that are commensurate with new

Maintaining a strong balance sheet, avoiding excessive debt, maintaining
market share by marketing new services, and establishing a good working
relationship with State regulators are allways LDC's can improve their bond
ratings and facilitate their access to lower cost capital.

types of risk LDC's are now shouldering.
Transportation
Risk

Making capacity arrangements is more
complicated in the post-636 world. For
LDC's, decision-making is tougher now
because of unbundling and the explosion
of
new
services
being
offered,
Furthermore, when choosingthe best mix
of transportation services to meet their
customers' needs, LDC's must consider
explicitly the pricing and the reliability of
those services. Meeting their obligation to
serve without the pipeline company
providing backstop supplies will force
LDC's to be more careful how they craft
their transportation portfolios.

LDC's can do several things to reduce transportation risk (see Chapter 3):
•
•

•
•
•

Adopt a portfolioapproach.
Diversify transportation sources, Selecting alternate transportation
routes, if possible, can be a hedge against capacity-related
curtailments.
Buy rebundled sales service.
Buy no-notice service.
Consultwith a firm providingtransportation expertise (e.g., marketers,
pipeline company marketing affiliates, and management consultants,
etc.).

Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Oil and Gas.
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be federallyregulated.Thus,their purchasepracticeswill be
subjecttO more prudencychallengesby Stateregulators.This
will result in increasedrisk of having some portionof their
costs disallowedby the PUCif, for instance,the PUCdecides
that the LDCoverpaidon a supplycontract.The same holds
true for capacity and storage purchases.The LDC's must
absorb these costs if they cannot be passed on to the end
users. Additionally,pipeline companies' prudentlyincurred
transitioncostsare beingpassedthroughto LDC's.LDC'swill
tryto passthese costs on to theircustomers,also raisingtheir
rates.Stateregulatorsmay disallow some of these increased
costs, againcausing the LDC'sto absorbthese costs,
A new strategy has been proposedfor how LDC'scan cope
with State regulation in the post-636 era.ao Underthe old
"look-back"model, prudencyof pastpurchasingbehaviorwas
closely scrutinized using hindsight. In contrast, the new
regulatory model posits that a more constructiveapproach
will be a proactive process in which both LDC's and
regulators agree up front on the broad parameters that
compriseaneffective fuelor capacityprocurementplan. This
planwouldemphasizea po:lfolioof supplyand transportation
optionsthat wouldcombineshort and longerterm servicesas
well as firm andinterruptibleservices,
Managing

Change

significantly restructuringthe way they operate,
Decisions

LDC's will have to adopt innovative approachesin buying
fueland capacityto stay competitive.Purchasingdecisionsby
LDC's are more complicated now because there is a greater
variety of services being offered. Key factors LDC's have to
take into account in buying services include:
• Quality of service required (firm versus interruptible)
• Time period (short, mid, or long term)
•

Availability of gas or capacity

•

Diversity of gas or capacity (multiple supply areas or
transportation routes).

_"Natural
Gas SupplyAssociation,New Approaches to State Natural Gas
Regulation (1993).
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Strategies

Givencurrentdemandgrowthprojections,marketingservices
to newcustomerswill be increasinglyimportantfor LDCs to
remainprofitable.LDCmanagementneeds to establishnew
markets and new services to remaincompetitivewith other
gas marketers,as well as with other energy industries.LDC's
haveimprovedthe qualityof theirservice by becoming more
customer-focused,inan effort to expandmarket share.LDC's
havealso sought outnew markets.Forexample,many LDC's
are now actively marketing increased use of naturalgasfueledappliancesandcooling and increaseduse of naturalgas
to fuel natural gas vehicles; there are now over 800
centralizedgas fueling stations in the United States.

Outlook
Market expansion is importantfor the continued positive
outlook for the naturalgas industry.Currentprojectionsshow
the consumptionof natural gas will grow from 20 trillion
cubicfeet (Tcf) in 1993to 22 Tcf in200020 This growth will
stem from environmentaland energy policy initiatives that
promote gas use, improvements in the reliability and
flexibility
of the
and creation
of gas
new,transportationand
customer-focuseddistributionsystem,
services. Because

Probablythe most importantside effect of Order636 for the
LDC's is the need to change management strategies. LDC's
face new decisions regarding gas purchasing and marketing
strategies. Although Order636 does not addressthe issue
directly, many LDC's are faced with an enormous task of

Purchasing

Marketing

much of the growth is expectedto be in the electric utilityand
industrial markets, the ability of the gas industry to respond
to the evolving needs of these sectors will be a significant
factor in the long-term prospects for the industry. On the
supply side, gas supplies are expected to be developed at
pricesthat allow the industryto capturean increasingshareof
the domesticenergymarket. Improvementsin the technology
for findingand developingsupplies, better pricesignals from
the wellhead to the burnertip, and higher efficiencies in
producing and moving gas are all expected to contributeto
the positive outlook.
Marketdiscipline,ratherthan regulatorydiscipline, will drive
the financial performance of the industry. The biggest
changes could be in store for the most heavily regulated
segments, the LDC's and the pipeline companies. Increased
competition among all the segments is being fueled by more
equal access to pipeline transportation and storage facilities
under Order 636, greater access to customers through the
creation of market hubs, the availability of better price
information through the options and futures markets and
pipelinecompany electronicbulletin boards, and the growing
proliferation of unregulated and market-priced services.
Taking advantage of these factors, companies in all partsof

9°Energy InformationAdministration.Annual Energy Outlook 1994,
DOE/EIA-0383(94) (Washington, DC, January1994), p. 70.
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the industry are offering new or "repackaged" services to
differentiate themselves from their competitors. As they do
this, the functional distinctions between the industry segments
are beginning to blur. For instance, the recent development of
the secondary market for capacity rights now places LDC's
and pipeline companies in direct competition for marketing
excess capacity,
Recent trends support a cautious optimism regarding the
financial outlook for the natural gas industry. For individual
gas companies, the new industry structure allows new
flexibility for managing their operations, reducing costs, and
finding and developing the markets they can serve best. At the
same time, the increased complexity of the market over the
near term heightens the importance of contracting
arrangements, risk management, and the use of electronic
information.
Producer_--The financial performance of producers will
depend on their ability to find and develop new gas
reserves at prices that are competitive with oil. While the
continued persistence of low oil prices may constrain
profitability, the cost reductions in recent years, decline in
excess capacity, and the expected growth in gas demand will
be positive influences on producers' financial performance,
With better access to pipeline and storage capacity, along with
a more favorable transportation rate design, producers now
have more control over the marketing of their gas to a wider
range of customers. Other factors key to their future financial
performance will be applying advanced technology to exploit
their reserves and diversifying services.
Marketersmlncreased
revenues and earnings for
marketers will depend on their ability to expand and offer
more services. Market hubs will increasingly provide access
to additional reserves, storage facilities, and other pipeline
connections. This will help them serve a widerregional mix
of clients, particularly among those LDC's and end users who

remain uncomfortable with rebundling their own supply
transactions and prefer the accessibility of "one-stop
shopping" offered by marketers.
Pipeline companies--With
little or no responsibility for
gas procurement, the financial performance of pipeline
companies now depends mainly on their role as
transporters of natural gas. Because of the switch to SFV
rate design, most revenues will be earned by selling firm
capacity rights. Financial performance will hinge on both
attracting new customers and retaining existing customers.
Several avenues exist for pipeline companies to achieve these
goals: offering new services, discounting transportation rates,
improvi1_g efficiency through the use of new technologies
such as real-time metering and electronic bulletin board
systems, and reducing costs.
LDC's---A key financial uncertainty for LDC's is whether
they will be able to maintain or increase their rates of
return in the face of greatly increased risks and
responsibilities.
With primary responsibilities for the
acquisition and management of supply and transportation
services, LDC's now have the opportunity to manage their
costs more effectively. To maintain throughput, LDC's may
have to develop new markets for their services (e.g., natural
gas vehicles and gas cooling), as well as ensure their rates are
competitive to maintain their current customer base. Financial
tools such as futures and portfolio management may also
become more important.
Overall, the opportunities available to the gas industry are
greater today than at any time during the past decade. The
new structure that has evolved under Order 636 has put the
naturalgas market in a better position to compete for energy
market share. Ultimately, the financial performance of
participants in the natural gas industry will be determined by
how well they can adapt to the realities of conducting
business in the new environment.
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Appendix A

Regulation and Legislation

AppendixA

Regulation and Legislation
Introduction
Pipeline open access, wellhead deregulation, and, most
recently, the industry restructuring under Order636 have
pushed the naturalgas industryinto an era of greaterreliance
on marketforces.Conscious of the inefficiencies engendered
by heavy regulation in the past (e.g., gas supply shortages in
the 1970'sthatresultedfromartificiallylowwellhead prices),
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has
graduallyreduced the scope of itsregulatorycontrol during
the past decade while allowingthe industry,for the mostpart,
to be drivenby competition.
Federal policies have been increasingly favorableto natural
gas in recent years. During 1993, the Administration
redirectedenergy policy to encourage the use of natural gas.
Two policy initiativeswere developed. The Climate Change
Action Plan, announced in October, declared the Nation's
commitmentto reducinggreenhouse gas emissions (see box,
p. 126). TheDomestic Natural Gas and Oil Initiative,released
in December,contains explicit measuresintended to stimulate
marketsfor natural gas and natural gas-derived products(see
box, p. 127). Finally, the North American Free Trade
Agreement(NAFTA) is ext_ectedto promotenaturalgas trade
among the United States, Canada, and Mexico (see box,
p. 128).
Whileat the Federal level, direct interventionin the markets
has been reduced, significant legislative, regulatory, and
budgetary actions still will have a continuing effect on the
industry. Forexample:
•

Environmental regulations and requirements are
conducive to the increased use of natural gas, relative to
coal and petroleum products. The Administration is
supporting its natural gas emphasis with additional
funding,

•

•

Stateregulatory officials are facing difficult decisions as
the removal of many regulatory controls at the Federal
level requires a review of the impacts at the State level

•

Post-Order636 regulatory issues areonFERC's agenda.
The Commission intends to review its policy on natural
gas gatheringsystems and new facility construction.

•

In the aftermathof the March 1994pipeline explosion in
New Jersey, pipeline safety requirement_ will come
underincreasedscrutiny.

There has been increasing concern about the adequacy of
research and development programs to achieve the desired
increasesin gas utilization.In responseto these concerns,the
Department of Energy appropriationfor Fiscal Year 1994
includes $204 million for researchand development (R&D),
an increaseof 78 percentsince 1992(FigureA1). In addition,
severalresearchgroupsare supportedbythe gas industry.For
example, 1994funding for the Gas Research Institute(GRI),
the largestsuchorganization,includes morethan $80 million
for basic researchinto natural gas utilization. Other research
groups, including the Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition, the
American Gas Cooling Center, and the Industrial Gas
TechnologyCommercializationCenter,togetherare expected
to allocate between $3 and $5 million to R&D projects in
1994.
The implementation of Order636 absorbed the attention of
both Federalregulatorsand the industryin 1993. At present,
Order 636 is playing out at the State level. Regulators are
reviewingand even revising Statestatutesto account for the
effects of Order636. This appendix discusses the continuing
regulatorydevelopments affectingthe natural gas industryin
the wake of Order 636. Judicial and State developments
relating to implementation of Order636 are addressed first.
The appendix then provides an overview of the m_j_,ritems
that FERC will be addressing.Developm_:ntsin 1993 relating
to environmental and pipeline safety issues are also discussed.
Finally, the appendix summarizes remaining regulatory
uncertainty in the industry.
ll_--__

I

_---....

r ugUla[ury

Direction After

and perhapscorrespondingchanges in State regulations.

Order 636

With the completion of the North American FreeTrade
Agreement,the institutionalarrangementsarein place for
additional development of a North American market in
natural gas.

Some regulatory aspects of the industry continue to concern
the Administration.Forexample, TheClimate Change Action
Plan proposes additional regulatory reforms at the Federal
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The Climate Change Action Plan
President Clinton and Vice President Gore introduced in October 1993 a strategy to combat global warming, The Climate
Change Action Plan. The key goal of the plan is to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases to their 1990 levels by the year
2000. The Administration strategies to achieve this goal include:
•

Regulatory reform to increase natural g_s share of energy use. The Administration efforts will include an
investigation of current pipeline construction rules and a review of the rule regarding the secondary market for
pipeline transportation. The Department of Energy (IX)E) estimates that such FERC actions can result in an
additional increase in gas use of 0,37 trillion cubic feet in the year 2000. Increasing natural gas usage is expected
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from projected 2000 levels by 2.2 million metric tons of carbon equivalent
(MMTCE).

•

Seasonal gas use for control ofnitrogen oxides (NOx). The Administration will promote the summer use of natural
gas in utility coal and oil plants and in industrial facilities as an innovative, low-cost NOx reduction strategy. This
action should reduce greenhouse gas emissions from projected 2000 levels by 2.8 MMTCE.

•

Commercialization of high-efficiency gas technologies. DOE will provide cost sharing from 1995 to 1997 for a
portion of the cost for demonstrating the effectiveness of high-efficiency gas technologies, such as fuel cells. Fuel
cells are an environmentally safe method of producing electricity and a byproduct, thermal energy. This technology
is a means of converting the chemical energy of fuel directly into electrical energy without a combustion process.
Commercializing high-efficiency gas technologies could reduce greenhouse gas emissions from projected 2000
levels by 0.6 MMTCE.

•

Expansion of the Natural Gas Star program. EPA will expand this program, which is a public/private partnership,
that reduces methane emissions by introducing and promoting cost effective technologies and practices in the natural
gas industry. Natural Gas Star was launched in Spring 1993 and has 26 partners. The program provides technical
assistance, implementation guidelines, and an information sharing network for gas companies to achieve cost
effective emissions reductions. The expanded program targets production, transmission, and distribution companies
not currently in the program. Expanding Natural Gas Star is expected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
projected 2000 levels by 3.0 MMTCE.

Note: The estimatesof increasedgasusageandreductionsingreenhousegas emissionsweredevelopedbyDOE'sOfficeof Planning,Policyand
ProgramEvaluationandthe Environmental
ProtectionAgent'.

level including "an investigation of current pipeline
construction rules, promulgation of incentive ratemaking
guidelines, and a review of rules regarding the secondary
market for pipeline transportation. "91 The Domestic Natural
Gas and Oil Initiative highlights the role of State and Federal
cooperation in regulator?,' reform, seeking reforms that will
focus on "improving access to natural gas distribution
facilities; boosting the use of natural gas for transportation;
and encouraging the removal of subsidies that work against
energy efficiency goals, cost-cutting by distributors, and
efficient pricing for.., natural gas."_

For the industry.',there are remaining issues relating to Order
636 which are being addressed this year, including the
judicial review of Order 636 and the State response to Order
636. Other issues at the Federal level, while not as sweeping
as Order 636, are important for the continuatian of the
movement toward providing market incentives rather than
regulator), incentives. FERC's agenda includes a review of its
policies on gathering and facili_" construction.

_lhe ChmateChangeAcnonPlan.October1993.p.25.
_:TheDomestwNaturalGasandOil inmative,December1993.p ! 5.
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The Domestic Natural Gas and Oil Initiative
In December 1993, the Department of Energy (DOE) announced The Domestic Natural Gas and Oil Initiative, placing a
strong emphasis on natural gas. Opportunities for natural gas should increase as the Administration seeks to replace oil
imports with domestic natural gas. The initiative outlines numerous actions that address issues such as tax policy, advanced
drilling technologies, cost of regulation, and market demand.
The initiative has two key overarching goals: enhancing the efficiency and competitiveness of U.S. industry, and reducing
the trend toward higher energy imports. The Administration intends to accomplish these goals through three major strategic
activities and their related actions:
Strategic
•

Activity

h

Increase domestic natural gas and oil production and environmental protection by advancing and
disseminating new exploration, production, and refining technologies. DOE is targeting research and
development to the needs of small oil and gas producers to help achieve this goal. By May 1994, DOE and the
Department of Treasury should complete a joint review of tax laws related to advancing and expanding production
technologies. DOE also intends to develop guidelines and strategies for natural gas commercialization and a plan
to facilitate a broad technology transfer. The Department will provide initial funding, on a cost-shared basis, for a
program to increase the availability and application of current information and technology.

Strategic Activity Ih
•

Stimulate markets for natural gas and natural gas derived products, including their useas substitutesfor
imported oil where feasible. To stimulate markets for natural gas, the physical infrastructure of the industry should
be improved. DOE will work with FERC to remove barriers to environmentally sound construction of additional
pipeline and storage facilities. DOE will also encourage increased access to existing facilities while accelerating the
development and use of advanced technologies in natural gas storage and distribution. DOE and State utility
regulators will work together to foster regulatory reforms that seek to:
-lmprove
access to natural gas distribution facilities
- Encourage efficient pricing for natural gas
- Boost the use of natural gas as a transportation fuel.

Strategic Activity IIh
•

Ensure cost effective environmental protection by streamlining and improving government communication,
decision-making, and regulation. The primary goal is to simplify regulations without compromising environmental
guidelines. An interagency working group composed of representatives from DOE, FERC, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and others will be created to improve coordination of regulatory issues affecting gas and oil
supplies. In addition, DOE will work with the States through organizations like the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact
Commission, the National Association of Regulatory Commissioners, and Federal land management services to
streamline and integrate regulatory programs. The purpose of these efforts is to eliminate duplication in the form
of needless paperwork or duplicate permits and hearings.
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North American Free Trade Agreement
The NorthAmerican FreeTrade Agreement(NAFTA) providesrulesand guidelines_brdismantlingtradebarriersandcreatinga trilateralfree
tradeareacomposedof the UnitedStates,Mexico, andCanada.NAFTA generallyextendstheprinciplesof free tradein the Canada-U.S.Free
TradeAgreement(FTA) toincludeMexico. The agreementprovidesforthe substantiallyfree flow of capitalamongthe threecountriesand for
somemobilityof laborin the formof rulesgoverningthe temporaryentry of businesspeople.
NAFTA will provideopportunitiesto sellenergyandenergy-relatedproductsto Mexico. Many Mexican tariffs on energycommoditiesandoil
andgasfield equipmentarebeingphasedout,althoughslowly.Forexample,the 10-percenttariffon naturalgaswill be phasedout over a 10-year
period,whilethe 10- to 15-percenttariffsonoil andgasfield equipmentwill be removedovera periodof 5 to I0 years.There arethree areasthat
providethe greatestpotentialforthe U.S. naturalgasindustryin Mexico:exports,provisionof energy-relatedservices,andelectricitygeneration.
•

Exports. NAFTA allows U.S. and Canadianexportersof naturalgasto negotiatedirectlywith potentialend usersin Mexico, with
PetroleosMexicanos(PEMEX) asa third party to the negotiation.In practice,PEMEX will likely purchasethe gasdirectly andthen
resellit to the enduser.This arrangementcouldinhioit new gasdemandbecausePEMEX, ownerof theonly gasdistributionnetwork
in Mexico, may not allow constructionof dedicatedgaslines from the United States.However, large industrial users,including
investorsin newelectricitycapacity,needthesededicatedgaslines.

•

Energy-RelatedServices.The agreementcouldpromotdopportunitiesfor U.S. energy-relatedservicesin three areas.First, Mexico
opened50 percentof thelargeprocurement
contractswith PEMEX andComisionFederaldeElectricidad(CFE) to U.S. and Canadian
businesses,and the number of openedcontractswill increaseto 100 percentby 2003. Second,NAFTA revisesthe government
procurementprocessto ensurethatU.S. andCanadiancontractbidsreceivefair consideration.Thisrevision isa significantcontribution
to buildingMexico'slegalinfrastructureandtherefore isoneof the mostimportantpartsof NAFTA. Third, Mexico will now allow
contractsfor oil andgasdrilling servicesto includeperformanceclauses.Underthe performanceclauses,foreigndrilling contractors
couldearn compensationbasedpartly onthe amountofoil or gasdiscovered,a commonpracticein otheroil markets. Without such
incentives,many U.S. firms consideredMexico's contractrequirementsfor drilling servicesprohibitive.

•

Electricity Generation. NAFTA could facilitatethe supplyof gasto the fast growingindustrialbasein northernMexico.This new
opportunityforgasmay alsoprovideinvestmentpotentialin electricitygeneration.Mexico's growingenvironmentalconcernscould
lead to the displacementof residualfuel oil by naturalgas. The Mexican governmentis increasinglyconcernedwith air quality,
especiallysinceseverepollutionforcedpartsof Mexico City to shutdown in April 1992.Howeveroneproblemcouldhinderthe growth
of gasdemandin electricity generation.PEMEX sellshigh-sulfurresidualoil ata lowerprice thanMexicannaturalgasona comparable
Btu basis.Electricgeneratingstationsandmany largeindustrialusersthereforeburn residualoil insteadof naturalgas.Consequently,
muchof the electricgenerationsectoris notequippedto burn gas.This couldstifle demandfor U.S. gasimportsto Mexico.

Remaining

Obstacles

to Free Trade

The provisions of NAFTA seemmore effective in promotingU.S. energyinvestmentsin Mexico than promotingU.S. exportsof goodsand
services. Nonetheless, the agreement is a first step toward complete free trade with Mexico. Several obstacles to free trade in energy still exist:
•

Mexico is unwilling to revise its constitutional prohibition against foreign ownership of energy resources.

•

The Mexican government maintains the protection of its state monopolies in oil and natural gas, PEMEX, and in electricity, CFE.

•

Mexico still adheres to central planning for the development and use of its energy resources.

•

If Mexico decides to restrict its energy production, neither Canada nor the United States will receive any preferential access to that
reduced supply.

•

The Mexican government reserves the right to sell energy to its domestic marketat a lower price than it sells to the United States or
Canada.

NAFTA falls short of complete free trade among the three countries. The United States did not win the above concessions it sought during
negotiations with Mexico. But NAFTA has chiseled away some of Mexico's antiquated restrictions on trade. The agreement will likely foster
increased investment, export, and contracting service opportunities for the U.S. naturalgas and oil industries.
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Figure A1.

DOE Funding for Natural Gas RD&D Programs
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RD&D = Research, development, and demonstration.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy, Natural Gas Strategic Plan and Multi-Year Program Crosscut Plan, FY 1994-1999, December 1993.

Order 636 Issues
Judicial Review of Order 636
In addition to challenging the Order 636 rule, numerous
industryplayershaveappealedcertainprovisionsof the order
(as it isappliedin the individual pipeline proceedings)to the
U.S. Court of Appeals. Until the court decisionis rendered,
some uncertaintyremainsregardingthe provisionsof Order
636. Most objections focus on the legal authority for the
restructuring,the changeto straightfixed-variable (SFV) rate
design, transition costs,and the methods for implementing
capacityrelease.Theseobjectionsare statedin approximately
100 petitionsthat comprisethe appealof Order 636, Atlanta
Gas Light Co. and Chattanooga Gas Co. et al. v. FERC, Nos.
92-8782.
Legal Authority for Unbundling. The legal method used to
achieve unbundling has elicited industry criticism. The
petitioners of this issue feel that FERC overstepped its
authority in restructuring existing NGA Section 7(c)
certificates. They state that FERC lacks the authority to split
these certificates into sales certificates and transportation
certificates,

svv Rate Design. The SFV rate design has been a
controversialprovision of Order 636, evoking significant
protestfrom Stateregulators,LDC's,andconsumeradvocates,
u,_er the SFV rate structure,fixed costs(which accountfor
90 to 95 percentof total costs)will be recoveredfrom the
reservationcharge paid by purchasersof firm transportation
capacity. Low load factor customers(typically weathersensitivecustomerswho usethesystemprimarily duringpeak
periods) may see higher bills as a result of the SFV rate
design.
Capacity Release.Anothermajor protestof Order 636 stems
from thecapacityreleasemechanism.The petitionersfault the
implementationof capacityrelease.Many LDC's and some
State commissionsprefcr a program in which the pipeline
companies are not involved. They argue that pipeline
companies could manipulate the program because they have
all the information on available capacity.
Transition Costs. Pipeline companieswill incur various costs
in complying with Order 636. FERC allows pipeline
companies to recover 100 percent of"prudently incurred"
transition costs. Nearly all (90 percent) of these costs will be
recovered from firm transportation customers, while the other
l0 percent will be recovered from interruptible transportation
customers. Many State public utility commissions (PUC's)
and LDC's are appealing the pipeline companies' entitlement
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to recover 100 percent of prudently incurred transition costs,
arguing that the pipeline companies should absorb some
transition costs,

programs before Order 636 was issued (see box, p. 132). The
Michigan regulators dedicated much of 1993 to identifying
and examining various State-level issues arising from Order
636 (see box, p. 133).

The appeal of Order 636 is awaiting judicial review. As of
February 1994, the location for the appeal was determined.
The Eleventh Circuit Court in Atlanta, originally selectedto
review Order 636, grantedmotionsfor a change in venueto
theDistrictof Columbia Circuit Court. But until thejudicial
review of Order 636 is completed,the risk of court-ordered
adjustmentsremains.

The FERCAgenda
Gathering Policy
Gathering facilities, generally the smaller diameter pipelines
that connect gas wells to a mainline, have been the subject of

State Response to Order 636

heateddebate for many years. This is becausegathering is
treated differently than transmission. FERC has some

The effect of Order 636 is being felt at the State level, since
the unbundling of pipeline services has shifted additional
responsibility to gas purchasers for securing their own gas
supplies, transportation, and other services, while the change
to SFV rate design may affect the prices of these services,
Most of the affected purchasers are LDC's and electric utilities
who are subject to regulation by PUC's. As a result, many
PUC's have been revising, or at least reviewing, their own
regulations to take into account the changes in the gas market
resulting from Order 636. Thus, the potential for further Statelevel adjustments in response to Order 636 provides another
area of regulatory uncertainty for the natural gas industry,

jurisdiction under the Natural Gas Act (NGA) over gathering,
but the debate has centered on the scope of that jurisdiction.

Many States agree with the underlying philosophy of Order

FERC initiated a comprehensive review of its gathering
policy in October 1993 (RM94-4). Through the review, FERC
sought to clarify the extent of its jurisdiction over rates, terms,

636. Competition, unbundling, and open access are just some
of FERC's goals supported by State regulatory commissions.
However, as previously noted, many PUC's object to
numerous specific provisions of Order 636. Furthermore,
many State commissioners feel that, just as the supply risk has
shifted from pipeline companies to LDC's, FERC has also
shifted the regulatory burden from the Federal level to the
States. The States are responsible for regulating the LDCs'
widely expanded role in securing and delivering gas supplies,
However, many PUC's feel the implications of Order636 at

The issue became more complex under the industry
restructuring, as many pipeline companies have been
transferring, or spinning down, their gathering facilities to
affiliates, while other facilities have been spun off to
nonaffiliates. Many producer and marketer groups are
opposed to such facility transfers because of concerns that
unregulated gathering firms could exercise market power over
production area services and thwart FERC's efforts to enhance
competition throughout the industry.

the State level are not well understood,

and conditions of gathering services provided by interstate
pipeline companies and their, affiliates. In February 1994
FERC hosted a public conference on gathering to gain further
information to determine if regulation of pipeline-affiliate
gathering was necessary. Two natural gas industry groups
presented the primary opposing viewpoints. Interstate pipeline
company representatives argued that natural gas pipeline and
affiliate gathering services should be treated like all
unregulated gatherers, with no FERC jurisdiction. Large and
small gas producers countered that FERC remains legally

Most State reaction to Order 636 is mixed. Some provisions
are considered detrimental while others are viewed as

obligated to exercise its jurisdiction over pipeline companies
or pipeline-affiliated gathering operations in order to ensure

beneficial. In Pennsylvania, the PUC expressed objections to
the SFV rate design. The California PUC (CPUC) and the
Michigan Public Service Commission (PSC) both voiced
opposition to the Order 636 transition cost recovery method.

equal and nondiscriminatory

Although there are several objections to certain aspects of
Order 636, most PUC's are developing policies to address or
promote some provisions of Order 636. For example the
Pennsylvania PUC established policy guidelines to address
transition cost recovery (see box, p. 131). In California, the
CPUC had already established its own State-level unbundling

through the approval of seven orders on gathering decisions.
Two of FERC's chief declarations clarify the gathering
jurisdiction issue and refine the primary function test, which
determines whether pipeline facilities serve as jurisdictional
transmission or nonjurisdictional gathering.
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gathering rates.

FERC's New Gathering Policy
In May 1994, FERC's new policy on gathering emerged
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Pennsylvania PUC Response to Order 636
Like other States, the Pennsylvania PUC objected to the change to the straight fixed-variable (SFV) rate design mandated in
Order 636. It felt that the change harmed finn transportation customers by significantly increasing their demand charges. The
Pennsylvania PUC is also involved in the appeal of Order 636.
Although it objects to the SFV provision, the Pennsylvania PUC recognizes the need to deal with other aspects of Order 636.
In 1993 the PUC largely focused on transition cost recovery. The PUC issued a proposed policy statement on transition cost
recovery in February 1993 and solicited comments on the proposed policy from LDC's, pipeline companies, and others. After
consideration of the numerous comments, the PUC issued a Statement of Policy Regarding the Recovery of FERC Order 636
Transition Costs (M00930389) in October 1993.
The Statement of Policy mandates:
•

FERC Account 191 transition costs may be presented as a claim in the purchased gas cost proceedings of LDC's
subject to the statutory and regulatory procedures applicable to gas cost rate proceedings generally. Account 191
transition costs stem from a pipeline company's pre-Order No. 636 merchant function.

•

The cost of new facilities incurred by complying with Order 636 may be recovered through gas cost rate procedures.

•

LDC's are allowed the opportunity for the full recovery of gas supply realignment costs and stranded costs by filing
a tariff or tariff supplement pursuant to the Pennsylvania Public Utility Code. Stranded costs are those costs
associated with facilities that are no longer used and useful after restructuring.

Although the Pennsylvania PUC mostly focused on the task of developing a transition cost recovery mechanism, it also issued
a notice of proposed rulemaking (NOPR) to change current intrastate gas transportation tariffs. The NOPR states, "revision
of our regulations has become imperative since FERC's restructuring of the national gas industry."
The proposed rule generally strives to minimize "the risk of interstate gas pipeline penalties, gas arbitrage by producers or
shippers, and the shifting of cost to retail customers ...."The proposed modifications include: strengthening of balancing rules
by requiring transportation customers to balance injections and withdrawals within 30 days. Large transporters, shipping more
than 100 million cubic feet, may be required to balance no more frequently than daily, while other transporters need to balance
no more frequently than weekly. Failure to balance generally will result in the LDC charging out of balance customers for
the costs of making up deficiencies, or requiring them to buy excess injection at premium prices. Passthrough of interstate
pipeline penalties to transportation customers is not allowed unless the customer's actions directly resulted in the penalties.
The PUC hopes these changes will minimize the possibility that LDC's will incur penalties for violation of interstate pipeline
tariffs. Furthermore, the changes should reduce the ability of transportation customers or gas producers to benefit from gas
price changes at the expense of LDC's or other customers by "riding" the LDC's system. Transportation rates will be revised
to include appropriate administration, demand, and storage costs devoted to transportation.

The Scope
Issues

of FERC Jurisdiction

on Gathering

In the orders, FERC determined that it generally does not
have jurisdiction over interstate pipeline companies' gathering
affiliates because they are not considered natural gas
companies under the NGA. However, FERC retains the right
to disregard the separate corporate structures (of the pipeline
company and its gathering affiliate) in the event the pipeline
company abuses the pipeline-affiliate interrelationship. For

example, FERC jurisdiction could be invoked if pipeline
transportation discounts were given only to those shippers
using the affiliate's gathering service. FERC further declared
that pipeline-affiliated gatherers would be subject to State, not
Federal jurisdiction, unless abuse of the pipeline-affiliate
interrelationship occurs.
To protect shippers from potentially unfair practices, FERC
is requiring pipeline companies to demonstrate conformance
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California PUC Response to Order 636
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) agrees with FERC's pro-competition philosophy and its open access and
unbundling mandates. The CPUC itself has worked for these both in FERC and State proceedings. Recent CPUC regulations
include: a rulemaking requiring unbundled services on pipelines and a capacity brokering program for LDC's (basically the
same as capacity release), and a rulemaking that encourages large customers to search for the best supply deals.
Although the CPUC supports competition, open access, and unbundling, it objects to two provisions of Order 636. Along with
other States, California heavily criticized the straight fixed-variable (SFV) rate design and the transition cost recovery
mechanism. The CPUC is active with 14 other States in a joint appeal of these two Order 636 provisions.
In November 1991, the CPUC issued a rulemaking to unbundle interstate and intrastate transportation. By the time FERC
issued the final Order 636 in April 1992, two major pipeline companies serving California (Transwestern Pipeline Company
and E! Paso Natural Gas Company) had largely become gas transporters in response to the CPUC rulemaking. Many of the
two pipeline companies' firm bundled service customers were converted to firm transportation service.
The same rulemaking also established a capacity brokering program for LDC's. By November 1993, the California gas
utilities, Pacific Gas Transmission and Southern California Gas Company, were already participating in the capacity brokering
program. Under the capacity brokering program, the CPUC first determines the amount of capacity LDC's must retain for
core customers (predominately residential and commercial customers). Any capacity not needed for core customers can be
released. The LDC's must hold an open season to auction offthe released capacity to any party wishing to buy it. The open
season is nondiscriminatory; whoever bids the highest price, receives the released capacity.
The CPUC has been promoting unbundling and open access at the LDC level since the late 1980's. The CPUC believed large
customers should secure transportation and supply agreements more suited to their needs ratherthan purchase more expensive
bundled service.
An Order Instituting Rulemaking issued in September 1990 prohibited LDC's from selling gas supplies to noncore customers;
LDC's could only sell transportation service to this sector. The CPUC allowed one exception to this rule. If the noncore
customers committed to at least a 2-year supply contract, and paid the same price as core customers, the LDC's could then
provide them with gas supplies.

with three standards as a condition to allowing the transfer of
facilities. The three standards:
•

Require nondiscriminatory access by the pipeline to all
sources of supply, and bar undue preference to shippers
of a gathering affiliate over shippers of nonaffiliated
gatherers in scheduling, transportation,
storage or
curtailment priority,

•

Require disclosure of any information provided to a
gathering affiliate in regard to transportation of natural
gas, including capacity release or other available
capacity, to all similarly situated gatherers in the same
basin or field,

•

Prohibit the tying of pipeline transportation service to
any other service on behalf of_ by, or involving the
pipeline company's gathering affiliate.
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FERC also included another condition to granting facility
transfers that applies to both spindowns of pipeline gathering
facilities to affiliates and spinoffs to nonaffiliates. Either the
pipeline company seeking to transfer facilities or its successor
must demonstrate that existing customers served by the
gathering facilities have been offered an opportunity to
continue service under mutually agreeable terms, conditions,
and rates. Should the pipeline company or its successor and
existing gathering customers fail to reach an agreement, then
the pipeline company or its successor must submit a "default"
contract that has been offered to existing customers. The
terms for service under the default contract should be
consistent with the terms, conditions, and rates for various
services currently offered by independent gatherers in the
particular region. IfFERC concludes that the default contract
meets these criteria, it will allow the pipeline company to
transfer the facilities.
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Michigan PSC Response to Order 636
The Michigan Public Service Commission (PSC) is reviewing several issues arising from Order 636 that affect LDC's and
their consumers. The concerns focus on transition costs, storage issues, and gas cost recovery.
The Michigan PSC is dealing with transition cost issues on the Federal and State level. On the Federal level, the PSC is
examining the types and amount of transition costs and is involved in the appeal of Order 636's treatment of transition costs.
Michigan, like California, also objects to the lack of cost sharing among different transportation buyers. The PSC believes
the firm transportation customers bear too much of the transition cost burden.
At the State level, Michigan is evaluating the allocation of transition costs among LDCs' sales and transportation customers.
The PSC is also considering whether LDC's should absorb some of the costs. Michigan will likely address these issues in
individual LDC rate cases. The PSC notes that a certain precedent exists in its earlier decisions on the passthrough of take-orpay costs. Transition cost decisions depend on many case-specific factors and therefore a generic PSC policy is impractical.
With approximately 13 percent of U.S. storage capacity, the treatment of storage is another concern for the Michigan PSC.
The commission is examining existing and new gas storage facilities. For existing storage, the PSC concerns include:
•

Allocation of storage capacity between firm customers and interruptible customers

•

Pricing of storage capacity

s

Sufficiency of storage capacity.

For new storage the PSC is considering the following issues:
•

Encouragement of new natural gas storage

•

Jurisdictional role in the development of new storage fields

•

Pricing of new storage: rolled-in, incremental, cost-based, or market-based.

The third significant issue facing the Michigan PSC is gas cost recovery (GCR). A few of the concerns center around:
soundness of natural gas suppliers, price indexing of supply contracts with producers, and the LDCs' ability to rebundle
pipeline services. Michigan will likely address these concerns on a case-by-case basis as more is known about them. These
issues depend on many case-specific factors and thus a generic PSC policy is considered impractical.
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Revision

of the Primary

Function

Test

Two of thesevenordersapprovedat FERC's May 1994 open
meetingaddressedthe primary functiontest?3FERC declared
that facilities located beyond a processingplant, other than
those incidental to the plant's operation, will be considered
jurisdictional transmission facilities generally. Certain
exceptionsmay be allowed however. In addition to owning
facilities behind the processingplant, some gatherers also
may own relatively lengthyfacilities beyond the plant.These
downstream facilities could be exempt if the length is
proportional to the length of the gatherer's behind-the-plant
facilities. For example, ifa gatherer has large facilities behind
the processing plant, then large facilities beyond the plant
may be necessary as an incidental extension of either plant
operations or the gathering system located behind the plant,
FERC would then classify the facilities beyond the plant as
gathering, rendering them exempt from jurisdiction,

Facility Construction
Order 555 (RM90-1-00, September1991), the construction
rule, was intendedto provide comprehensiveguidanceon
constructionprojects.However implementationof the order
was postponed in November 1991 becauseof numerous
industry objections to certain provisions. Instead, FERC
continuesto issueconstructioncertificateson a case-by-case
basis.
Under Section7(c) of theNGA, FERC hasauthorityover the
constructionof new pipeline facilities or the expansionof
existing systems.FERC approves a specific construction
project and ruleson anothercrucial issue:the costrecovery
methodfor thenew facility,
For severaldecades,FERC policy was mainly shapedby the
Kansas Pipe Line test.94This test establishedthe minimum
requirements necessary to ensure protection of the public
while encouraging expansion of service where needed. The
Kansas Pipe Line test required the construction certificate
applicant to meet seven criteria. Some of these standards were
later modified by FERC Order 555. Although Order 555 was
vacated in November 1991 FERC continues to apply some of
'

'J3Theprimaryfunctiontest is a set of standardsused by FERCto
determinewhethera facility'sprimaryfunctionis transmission
orgathering.
Thesestandardsincludediameter,length,location,andoperationpressure
of the line. FERCmodifiedthe primaryfunctiontestto accountfor the
changingtechnicaland geographicalnatureof explorationand production',
especiallyforoffshorefacilities.Underthe modifiedprimaryfunctiontest,
FERCappliesa slidingscalethat allowspipelinelengthsanddiametersto
increaseincorrelationto the distancefromthe shoreand waterdepth ofan
offshoreproductionarea.
94Kansas
PipeLineand GasCompany,et at, 2 FPC29 (1939).
i
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the modified criteria, where the applicant has not met the
KansasPipe Line analysis.
The KansasPipe Line market standardrequired the applicant
to prove that "there exist customerswho can reasonablybe
expectedto usetheproposednatural gas service." Under this
standard, an applicant was required, prior to the time
constructioncommenced,to have executedfirm contractsand
supportingmarketdatademonstratingthat presentand future
rate payers will be protected from having to make
inappropriatecontributionsto the costs associatedwith the
new facilities. Absent such showing, FERC will place the
applicant at risk for any underutilization of facilities.
FERC currently continues to issue at-risk certificates. The
purpose of these certificates is to prevent shifting the costs of
underutilized facilities to existing customers who derive
minimal benefits from the new project. In addition, at-risk
certificates should guard against unwarranted rate increases to
customers who use the new facilities in the event the new
capacity is substantially underused. FERC hasreasonedthat
the pipeline companyis in the bestpositionto evaluate the
need for facilities and should shoulder the risk of
misjudgment.
The pipelinecompanycansubsequentlyseek removalof the
at-risk termsand conditionsimposedon the new facilitiesin
a general ratecasefiled underSection4 of theNGA. FERC
has indicated that it would not impose a rigid formula.
Instead, pipeline companiesare free to demonstratein the
Section4 proceedingthatthe costsof the facilities soughtto
be includedin rateswould resultin just and reasonablerates
for itscustomers.The pipelinecompanywill have theburden
to showthat FERC's concernsaboutunwarrantedcostshifts
to existing customersor unwarrantedcost increasesto the
project'scustomersare satisfied.
Commencingconstructionof a new facility under anat-risk
certificate is a large gamble for a pipeline company. The cost
recovery method, or future rate treatment, for the new facility
is unknown. FERC determines a rate treatment at the time of
certification but this can be reversed in a later rate case. As a
result, financial arrangements are difficult to make. For
example, a pipeline company may be unable to secure loans
for building the new facility because potential lenders have no
way of knowing how the pipeline company will recoup the
new facility's cost.
In addition, FERC's policy on the cost recovery method for
new facilities has changed. The issue is rolled-in versus
incremental rate treatment (rates are designed using the
straight fixed-variable (SFV) method). Previously, FERC was
inclined to allow rolled-in rates. Under this rate treatment,
FERC permitted the pipeline company to recover the new
facility's costs from the established systemwide rate base.
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Both existing shippers and shippers who would use the new
facility, or expansion shippers, would pay the costs through
their rates. With at-risk certificates, FERC changed its
preference in cost recovery. In most cases, when an at-risk
certificate is issued, costs would be recovered only from the
rates charged to expansion shippers, known as incremental
rates. Under this method, the recovery of costs is less certain.
The expansion shippers may underutilize the new facility, or
the pipeline company may not secure enough expansion
shippers to meet the capacity,
FERC has not revisited the facility construction issue because
it had focused on Order 636 compliance filings during 1993.
Now that the restructured pipeline industry is operating, the
Commission will probably return to facility construction
policy. Chair Moler has hinted on the direction of FERC's
policy. In an address to the 1993 North American Natural Gas
Summit, she stated that an at-risk decision is necessarily an
interim one because the Commission cannot determine in
advance if the new capacity will be "used and useful."

Incentive Regulation

savings in the form of reduced rates. In contrast, under costof-service regulation, cost savings eventually result in a
reduction in the cost basis of the utility and are passed
through to consumers in the form of lower rates. However,
the passthrough of cost savings does not happen until the
pipeline company files its next NGA Section 4 rate case or
FERC initiates a Section 5 rate proceeding. With incentive
rates, public utilities receive incentives similar to firms in a
competitive market. A utility is rewarded for minimizing
costs because it retains a portion of the cost savings.
However, should the utility make a poor decision, both the
customers and the utility may forego the opportunity for
reduced rates and higher returns, respectively.
In October 1992, FERC issued a policy statement on incentive
ratemaking, establishing guidelines for companies to use in
formulating incentive proposals. The policy statement
provides only general principles for utilities interested in
filing for incentive regulation. The individual companies must
develop specific incentive ratemaking proposals. Pipeline
companies and LDC's have acknowledged the benefits of
incentive regulation. But because Order 636 affected most
segments of the natural gas industry, much of the industry's
efforts concentrated on issues related to restructuring in 1993.

Many of the risks in the interstate pipeline industry could
change by moving away from the traditional cost-of-service
regulation to incentive regulation. Under the cost-of-service
approach, rates are set at a level that is expected to generate
enough revenues to allow the firm to recover its expenses plus
an allowed return on assets. Cost-of-service regulation, which
has also been widely applied to other regulated industries, has
been severely criticized for its failure to provide firms with
incentives to operate efficiently. One criticism is that a firm's
costs may be accepted by regulators as being "just and
reasonable" when in fact more efficient operations could
reduce costs. Another criticism is based on the Averch-

Some utilities, primarily LDC's, have begun to examine the
possible use of incentive rates. Most LDC's incentive rate
plans are currently in an experimental stage. However one
LDC, San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E) in California,
implemented an incentive rate plan in 1993 for gas purchasing
(in California these rates are termed performance-based rates).
SDG&E's performance-based
rate plan involves two
components. The first component measures SDG&E's
purchasing performance at the mainline against an established
benchmark cost. By improving efficiency and using risk
management tools, SDG&E may lower its costs below the

Johnson hypothesis. 9s This theory argues that regulated firms
have an incentive to overinvest in capital because allowed
profits are set as a percentage of their capital assets,

benchmark cost. The resulting savings, expressed in the form
of lower rates to customers and higher rates of return to
stockholders, are shared equally. Similarly if the cost of the
gas is greater than the benchmark (plus 2 percent), SDG&E's

As a result of these shortcomings of cost-of-service
regulation, some regulators of other industries, as well as
State public utility commissions and FERC, have begun to
consider alternative forms of regulation, known collectively
as "incentive regulation." Incentive regulation tends to
simulate competition in a monopoly environment by tying
utilities' returns to performance. For example, utilities may be
allowed to retain as profit a portion of any cost saving they
are able to achieve. This gives them an incentive for further
cost reductions. Customers would receive any remaining cost

customers and stockholders absorb these costs through higher
rates or lower rates of return. The second component
compares the price SDG&E pays at the citygate (gas cost plus
transmission cost) to the benchmark. If the citygate price is
less than the established benchmark, 95 percent of the savings
go to SDG&E's customers and 5 percent of the savings go to
the stockholders.

95HarveyAverchand Leland Johnson,"Behaviorof the Firm under
RegulatoryConstraint,",4mericanEconomicReview,52 (1962),pp. 10521069.

At present, LDC's are more active in developing incentive rate
programs than interstate pipeline companies. For example,
some State utility commissions, such as in Maryland, are
currently examining the advantages of using incentive rates.
Other States have gone even further. The New Jersey Board
of Regulatory Commissioners reviewed a formal LDC
incentive rate proposal in 1993, but the proposal was later
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withdrawn. Although FERC adopted the policy statement on
incentive ratemaking proposals, no pipeline companies are
using incentive rates at this time. However, FERC approved
market-based rates for several companies in 1993.

Environmental and Safety
Developments

low nitrogen oxide burners. Utilities and industrial boilers can
now average summer and winter emissions under the new
policy to achieve an annual target. EPA concluded that in
many cases, fuel switching will be a more cost-effective
method for controlling nitrogen oxide emissions than
traditional add-on controls.
PCB Contamination
For the first time, EPA addressed abandoned local distribution

During 1993, some notable environmental programs,
regulation, and legislation were implemented. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) introduced new
: _ '_programsand policies that will affect the naturalgas industry,
The Department of Interior (DOI) also announced regulation
that is likely to have an impact on the industry. In addition,
EPA, DOI, the Department of Energy (DOE) and others are
pursuing interagency approaches to the environmental goals
of the Administration. For example, in November 1993, EPA
announced the Green Sectors Program. The program is
designed specifically to work with selected industries, State
regulators, and other stakeholders to improve the
environmental results and reduce the economic impact of
EPA programs,
In March 1994, a natural gas pipeline explosion in Edison,
New Jersey prompted increased public attention on the safety
of natural gas pipelines. The blast destroyed an apartment
complex and displaced several hundreds of people. Many
Federal and State officials called for a review of safety
procedures for pipelines as a result of the explosion.

pipelines, contaminated with PCB's. Regulations have been in
place for some time, but were not applied to local distribution
lines. PCB's were historically used as lubricants at pipelinerelated facilities. They were later discovered to cause cancer.
Included in the regulations is an American Gas Association
(AGA) proposal that distributors maintain an inventory of the
contaminated, abandoned pipelines and mark their location.
EPA may call for distributors to fill contaminated pipes,
destined for abandonment, with fly ash or other inert material
to render them unusable. The agency is concerned that
excavators may unearth the pipeline and be exposed to the
PCB's. EPA is further troubled by the possibility of
contaminated pipes being removed and then used for another
purpose.
EPA's allowance of PCB-contaminated pipelines to remain in
the ground is unprecedented. This remedy is part of an
evolving view at the agency that recognizes hazardous
material is best left undisturbed in some cases.
Pollution

The Department of Transportation's (DOT) Research and
Special ._rograms Administration (RSPA) is responsible for
regulating oil and natural gas pipelines for safety. When an
accident occurs, pipeline companies must file accident reports
with this agency. RSPA is also responsible for implementing
safety legislation, such as the Pipeline Safety Act of 1992.

Discharge

In March 1993, EPA developed the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) guidelines under
Title IIl of the Clean Water Act for the control of discharges
from offshore oil and gas facilities. NPDES permits have
mandated zero discharge of produced water in some regions
of the country. Members of the natural gas industry have
expressed concerns that these restrictions place considerable

Environmental Developments

cost burden
on producers
environmental benefits.

Seasonal

Oil Pollution

Fuel Switching

and

have

questionable

Act

The EPA announced that electric utilities and industrial
boilers can now switch to natural gas in the summer in order
to meet Clean Air Act requirements. This new policy could
increase natural gas demand in the summer, at least over the
long term. The policy allows for switching to cleaner fuels
during the summer, when ozone is a problem and gas is
available. Previously, EPA required continuous emissions
controls throughout the year. This typically involved
combustion equipment modifications such as installation of
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Under the Oil Pollution Act, the Minerals and Management
Service of the DOI issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
thatwould require onshore and offshore oil and gas facilities
to demonstrate the ability to pay up to $150 million for
potential pollution damages. This requirement could have a
significant impact on the operation of many small natural gas
producers and storage operators.
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Pipeline Safety
The RSPA regulates both oil and gas pipelines from the
wellhead to the bumertip, including interstateand, through
State cooperation, intrastatelines, The agency also tracks
statisticson pipeline accidents.During 1991, the latestyear
for which data are available, natural gastransmissionand
gatheringpipelineoperatorsreported71 incidents,involving
12 injuries and $11,706,237 in property damage.96 An
incident involves a release of gas and either: (I) a death or
personal injury necessitating in-patient hospitalization or (2)
estimated property damage of $50,000 or more. Natural gas
distribution pipeline operators reported 162 incidents,
involving 14 deaths, 77 injuries, and $7,813,748 in property
damage. Of the 233 total gas incidents, 139 (60 percent) were
attributed to damage by outside forces,
Although pipeline safety recently became a highlighted
concern of the general public, it has been a concern of
legislators for some time. Lawmakers passed a major piece of
legislation, the Pipeline Safety Act in 1992. RSPA is
responsible for implementing the provisions of the legislation,
Three critical provisions of the act affect the natural gas
industry:
•

New and replacement oil and gas pipelines are required
to accommodate internal inspection devices, called smart
pigs. Smart pigs are electronic devices that are sent
through the pipeline to inspect for structural weaknesses.

•

Existing oil and gas pipelines in high density population
areas are required to undergo periodic inspection,

•

Excess flow valves are required only for residential
properties to shut off excess gas flow; they are similar to
an electrical fuse. The valves will be placed at the curb
of a house to regulate the gas lines leading into the
house,

•

requiredto inform customersof the pipelines they own. The
utilitiesmustalsoadvisecustomerson pipeline maintenance
and the hazardsof failing to maintain pipelines.
in April 1994, RSPA issueda Final Rule that implementsa
programfor the first of the aboveprovisions,the useof smart
pigs in new and replacementpipelines.The agency is also
expectedto issueanotherFinal Rule for the secondprovision,
requiring
the periodic inspectionof existing pipelines, in
October 1995.

Summary
During the past 15 years, regulatory change has directed a
new approach to doing business in the natural gas industry.
The purchase and sale of natural gas at the interstate level are
now driven by market conditions with no regulatory
interference.
Themost significant area of regulatory uncertainty now rests
in the State arena. Although State regulatory authorities are
supportive of many aspects of Order 636, they face difficult
decisions regarding the appropriate allocation of costs
associated with restructuring among customer classes. The
cumulative costs associated with the industry restructuring
during the past decade have resulted in the passthrough or
pending passthrough of $17 to $19 billion to consumers. 97
While the change in rate structure mandated in Order 636
often results in residential and commercial customers paying
an increased share of the LDC's costs of providing that
service, lower rates to customers with fuel-switching
capabilities may be necessary to keep them on the system and
contributing to the reduction of overall system costs.
The State PUC's are also evaluating the extent to which the
unbundling provisions of Order 636 should be extended to the
distribution system within their States. One State, California,
has already adopted that approach.

There are roughly 7.5 million miles of customer-owned
pipelines in the United States. Natural gas utilities are
"7"rhese costs include take-or-pay settlement costs of$11 billion to $13
billion, transition costs :ff $4.8 billion, and SFV rate change cost shills of
$1.2 billion. Take-or-pay costs are t:netgv Information Administration
estimates based on FERC Grd,:; 636-B. "iransition costs are from the

_'Department of Transportation, Office of Pipeline Safety, Annual Report
on Pipeline Safety Calendar Year 1991 (Washington DC, 199 i ), p. 2 !.

Government Accounting Office, Report on the Costs, Benefits, and
Concerns Related to FER("s Order 636 (Washington, DC, November 1993).
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Appendix B

Transportation Rates Under Order 636

Appendix B
Transportation

Rates Under Order 636

This appendix contains numericalexamplesof transportation
rates,asdiscussedin Chapter2, for a hypotheticalpipelinecompany
(Pipeline A) using the straight fixed-variable (SFV) rate design.It also includesexamples showingthe impact on ratesof
interruptiblerevenuecrediting,capacityrelease,andtransitioncosts.The examplesare intendedto show,in a greatly simplified
fashion,how firm and interruptibleratesare developedfrom a pipeline'scompany'scostand throughputcharacteristics.
The examplesare all basedon a commonsetof assumptionsaboutPipelineA's costsand operations(Table BI ). The company
isassumedto havetotal fixed costsof $900 million, variablecostsof $20 million, and expectedthroughputof 1,200 trillion Btu
(TBtu), of which !,000 TBtu is expectedto be firm serviceand 200 TBtu interruptible.The systemload factor(average daily
demanddividedby peak-daydemand)isassumedto be0.33, whichgivesa maximum peak-daydemandfor firm serviceof 8.302
TBtu.

Table B1. Cost and operating Assumptions ,for Pipeline A

.........................

AA

Total System FixedCosts (milliondollars)

$900

AB

Total SystemVariable Costs (milliondollars)

$20

AC

FirmThroughput(TBtu)

1,000

AD

InterruptibleThroughput(TBtu)

200

AE

System LoadFactor(average/peak)

0.33

AF

TransportationContractTerm (months)

12

AG

Peak Period (months)

3

AG'=AG*30

Peak Period (days)

90

AH

Off-Peak Period (months)

g

AH'=365-AG'

Off-Peak Period(days)

275

AI

AllowedReturn on Rate Base (percent)

11

AJ

Cost of Debt (percent)

9

AK

IncomeTax Rate, CombinedState and Federal (percent)

38

AL

DepreciationRate for Rate Base (percent)

5

AM

Ad Valorem Tax Rate (percent)

2

AN

Debt/EquityRatio

50150

AO=AC+AD

Total Throughput(TBtu)

1,200

A__P=AC/3651AE

Peak FirmCapacity fTBtu/

......

8.302

_..

.........

Note:RownamesbeginwithA todesignate
the"Assumptions"
table.
Source.EnergyInformation
Administration,
OfficeofOilandGas.
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The financialstrucmr_ofthe finn is assumedto be equally dividedbetween debt and equity. The allowed return on rate base is
! I percent; the cost of debt is 9 percenL State and Federal income taxes amount to 38 percent ofthe sum of return on equity and
income tax liability. In addition, there is an ad valorem tax of 2 percent of the value of the rate base. The rate base is depreciated
over a 20-year period, giving an annual depreciation rate of 5 percent.

SFV Rate Design
SFV rates are determined on the basis of cost and operating characteristics (Table B2). Variable costs are recovered from all
customers through the usage fee of $0.017 per million Btu (MMBtu), which is derived as shown in Equation (!):
Usage Fee

=

Variable Costs / Total Throughput

--

$20 million / 1,200 TBtu

=

$0.017/MMBtu

(1)

Table B2. SFV Rate Calculations
RA=AC/365/AE+AD/365

ReservationFee BillingUnits(TBtu)

8.85

RB=AO

Usage Fee BillingUnits (TBtu)

1,200

RC=AA*AP/RA

Fixed CostsAllocatedto FirmCustomers(million
dollars)

$844

RD:AA*AD/365/RA

FixedCosts Allocatedto InterruptibleCustomers
(milliondollars)

$56

RE=AA/RA/12

MonthlyReservationFee ($/MMBtu)

$8.47

RF=AB/RB

Usage Fee ($/MMBtu)

$0,017

RG

AssumedInterruptibleLoadFactor

1

RH=RE*12/(365*RG)+RF

MaximumIT Rates ($/MMBtu)

$0.295

RI=RF

MinimumIT Rates ($/MMBtu)

$0.017

RJ=RE*12"APIAC+RF

AverageCost of Firm Throughput($/MMBtu)

$0.861

Note: RownamesbeginwithRtodesignate
the"Rate"table.IT = Interruptible
Transportation.
Source:EnergyInformation
A(_rninistration,
OfficeofOilandGas.

Fixed costs are recovered from both firm and interruptible customers. Fixed costs recovered from firm customers are based on
the peak day capacity reservation. Fixed costs recovered from interruptible customers are based on average interruptible
throughput adjusted for discounting and the rate design load factor. The total reservation billing units over which fixed costs are
spread therefore consist of 8.302 TBtu of peak firm capacity and 0.548 TBtu of imputed reservation billing units for interruptible
transportation (assuming no discounting and a 100 percent interruptible rate design load factor):
Reservation Fee Billing Units
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=

Peak Firm Capacity Reserved
+ Average Daily Interruptible Throughput

=

8.302 TBtu + (200 TBtu / 365 days)

=

8.85 TBtu
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Thus, in this example, firm customers are responsible for 93.8 percent of total fixed costs ($844 million) while interruptible
customers are responsible for the remaining 6.2 percent ($56 million).
The monthly reservation charge is calculated by first converting fixed costs to a monthly basis and dividing by the number of
reservation fee billing units, as shown in Equation (3):_
Monthly Reservation Fee

=

$900 million / 12 months / 8.85 TBtu

=

$8.47/MMBtu

(3)

Both minimum andmaximum interruptible
transportation
(IT)rates
arecalculated.
The minimum IT rateisequaltothefirm
usagefee.
The maximum IT rateisdetermined
asshown inEquation
(4):
Maximum IT Rate

=

Annualized
Reservation
Fee/(365days* Interruptible
Load Factor)
+ UsageFee

=

$8.47/MMBtu* 12months/(365* 1.0)
+ $0.017/MMBtu

=

$0.295/MMBtu

(4)

Interruptible Revenue Crediting
The interruptible revenue crediting mechanism is an interim measure designed to permit pipeline companies to make conservative
estimates of interruptible volumes until actual experience with capacity release provides a basis for more accurate estimates of
interruptible throughput. One effect of interruptible revenue crediting may be to reduce firm transportation (FI) rates (Table B3).
In its SFV rates (Table B2) the company would recover $56 million of fixed costs from interruptible service. However, if the
company is able to sell more interruptible service than it projects, it may recover more than the allocated $56 million. The
overrecovery represents profit for the company. The revenue crediting mechanism requires the pipeline company to distribute
90 percent of the overrecovery to finn customers, thereby reducing their rates, and keep only l0 percent as profit for the
company.
Suppose interruptible throughput is twice as much as expected--400 TBtu rather than 200 TBtu. Then, at the maximum IT rate,
the pipeline company's revenues will be $59 million higher than expected:
Incremental IT Revenues

=

Incremental IT Throughput * Maximum IT Rate

=

200 TBtu * $0.295/MMBtu

=

$59 million

(5)

After deducting the $3.4 million variable cost of transporting the additional gas (i.e., the 200 TBtu of incremental throughput
times the usage fee of $0.017, which is the per-unit variable cost of service), the pipeline company retains i0 percent of the
remainder ($5.6 million) as profit and credits 90 percent ($50.0 million) to firm customers:
Incremental Pipeline Profit

=

0.10 * (incremental IT Revenues - Incremental Cost)

=

0.10 * ($59 million - 200 TBtu * $0.017/MMBtu)

=

$5.6 million

(6)

"RAItematively,
thereservationfee canbe calculatedby convertingthe firm fixedcosts($844million)to a monthlyfixedcost($70.3million)andthen
dividingby the firmpeak-daycapacityor8.302TBtu.
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Firm Customer Credit

=

0.90 * (Incremental IT Revenues - Incremental Cost)

=

$50 million

(7)

This reduces the revenue requirement for fixed costs from firm customers to $794 million (from the original $844 million):
Revised Firm Customer Revenue
Requirement

=

Original Firm Customer Revenue Requirement Firm Customer Credit

=

$844 million - $50 million

=

$794 million

(8)

which reduces the effective monthly reservation fee to $7.97/MMBtu (from $8.47 originally):
Effective Monthly Reservation
Fee

=

Revised Firm Customer Revenue Requirement /
Peak Firm Capacity / 12 months

=

$794 million / 8.302 TBtu / 12 months

=

$7.97/MMBtu

(9)

The example assumes that the incremental interruptible throughput was charged the maximum IT rate. If a discounted rate were
charged, the revenue impacts would be smaller. In the case of a discounted IT rate at 50 percent of the maximum rate, the
reservation fee would be reduced to only $8.23/MMBtu (Table B3).

Table B3. Interruptible Revenue Credit Calculations
IA

CreditingFactor

0.9

IB=AD

InterruptibleThroughput(TBtu)

200

IC

IncrementalInterruptibleThroughput(TBtu)

200

ID=IB+IC

AdjustedInterruptibleThroughput(TBtu)

400

Case 1: Incremental IT Sold at Maximum IT Ra'_e
IE=IC*RH

IncrementalIT Revenues (milliondollars)

$59°0

IF=IC*RF

Cost to Pipeline(milliondollars)

$3.4

IG=(IE-IF)*IA

Firm CustomerCredit (milliondollars)

$50

IH=(IE-IF)*(1-1A)

IncrementalPipelineProfit(milliondollars)

$5.6

II=(RE*12*AP-IG)/AP/12

EffectiveReservationFee ($/MMBtu)

$7.97

Case 2: Incremental IT Sold at 50% of Maximum IT Rate
IJ=0.5*IE

IncrementalIT Revenues(milliondollars)

$29.5

IK=IF

Cost to Pipeline(milliondollars)

$3.4

Firm CustomerCredit(milliondollars)

$23.5

IM=(IJ-IK)*(1-1A)

IncrementalPipelineProfit (milliondollars)

$2.6

IN=(RE*12*AP-IL)IAPI12

EffectiveReservationFee ($/MMBtu)

$8.23

IL=(IJ-IK)*IA

;

Note:RownamesbeginwithI todesignate
the"lnterruptible
RevenueCredit"table.IT = Interruptible
Transportation.
Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
OfficeofOilandGas.
i
EnergyInformationAdministration
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Capacity Release
Holder(s) of rum pipeline capacity rights can reduce their transportation costs by releasing capacity (Table B4). For simplicity,
assume that Pipeline A's firm capacity is all held by a single shipper. That shipper will transport 1,000 TBtu of gas over the course
of a year (Table B1). However, its capacity needs will vary greatly throughout the year. During a 3-month (90-day) peak period
the shipper will need 8.302 TBtu of capacity. Total throughput during the peak period will therefore be 8.302 TBtu * 90 days
= 747 TBtu. The remaining 253 TBtu of firm throughput will be transported during the remaining 9 months (275 days) of the
year. This means that the average daily firm capacity needed during the off-peak season is only 253 TBtu / 275 days = 0.919
TBtu.

Table B4. Cost Impacts of Capacity Release
CA=AC/365

Average FirmCapacity Need (TBtu)

2.740

CB=(AC-AP*AG')/AH'

Off-Peek FirmCapacity Need (TBtu)

0,919

CC=AP-CB

Off-Peak Excess Capacity (TBtu)

7,383

CD=CC*AH'

Yearly Off-Peak Excess Capacity (TBtu)

2030

CE=RC

TotalYearly FirmCapacity Cost (milliondollars)

$844

CF=CE/AP/365

AverageCost of ReservedFirmCapacity ($/MMBtu)

$0.279

CG=CE/AC

AverageCost of FirmCapacity Used ($/MMBtu)

$0.844

CH=CF*CD

Yearly Cost of ExcessCapacity (milliondollars)

$566

Case 1: Capacity Release at Full Reservation Fee
CI=CC

ReleasedCapacity(TBtu)

7,383

CJ=AH

Release Period (months)

9

CK=CI*RE*CJ

Total Revenuesfrom Capacity Release
(milliondollars)

$563

CL=CE-CK

Net Cost of Total Capacity to ReleasingShipper(million
dollars)

$281

CM=CL/AC

AverageCost of Capacity to ReleasingShipper
($/MMBtu)

$0,281

CN=CIJ12/AP

EffectiveMonthlyReservationFee ($/MMBtu)

$2.82

Case 2: Capacity Release at 50 Percent of Reservation Fee
CO=0.5*CI*RE*CJ

Total Revenuesfrom CapacityRelease
(milliondollars)

$281

CP=CE -CO

Net Cost of Total Capacityto ReleasingShipper(million
dollars)

$563

CQ=CP/AC

Average Cost of Capacity to ReleasingShipper
($/MMBtu)

$0,563

CR=CP/12/AP

EffectiveMonthlyReservationFee ($/MMBtu)

$5.65

Note: RownamesbeginwithC todesignate
the"CapacityRelease"table.
Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
OfficeofOil andGas.
i

EnergyInformationAdministration
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The shipper must permanently reserve capacity to meet its peak needs of 8.302 TBtu even though this level of capacity will only
be needed for 3 months out of the year. In this example, the shipper must reserve 3,030 TBtu of annualized capacity (8.302 TBtu
of peak capacity * 365 days) even though the annual f'u'mthroughput is only 1,000 TBtu. At a monthly reservation charge of
$8.47 per MMBtu, the total cost of f'u'mcapacity will be $844 million per year. When averaged over the annualized capacity
reservation of 3,030 TBtu, this gives a per-unit capacity cost of $0.279 per MMBtu:
Per-Unit Cost of Firm
Capacity Reserved

=

Annualized Reservation Charge / Annualized Capacity Reserved

=

$8.47/TBtu * 8.302 TBtu * 12 months / (8.302 TBtu * 365 days)

=

$844 million / 3,030 TBtu

=

$0.279/MMBtu

(10)

However, the shipper will not need much of this capacity during the year. Since a total of only 1,000 TBtu of gas will actually
be shipped during the year, the per-unit transportation cost (i.e., the average cost of capacity actually used) is $0.g44/MMBtu.
Per-Unit Cost of Firm
Capacity Used

=

Annualized Reservation Charge / Annual Firm Throughput

=

$844 million / 1,000 TBtu

=

$0.844/MMBtu

(l l)

Now suppose the shipper is able to take full advantage of the capacity release program to resell its unneeded capacity at the
pipeline company's maximum rate tbr f'mn transportation--i.e., the monthly reservation charge of $8.47/MMBtu. The unneeded
capacity is available in the off-peak season (9 months) when the shipper has reserved 8.302 TBtu but only needs 0.919 TBtu.
This leaves 7.383 TBtu of releasable capacity. If this is sold at the full reservation fee, the releasing shipper will cam $563 million
in revenuesmrecovering the full cost of the excess capacity:
Total Revenues from
Capacity Release

=

Released Capacity * Release Period * Reservation Fee

=

7.383 TBtu * 9 months * $8.47/MMBtu

=

$563 million

(12)

This will reduce the releasing shipper's effective total cost of capacity from $844 million to $281 million, for an effective per-unit
capacity cost of $0.28 I/MMBtu:
Average Cost of Capacity to
Releasing Shipper

=

(Total Cost of Capacity - Revenues from Capacity Release) /
Annual Firm Throughput

=

($844 million - $563 million) / 1,000 TBtu

=

$0.28 l/MMBtu

(13)

This average capacity cost corresponds to an "effective" reservation fee of $2.82/MMBtu (Table B4).
The total levelized firm transportation cost consists of the average cost of capacity plus the usage feem$0.298/MMBtu.
case, the releasing shipper has managed to reduce its transportation cost essentially to the maximum IT rate.

In this

A more modest (and more likely) financial outcome for the releasing shipper occurs when the released capacity does not
command the maximum FT rate. If instead it is resold at a 50-percent discount from the full reservation fee, the releasing shipper
will earn $281 million, lowering its total capacity costs to $563 million, or $0.563/MMBtu. This corresponds to an effective
reservation fee of $5.65/MMBtu (Table B4).
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This example is still somewhat optimistic, even with the assumed discount on released capacity, since releasing shippers are
unlikely to be able to resell all of their excess capacity during off-peak periods. Nevertheless, the example demonstrates that
significant cost reductions may be availablefor shippers who are able to take advantage of the capacity release program.

Transition Costs
Transition costs will increaserates for Pipeline A for a few years (TableB5). This company is assumedto have $90 millionof
GSR costs to be recovered over 3 years, $18 million in stranded costs (for terminating contracts for upstream capacity) to be
recovered over 3 years, and $10 million in new facility investments to be added to the rate base, which earns an 11 percent
allowed rate of return (Table B 1). (Since Account 191costs are billeddirectly to the individualcustomers on whose behalf they
were incurred, and do not affect overall rates, they are omitted from the example.)
GSR Costs
Stranded Costs
New Facilities

$90 million recovered over 3 years
$18 million recovered over 3 years
$10 million addedto rate base

For each of the next 3 years, $30 million in GSR costs will be billed to customers--90 percent or $27 million to be recovered
through a firm demand surcharge and the remaining $3 million through an increase in the maximum IT rate. Stranded costs of
$6 million over each of the next 3 years will berecovered through a firm demand surcharge.
The firm demand surcharge is calculated by converting the $33 million in annual GSR and stranded costs allocated to firm
customers to a monthly figure and dividing that by the peak capacity reservation:
Firm Demand Surcharge

=

(Annual GSR and Stranded Costs Allocated to Firm Service) /
12months / Peak Firm Capacity

=

($27 million + $6 million) / 12months / 8.302 TBtu

=

$0.33 I/MMBtu

(14)

New facilities of $10 million will be added to the rate base. With a debt/equity ratio of 50/50 (Table B I), the debt and equity
components of the new investment are each $5 million. The associated fixed costs include:
Return on Equity of 11percent
Interest on Debt of 9 percent
Income Tax of 38 percent
Annual Depreciation of 5 percent
Ad Valorem Tax of 2 percent

$ 0.55 million
$ 0.45 million
$ 0.34 million
$ 0.50 million
$ 0.20 million

Total Increase in Fixed Costs

$ 2.04 million
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Table BS. Transition Cost Recovery
GSR Costs
TA

Total GSR Costs (milliondollars)

$90

TB

GSR RecoveryPeriod (years)

3

TC=TA/TB

AnnualizedGSR Cost (milliondollars)

$30

TD=.9*TC

GSR Allocatedto FirmCustomers(milliondollcrs)

$27

TE=.I*TC

GSR Allocatedto InterruptibleCustomers(milliondollars)

$3

TF

Total StrandedCosts (mitliondollars)

$18

TG

StrandedCost RecoveryPeriod(years)

3

TH=TF/TG

Annualized StrandedCosts (milliondollars)

6

TI

New FacilitiesInvestment(milliondollars)

$10

TJ=0.5*TI

EquityFinancing(milliondollars)

$5

TK=0.5*TI

Debt Financing(milliondollars)

$5

Stranded Costs

New Investment

Increase in Fixed Costs from New Investment (milliondollars)
TL=AI*TJ

Returnon Equity

$0.55

TM=AJ*TK

Cost of Debt

$0.45

TN=AK*TL/(1-AK)

IncomeTax

$0.34

TO=AL*TI

Depreciation

$0.50

TP=AM*TI

Ad Valorem Tax

$0.20

TQ=TL+TM+TN+TO+TP

Total Increasein FixedCosts

$2.04

TR=(TD+TH)/12/AP

Firm Demand Surchargefrom GSR and StrandedCosts
($/MMBtu)

$0.331

TS=TQ/12/RA

Increasein EffectiveMonthlyReservationFee from New
Investment($/MMBtu)

$0.019

TT=TE/AD

Increasein EffectiveMaximumIT Rate fromGSR Cost
($/aMBtu)

$0.015

TU=TS*121365

Increasein MaximumIT Rate from New Investment
($/MMBtu)

$0.001

TV=TT+TU

Total increasein MaximumIT Rate ($/MMBtu)

$0.016

Rate Impacts

IT = Interruptible
Transportation.
GSR= GasSupplyRealignment
Cost.
Note: RownamesbeginwithT to designate
the"Transition
Cost"table.
Source:EnergyInformation
Administration,
Officeof OilandGas: basedoninformation
provided
by FederalEnergy
Regulatory
Commission,
Officeof PipelineRegulation.
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The increase in fixed costs resulting from the new investment is allocated to firm and interruptible rates using the same procedure
used in determining SFV rates. Specifically:
Increase in Monthly Reservation
Fee

Increase in Maximum IT Rate

=

Increase in Fixed Costs / 12 months / Reservation Fee Billing
Units

=

$2.04 million / 12 months / 8.85 TBtu

=

$ 0.019/MMBtu

=

Increase in Annual Reservation Fee / 365 days

=

$0.019/MMBtu

=

$0.001/MMBtu

(15)

(16)

* 12 months / 365

Finally, the maximum IT rate is adjusted further to incorporate the $3 million in annual GSR costs allocated to interruptible
service:
Further Increase in Maximum
IT Rate

=

Annual GSR Costs Allocated to Interruptible Service /
Projected Interruptible Throughput

=

$3 million/200

=

$0.015/MMBtu

(17)

TBtu

The total increase in the maximum IT rate from transition costs is therefore $0.016/MMBtu.
The total impact on FT rates consists of an increase in the basic reservation fee of $0.019/MMBtu
investment and a demand surcharge of $0.33 I/MMBtu to recover GSR and stranded costs.

resulting from the new

Summary
Implementation of Order 636 has changed the way transportation rates are calculated. The numerical examples presented in this
appendix show how each component of these rates is derived. Unlike in Table 6, Chapter 2, however, the examples do not
demonstrate the net impact of all these changes on the bottom line reservation fee paid by a firm customer. The cumulative
impacts of these changes on the reservation fee are presented below.
To derive the effective monthly reservation fee after interruptible revenue crediting, $8.25 per MMBtu reported in Table 6, it
is necessary to add the increase in the reservation fee associated with new investment (TS in Table B5), or $0.02 per MMBtu,
to the reservation fee calculated after crediting, or $8.23 per MMBtu (IN in Table B3).
The bottom line effective monthly reservation fee after releasing capacity, $5.44 per MMBtu reported in Table 6, includes the
$0.02 per MMBtu associated with transition costs (Table 6), plus the effective monthly reservation fee after releasing capacity
of $5.65 per MMBtu (CR in Table B4), minus the $0.23 per MMBtu (Table 6) reduction in costs associated with releasing
capacity. The effective monthly reservation fee after capacity has been released calculated in Table B4 does not take into account
the effects of transition costs or interruptible revenue crediting.
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Appendix C

Financial Analysis Methodology
This appendix presents the methodology used to estimate the
measures of financial performance presented in Chapter 5.
The measures were calculated for each industry segment
(producers, interstate pipeline companies, and local
distribution companies), based on a sample of companies
contained within the Standard and Poor's (S&P) Compustat
database. Both annual and quarterly data items from the
database have been used in this analysis. For the calculation
of financial ratios used in the chapter, annual data were used
from 1985 to 1993. Average stock prices were calculated
based on monthly stock prices available from January 1985
through March 1994. Aggregation of variables and
calculations of financial measures follow the procedures
suggested by Standard and Poor's.

Segment
t-

Sample

of Companies

The analysis was conducted for the major segments of the
natural gas industry based on availability of data within the
Compustat database from 1985 to 1993. The companies that
comprise the sample for each of the segments analyzed are
listed in Table C l, along with corresponding stock ticker
symbols, S&P industry code numbers, and S&P company
codes,
The producer segment of the industry was divided between
major and independent producers. The major producer sample
represents 96 percent of the 1992 U.S. dry gas production of
those companies classified as such by the Financial Reporting
System (FRS) of the Energy Information Administration's
Office of Energy Markets and End Use. The independent
producer sample represents 67 percent of the 1992 dry gas
production in the United States by publicly traded
independent producers,
The interstate pipeline company segment was examined both
with and without Columbia Gas System in the sample. This
company was so isolated because it filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection. The companies included in the sample
represent parent companies of all interstate pipeline
companies available on the Compustat database,
Local distribution companies (LDC's) were divided between
those that provide gas-related services only and those that
provide a combination of services: However, because the
results of the combination-service LDC's did not differ greatly
from those of the gas-only service LDC's, this group was

excluded from the analysis. The gas-only service LDC's in
this sample represent all such LDC's available on the
Compustat database.
Lastly, S&P 500 data were used in the analysis based on data
available through the Compustat Industrial Database
However, the ratios reportedfor the S&P 500 may differ from
those reported in Standard and Poor's publications, because of
differences in aggregation methodology. The methodology
used in this analysis is based on a simple aggregation of S&P
500 company data. In contrast, Standard and Poor's
publications use market valuation weighting factors to derive
the ratios.

Calculation of Financial
Performance Measures
The items selected from the Compustat database, along with
the corresponding annual and quarterly S&P item number, for
use in the calculation of the measures of financial
performance for each segment sample of the U.S. natural gas
industry are found in Table C2. The calculations for these
measures are presented below. Note that the summations in
each calculation refer to the aggregation of companies within
each segment.

Adjusted Average

Stock

Price

In the Compustat quarterly database, stock price data are
available for each month of the quarter. The monthly adjusted
average stock price (presented in Figure 31) is calculated
using quarterly high and low stock price variables for each
month of the quarter (quarterly items 63-68), the quarterly
common shares outstanding (quarterly item 61), and the
quarterly adjustment factor (quarterly item 17). The
adjustment factor is a ratio that adjusts per-share data, such as
stock prices for all stock splits and stock dividends that occur
subsequent to the end of a given year. In the financial
performance boxes for each segment, the average adjusted
stock price presented is for December of each year. For each
segment, from January 1985 to March 1994, the following
calculation was used for each month:
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where,
[(Ph ' PI) " CSO]

AASP -

2 ._

(CSO • ADD

where,
AASP

=

Ph

=

P,
CSO

=
=

Adjusted Average Monthly Stock Price
Company Stock Monthly Price-High
Company Stock Monthly Price-Low
Quarterly Common Shares Outstanding

ADJ

=

Company Quarterly Adjustment Factor

LTDCAP

=

LTD
[NCAP

=
=

Long-Term Debt as a Percent of Invested
Capital
Long-Term Debt (annual item 9)
Total Invested Capital (annual item 37)

Times Interest Earned Ratio
For each segment and year, this ratio was calculated as
follows:

In the first quarter of 1994, the items CSO and ADJ were
unavailable. As a proxy, the fourth quarter, 1993 CSO and
ADJ were used instead. Additionally, in the fourth quarter,
1993 CSO and ADJ were unavailable for a limited number of

TIE . _

(IN'rEX •
_ INTEX

companies. In these cases, the third quarter, 1993 CSO and
ADJ were used as proxies.
where,

Average Bond Rating
For each year, a weighted average S&P bond rating was
calculated for each segment based on net sales. Some
companies in the sample, however, did not have consistent
time series data for bond ratings. For this reason, a subset of
companies, as noted by the asterisks in Table C l, was used
for each segment in the following calculation:

ABR-

E

[

TIE
INTEX

=
=

Times Interest Earned Ratio
Interest Expense (annual item 15)

PTXIN

=

Pro-tax Income (annual item 170)

Return on Common Equity
For each segment and year, the rate of return on common
equity was calculated as follows:

NS(hIS)• BRV]
ROR-

_

N1
TCE

where,
where,
ABR

=

Average Bond Rating

NS
BRV

=
=

Net Sales (annual item 12)
Bond Rating Value (annual item 280)

Long-Term Debt as a Percent of
Invested Capital
For each segment and year, this ratio was calculated as
follows:

ROR
NI
TCE

=
=
=

Price/Earnings Ratio
For any given year, companies with negative net income are
excluded from the calculation of Price/Earnings ratio. Thus,
for each segment and year, the following formula applies for
firms with NI > 0,

LTDCAP - _
LTD
_[_ INCAP
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Rate of Return on Common Equity
Net Income (annual item 172)
Total Common Equity (annual item 60)
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PE - _

[(Ph " Pt) " CSOl
2 • _ (NI)

where,
MB

where,

=

Market/Book Value Ratio

Ph

=

P_

=

Company Stock Price-High (annual item
22)
Company Stock Price-Low (annual item

CSO

=

TCE

=

23)
PE
Ph

=
=

P_

-

CSO

=

NI

=

Price/Earnings Ratio
Company Stock Price-High (annual item
22)
Company Stock Price-Low (annual item

Common Shares Outstanding (annual
item 25)
Total Common Equity (annual item 60)

23)
Common Shares Outstanding (annual
item 25)
Net Income (annual item 172)

Market/Book Value Ratio
The market/book value ratio was calculated for each segment
as follows:

MB.

[(Ph
• PP • CSOl
2 • _ frCE)
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Table C1' Natural Gas Industry Segment Sample compan!ej
CompanyStock
Tt cker Symbot

S&P Industry
Code

...........

S&PCompany
Code

Producers (Majors)
Amerads Hess Corp.
AmocoCorp.
Attant|c Rtchf|etd Co.
British Petroteum Ptc -AOR
Broken HiLt Proprietary - ADR
Surt|ngton Resources Inc.
Chevron Corp.
Enron OiL & Gas
Exxon Corp.
Mobtt Corp.
Occidental Petroteum Corp.
Oryx Energy Co.
PhiLLips PetroLeum Co.
Royal Outch/Shett Group Comb.
Soc Natt ELf Aclu|tn - ADR
Texaco Inc.
Unocat Corp.
USX Corp.- ConsoLidated

AHC
AN
ARC
BP
BHP
SR
CHV
EOG
XON
HOe
OXY
ORX
P
RDSC.CM
ELF
TX
UCL
HROX.CH

2911
2911
2911
2911
1311
1311
2911
1311
2911
2911
1311
1311
291t
2911
2911
2911
2911
2911

23551
31905 *
48825 *
110889 *
112169
122014
166751 *
293562
302290 *
607059 *
674599 *
68763F
718507 *
78025C
833658
881694 *
915289 *
90399Y

AXO
APC
APA
BSNX
TMBR
COG
CID
CODA
COR
ENRG6
DHULZ
FOIL
HDX
HCRC
HEP
KLY
LLX
MXS
MXP
NBL
NCN
NEV
PDP
PLP
PPP
PRS.A
6041C
SAN
SFR
SNY
MARY
TIDE
WOL
WEXC

1311
1311
1311
1511
1311
i]11
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
2911
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
1311
2911
1311

10742
]2511 *
]7411
70107
115060
127097
16867C
191886
229]85
244874
258205
346091 *
405019
40636V
40636P
487736
546268 *
577730 *
590911
654894 *
655492
670509
701018
726529
730448 *
761016
786629
796022
802012 *
833482
792228
886]55
950676 *
977892

ALG
CGP
CG
CNG
EPG

492]
4922
492]
4923
4922

41237 *
190441 *
197648 *
209615 *
28]695 *

Producers (Independents)
Atamco Inc.
Anadarko PetroLeum Corp.
Apache Corp.
Basin Expt. inc.
Brown (Tom), Inc.
Cabot OiL & Gas Corp - CLA
Chieftain International
Inc.
CODAEnergy
Crystal O|t Company
DEKALBEnergy Company
Dorchester Hugoton - LP
Forest OiL Corp.
HadsonEnergy Resources Corp.
Hattwood Cons. Res. Corp.
Hattwood Energy Prtnr. - LP
KeLLey OiL & Gas Ptrs. - LP
Louisiana Land & ExpLoration
Nexus Energy Corp.
Mesa Inc.
NobLeAffiLiates
Inc.
Norcen Energy Res.
HuevoEnergy Co.
Parker & ParsLey PetroLeum
PLains PetroLeum Company
Pogo Producing Co.
Presidio OiL - CLA
Sage Energy Co.
SamsonEnergy Co. LP
Santa Fe Energy Resources
Snyder O|t Corp.
St. Mary Land & Exptor. Co.
Tide West OiL Company
Wainoco OiL Corp.
WoLverine ExpLoration Company
Interstate

PipeLine Companies

Arkta Inc.
Coastal Corp.
Cotumb|a Gas System
Consot|dated Natural Gas Co.
Et Paso Natural Gas Co.
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CompanyStock
Ticker Symbol
Enron Corp.
KNEnergy inc.
PanhandLeEastern Cor_.
Questar Corp.
Sonet Inc.
Tree*co Energy Co.
Williams Cos inc.
Local Otstrtbut|on
(Gas Only)

sip Industry
Code

ENE
KNE
PEL
STR
aNT
E
M48

4923
4923
4922
4923
6922
4922
4922

ALGH
ATG
ATO
BOC
8GAS
BU
CGC
CPK
CGES
CNE
CTG
3CNNG
or.#_s
EFU
EGN
ENN!
ENS
EQT
ECGC
]FALL
GFGC
IE!
LG
MCN
MBLE
NFG
NLG
NJR
GAS
NCG
NWNG
NUl
OKE
PET
PENT
PGL
PNY
PVY
PSNC
]RGCO
SJl
SMGS
SUG
SWX
SUN
UCIT
VR
WEG
WGL
WIC
WlSC
YES

4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4923
4924
4924
4924
4923
4923
4924
4924
4924
4923
4923
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
6924
4924
4924
4923
4926
4926
4923
4924
4926
492]
4924
49_2
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4923
4923
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924
4924

SiP Ccxq_
Code
293561 *
482620 *
698462 *
748356
835615 *
893532 *
969457 *

Companies

ALlegheny & Western Energy
Atlanta Gas Light Co.
Atmos Energy Carp
Bay State Gas
Berkshire Gas Co.
Brooklyn Union Gas Co.
Cascade Natural Gas Corp.
ChesapeakeUtilities
Corp.
Colonial Gas Co.
Connecticut Energy Corp.
Connecticut Natural Gas Corp.
Corntng Natural Gas Corp.
Delta Natural Gas Co. inc.
Eastern _nterprjaes
Energen Corp.
EnergyNorth inc.
Enserch Corp.
Equitable Resources Inc.
Essex County Gas Co.
Fall River Gas Co.
Great FalLs Gas Company
Indiana Energy inc.
Laclede Gas Co.
MCNCorp.
Mobile Gas Service Corp.
National Fuel Gas Co.
National Gas & Oil co.
New Jersey Resources
NICOR inc.
North Carolina Natural Gas
Northwest Natural Gas Co.
NU! Corp.
On,ok Inc.
Pacific Enterprises
Pennslvania Enterprises Inc.
Peoples Energy Corp.
Piecb_nt Natural Gas Co.
Providence Energy Corp.
Public Service Co. of N.C.
Roanoke Gas Co.
South Jersey industries
Southeastern Michigan Gas Entrpr.
Southern Union Co.-New
Southwest Gas Corp.
Southwestern Energy Co.
United Cities Gas Co.
Valley Resources Inc.
Washington Energy Co.
Washington Gas Light Co.
WICOR inc.
Wisconsin Southern Gas Co.
Yankee Energy Sys Inc.

17227
47753
49560
92612 *
84653
114259
147339 *
165303
195674
207567
207651 *
219381
247748
27637F
29265N
292925
293567
294549 *
296772
]06279
390606
454707
505588
55267J
607369
636180
636195
640025
654086 *
658221
667655 *
629630
682678
694232
708720
711030
720186
74]74]
744516
769858
838518
841825
844030 *
844895 *
845467
909823
920062
938815
93&B37*
929253
97-/045
984779
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Ccxapany Stock
Ticker Symbol

S&P Industry
Code

S&P Compeny
Code

Local Oistril_JtiOn
Coll)anies
(CoaJ)ination
Gas and Electric)
Baltimore
Gas & ELectric
Central
Hudson Gas & ELectric
Ci tcorp Inc.
Cincinnati Gas & ELectric
CIPSCO Inc.
Citizens
Uti tities

BGE
CNH
CER
CIN
clg
CZN.A

4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931

59165
153609
171794
172070
125539
177342

CNS Energy Corp.
Com_onuea[ th Energy System
ConsoLidated Edison of NY
Consumers Power Co.
Delmarva Power & Light
DPL Inc.
FLorida Public UtiLities
Co.
IES Industries Inc.
ILlinois Power Co.
Interstate
Power Co.
Iowa-Illinois Gas & ELectric

CNS
CES
ED
CNSl
DEW
DPL
FPU
IES
IPC
IPg
I_

4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
6931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931

125896
202800
209111
210615
247109
233293
341135
4494914
452092
461074
462470

LG&E Energy Corp.
Long Island Lighting
Nadison Gas & Electric

LGE
LlL
RDSN

4931
4931
4931

501917
542671 *
557497

RDU Resources Group Inc.
Niduest Resources

NDU
U

4932
4931

552690 *
598374

Ninnesota Power & Light
Nontana Power Co.
New York State ELectric
& Gas
Niagara Nohawk Power
NIPSCO Industries
Inc.
Northern States
Power-NN
Northwestern
Pulotic Service Co.
Orange & Rockland UtiLities
Pacific
Gas & Electric
Pac i f i corp
Public Service
Co. of Colorado
Public
Service Co. of N. Hexico
Public
Service Entrp.
Rochester Gas & ELectric
San Diego Gas & ELectric
Scana Corp.
Si er ra Paci f i c Res.
Southern Indiana Gas & Elec
St. Joseph Light & Power
UGI Corp.
Uniti [ Corp.
Ut i t i corp Uni ted Inc.
Washington Water Power
Western Resources Inc.
Wisconsin Energy Corp.
Wisconsin Public Service

NPL
NTP
NGE
NNK
NI
NSP
NPS
ORU
PCG
PPW
PSR
PNN
PEG
RGS
SDO
SCG
SRP
SlG
SAJ
UGI
UTL
UCU
_
NR
gEC
WPS

4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4932
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931
4931

604110
612085
649840
653522
629140
665772
668231
684065
694308
695114
744448
744499
744573
771367
797440
805898
826425
843163
790654
902681
913259
918005
940688
959425
976657
976843

WPL Holdi_s

WPH

4931

929305

• Denotes
Source:
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Co.

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

companies with consistent
time series bond rating
information
used in segment bond rating
Standard and Poor's CoeWustat Services,
Inc. "Coe_Jstat"
database.
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calculations.

Table C2. Compustat Variables Used in Analysis
Variable Name

Annual Item Number

Quarterly Item Number

Lon_-TermDebt

9

N/A

Net Sales

12

N/A

InterestExpense

15

N/A

Yearly Hi_lhStockPrice

22

N/A

1st Monthof Quarter High StockPrice

N/A

63

2nd Monthof Quarter Hi_lhStockPrice

N/A

64

3rd Monthof Quarter Hi_lhStockPrice

N/A

65

Yearly Low StockPrice

23

N/A

1st Monthof Quarter LowStockPrice

N/A

66

2nd Monthof Quarter LowStock Price

N/A

67

3rd Monthof Quarter LowStockPrice

N/A

68

CommonSharesOutstandin_

25

61

AdiustmentFactor

27

Total InvestedCapital

37

N/A

Total CommonEqu!ty

60

N/A

Pre-Tax Income

170

Net Income

172

N/A

S&P BondRating

280

NiA

_

17

i

N/A

source:Standard
andPoor's
Compustat
Services,
Inc"Compustat"
database.
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